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PREFACE.

After half a century of existence, the New Greece

created by England, France, and Russia, reckoning up

her achievements and acquisitions, can find little

further cause for gratitude to her earlier patrons. She

may boast of a considerable development, political as

well as material ; but, save the annexation of the

Ionian Islands, she has received no extension, and no

groat encouragement, from any of the European

Powers. She has been left very much to her own

devices ; but she has been speedily snubbed whenever

tlicse devices tended towards the completion of the

work of 1830.

Europe has borne hardly upon New (Jreece; and

England most hardly of all. We know the rea.son,

and it is one which we ought not lightly to under-

rate. AVe should have helped Greece long ago, if we

had not been afraid of weakening Turkey ; and the

events of the past few years have shown that the

policy of defending the Porte against its enemies is

still approved by a large portion of the nation. So

long as this policy is observed by England, Greece

will never attain the rank to which she aspires. There

are, however, many Knglishmen who believe that the
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claims of Greece are above the claims of Turkey, and

that a strongs Greek Kingdom woukl he more ser-

viceahle to England and to Europe than a strong

Ottoman Empire. There are many, again, who think

that the one State might he largely extended without

seriously impairing the strength of the other. It is

probable that these two classes together constitute a

majority of the English people ; hut, whether it be so

or not, there is apparently plenty of inducement for

the well-wishers of Greece to argue her cause.

My object in the following pages is to bring

together and pass under review the many reasons

which have been, or may be, urged on behalf of the

Hellenic claims. The Greek Question is one of the

most important of those which now agitate the

public mind. Instead of settling it, the Congress

of Berlin has given it increased urgency ; and the

occasion seems to justify a re-statement of the

problem.

The cause of peace and good government in

Europe appears to require the establishment of

Greece as a Great Power . on the shores of the

iEgean. Tlie interests of Greece and of Europe—more

particularly of Greece and of England—are involved

together in the accomplishment of this idea. It is

certainly impossible to dwell on the advantages to

Europe of a strong Greece without simultaneously

proving the justice of the Hellenic claims ; nor could

we show that Greece has a right to promotion without
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at the same time showing that England is bound and

pledged to take a prominent part in the work.

Two main lines of argument suggest themselves.

We may begin by reviewing the actual condition of

the Greek Kingdom, noting the progress which it has

effected since its foundation, and the position which it

occupies, politically, financially, commercially, and other-

wise, at the iJreseut time. In this way we shall be able

to assure ourselves, first, whether Greece has made the

most of her opportunities, whether she has fairly jus-

tified the hopes of her earlier friends, and proved her

capacity for a higher mission ; and, secondly, whether

her failure or limited success is accoimted lor by

circumstances independent of her own endeavours,

and whether she could not have done more for herself

and for Europe if she had not been fettered by the

obligations imposed upon her. And, again, we may

proceed from a knowledge of the existence of these

impediments to inquire into their nature and magni-

tude. We may ask how they originally came into

existence, and for what purpose they have been main-

tained ; and thus, after a brief review of the last six

decades of Greek history, we may find ourselves in a

position to judge more dispassionately of the events

and the duties of to-day.

I have followed this course of description and

narrative, going nowhere into greater detail than

seemed necessary, and drawing only what appear to

t he simplest inferences from recorded facts. Of
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the two parts into which the present volume is divided

till" first assemhles a liandful of sketches and state-

ments on the material and intellectual progress of the

country during the past few years ; and, whilst indi-

cating the general condition of the Greeks of to-day,

it arrives at the inevitable conclusion that their

advance has been hindered and arrested in a large

measure by obstacles for which they were not them-

selves responsible. The second part, after a pre-

liminary inquiry into the theorj' of intervention, and

the rights of nationality in general, proceeds to search

the pages of history for the mistakes which appear to

have been made in the establishment of New Greece.

When I began to write, the Berlin Congress had

not met, and it was impossible to anticipate how far

England or any other Great Power Avould maintain

the claim of Greece to a rectification of her frontiers^

or even to a hearing. Kow that the Congress has

completed its work, and separated without doing

anything of a practical character for the Hellenic

cause, I have cast what was intended to be a short

postscript into the form of an Introductory Chapter.

A few words would have served to record the fact

that Thessaly and Epirus had been treated as well as

Bulgaria, or that Crete had received the reward of

her long and Ijeroic struggle ; but I confess that I

was unequal to the task of dismissing briefly what

the Congress actually did in this matter.

The latest volume of statistics on the j^resent con-
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dition of Greece having any pretension to thorough-

ness is one by M. P. A. Moraitinis, printed in

Athens hist year. I am indebted to M. Moraitinis

for many oi" the facts and figures reproduced in the

first part of my work ; and, indeed, apart from his

book, the materials even for the incomplete review

which T have attempted would have been out of my

reach. A record of the social, political, and economic

progress of Greece since the year 1830 is promised by

the Commission which has represented the country at

the Paris Exposition. I regret that this volume has

not yet been published, for its statements will doubt-

less be of a most interesting character.

In the historical chapters of the second part I have

leant upon the authority of the narratives of Gervinus

and Finlay. In the second and third chapters of the

same part I am under a special obligation, which I

would here acknowledge, to my friend Mr. P. Grousset,

whose knowledge of the diplomatic liistorj' of the

century is very extensive, and who has supplied me

with many of my facts and citations.

Of the two Maps which accompany the text, that

of " New Greece " is based upon one by H. Lange, in

Conrad Bursian's " Geographic von Griechenland,"

supplemented by the historical map of Lapie which

was annexed to the Protocol of February 3rd, 1S30.

As for the orthography of the proper names, a

difficulty of no mean order has presented itself. In

llie case of many old towns, and even of many
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natural features of the land, we have two or three,

occasionally four, distinct forms in the nomenclature.

Thus there is the ancient Greek ; the Venetian, or

Frank ; the Turkish, or the Albanian ; and the

modem Greek name, often different from all the

rest. Probably the majority of the towns and

villages have more than one name, or form of the

same name ; and it is often impossible to determine

which of the different names or forms it is best to

retain. If the Greeks themselves had made up their

minds in every case, we might divest our-selves of

the perplexity by following their example ; but they

have not done so. In tlie process of time, no doubt,

this difficulty will be got rid of. For the present,

there is no choice between recording all these alter-

native names in the Map and selecting the one, or two,

which appear to be in most constant use.

The same obsen-ation applies, though in a less

degree, to the Map of " Greater Greece," which, it is

also to be remembered, illustrates a period of nearly

twenty centuries. The object of this Map is to show

how widely the Greek influence had at one time

spread. It has not seemed necessary in every case to

restore the original Greek spelling of familiar names

;

but there are very few amongst those introduced on

the Map which are not clearly and indisputably of

Greek origin.
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The short notice under which it becomes necessary

to prepare a re-issue of New Greece affords no time

for making such modifications of the text as appear

to be desirable, wliether for the sake of greater precision

and completeness, or in order to remove misconcep-

tions. For the present, therefore, I must be content

with a few further lines by way of preface.

In dealing with the selection of Prince George, in

1863, as King of the Hellenes, I have said (p. 398)

that, whilst the manner of the transaction was ob-

jectionable, the selection itself " has turned out to be

fairly successful." Since these words were printed, I

have been assured by more than one kindly critic of

my book, whose opportunities of obtaining an exact

knowledge of Greece and the Greeks have been superior

to my own, that the reigning djTiasty has been

thoroughly and unreservedly successful, and that it

is now firmly rooted in the affections of the people.

In particular, an American gentleman long resident

in (freece ailirnis that the Hellenic nation, after cen-

turies of slavery, is proud and consoled by the presence

of young Greek piinces who have been born and bnul
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in the country. One may readily understand and re-

joice at this fact. I record it here with the simple

observation that nothinj^ in the text of this work was

intended to imply a doubt of the complete satisfaction

of the Greeks with their patriotic and constitutional

monarch.

L. S.
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INTRODUCTOEY CHAPTER

GREECE AND THE CONGRESS.

The Ql'estiok.—Tue Protocols.—The Future.

The Question.

During the anxious months which separated the Treaty

•f San Stefano from the Treaty of Berlin, the fortune-! of

jrccce hung in tlie bahince, in such a manner that it

eenicd as though the most trivial accident might turn

he scale. And there were many persons in Europe to

vhom this particular suspense was the cause of greater

mxiety than any other, inasmuch as to them the fate

>f Greece was the touchstone of the whole Eastern

Question.

Turke}' had been conquered, and conquered by the

hampions of a race whose interests in the Balkan

'eninsuhi are in direct conllict with those of the Greeks,

lussia had demanded and secured for tlie Slavs a

untastically-sliaped territory, stretching south of the

Jalkans as far as Kavala on the ^Egean, and wcstwanl

nto the heart of Albania. All Europe was startled by

he new map of Bulgaria, as drawn by General IgnatiotY

,nd the Grand Dukt- Nicholas. England, especially,

ieclared it to be unacceptable ; but Greece had reason.^

a
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entirely her own for dreading to see it sanctioned by the

Powers. Much of the country over which the invadt-r

was closjiiiif his liand, in order to stamp it for ever with

the imprint of Shivouianism, was Greek by tradition,

by language, and by preponderance of race. From th'

time when it had first been Hellenised, a score ot

centuries aj^o, it had never ceased to belong to thr

great Hellenic family, with whom the bulk of its

j)opulation was still identified, by genius, by affinity,

and by education. It was not Slavonian, except by

desultory settlement, and by fictitious ethnography.

It was not ^lussulman by assimilation and good

government, whatever it may have been by con-

quest and taxation. It was and remains Greek, from

the .Egean to the foot of the Balkans, from the Black

Sea to Monastir and Ochrida. It had been one of tli-

ambitions and legitimate a.spirations of the llelleni'

race to see the valleys of the Struma, the Nestus, and

the Maritza, sooner or later united \\\i\\ regenerate

Hellas ; and it was no mere jealousy of llussia, no men
rivalry with liberated Bulgaria, which stirred the det p

emotions of Greece in view of the Treaty of San

Stefano.

Sacred as are the Hellenic claims to the Greek>

themselves, and just as they are in the opinion of a

large section of the European public, their strength was

by no means universally recognised as sufficient to

warrant Greece in demanding to be heard at tip

Congress. The general title to consideration in the n -

modelling of Turkey was twofold. It was based parti

\

upon success in the field—an argument which ap])lied In

all the subjects of the Sultan who had taken up arms in

aid of Russia—and partly upon previous independeii

resistance against Ottoman misrule. The Greeks, vi
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'ero rcmiiRlc'il, had not cast in their lot with tin-

!ulj,Mrians, the liounianians, the Servians, and tlie

lontenegrins ; nor had Thessaly and Epirus contended

)r their liberty as Bosnia and Herzegovina had (h>ne.

'wo years of successful rebellion had convinced Eumpe
Tdt the demands of the Slavonians must be listened to;

ut the Hellenes had established no such claim upon

le Powers.

This was the kind of reasoninj^ commonly employed

r implied by those who thought that the Greek

luestion did not fairly arise out of the Eusso-Turkish

ar, and that Greece had no title to be heard at ]ierlin.

>ut it was reasoning finmded upon an imperfect know-

'dge of what had actually taken place; and it could

ave had no weight with the plenipotentiaries who were

larged with the re-settlement of Europe. Greece

nocked at the door of the Congress with a well-assured

ope of admission, and she brought forjvard her claims

1 the full anticipation that they would be favourably

)nsidered and adjudicated. Let us see what justilica-

on she had for this assurance and confidence.

The simple fact is that the Greeks had actually

irned their /on/a .i/a/n/i in the European Areopagus, in

le recognised, though barbarous, manni-r ri'cpiired by

IT present stage of civilisation. There had been the

jcessary rising in Thessaly and Epirus, the prescribed

isurrection and bloodshed in Crete. The Hellenic

overnment had espoused the cause of Hellenic nation

-

ity in the Sultan's dominions, and had positively

vaded Turkey. All was done in proper form ; and, if

be alleged that the outbreak was instigated i'roni

ross the frontier, and that the invasion was elTected

r the sole purpose of creating a ([uestion with which

irope might deal, what more did Europe demand ?
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ttreece had an cxcelleut precedent, and it would have

Wen strange if she liad not followed it. Slie would

have followed it more vigorously and sternly, but fur

line all-sutlicieut reason ; and this re;ison was that

Kngland stepped in from the ring of bystanders, and

held her hand.

There was no hesitation on the ])art of (Jreece, as

some of her critics have urged. She did not wait until

the fighting was over, or seek to be in at the death

without having gone through the labour of the cliase.

As early as June, 1S77, before the Russians had crossed

the Danube, Turkey apprehended an attack from Greece,

and called ui)on England to restrain her. On the ~3rd

of that month, detachments of Greek troops wer

ordered to Lamia. In the beginning of August the

mobili.sation of the army was resolved upon and com-

menced. ])isorders had already occurred on the frontier,

and the Albanian beys were directed to organise their

bashi-bazouks. Everything was in proper train, anil

the Greeks would undoubtedly liave given a good

account of themselves, if they had not been held back

by England at Turkey's request.

It was natural that our intluence should prevail at

Athens. It may have been right that we should

exercise that influence, even on the Porte's solicit.ition.

JJut it is not right and it is not natural that Greec

having listened to us, and probably lost by listening

should be accused of presumption for expecting as much

as the clients of Russia.

'I'hc gi.st of the (juestion is this: How did tin

influence of England prevail over the policy of Greeii

and what was the c<jnsideration by which Lord Deri

imluced the Hellenic Government to renounce thr

insurrectionary method pursued so successfully by
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Russia? The answer to tliis question is f,'ivon more

it Iiiit,'tli in another part of the present volume;' but

t may be repeated here that Greece withdrew from the

var on receiving' a distinct ])led;;o from the En<,'lish

jovernment, in a despatch dated July ~nd, 1^11, from

Lord Derby to Mr. Stuart, in the following terms :

—

" Her Majesty's Government ... so far as may
ie in their power, will, when the time comes for the

;onsideration of the settlement of the questions arising

)ut of the war, be ready to u>*e tlirir best i/i/lnriice to

lecure for the Greek population in the Turkish provinces

rwy adminhtrative rcformx or aclcantci^ci which mai/ Lp

conferred upon the Chrhtinn popidation of any other race"

And on the 0th of February, 1878, after Greece

lad been with difficulty restrained from making her

)ractical protest against the San Stefano Treaty, the

English Government confirmed this pledge, giving to

;he Greek Foreign Minister " the assurance that it will

lo all if can " to secure for the oppressed Greeks the

eforms and advantages " which may be conceded to
"

)thcr races.

This was the formal pledge of the English Cabinet ;

mt it is only right that it should be interpreted in

!onnection with the demand of the Hellenic (lovern-

neut itself From the beginning of the Russian

nvasion of Turkey, !M. Tricoupi more than once de-

;Iarod the readiness of ( Jreece to go beyond what inter-

national duties recjuired of her, and to endeavour to

srevent insurrection in the Turkish provinces, " upon

;ondition of obtaining a promise from Great Brit;iin

;hat," in the final peace negotiatiims, "it will be con-

sidered that /here is an Jlellcnic question before Europe,

10 less than if such an Hellenic question had been

' Sco Part II., ch. x.
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raised by the actual insurrection of all the Hellenic

provinces."

The promise was i^iven, and it was on tliis ground

alone that (i recce abstiiined from war—altho>ii,'h M.

Tricoupi made no secret of the fact that England's

intervention at the request of the Porte was regarded

hv the (irook (lovernment and people as "an unfriendly

act." Turkey was saved from the danger which

menaced her on her left flank, and Greece was prevented

from taking those material pledges of future considera-

tion to which, prt)baljly, the majority of men would

have thought her entitled. In order to estimate what

(Jreece desen-ed of the English Government for this

abstention, and what she had a reasonable claim to

expect from the Congress, it is necessary to bear in

mind how favourable was the chance which she threw

away in answer to Lord Derby's appeal. Greece has

never fought Turkey since her emancipation. More

than once a rupture between the two countries has been

patched up by England; and in 1854 her efforts were

rendered abortive by the presence of the Allied fleets in

the Pirajus. It is therefore impossible to say what

might have been the eventual issue of a well-supported

rising in Thessaly and Epirus. The history of the

War of Indepcndincc forbids us to conclude that the

most powerful army which the Porte could have sent

against the Greeks would have been able to quell the

insurrection of these two provinces out of hand. Long
before the arrival of a regular Turkish force the army

of King (Jeorge, either in August, lb77, or in February-,

1878, could have occupied many strategical points in

the two border provinces, and converted the whole

(Jreek po])ulation into an enthusiastic national guard.

Albania and ^Macedonia would inevitably have felt the
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shock, and Turkey would have found upDii tier K'ft a

leril scarcely less formidable than that in lur front.

Undor what circunistunces would the Congress

then have met ? In addition to llussia at tiie gates

3f Constantinople, Servia in Nisch, Montenegro in

A.ntivari, and Austria with the title-deeds of Bosnia

in her pocket, the plenipotentiaries might have had

to take account of (rreece in possession of Janina

and Larissa. Would Europe have ventured to turn

her out ?

This is the prospect which shaped itself before the

Hellenic Government; and no doubt it shaped itself

also before the Enjrlish Government. Then it was that

Greece realised, not for the first time, how much the

patronage of England costs her. We need not jump

to the conclusion that Greece has had to pay too much
fur the moral support of this country. It is just

possible that she might have done worse under the

protection of any other Power in Europe ; but as-

suredly she has not much to thank us for at the present

moment, even on the showing of our own statesmen.

Let us take Lord Beaconsficld's estimate of the gains

of Greece, secured to her by the patronage of England.
" We have given at all times," said the Premier on

his return from Berlin,' " in public and in private, to

the (Government of Greece and to all who might

intluence its decisions, but one advice—that on no

account should they be induced to interfere in those

coming disturbances which two years ago threatened

Europe, and which ended in a devastating war. And
we gave that advice on these grounds, which appear

to me incontestable. If, as Greece supposed, and as

we thought erroneously supposed, the partition of the

' At t)io Conservative banquet to the plonipotcntiaries, July i6i\i, 187S.
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Ottoman Empire was at hand, Greece, morally, 'eogra-

pliically, othn(i^'ra])liically, was sure of receiving a

cousidi'ral)l(' allotment of that partition when it took

place. It would he impossihle to make a re-settlement

of the East of Europe without largely satisfying the

claims of Greece ; and, great as those claims might

he, if that were the case, it was surely unwise in Greece

to waste its treasure and its hlood. If, on the other

hand, as Her Majesty's Government believed, the end

of this struggle would not be a partition of the

Ottoman Empire ... it was equally clear to us

that when the settlement occurred all those rebellious

tributary principalities that have lavished their best

blood and embarrassed their finances for generations

would necessarily be but scurvily treated, and that

Greece, even under this alternative, would find that

she was wise in following the advice of England,

and not mixing in a fray so fatal. Has not the

event proved the justice and accuracy of that view ?

At this moment, though Greece has not interfered,

fortunately fur herself,—though she has not lavished

the blood of her citizens and wasted her treasure, under

the Treaty of Berlin she has the opportunity of ob-

taining a greater increase of territory than will be

attained by any of the rebellious principalities that

have lavished their blood and wasted their resources

in this fierce contest."

This balancing of accounts, it may be observed, was

made before Greece had received any rectification of

frontier, any advantage of the most remote kind from

the readjustment of Turkey in Europe. It was the

" opportunity " for which she was to be grateful—the

opportunity of getting from Turkey, by a kind of

Solomon's judgment, one-half the provinces to which
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she laid claim, and wliieb she might have seized in their

entirety. How much this opportunity was worth, the

course of events is now declaring ; and it becomes

a serious question for us to consider whether, and in

what spirit, our Government fulfilled at IJerlin the

promises which it made at Athens. If it be true, as

the Greeks now contend, that the English promises

have not been kept, and that they have suffered disap-

pointment and loss by following the urgent advice of

Lord Derby, this will undoubtedly be a matter of grave

regret on the part of every Englishman. Not only

will it reflect discredit upon us as a nation, but it

will loosen the bonds of sympathy between ourselves

and the people of Greece, it will cause them to in-

cline more and more to the friendship of other States,

rather than to our own, and it will render incalculably

more dillieult that ultimate solution of the Eastern

(.Question which periuips the majority of thoughtful men
regard as most reasonable and desirable.

As for Lord Beaconsfield's ju.stification of his

policy, it seems hardly necessary to point out that

there are Haws in both his alternatives. Tiiat which

has actually happened with the Turkish Empire is and

is not what the Premier describes it to be. Turkey

is partitioned in a very real and practical sense,

inasmuch as Eussia has taken a part, IJoumania has

taken a part, Servia has taken a ]iait, and JIuntenegro

has taken a part. To say nothing of the Austrian

occupation, of the Prinei])ality of Bulgaria, and the

autonomous province of East Roumelia, we have here

four independent States, each cutting off a portion of

the Sultan's dominions, and all sharing in the sjioils

because they made common cause in the attack.

Greece did not receive that share to which Lord
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Boaconsfic'ld admits her to be morally entitled, because

the partition was not complete, because England had

prevented her from satisfying her ambition, and be-

cause Lord Beaconsfield himself, in conjunction with

the Marquis of Salisbury, refused to partition as soon

as the compulsion to do it had ceased.

On the other hand, it is quite true that the

Congress of Berlin preserved and strengthened the

Ottoman Government, by comparison with what the

Treaty of San Stefano would have done. The allies

of Russia, if not " scurvily treated " by England and

the other Powers, had to be content with less than

they bad expected in their most sanguine moments.

But it is by no means evident, as Lord Beaconsfield

asserts, that Greece has been " wise in following

the advice of England." The implication is that the

Hellenic Government derives more from the Congress

of Berlin than it would have obtained if it had mingled

in the " fatal fray," occupied Thessaly, Epirus, and

Crete, and relied upon the sanction of actual possession.

No politician of the pavement, trained in the historical

philosophy of the taproom, will believe that the chance

of a petty rectification of frontier, at the good pleasure

of the Porte, even on Europe's recommendation, is

better worth having than a foothold in Thessaly,

Epirus, and Crete.

TiiK Protocols.

The Protocols of the Berlin Congress enable us to

form as accurate a judgment on the conduct of our

representatives a.s it will be possible to arrive at, until

the secret history of the meeting is known. The

sittings in the liadziwil Palace were little more than

formal gatherings at which the compacts and com-
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promises of the plenipotentiaries were registered. The

real work was done outside, and in the course of many

private interviews, at which the venerable jjrinciple

of the "quid pro quo" was recognised to the fullest

extent. AV'e are not now concerned with the bargains

by which tlic Treaty of lierlin became practicable ; for

it is not likely that the treatment of the Hellenic Question

was greatly iuiluenced by the mutual concessions of

the diplomatists. The fate of Greece was not sufficiently

important, in the eyes of any of the plenipotentiaries, to

be sacrificed in a formal manner. Indeed it would

seem, on a balance of probabilities, that the problem of

Hellenic regeneration was drop])ed by the English

representatives and their colleagues in pure lightness of

heart, as a man who has done a good day's work on

'Change will forget his wife's commissions, and re-

member them with a feeling of uneasiness only as he

returns home in the evening.

Nevertheless, this question of Greece and the

Congress is one of peculiar interest to every Englisliman

who is jealous for the honour of his country, and who

considers the good faith of the nation at least as impor-

tant as the good faith of an individual. In this mood

we turn with anxiety to the Protocols, in order to

discover how the Earl of Beaconsfield and the ^Marquis

of Salisbury held themselves bound b}' the promises

made on their behalf by the Earl of Derby in July,

1S77, and February, 1878. We want to hear that our

representatives acquitted themselves fairly and gene-

rously of the duty imposed upon them by their repeated

constraint of Greece. We desire to know what they

understood by the " best inllucnce " of England, and

by their pledge that they would " do all they could to

secure for the (ireek population in the Turkish pro-
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vincps anj' administrative reforms or a(lvanta<jos winch

might be conceded to the Christian population of any

other races."

How much can England do, at her best, when her

influence is virtually supreme, for a nation which has

trusted in her ple<lged word, and confided its whole

interests and ambitions in her hands ?

It may be admitted that the treatment of this

question in the first instance by the Marquis of

Salisbury left nothing to be desired. At the earliest

sitting of the Congress his lordship gave notice that he

sliould raise the question of the admission of Greek

representatives. At the second meeting he proposed

that delefjates of the Hellenic kingdom should " at least

be present at all sittings in which questions in connec-

tion with the interests of the Greek race were to be

discus.sed;" and he made this proposal on wide and

comprehensive grounds. He pointed out the general

and common interests of the Porte's Christian subjects ;

the distinctions between the Slavs and the Hellenes,

which had been intensified by the events of recent

years ; the natural fears of the Greeks lest their Church

should be subjected, their language suppressed, and

their race gradually absorbed and overwhelmed, if their

rivals should gain a preponderating influence in certain

provinces. " The two races," he continued, " are not

on an equal footing before the Congress. The Slavs

have as their defender in this room a powerful military

nation, related to them by blood and by faith, strong

in the prestige of its recent victories. The Greeks, on

the contrary, have as their representative here no

nation of the same race. Her Majesty's Government

is of opinion that the decisions taken imder such

circumstances would not content the Greek race, and.
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consequently, would not promote either the tranquillity

of the Ottoman Empire or the peace of Europe."'

This was an excellent beginning. The Greek

Question was raised by the Marcjuis of Salisbury in its

best and strongest form. The sincerity of llussia was

directly appealed to, and an answer was given (and

especially given, by anticipation, to Lord Beaconsfield

himself) to all who maintained that the claims of Greece

could not come fairly and fully before the Congress

of Berlin. But this was not all that the English

plenipotentiaries did for Greece, in form, and in theory,

and in advance of the real and practical issues. When
France proposed that a representative of his Hellenic

Majesty should be " admitted to give expression to the

observations of Greece when the question of determin-

ing the fate of the provinces bordering on the kingdom

shall be brought forward," Lord Salisbury suggested

that the phrase " provinces Grecques " should be sub-

stituted for " provinces limitrophes du royaume." Li

other words, he wished that the Congress should turn

its attention to " Greek provinces which do not border

on the kingdom," and that the Greek representative

should be present whenever there was question of " the

provinces of Macedonia and Thrace, and of Crete. "-

So far, the pledge of England seems to have been

remembered ; and, if there had been as much anxiety

at the inter-Congressional meetings to jironiote the

cause of Greece as there was ajjparent sincerity in the

Congress itself, we cannot doubt that at this moment
Greece would have been fully satisfied, whilst her

territorial ambition might have slumbered for another

century. England went further than any of the

Powers in asserting the rights of Greece, and in

' Protocol 2. = Protocol 3.
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ck'finiiifj the true position of the ITcllenic race in tlie

lliistern problem. Lord Salisbury carried Italy and

Austria with him, and even liussia was willing to

extend the French proposal so as to include the island

of Crete. If it had not been for France, the Greek

representatives would have been admitted to the

meetings dealing with Eastern Iloumelia, if not also

with the southern and western limitations of Bulsjaria.

But Germany and Eussia adhered substantially to the

French formula, and Lord Salisbury's amendment

could not be carried.

Let us immediately do justice both to the French

representatives and to our own. Considered as friends

and advocates of Greece, the former were men of deeds,

rather than of words ; whilst the Marquis of Salisbury

proved himself to be a man of words, and not of deeds.

Tiiis is a distinction which the Greek public has not

failed to draw, and which is fatal to the prestige of

England in Greece ; for no man could be expected to

hesit;ite in his discrimination between the friend who
promises everything but does nothing, and the frii'iid

who, within certain limits which he considers necessary

to be drawn, is ready to confer upon him a solid and

durable advantage.

"What was it, then, which made the English pleni-

potentiaries virtually withdraw from the advocacy of

< Jreece after the third meeting of the Congress ? What
induced them, after pitting Hellenism against Slavo-

nianism, and Greece against Eussia, coolly and cynically

tn turn round upon their unfortunate client, and to

snub, if not insult, the representatives of Greece ? It

is dilficult to suppose that England intended from the

very beginning, after pressing for the admission of

(ireece as the controversial attorney of Hellenism, to
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•efuse lior all practicul means of defendinj,' in act the

ace which she was to defend in counsel. If Greece

lad regularly "taken part in the deliberations" of

;he Congress, on the footing hrst suggested by Lord

Salisbury, she could hardly have been put off with a

mere recommendation to the generosity of Turkey.

Nor can we suppose that the discrepancy is due to a

conflict of opinion betwei'ii the Marquis of Salisbury,

who raised the hopes of the Greeks to the skies, and

the Earl of Beaconsfiold, who plunged them in the

depths of despair again. It might not have been

surprising to find the Marquis subjecting his first

convictions to the stronger resolution of the Premier;

but it is not permitted to Englishmen to conceive that

their plenipotentiaries at Berlin could have played

such a hap-hazard diplomacy, or manifested such a

puerile discordance of views, in the face of a Congress

whom they had come to convert and manipulate.

Moreover, if Lord Beaconsfield had held, at the third

sitting, the views which he expressed at the thirteenth,

and if he had been penetrated in June by the same

degree of sympathy for Turkish susceptibilities which

he developed in July, he could not conscientiously have

sat silent whilst Lord Salisbury proposed the admission

of Greece as the protector of Turkish subjects in Mace-

donia and Thrace, and whilst the Ottoman representatives

protested against the oblivion of their master's sovereign

rights. The fact that he left all the speaking to Lord

Salisbury may show that he was less eager on the

subject than his colleague ; but it cannot be taken

to show that he dissented from him in principle.

On the other hand, if we are to assume that a

change came over the English policy—not the last of

many changes—between the I'Jth of June and the 5th
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of July, we can only conclude that, at the latter date,

Lord Boaconsfield had sii^nod away so much of the

Sultan's territory, and had paid so dearly for Eussian

concessions and Austrian support, that he began to fear

lest history should associate his name, as well as those

of his Russian friends, with the destruction of Ottoman

independence and integrity. A misgiving of this kind

would account for the modification of plans, for the

sudden abandonment of the Greeks, for the utter

oblivion of Hellenic interests, and for the heartless

resolution to make Greece pay for Slavonian triumphs.

In the meantime, as Greece had been invited to give

expression to its claims before the Congress, it became

necessary for its representatives to formulate the desires

of the nation. This was done by M. Delyannis and

!M. llangabe at the ninth sitting, held on June 29th.

It is impossible to read these documents (whereof the

first alone is included in the Protocol) without ad-

mitting the moderation of the Greek demands. After

Lord Salisbury's magniloquent address, on first pro-

posing the admission of the Hellenic delegates, the

latter might have been excused if they had gone into

the whole question of population, religion, and race-

characteristics in Macedonia and Thrace, and proved,

as they could easily have proved, that the whole

littoral of the yEgean was the lawful inheritance of

Greece. JJut they did nothing of this kind. They

had probably heard that ^I. AVaddington " shrank

from expanding too greatly the sphere of the Hellenic

Government's observations;"' and they had still

more probably been prepared for the lukewarmness of

England. They had had that " dark hour unseen ;

"

and they now came before Congress with nothing

' Protocols.
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nore than a demand for Thessaly, Epiriis, and Crete,

t is true that they were nominally limited to this

iernand by the terms of their admission, as settled by

;he French formula ;
^ but it would not have been

liflGcult for them to extend their argument over the

vhole field of their national ambitions.

M. Del3'annis, after observing that Greece forms

jnly a small portion of the Hellenic nation, and rc-

jognising that the views of Europe are not at present

'avourablo to the realisation of the entire problem,

maintained that the satisfaction of the desires of the

Hellenic Government in respect of Thessaly, Epirus.

md Crete " would be the fulfilment of the firm and

persistent will - of the po])ulations of these provinces,

and would give peace and a practicable existence to

the kingdom." He pointed out that the transfer of the

border provinces would remove a constant source of

trouble from Turkey, at the same time that it would

be a natural complement of what has already been done

for Greece by the Great Powers ; and he continued :

—

' The French formula, indccrl, limited the quest iou to the two border

provinces. It was t)ie 15th Article of the San Stefauo Treaty (now under

discussion) which brought Crete before the j)lcuipotcutlaries. Russi;i alone

Beemed to bo solicitous about the unfortunate island—with what sinister

design I know not. The article in question stood as follows:—"The
Sublime Porte undertakes scrupulously to apply in tlie Island of Crete the

regulation put in force in 18l>8, while j)ayiug regard to the wishes ex-

pressed by the indigenous population. Au analogous ordinance adapted to

the needs of the localities will bo also introduced into Epirus, Thessaly,

and other portions of Turkey in Europe, for which there will be a special

organisation not within the purview of the present document. Special

commissions, iu which the indigenous eleuieut shall largely {)arlici{>ate.

shall 1)0 formed iu each province to elaborate tho details of the now
ordinance. The result of tiiese labours shall U" submitted to tho examina-

tion of the Sublime Porte, which will consult the Kussian tjovenmient

before putting tliem in execution."

' " Volonie fei-me et tenace." It reminds us of the 8t\fi<ris of the Ionian

Islands, 80 signiticautly expressed to Mr. Gkdstoue during his mission iu

18ti7.
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" As for the supreme interest wlilch these provinces

themselves possess in their annexation, it is known on

all hands that, for half a century past, they have been

(leniandinj; their union with CJreece Only

a few mouths agjo, one of them could be pacified solely

by the formal assurance of a Great Power that ' tlb

Hellenic cause should not be injured,' and that thi>

Powcr itself would state ex^jlicitly to the Congress

that this pacification was owing to its intervention.

Another province, the Island of Crete, is still in full

insurrection, and, according to the latest news, mucli

blood is being shed there. Would it not be a work

of justice and humanity to satisfy the national aspi-

rations of these countries, to fulfil their wishes so

often expressed, and for the future to spare them the

destruction and catastrophes to which they expose

themselves in order to gain a national existence ? As

regards the Hellenic Kingdom, all the expressions of

the national wishes of the Hellenic population >'

Turkey can naturally only produce profound emotion in

the Hellenic Kingdom. . . . This excitement is rapidly

communicated to all the inhabitants of the country, al-

though not natives of the fighting provinces, and the

whole population of the kingdom, which cannot forget

what it owes to the former struggles of these disinherited

brethren, nor remain impassive in view of their struggle

for deliverance, rushes to join their ranks in order to

assist them in re-conquering their liberty. Such a

state of affairs gives rise each time to serious crises in

the Hellenic Kingdom, which render the position of

its Government very diUicult. Unable to refuse its

sympathies to the Greeks of the provinces in question,

united by the bonds of history, race, and common
misfortunes to free Greece ; unable to proclaim an
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ill liU'cnMicc wliicli would deprive it of tlio confidi-ncc

"I' iiclleiiism, and woiild smother the just hopes which

the Greeks of Turkey have always founded on free

< > reece, every Greek Government would be powerless

In stru'jjrle a^rainst the stream."on o
In conclusion, ^I. Delyannis referred to the <,'reat

1
1 cuniary burdens imposed upon Greece by the troul)les

nil iier frontier. " It is very natural," he declared, " that

the poor Hellenic Kingdom, which has more than once

li en saddled with the like o])li<^ations, which even now
i.s supportin;^' thirty thousand refuj^ees on its soil, and is

compelled to undertake preparations beyond its strenj^^th,

should not only be weighed down by the burden of such

expenditure, but should be crushed by it."

To this temperate and logical argument M. llan-

gabe added some further considerations on the advance

etiected by the Kingdom of Greece since the proclama-

tion of its independence, and on the dithculties e.\-

perienced from its contracted area, from its ill-delined

boundaries, and from the never-ceasin<r a<;itation of the

frontier provinces. And he went so far as to say that

an increase of territory was necessary to the very

existence of the State.

Such, then, were the net demands of Greece at the

Congress of Berlin. To these points the Government

had reduced the Hellenic Question referred to in the

diplomatic correspondence of the previous July and

February. It was in connection with these claims that

England stood pledged to see that " the Hellenic cause

should not sull'er" from the cessation of the insurrection

at the urgent request of the English consuls. How
did our representatives interpret the generous dis-

position of the English ]ieople in regard to the promises

made in its name? How did they observe, i will not
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say the letter, Init the spirit of the pledges given by

Lord Derby in 1S77 and 1878—pledges which England

looked upon as sacred when they were given, and which

it was unquestionably the general desire of the nation

to redeem in a liberal, a loyal, and a munificent sense?

How did Lord Beaconsfield and Lord Salisbury, having

reaped their fatal triumphs over the Slavonians, having

helped to spill the life-blood of Turkey in their efforts

to save her, having assisted in the " scurvy treatment

"

of Russia's allies, whereby the latter secured indepen-

dence and additional territory, having established

Jiulgaria in Sofia and Austria in the Herzegovina—how

did our plenipotentiaries set about securing for the

Greek provinces an equality of rights and privileges

with the other Christian races ?

Let us come to the thirteenth Protocol, referring to

the sitting of July 5th.

At this sitting M. Waddington developed his plan

for the rectification of the Greek frontier. During the

six days which had elapsed since M. Delyannis read

his memorandum to the Congress, the first French

plenipotentiary had been studying the question, at the

desire of his colleagues ; and, in accordance with the

system of intermediate deliberation which contributed

so much to the attainment of a general understanding,

and to the success of the general traffic whereby the

fate of Turkey was decided, he had held sundry

confabulations with the plenipotentiaries of the other'

States.' The result of these confabulations was that

' In tlio ronrsp of the dobato held by the Hoase of Commons hctwopn

July 21*th and Aii^^st 2nd, Sir C'liarli'!) Dilko recordi-d a cliaiiliT of the

worct liistiiry of tin- Borlin Conjiross, which in as aij;iiificaiil as anything

contained iu the Protncols. I should not ri'pcat the passage hero if it did

not tally with inforniation which I imd myself roccire<l from a distinct and

trustworthy source. " What,'' asked Sir Charles Dilke, " had hai>pcDed

I
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M. Waddington now formulated a miserable proposal,

the ofispring of bis owm timidity at tbe third meeting,

and of the virtual abandonment of Greece by the

English representatives. The French ^linister pre-

faced his resolution by a clumsy attempt to draw a line

of conciliation between two absolutely irreconcilable

interests ; and it is well that his incongruous sentiments

on the question should be borne in mind by those who
would too hastily persuade Greece that she has more to

hope from France than from England.

It was not the object of the Congress, M. AVadding-

ton declared, " to satisfy the extravagant aspirations of

certain organs of Hellenic opinion;" but at the same

time it might be a just and politic act to annex to

Greece provinces which would be a source of strength

for her, whilst they are now a cause of weakness to

between tlie ninth and thirteenth sitting of the Congress? After the ninth

sitting M. Waililinj,'tou had been clmrged by his colleagues with the duty

of studying the Greek proposals and forniulntiug a resolution to he sub-

mitted to the Congress. His first resolution had been for the annexation

of tlie wliole of Thessaly and Epirns to Greece. This proposal was sup-

ported privately by Italy, and even by Austria herself. It was not opposed

by Gennany and Russia, yet it had to be abandoned on account of the

resistance which it met with somewhere. M. Waddington then fell back

on the territorial limits which are mentioned in tlie Protocol, but pro-

posed a definite and settled annexation. Tliis met with decided ojiposition

from the English delegates; and on the very morning of the sitting

wiiidi was to decide the case of Greece M. Waddington hiid an anxious

but fruitless interview with Lord Beaconsfield, and pointed out in how
hard a position ho was placed by those who had asked him to formulate a

resolution on the subject of the Greek demands, and who then oppo.sed his

minimised proposal, which was in fact their own. The result of the oppo-

sition of the Englihh delegates was the proposal of the resolution in such a

form that it found no place as a resolution in the Treaty. Tlio outcome of

the transactions was the loss by Engliuid of the sympathy of tlie only

rising Power in the East that was not Slavonian." (See also, on the

same subject, the letters of "An Epiroie," in the Times, Aug. 12, 1S78.)

It is sufficiently manifest that a history of the Congress of lierlin which

did not include such chapters as the one here cited would be worse than

useless to the historical student.
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Turkey. Prince Leopold thought that " Greece could

not prosper under the territorial conditions imposed

uj)on ht-r—above all, without the Gulfs of Arta and

Volo, Avith the territories adjacent to them ; and ex-

perience has proved the justice of that view." Greece

cannot prosper within Iut present limits ; she cannot

maintain a peaceful frontier ; she cannot meet the

enirairements incumbent on all civilised States. There-

fore, ^1. AV'addington desires to point out, in a general

way, and " without derogating from the sovereignty of

the Porte," the final arrangement which he considers

desirable.

" The authority of the High European Assembly

woidd impart to the two Governments—Ottoman and

Greek

—

f//e moral strenr/th necessary, for the former /<>

consent to opportune concessions, and for the latter to

abstain from exaggerated pretensions [rcvendications).

But, to accomplish this object, his Excellency considers

it necessary, on the one hand, not to demand from the

Porte impossible sacrifices ; on the other, to appeal to

the moderation of Greece. The first French pleni-

potentiary has therefore thought it of use to trace, as a

basis for negotiations, a general line, indicating, at one

and the same time, to Turkey, the measure of the

intentions of Europe, and to Greece, the limits beyond

which she caimot be allowed to go. Such is the object

of the following resolution which he had the honour to

submit, in common with the first plenipotentiary of

Italy, to the deliberations of the Congress :

—

" 'The Congress invites the Sublime Porte to come

to an understanding with (ireece for a rectification of

frontiers in Thessaly and Epirus, and is of opinion that

this rectification might follow the Valley of the Sala-

niyria (the ancient Peneus) on the side of the iEgean
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Jea, and tliiit of the Calaraas on the side of the

.onian Sea.

"'The Congress is confident that the interested

)arties will succeed in coming to an agreement. At
he same time, the Powers are prepared to ofler their

lirect mediation to the two parties.'
"

Was there ever a proposal less in keeping with

he arguments by which it was introduced ? The only

^xjjlanation of the inconsistency between jM. Waddliig-

;on's reference to the difficulties of Greece and his

itterly inadequate suggestion of means for their

'emoval is this—tliat he had prepared his arguments to

lerve as the introduction for a much more liberal

esolution.

The words in italics appear to show that the

)riginal design of the Congress, as interpreted by the

French plenipotentiary after his round of confabula-

;ions, was to enforce the rectilication of frontiers upon

;he Porte. But, if so, that idea was distinctly rejected

3y Lord Beaconsfield. After Austria had adhered to

;he proposal, the first English plenipotentiary, with

;he full knowledge that Germany and llussia coin-

jided in the scheme, gave utterance to his reservations

md protests in a speech which is already famous, and

tvhich is not likely to be forgotten either in England

jr in Greece.

" Lord Beaconsfield wishes "—to quote the Protocol
—" before the Congress decides the important question

submitted to it, to offer some remarks intended to

prevent a misunderstanding which might be caused by

the declaration of the Greek delegates. His Excellency

states that Hngland has always used her influence

(' insists ') with Greece and Turkey, with a view to the

maintenance of a good understanding indispensable in
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her eyes to counterbalance the influence of a third race

—

that which by disturbin'j peace has led to the assembling

of the Congress. At first these efforts of Great Jiritain

were seconded on both sides. But the two countries

found themselves in presence of a great difficulty, the

insufficient and imperfect frontier traced in 1831. In

the eyes of ever}- competent statesman, this frontier is a

danger and a disaster as well for Turkey as for Greece :

its conformation is an encouragement to brigandage,

and brigandage necessarily produces agitations in the

adjoining provinces. When the last war commenced,

and the inhabitants of the district bordering on the

frontier became excited by it, England caused repre-

sentations to be made to the Porte which that Power

listened to favourably ; but his Excellency regrets to

have to add that this time it was not the same as

regards Greece ; the good advice of England could not

prevail against the contrary opinion, and serious diffi-

culties arose. Lord Bcaconsfield, however, believes it

to be his duty to add that the insurrection in Epirns

and Thessaly was not fomented by the Greek Govern-

ment, which on the contrary, in conformity with the

ad\'ice of Great Britain, applied itself to its repression.

England, moreover, caused to be conveyed to Athens

the advice not to count upon territorial aggrandise-

ment."

It is difficult to reconcile the statement that Greece

did not listen to England in 1S77 ^Wth the other

statement, that the Greek Government, " in conformity

with the ad\-ice of Great Britain," did what it could to

repress the insurrection. The fact is, as we have seen,

that Greece, however unwillingly, yielded to English

restraint, greatly to lier own detriment. AVas it not as

part of the bargain that the English Premier was now
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using his best influence," and "doing all he could,"

5 secure liberty for the Greek provinces of Turkey ?

Then followed the very curious protest of Lord

leaconsfield against the notion that Turkey was an

Etat vieilli," and was undergoing a process of partition,

'he word partition could not apply to the " arrange-

lents and retrocessions " which Europe was sanction-

ig, and " the Greek Government was entirely mistaken

s to the views of Europe." Entirely mistaken in

iking for the retrocession of Thessaly, Epirus, and

'rate ? Well, it is true that the terras of Greece's

imission to the Congress only forbade her to trouble

erself about more than these three provinces. And it

I true that Lord Salisbury's amendment only suggested

lat she should plead the cause of all "the Greek

rovinces "—Macedonia and Thrace included. But it

\ not ea.sy to believe that !M. Delyannis had received

o encoui'agement to prefer his demand ; and indeed we

now for a fact that M. Waddingtou's first suggestion

ad been for the simple annexation of the frontier

rovinces.

Taking these ascertained facts into account, what

re we to understand by Lord Beaconsfield's assertion

iiat Greece had entirely mistaken the views of Europe ?

His k)rdship still had arrows in his quiver. Re-

aming from a vindication of the Austrian mission in

losnia to the question of Greece, Lord Beaconsfield

eclared, to quote the language of the Protocol,

lat " no one could doubt as to the future of this

auntry; States, like individuals, which have a future

re in a position to be able to wait. But at the

ime time, his Excellency is convinced that Cireece and

'urkey will proceed to a rectification of their frontiers ;

liat a cause of disorder and trouble will thus be got rid
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of, ami a lasting peace secured." Nevertheless his

lordship " would not recommend, for the attainment

of this end, measures of coercion ; in his eyes, the

Sultan, tried by such great misfortunes, deserved

great respect and sympathy. His Excellency be-

lieves, however, that the opportunity should not be

allowed to pass of expressing, in a very decided

manner, the opinion that a rectiHcation of frontier

would be an act of high policy favourable to tli.'

welfare of the two countries. Lord Beaconsfield

looks upon the boundary proposed by tlie first pleni-

potentiary of France as open to discussion ; but,

unanimity being above all things desirable, his Excel-

lency would withdraw all objection in presence of an

unanimous vote of the other Powers. The first pleni-

potentiary of Great Britain ended by expressing the

hope, and even the conviction, that an equitable

solution of the question of frontiers will be accepted by

the Sultan."

So that Lord Beaconsfield regarded even the

Kalamas and Salamvria line as open to discussion. He
thought tlie very nearest natural frontier too wide for

the country which he desired to protect from border

troubles. Surely this moderating influence had gone

far euDUgh ! Wliat, then, was the Premier's idea?

Was Greece, unable to assure herself froTU disturbance

in the passes of the Othryx, to set up a line of stones

somewhere down the mountain sides, and there beat the

boundaries at stipulated periods ? Was this his plan

for getting rid of " disorder and trouble," and seciuring

" a lasting peace" ? He had just reminded Greece that

she had a future, and he must have known what Greece

herself understood her future to be. What " lasting

peace" did he expect from a country which, having a
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cuturo, was put oil" witli an appctisint^ iiiorsi-l of her

legitimate inheritance, and cynically tuld to wait fur

the rest ? The objection applies to the frontier traced

by M. Waddin<fton's proposal scarcely less than to the

ret narrower limits which Lord Beaconslield would

ipparently have assigned. What are we to think of

;he collective wisdom of Europe, which, an.xious to

rectify a weak and vulnerable frontier, shifts the line

Prom the crest of a mountain range to a couple of rivers

in a comparatively flat country, with a wide gap between

bheir sources ? How are we to reconcile the zeal of the

Congress for a definitive settlement with their conduct

in throwing down a bone of contention between the

Lireeks and the Turks ? Did they imagine that

Thessaly and Epirus, which by tradition, education,

prevailing language and customs, should be treated as

living and sentient organisms, might be wantonly cut

in halves without a desperate and protracted struggle ?

Could they for a moment contemplate a lasting peace,

io long as Crete should not be united with the mother

country ?

But we are coneenied mainly with our own repre-

sentatives ; and, as for them, it is impossible to avoid

the conclusion that their statesmanship was utterly at

fault in regard to the Hellenic difficulty. This inference

must be drawn even from their own point of view, and

on the evidence of their own words.

First, by sending Greece from the Congress dissatis-

fied, and by assigning to her narrow and inadequate

frontiers, they have ensured the renewal of the border-

struggles on an early occasion, when their very aim

in rectifying the frontier wa.s to prevent these dis-

orders.

Secondly, by refusing to decide between Turkc}-
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and Greece, by sending Greece cap in hand to Turkey,

and by declaring at the same time (as Lord Beaconsfield

declared) that they -would not " recommend coercive

measures " against Turkey, they lost the opportunity

of closing the incident at once, and made it very

questionable indeed whether the Porte would follow

their advice.

Thirdly, by dividing Epirotcs from Epirotcs, and

Thessaliims from Thessalians, they effected almost the

only " partition " of a race for which the Congress is

responsible ; and thus Lord Beaconsfield himself, in one

breath, affirmed a great principle and violated it.

In brief, our plenipotentiaries posed as the restorers

of Turkey,' as the advocates of the Hellenic claims in

their widest sense,^ as the friends of humanity, as the

champions of international agreements, as sticklers for

the authority of the Eui'opean concert. And when

the time came for deeds instead of words, they left

a powerful and determined enemy on Turkey's western

frontier, absolutely certain to harass her perpetually

;

they snubbed Greece for " mistaking the intentions

of Europe " ; they took no note of Turkish atrocities

in Thcssaly and Epirus, as shocking in their character

as those in Bulgaria ; they made light of an agreement

which they had themselves entered into with Greece

;

and they prevented the authority of Europe from

intervening in Turkey on the only worthy and sufficient

grounds.

This is how Greece was treated at Berlin, and by

her friend England in particular. This is what she

got by trusting us, and sheathing her sword when she

might have annexed three large provinces. Russia,

' " Foriifipr nn ancicn Empire :

" Lord Beaconsfield, Protocol 9.

' Lord SalisbuT)-, Protocol 2.

I
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'rance, Ilaly— all had helped her, or desired to help

er. England alone had stood in her way. England,

be very soul of generosity when speaking from

ational impulse, too often harsh and unscrupulous

/hen a bold minister conceives her interests to

le at stake—l^ngland, great and powerful, turned

ound to Greece, and said, " I promised to ' do all

'. could ' for you ; but it has since occurred to me
hat to keep my promise might cost me something.

!n one respect our interests seem to be opposed, and

—

aforce prime te droit!"

TuE Future.

From the Congress, then, Greece received nothing

—scarcely even fair words. It has indeed been taken

'or granted that hor frontier will be advanced to Jauina

md Trikala, according to the recommendation of the

jlenipotentiaries. We shall see.' There may be some

ivlii) imagine that Turkey will cede territory to Greece

.vithout being compelled, after ceding so much to

[{ussians and Slavs on compulsion. It Avill, however,

be more in accordance with precedent if she steadily

ieclines to do this, knowing herself to be safe from

coercion. It is true that the Congress, by the terms of

the Franco-Italian resolution, declares the Powers to be

" ready to offer their direct mediation," in case the

Porte and the Government of Athens should be unable

to agree. But whatever force may have been intended

to reside in this declaration was practically destroyed

by Prince Pismarck in the isth meeting. The PJtli

' This i,s writti'ii in August, and tlicru are «.s ypt no siifiis of cononr-

renco on tlio jiart of Tnrkt-y. On llu* oontrary, the Porto lias refused to

foiicodc" aii}'lliiii<; to Grooco. M. Wadilinj^tou's "moral foroo " has not

5'L't bii'ii as>iinilut<.'d.
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Protocol was being read over for confirmation, and,

wlien the i)ara<,n-ai)h referring to the disposition of the

Powers had been recited, Caratheudori Paslia asktd

that it niiy;lit be adjourned, on the ground that he was

expecting instructions from his Government. There-

upon Prince Bismarck observed that " the paragraph

in question expressed a desire of the Congress, and not

a resuhiti()n in which the Porte was asked to concur.

The Powers confine themselves to declaring that they

are animated with the desire of seeing the negotiations

succeed."

The pashas were satisfied ; and so, no doubt, was

the Porte. The language of the plenipotentiaries, to

which Lard Beaconsfield supplied the key-note, signified,

as plainly as possible, that the Government of the Sultan

might do exactly wliat it liked. There was no necessity

that it should give a single acre to Greece—unless it

particularly wished to satisfy the Hellenic aspirations

(meaning, to ruin itself), or to gratify the desire of the

Powers (meaning, to display a supernatural gratitude,

such as the Koran, at all events, does not prescribe).

So much for Thessaly and Epirus. As for Crete,

the Sublime Porte engages '
" scrupulously to apply the

orijanic law of ISGS, with such modifications as shall

be judged eijuitable." A great deal, it will readily be

admitted, depends upon the authority which is to decide

what is equitable and what is not ; but it is certaiu

that many modifications will be necessary before the

Constitution of Crete can satisfy the (ireeks in that

island. In the cour.se of the year 1878 the General

Assembly in Crete forwarded a " Decree and Memo-

randum " to the Governments of the Christian Powers,

from which documents we may gather the professed

' Article 55 in the formal Treaty.
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jects of the Cretans in their last insurrection. The

ssembly demanded complete autonomy and self-govern-

ent, the right of electing their own ruler, and a

larantee Irom the Powers ; and they ollered to pay a

ibute of half a million piastres to the Porte. But at

le same time they indicated what they considered the

lost just solution of the difficulty, and what is

.'idently the ultimate aim of their policy—the union

E the country with the Kingdom of Greece.^ It is

ot ea.sy to suppose that any " lasting peace " will

3sult from mere modifications of the existing form

f government in Crete.

The same article of the Treaty of Berlin, which has

leen ratified by the Sultan, records certain fm-ther

ngagemcnts of the Porte. These are the terms of

his last batch of Turkey's promises. " Analogous laws

.daj)ted to local requirements shall be similarly intro-

iuced into other parts of Turkey in Europe, for which

pecial provision has not been made by the present

Creaty. The Sublime Porte shall appoint special com-

nissions, in which the native element shall be largely

epresented, to elaborate the details of these new laws

or each province. The proposed laws resulting from

;heir labours shall be submitted to the examination of

;he Sublime Porte, which, before promulgating the

lets destined to put the laws in force, will take the sense

;f the European Commission appointed for Ea.stern

lloumelia." Add to this that the Porte has promised

:ull religious toleration throughout its dominions, and we
irrive at the sum total of what Greece and the Greeks

obtain (or are invited to expect) from the Congress.

The question again recurs—Have they obtained

anything at all ?

' Decret et Manoir, <£•<;.," Athens, 1878.
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It is impossible to anticipate that tlie work of

l^iropo at Bi-rliu will be entirely fruitless, or that

its fruits will be limited to those which the Powers

have given themselves the right to seize by force of

arms. Unless the Governments abdicate their autho-

rity and sacrifice their dignity, we must conclude that

the "analogous laws" will be introduced and "scrupu-

lously applied," in Albania, in "Western lloumelia, in

JSIacedonia and Thrace. These provinces will at least

have new laws and Assemblies, similar to those of Crete ;

and the several " native elements " will be duly repre-

sented. Though the initiatitm of the reforms is left

to the Porte, the authority of the European Commission

ought to be quite equal to the task of ensuring their

introduction. Therefore it may be assumed that a

.slight advance of some sort will be made in the direction

of liberty. And if the intentions of Europe in this

respect are actually carried out, if there is a genuine

representation of " native elements " in the ^gean
provinces, there can be little doubt that the Hellenic

race will at once assume its legitimate predominance

—

legitimate not merely from the numerical superiority

of the Greeks along the whole littoral, from Avlona

to Burgas, but also on account of their intellectual

and political qualities, which will draw the practical

hegemony of ]]uro])ean Tmkey into their hands.

This would be a great gain ; and indeed the King-

dom of Greece, which, as Lord Beaconsfield says, is

lord of the future, however difficvdt she may find it

to wait for her inheritance, may yet be consoled by

the amelioration of lur children's lot. 8Iie is heir to

all the good that may be secured to the Greek subjects

of Turkey by the Treaty of Berlin. If the Hellenes of

Roumclia, Macedonia, and Thrace are to serve their
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jprontiocsliip to C\)nstitutionalism under the sway of

le Sultan, it is in the HeHeuic State that they will

?reafter translate the lesson into action, and it is to

thens that they will continually turn their eyes and

rect their aspiratii)ns. IJut it can hardly be expected

lat the hopes of Greece will be sanguine by reason of

lything which has taken place at Berlin. Tiie fatal

cample of Crete must rise between the promises of

urkey and the anticipation of their fulfilment. Crete,

>o, elicited the sympathy of Europe. Crete was

itronised by the Powers, and received a Constitution

om the Porte. AVe have had no cause to believe that

le nature of Turkey has changed, and we have there-

ire no right to ask a Greek to trust a Turk. " Ana-

igous laws " may only too naturally end in analogous

apressions and analogous bloodshed.

On the whole, it results from the Treaty of Berlin,

id from the Protocols on which it is based, that the

[ingdom of Greece has been virtually abandoned by

urope ; whilst the Hellenic race in general, if it is to

rofit at all by the deliberations of Europe in council,

ill do so simply as one of the " native elements " of

urkev, and on no other basis than the Guesjlis of

Ibania, the Mirdites, the Slavs scattered over AV^cstern

lOumelia, and the Mahomedans themselves. More-

,'er, this abandonment of Greece and the Greeks is

Lie, not to the attitude of Europe, but to the direct

id deliberate policy of England—nay, we may even

ly to the personal and deliberate action of one man.

ord Beaconsfield appears to have made himself tho-

lughly responsible for the desertion of Greece—

a

>sertion which has cost her far more than the

scurvy treatment" supposed to have been sull'ered

y llussia's allies. If it is not so, Lord Bcaconslield

D
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owes it to himself to make us acquainted with the

true facts of the case. There is no necessity for

him to bear the whole blame of this conduct if it

does not riixhtly belong to him. But if it was not

the first plenij)otentiary of England who, entirely alone,

forbade tiie emancipation of Thessaly and Epirus, who

is there to share the reproach with him ? If it be

Lord Salisbury, it was so only after the third meet-

ing of the Congress. If it be one or more of the

representatives of France, Italy, Austria, or Germany,

it was not so until they had agreed to the liberation

of both the border provinces. It is certainly not

Kussia, who has been consistent in demanding the

freedom of the Porte's Christian subjects, and who

expressly a.sserted the Hellenic claims in the San

Stefano Treaty. Whom will the Premier associate with

himself in this great political blunder ?

Whosoever it may be, one man or a party, a Minister

or a Government, the blunder has been committed, and

many years will not sufHce to redeem it. It is not for

want of clear perception that the Cabinet has thrown

away so rare a chance of erecting the oidy eflectual

bulwark against the advance of the Slavonians to the

iEgean Sea. No one better understands the importance

to England and to Em*ope of the Hellenic element in

Turkey than did the Lord Salisbury of June. No one

can better appreciate the foil}' of disappointing and

alienating the Greeks than the Lord Salisbury of July.

It was possible lor us, wlien our representatives went to

Berlin, not merely to lay the foundations of Hellenic

supremacy in ^lacedonia and Thrace, but also to

strengthen the actual Kingdom of Greece in a very

substantial manner, without perceptibly weakening the

Poi'te. The duty was imposed upon us by every con-
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•ration of justice and honour; and the opportunity

•! one which an English statesman should have seized

h eagerness. Surely events have followed each other

-h sufficient rapidity to convince us that, if we do not

vide for the future to-day, it will provide for itself

morrow without our assistance. We have had the

ulding of the Balkan peninsula almost in our own
ads. Europe would gladly have united to charge

eece with the mission for which she is manifestly

jigned. We might easily have combined the exten-

n of the Hellenic State with the maintenance of

} Porte in Europe. But we have thrown away the

mce ; we have elected to put our trust in the broken

.'d which has so often failed to support us.

This is hardly the place in which to discuss the

vantages and disadvantages of our past relations Avith

irkey, or to balance the loss and gain of the traditional

licy imposed upon us by Wellington, Aberdeen, and

.Imerston. But one central truth stands out from the

story of the past half-century, which forces itself upon

B consciences of the present generation, and which

lieates a duty to the English Government and people,

e have set up New Greece, not in mere benevolence,

t after a long and gallant struggle waged by the

eeks against their oppressors. We compelled Turkey

acknowledge the independence of her former subjects,

d covered the latter with our guarantee ; but at the

ne time we fettered them with such bonds and condi-

ns that they were absolutely incapable of exercising

jir nominal freedom. We made Greece, but we made

r bankrupt. We weakened Turkey a little in order

obtain liberty for the Greeks, b\it we made and main-

n Greece virtually in^potent in order that we may
jserve the fiction of power to the Turks. We further

D 2
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endowed Greece with the Ionian Islands, but we made

special stipulations to prevent these islands from being

thoroughly serviceable to the State. We have been

benefactors to the Greeks, as they readily admit ; but we

have persistently and advisedly clogged their advance,

paralysed their struggles, and retarded their emancipation.

AVo have even pleaded their cause before the other

European Powers, but we have simultaneously grudged

them every inch of progress which they have made at

the expense of Turkey.

It is time to ask ourselves two serious questions in

connection with this policy. Is it wise in our own

interests ? And are we justified in sacrificing a nation

in order to maintain a tradition ?
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CHAPTER I.

ho General Character and Resources of Greece—The Traces of the Turks

—

The Process of Restoration—Natural Wealth of the Country—Prospects

of the Nation—Its I)isiipiK)intcd Ambitions—Recent Checks—Necessary

Inquiries.

Xwv.yi Byron first wrote of the (rreece he loved so well,

nd lamented the loss of its ancient glories, he had pro-

)ably no idea that the work of devastation was about to

te renewed, and that the Turks, within five or six years

if his death, would do almost as much towards the

naterial ruin of the land as they had done in the four

•receding centuries. At the time when " Childe

larold's Pilgrimage " was written, its author scarcely

'entured to hope that the Greeks would strike a blow

or freedom ; and up to the moment of his death, in

.824, he was not sanguine of their ability to throw oti

he Turkish yoke. But he knew Greece thoroughly

—

lot only its history and associations, but the actual

;ondition of the oppressed and wasted country. His

)oetry rose to the highest levels of enthusiasm when he

ang of the beauty of Greece, and of the noble Hellenic

ypes which had survived the shocks of ages. It was

mly when he saw the decay to which every coast and

very plain bore witness, and marked the deterioration

)f national character betrayed by most of the Greeks

vith whom he came in contact, that his muse assumed

,he tone of reproach and foreboding.

The half-dozen years which followed the poet's death
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produced many changes. They served to remove not a

few of the causes which had aroused Byron's indignation.

They showed that there were still patriots in Greece,

that the Grecian mothers had not all suckled slaves, and

that the " new Thermopylaj " might be something more

than a poet's as{)iration. Childe Harold could not have

sung iu 1630, as he .sang twenty years before

—

" Ah Greece ! they love thee least who owe thee mcst

—

Their birth, their blood, and that sublime record

Of hero sires, who shame thy now degenerate horde."

But of the physical decay he might have spoken even

more strongly, and with greater justification for his

regret. The Turks and Egyptians had fought against

Kature, as well as against the Greeks. Tliey had burnt

and trampled and hewn to the ground what they could

not slaughter or carry into captivity. They strove to

make the rebellious land a wilderness, and succeeded only

too well in their endeavour. There was a moment when

no Greek could hold up his head against Ibrahim Pasha,

from one end of the ^lorea to another. There was a

series of years in which scarcel}' a crop was gathered

throughout the Peloponnese, and scarcely a plough-

share turned the rank and blackened soil.

A few more years, and Nature had done much to

repair her disasters. The hand of man was slow to

help her ; but in Greece the bounties of earth and sky

need little help of man. Once more the poet might

have sung -.

—

" Yet are thy skies as blue, tliy cnigs as wild.

Sweet are thy groves, and verchint are thy fields.

Thine olive ripe as when Minerva smiled,

And .still his honied wealth liynii'ttns yields;

There the blithe bee his frjigraut fortress builds,
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Tlie freeborn wanderer of thy mountain air
;

Apollo still thy long, long summer gilds,

Still in his beam Mendeli's marbles glare

;

Art, Glory, Freedom fail, but Nature still is fair."'

The Bavarians came and went, and thrice-liberated

jrreece began to enjoy freedom at last. A dozen years

iftcr the accession of King George, and the conquest of

I Constitution which has rarely been seriously violated,

t was possible for the Greeks to boast that they had

'ecovered, together with their liberty, much of the

incient dignity and refinement of character which had

nade their ancestors models for all succeeding genera-

ions. They could boast, also, that their national pros-

perity was being renewed at the same time with their

lational character ; and this is a boast whereof the

ustifieation increases year by year.

The Greeks of to-day stand in this special relation

50 the rest of Europe, that their condition is regarded

is a state of probation. They secured the bulk of their

present territory by the sword ; but there are provinces

yet to be gained whicli, they have been told, must not

['all to them as the guerdon of a new campaign, but will

be added to their possessions by the judgment and

consent of Europe. The difficulties which now stand in

the way of such a transfer may, ere long, be removed

;

and it is for Greece to show, conclusively and beyond all

cavil, that she deserves the wider dominion to which

she aspires. Can she already show this, as her -states-

men and publicists confidently maintain? This is a

qut'stion to which the following pages, dealing with the

country as it now is, may help to furnish an answer.

The great hope of New Greece, whether cramped

within her existing boundaries or extended so as to in-

' Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, ii., 87.
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elude the TIellcnic provinces of Turkey, will always

consist in the mtiTpiise and enerj^y of her peopU". The

Greeks are remarkable for both these qualities, and the

resources of the country itself are practically inexhaus-

tible. What Greece needs is the capital wherewith to

develop and circulate more widely the natural products

of a peculiarly wealthy land. The ancient Greeks dis-

tinguished themselves, even before the Christian era, by

their agricultural industry and by their commerce. In

almost every age we find traces of the activity of Greek

merchants, of their thrift and perseverance, of their skill

and prosperity, wherever the great markets of the world

were open to them. Their commercial aptitude has

continued to be one of the characteristic features of the

race ; and the success which has crowned their efforts is

attested in all the important centres of industry. The

Turks, from their first raid on the ^lorea in 134G, gra-

dually destroj-ed the indigenous trattic of the countr}'

;

and the subsequent occupation drove the people into

the mountains, ravaged the coasts, and paralysed the

maritime trade. But, whether at home or abroad, the

commercial aptitude sur\-ived. It secured wealth and

consideration for the Greeks under the sway of their

conquerors, and it even presented a comparative inde-

pendence in certain districts and prospert)Us islands,

which were able to pay for their immunity with a

tribute of food or gold.

"When the Turks had been driven out, and the

anarch V of the liberated country began to subside, the

industrious instincts of the Greeks revived, and they set

themselves to work to restore the ruined land. Nearly

all the labours of their ancestors had to be undertaken

afresh. Towns, harbours, lighthou.ses, aqueducts, canals,

roads, bridges, dwelling-houses, needed reconstruction.
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The shipping trade had not entirely died out, but a

new fleet of mercantile vessels was necessary, in order to

provide employment for thousands of sailors. A<;ricul-

turo had almost come to a standstill d\irin<^ the War of

luiU'pi'ndence, and a vast proportion of the soil requirrd

the first operations of tillage and culture. The rich

mineral stores of Greece were virtually untouched. The

whole land was little better than a desert, thoui^h it con-

tained resources more than sufficient for the maintenance

of a dense population. Unlimited wealth awaited, as it

still awaits, the hands to garner it in. As soon as the

Greeks are in a position to make the most of their

natural advantaijces, there is no reason why they should

depend on other countries to create an artificial balance

between their revenues and their expenditure.

The configuration of Greece is marked by numerous

mountain chains, which break up tlie surface into a

thousand valK-ys. Thus a large area is not susceptible

of cultivation ; but, fortunately, the country is excel-

lently watered, and the basins of the streams are fertile in

a high degree. The diversity of hill and plain, plateau

and luxuriant slope, whilst it contributes largely to the

pictures([ue character of the scenery, accounts for the

remarkable variety of the agricultural products. The

plains of Greece feed a great number of cattle, sheep,

and goats, whilst the bees are probably as productive

to-day as they were at any previous time. The corn

and olives of Attica, Piithiotis, Acarnania, the gardens

and vineyards of the Eurotas and of Laconia, the planta-

tions of Corinth, Acliaia, Elis, the \'ines and fruit-trees

of the southern Morea, the citrons and olives of

Methana, the dense forests of Acarnania, of CEta, of

Taygetus, of Euboca, the inexhaustible products of the

soil both on and beneath the surface, bear witness to the
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fertility of a land whose capabilities have never yet been

fairly gauged.

With so lavish a provision of Nature, and with such

an unstinted supply of raw materials, an industrious

people may do much, by commerce and manufacture, tti

establish their national prosperity on a firm basis. And
accordingly wo shall find that the Greeks, in addition to

the mere exportation of natural products, such as olive

oil, currants, citrons, and the like, have already created a

number of manufacturing industries, which will doubt-

less receive a notable development in proportion as the

available capital of the country increases. The making

of wine and other liquors, oil, silk and cotton goods,

glass and pottery, is carried on in various parts of the

mainland and the islands, and employs machinery to a

consideraljle extent, many of the machines being them-

selves constructed in Greece. The mineral resources of

the country are by no means slight, and it is certain that

a rich reward awaits the explorer who, with capital and

enterprise, will seek the hidden wealth where it is likely

to be found. The Government, in spite of what has

been said to the contrary, is quite ready to sanction and

encourage the operations of foreigners, as well as of

Greek subjects ; and it may safely be asserted that to

any one who is prepared to invest his money liberally,

and to watch his investment carefully, Greece offers

a field full of promise.

But the progress of Greece, it is much to be feared,

has suffered a serious check by the events arising out of

the Russian invasion of Turkey. The hopes of the

Hellenic world had been so steadily set upon the re-

covery of Thessaly and Epirus, and the annexation of

Crete, not to mention Macedonia and the islands in

the Archipelago, that the extremity to which Turkey
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vas reduced in 1877 and 1878 could not but cause a

leep excitement throu{»liout the whole of Greece. The

lelief that the country was at last about to receive that

'nliir<i;oment of its borders to which its inhabitants had

ooked forward as their right was shared, probably, by

ivery Greek, at home and abroad, whatever his rank

>r calUng. The nation was prepared for any sacrifice in

»rder to attain the object of its ambition. It did not

'xpect to be made rich for nothing ; but it never

l(Hil)ted that, in some way or another, the defeat of

Curkey would turn to its advantage. It had every

eason to take this sanguine view ; and its disappoint-

nont, from the moment when its hopes began to fail,

las been proportionately severe.

The mood of Greece, from the first outbreak in

Bosnia and Herzegovina to the day when she was

jrevented by diplomatic pressure from taking part in

;he war, was one of almost intolerable suspense ; and the

uilitary preparations which she saw fit to make entailed

ipon her a very considerable expenditure. But the

nood which supervened, after the exercise of that

aressure, and in consequence of the support extended by

England to Turkey, was one of extreme discouragement,

rhe present generation of Greeks, the children of those

Bvho fought for independence, have been taught from

their cradles to believe that the possessions of their

mcestors would speedily become their own, and that

Europe was only tarrying for a fair opportunity to

restore their legitimate heritage. They had, indeed,

been undeceived more tlum once. They had been

5ternly held back in 1854, and had found their claims

neglected by the Conference of Paris. Their brethren

in Crete had been cruelly repressed in 1 "^ H , and again a

parter of a century later. On each occasion they had
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been tempted to despair;' and yet on each occasion the

sanguine temperament of their race prompted them to

hope once more. They had probably never been so

hopeful as they were in the spring of 1S77 ; and, in tlie

earnest persuasion that one supreme sacrifice would

ensure the attainment of their hopes, they contracted a

new loan, increased their army, and prepared to qualify

themselves, by the only infallible method, for a hearing

before the bar of Europe.

The eflfort was thrown away ; but the effects of the

sacrifice upon the material progress of Greece have been

neither few nor inconsiderable. No nation which sets

its mind upon war can pursue the arts of peace to any

profitable purpose ; and least of all could Greece do so

whilst the crisis of 1876-8 was at its height. The

industrial records of the country will show how seriously

its financial dilliculties were aggravated by the events

of 187 7. In the pages which follow, our statistics will

not, as a rule, extend beyond the last-mentioned year,

and the deductions which may be drawn from them will

affect (rreecc only so fiir as her material development

had not been suddenly cut short by the outbreak of her

abortive patriotism.

Let us then attempt, by a brief examination, to take

the measure of Greek progress since the estabhshnient of

the kingdom. What, in the first place, is the intellec-

tual condition of New Greece at the present moment ?

What has the State done for education ; and what is its

position in the scale of literature, science, and the

arts? How is Greece governed? What is her con-

' M. Eiiiilo Burnouf, PriiuMpnl of tho French School of ArchiEology

at Athens, wrote in 181)9:—"WluMi I say thnt tlie present j^-neration of

men, most of tlieni devoteil to tlieir country, are now in a state of despair,

I am translating tho Greek word which reaches uiy cars from all sides

—

awrjKnifffjiii oi.''
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stitution, and what are the guarantees of her popular

liberties? What is the character of Greek finance,

and what are the bases on which the revenues and

expenditure of the kinf^dom rest ? How is Greece

administered, and what hopL's or misgivings are sug-

gested by her trade and agriculture ? How far has she

triumphed over the manifold difficulties which have

beset her from the very beginning of her new career ?

What has she done with the curse of brigandage, which

threatened to huld her in perpetual anarchy ? What,

in short, are the prospects for the future which are

warranted by the phenomena of the present? Let us

seek an answer to each and all of these questions.

If the answer is unsatisfactory— if we find that, after

a decade and a half of constitutional life, Greece is still

paralysed by internal dissensions, ill-governed, unde-

veloped, poverty-stricken, and without hojje of the

speedy attainment of prosperity—we may indeed admit

that the task of the Greeks has been utterl}- beyond

what it was reasonable to expect of them, but we shall

be obliged to conclude that they are incompetent to

adjust the balaiiee of power in Suutli-oasteru Europe.

On the contrary, if we find that Greece has advanced in

a remarkable maimer, in orderly government, in the arts

of peace, in education, refinement, and national dignity,

especially since she has enjoyed the rights of constitu-

tional self-government, then we shall be warranted in

expecting a still more remarkable advance within the

next few years, and we shall admit a full and practical

justification for the pleas wliich are urged in her favour.
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GREEK EDUCATION AND GENIUS.

Education a Drug— la Greece over-educated ?—Mr. Watson's Report—The

Value placed on Education by the Greeks—The National System—Com-

parative Statistics—The University of Athens—Respect for Learning

inherent in the Greek Character—The Hellenic Genius—Hellcnisation

—

Its Force not dependent on Numbers—The Greeks the Leading Race in

Turkey—M. Lenomiant's View—^Vhat is Hellenism i—An Impossible

Anti-climax.

A TR.WKLLER in Gfcece, conversing one day with a

member of the Government, to whom he had just brought

a letter of introduction, and with whom, consequently,

he was not on specially intimate terms, mentioned his

desire to find a trustworthy Greek attendant, who might

amongst other services act as his interpreter.

The Minister took the hint, and at once turned it to

account.

"Why not engage my brother?" he said. "You
will find in him just what you need. He is a graduate

of the University of Athens, speaks several languages, is a

civil and obliging fellow, and is anxious for a situation."

The story is told in various forms, and is familiar in

the mouths of men who like to raise a laugh at the

expense of the Greeks. But a moment's consideration

will show that it may be used for the very opposite

purpose. No doubt it is tjpical of the state of society

in Greece at the present moment. A visitor to Athens,

or to any other of the populous towns on the mainland

or in the Morca, may, if he chooses, retain the services
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»f half a dozen University men, and be waited upon at

very turn by fairly educated gentlemen, holding dlp-

onias in law, theology, or medicine. The fact is one

vhich spoaks volumes for the high degree of develop-

iient attained by national education in Greece ; and it

annot be regarded as reflecting any positive discredit

n the Greeks themselves.

Tt is quite true that there is a plethora of educated

lien in Greece, and that the million and a half of in-

labitants do not require, and cannot find employment

ar, all the physicians and lawyers turned out by the

Jniversity of Athens. The poverty of the country,

till more than its paucity of inhabitants, precludes the

uU utilisation of this professional training. The phe-

omenon is unique in modern history ; and some critics

lEve been led to talk of the widespread education of

rreece as an " impediment in the way of progress."

*orhaps it may be so in a particular sense ; but at all

vents the very plethora of scholars and professional

len indicates the fitness of the Greeks to undertake a

ivilising ru7e in the East, and establishes on their

elialf a strong claim for the extension of their influence

ud authority.

The phrase just quoted occurs in a report made by

h\ Watson, one of our Secretaries of Legation in

ithens, on the " Obstacles to Material Progress in

treece."' The facilities for instruction given to all

lasses, Mr. Watson thinks, are by no means an un-

lixed advantage. " The benefits derived from this

y^stem —a system which undoubtedly confers consider-

blc advantages on the Levant in general—are in some

leasure counterbalanced by drawbacks which aflect

' JnTumn" 20th, 1872. " Parliainoutary Accounts and Papers, 1872;
"

o. 69, !>. 403.

K
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chiefly the kingdom of Greece. ^lany proWnces of the

Ottoman Emjiire are indebted to tlie seats of learning in

Athens for a supply of intelligent doctors, divines,

lawyers, chemists, and clerks, who in turn act as the

voluntary agents of a propaganda for the spread of

Hellenic ideas; but, on the other hand, the same seats

of learning throw annually upon the Greek kingdom a

superfluous supply of men of the same class, who form

a grave impediment in the way of progress in the

country, inasmuch as, having received a learned educa-

tion, the}' overcrowd the learned professions, and, failing

to obtain a livelihood therein, become political agitators."

There is no doubt whatever that the educated

Greeks are political agitators ; but the agitation is not

confined to those who fail to obtain a livelihood. The

Greeks of to-day are patriots almost without exception
;

and the acquisition of knowledge could not fail to

strengthen the universal aspirations of the race.

Tiie fact attested by Mr. Watson, that the profes-

sional men in certain proNnnces of Turkey are supplied

from Athens, is precisely what one would have expected.

The physicians, lawj'ers, administrators, and clerks of

the Ottoman Empire have been principally Greeks for

centuries past. Education amongst the ^Mussulmans

has never been more than rudimentary, and the State

has had no system whereby pubhc instruction was prac-

tically enforced upon the young. To the present day,

the best, if not the only schools in populous Turkish

towns are those in which Greek and Mahomedan pupils

are taught side by side ; and the masters or mistresses

of such schools are nearly always Greek. There is no

comparison of any sort between the national education

of the Turks and that of the Greeks ; and the supe-

riority of the latter race, in point of in^truction, to every
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>tlu'r now or recently subjected to Turkey is very

listinctly marked.

The Greeks have been penetrated in every age by

he conviction that kno\vk'd<^e was tlie most avaihible

md the liigliost kind of power. This conviction was

he saving chiuse of their servitude, and it may be

;aid to have been the chief agent in their recovery of

lational independence. As soon as the Morea and the

;outhorn continent of Hellas were freed from the Turks,

md the reniainiug nucleus of Greeks were able to turn

iside from their internecine quarrels to consider the

)asis of their future institutions, the first lawgivers of

STew Greece resolved that education should be the

)riinary aim and effort of the State.

It is true, a-s M. Burnouf has observed (although,

perhaps, in too sweeping terras), that the instruction of

;he Greeks in 1830 was almost non-existent ; that the

'ountry was in some sense " a solitude overrun by

riumpluint and ignorant klephts," and that everything

leeded to be done. Much, no doubt, required to be done

>ver again ; for the barbarous rage of Sultan Mahmoud
md his mercenary, Ibrahim Pasha, had destroyed the

chools of (Jreece with special zest. The education of

ihildren and adulLs was at a standstill; and for ten

rears the land had been overshadowed by intellectual

larkncss. Hut still a system of education had been at

vork even under the rule of the Pashas ; and the

ireeks fell back, without dilliculty or long preparation,

nto a familiar groove.

They began, first of all, with the elementary educa-

iion of both sexes. Even Capo d'Istria turned his

ittention to the matter as to one of the highest import-

mce ; but it was not until the Bavarians made a certain

ipproximation to orderly government that anything
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durable was achieved. In 1S34 a traininrr school, oi

" seminary for schoolmasters," was established, anc

supi^lied the elementary schools with their teachers

In the year 1840 there were registered in Greece aj

many as 252 of these elementary schools, which wen

attended by 22,000 scholars. These were under Go
vernment control, and dependent upon Governmen'

support ; but in addition there were voluntary schools

supported by the priests and others, which brought uj

the total number of children receiving some kind o

education to 32,000. The proportion to the entire

population was little more than four per cent., or fort]

in the thousand. Poor as this result unquestiouabb

was, the rate was already half as high as it was ii

England a generation later.

According to !Mr. Watson's report, in .lb72, ther

were under instruction in Greece

—

At public establishmcuts 73,219 pupils.

At private establishments 7.978 „

Total ... 81,197 „

—or something over 5G in the thousand.

The corresponding figures for 1877, as given by ^I

Moraitinis,^ are as follows :

In the Communal Schools 74,5(51 pupils.

In Private Schools 10,650 „

Total ... 85,211 „

—or, on a population of one million and a half, abou

the same proportion as in 1872.-

Elementary education in Greece is provided by th

communes or demarchies ; though the Governmen

' P. A. Moraitinis : La Grece Telle qu' EUe est.

• The jiopulatioii of the kingdom in 1870, according to a census take

in that year, was 1,457,894.
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renders assistance in particular cases. Parents who can

afford it are (or were a few years ago) required to pay

at the Primary Schools a sum varying from one penny

to fiveponce a month ; which, it need hardly be said,

does nut go far towards relieving the rates. In 1870

the demarchies spent on education about one-sixth of

their gross incomes, amounting to 1,100,000 drachmas,

or about £39,2S0.

Elementary education in Greece, in addition to

being gratuitous, is compulsory—at least in theory.

Children are compelled by law to attend the primary

schools between the ages of seven and twelve years.

The comparison l)ctween Greece and other civilised

countries in the matter of education is more favour-

able to the former when we pass on to the Secondary

Schools. Between the age of ten and twenty, one out

of every fourteen male inhabitants is under instruction

in Greece (1S77). The different classes of these second-

ar}' schools, including those supported by the State and

those dependent upon private effort, are as follows—the

numbers attending them being taken from the statistics

of lb71:—

" HoUonic " Grammar Schools, attended by 6,055 pupils.

Gymnasia „ 1,942

Fort'ipu Societies' Schools

Naval Schools (six)

Ecdesia-stical S<-uiinaries (four)

Roman Catholic Girls' Schools

Polylofliiiic School

Other Establishments

1.4U
83

115

240

300

5,826

The regular gradation for male scholars in Greece is

from the Primary Schools to the Grammar Schools, and

thence to the Gymnasia and University, the instruction

being gratuitous tliroughout.

The annual expenditure of the country on national
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education, taking the statistics of the year 1877, is, on

Secondary Schools, 1,000,GOO drachmas, and on higlier

education, 333,240 draclunas ; in addition to the

occasional assistance rendered to Primary Schools, to

the exhibitions granted to poor scholars, and to various

suras allowed for the publication of literary works.

Altogether, taking into account the expenditure of the

deniarchies, the average annual burden, per head,

ini])osed upon the Greeks for education alone may be

reckoned as amounting to about sixteen pence ; whilst

the cost of each pupil is from 15s. to lOs.—the figure in

both cases ajiproxiniating to those of the best educated

countries of Western Europe.

The University of Athens, opened in the year 1837,

numbered, four years later, 292 students— 1(57 in Law,

53 in the Arts, 52 in Medicine, and 20 in Theology,

Of these, no fewer than sixty-nine came from abroad;

that is to say, from the Ionian Islands, from Wallachia,

from Thrace,' Macedonia, Thessaly, and Asia Minor.'

Thus, from its first in.stitution, the University served tc

bring together the most ]irominent and promising ol

the rising generation of Greeks, and it became, as its

founders expected that it would, a rallying-point for the

scattered and half-emancipated race. It was with this

anticipation that the wealthy Greeks in all parts of the

world made a strenuous effort to establish it on a firir

basis, and to erect a worthy edifice as the chief homo ol

learning in Greece. Up to the year 1841, about a

(juarter of a million drachmas were subscribed for the

building, wlu-reof 32,000 came from Alexandria, 9,50C

from the Ionian Islands, 7,000 from Constantint)ple, anc

other considerable sums from Smyrna, Ibraila, Jas.sy

and Galatz, and wherever the Greeks formed a numerous

' Strong : Greece as a Kingdom.
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colony. The University buildings are situatetl in a flue

square in Athens, where their white marble walls,

columns, and statues present what is considered to be

one of the finest features in the restored capital.

The progress of the various faculties ha.s been as

marked as that of every other form of education in

Greece. Thus the number of students had risen to

550 in 1855 ; it had more than doubled in the first

year of King (loorge's reign ; and it now reaches an

aggregate of about fourteen hundred. Connected with

the University there are excellent museums, laboratories,

a library of over 150,000 volumes; clinical, obstetrical,

and other hospitals—the last-nanu'd being attended by

forty-two female medical students; an observatory, a

botanical garden, and almost every adjunct which an

English or French scholar would find at Oxford,

Cambridge, or Paris.

The State expended, in 1870, the follo\ving sums in

providing gratuitous education at the University :

—

On the four Faculties ... ... ... ... 333.240 (Irachma.s.

„ Library 33,900

„ Observatory 14,220 „

„ Botanic Garden ... ... ... 7,7t>0 „

On ArchtBology 123,690

—a total of more than £18,000.

The extension of national education during the

twenty years between 1855 and 1875 is indicated by the

following comparison :—In 1855 there were 450 primary

schools, with 35,273 pupils. In 1874 the number of

schools had risen to 1,127, and the number of pupils to

74,561. The grammar schools in 1855 were 80, and

the pupils 4,224. In 1875 the schools numbered 136,

and the pupils 7,U45. The gymnasia were only seven

in 1855, and the pupils 968. Twenty years later the
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number of gymnasia was 18, and the number of pupils

2,4(10.

There are not wanting symptoms which appear to

show that the over-education of Greece—if it be admitted

that this word is correctly applied to the phenomenon

—

has now reached its climax, and that the proportion of

young men who pass through all the higher stages of

the educational system is gradually diminishing.' Is

this an advantage or a disadvantage for New Greece ?

Mr. Watson, in the report already mentioned, gives

the number of students at the University in lb72, who

were divided under the following: heads :

—

Theology

Law
Medicine

Pliilosophy

Pharmacy

ativea.
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plethora of lawyers, writers, and clerks, who, in the

absence of regular occupation, become agitators and

coffee-house politicians."

No doubt it would bo immediately favourable to the

material progress of Greece if a certain number of the

native and resident Greeks who now attend the Univer-

sity, and who are practically barred from the exercise of

their professions by the thin population of the kingdom,

were to pass straight from the grammar schools or

gymnasia to some trade or calling in which they might

recruit the actual wealth-producers, as farmers, gar-

deners, builders, and the like. Greece needs every

artisan or tradesTuan whom she can attract by the pro-

mise of a regular livelihood or a fortune ; and she could

spare many a doctor and philosophical diplome.

But, on the other hand, the number of spoiled

artisans—of men who might have been content with

honourable manual labour if they had not learned law

or medicine at the University—is not absolutely a large

one. The excess of the supply over the demand is not

so great that the superfluous students in Athens would

make a very appreciable difference in the trades over

which they might have been scattered. And, even if

it were so, it would be ditlicult to decide upon the com-

parative advantage to their country of men who sacrifice

knowledge to gain, and of men who sacrifice gain to

knowledge. Knowledge, after all, is at the root of

prosperity ; and Greece has already experienced the

benefit of her highly efficient national education. What
but this education made her turn so readily from the

anarchy of her earlier years to the order, industry, and

sustained effort of the past decade and a half? AVliat

but education taught her to conquer and to value her

Constitution, to organise her Government and her
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finances, to suppress brij^antlage, to devote herself to

the development of her resources and the advancement

of her puLlic works ?

This liiirh esteem and encourajjement of education

would have afforded matter for the greatest surprise in

any other race of South-eastern Europe except the

Greeks. Tliey alone amongst the subjects of the Otto-

man Empire have displayed a natural and instinctive

love of learning, and have clung to it through centuries

of servitude. The Servians, the Roumanians, the Bul-

garians, the Albanians, have had the same opportunities

of developing their innate faculties and cultivating their

inherited tastes ; but none of them have shoAXTi a

special attachment to education, or have exhibited so

much as a perception of the great practical truth which

the superior race has turned to such good account. The

shrewd (Ireeks not only seek knowledge for its own

sake, and out of a genuine appreciation of theoretic

subtleties, but they know that it is a marketable commo-

dity, bringing Avith it increased consideration, influence,

and the means of acquiring and retaining wealth. On
both these grounds, the higher and the lower, has the

Hellenic race established its incalculable superiority to

the savage and intractable Albanians, to the rude Bul-

garians, satisfied when they can secure piosperity by

hard manual labour, to the Ser%nans, who have hitherto

given evidence of slight intellectual capacity, and even

to the Roumanians, who have so much Greek blood in

their veins, who have imbibed a decided taste for Greek

refinement, but whose share of the ancient B3zantine

inheritance appears to have been its enervating luxury

and its specious corruption.

Respect for learning, however, is only one of many

features presented by the Hellenic genius, which has of
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late affonlt'd sucli roniarkable proofs of its rejuvenes-

cence and vitality. The true character of Hellenism

reveals itself wherever the Greeks have enjo3'ed a few

generations of free social life. A worthy appreciation

of tlio ,><acrcdiiess of domestic ties; the honour paid to

women; the observance of religion tempered by pure

reason ; the love of justice, order, and virtual equality,

creating and directing the municipal community as it

governs and directs the family; the fervour of patriotism,

giving birtli to phenomenal heroism whenever the

country is in danger; the idealisation of natural beauty,

offspring of a cultivated eye and an intellectual sense

of harmony and subordination; the industry bom of

this same subordination, when carried into efl'ect in

a settled and peaceable State—all these characteristics

we find in the Greeks of antiquity ; and we meet them

again, some already prominent, others as yet less dis-

tinctly indicated. In the Greeks of to-day.

It is one of the most interesting studies of the age

to watch the progre.'is of this new Hellenisation,

gradually recovering its force after a suppression of

centuries, and after what was so nearly an absolute

effacement. The terrible incubus of Turkish misrule is

at last all but expelled from South-eastern Europe, and

we begin to reali.se the full extent of the mischief which

it has effected during the past five hundred years. The

crime of the Turk is summed up in the fact that he

has almost destroyed Hellenic civilisation ; and the

merit of his victorious enemies begins with the fact

that, perhaps in spite of themselves, they have rescued

and restored this civilisation. It is true that history

has preserved for us a record of the continuity of Greek

civilisation—not only in the persistent encouragement

by the Eastern Church of secular learning, but also in
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the high refinement of comparatively free Greek colonics,

and of comparatively neglected portions of the Ottoman

p]mpire—such as the island of Chios up to the beginning

of the present century. But, in spite of this, the

nucleus of effective Hellenism whereby the modem king-

dom of Greece was endowed at its birth was extremely

feeble, and its work for the past fifty years, performed

under the most adverse conditions, has been laborious

and slow.

The spirit of the Turk has been a negation of

intellect, industry, and art. Kow that Europe has

taken heart of grace, and has aboli.shed Turkish rule

over so large a portion of the Ottoman Empire, we shall

see with what renewed vigour the genius of Hellenism

wiU assert itself. We shall see what part the Greeks of

East Eoumelia will play in the regeneration of that

autonomous State. We shall see what the Greeks of

Bulgaria will contribute towards the self-government

of that Principality. We shall see what the many
thousand Greeks of Cyprus will do with their new free-

dom. AVe shall see how the Greeks of Southern Tlies-

saly and Epirus (unless for them the Eussian invasion

and the Berlin Congress have been thrown away) can

justify their emancipation. And we shall see whether

the Hellenic race in general will not henceforth more

energetically assert its superiority, and exercise its

beneficent influence, over the whole seaboard of the

^gean.

It is sometimes argued that little is to be expected

of the Greeks, because of the paucity of their numbers
;

and that Bulgarians, or Albanians, or Mahomedans,

have a prior claim upon such and such a territory

because a census of the population shows the Greeks to

be in a minority. Many hasty conclusions have been
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accepted witli rej^ard to the population of the Ottoman

Empire, from whicli deductions have been drawn

unfavourable to the cause of Greek regeneration ; but,

even if tlu-se were all correct, the plea of numbers is by no

means the strongest of those which are put forward on

behalf of the cause in question. It is less needed in the

case of Greece than it would be in the case of any other

nationality. It may be that the Greeks in Europe are

hardly more in number than the inhabitants of London.

How many, then, were the CJreeks who broke the power

of Xerxes ? How many were the Greeks of the mother

country which colonised Thrace, Asia Minor, the islands

of the Levant, Egypt, Sicily, the coast of Gaul ? What,

judging from the narratives of the historians, would

have been the census of the Spartan and Athenian

Republics? There could be no greater mistake than

that of judging the force of the Hellenic race, either in

the age of Leonidas or to-day, by the single criterion

of numbers.

M. Francois Lenormant puts this view cogently,

whilst describing the predominant influence of Hellenism

in the recent fortunes of the Porte's Christian subjects.'

" The role of CJreece in the contemporary East," he saj's,

" closely resembles its role in antiquity. . . . The
Hellenic race represents the motive power in the

Ottoman Empire, as, twenty-two centuries ago, it repre-

sented it in Persian Asia. It represents the same

motive power eveu in the immense Kussian Empire, to

which it has given its faith, its civilisation, and its arts,

so that, in a moral sense, there has been rather a kind

of transformation of Slavs into Greeks than the alle<red

transformation of the (Jreeks into Slavs, which Fall-

merayer took upon himself to assert a,s a positive fact.

' La Gr'ece at let Ilea loniennes, p. 5.
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Wherovor trade, industry, and civilisation have attained

a certain dej^nve of development in Eastern countries,

the honour of the fact belongs to the ( }reeks. Clergy-

men, physicians, money-changers, merchants, pasha-

secretaries, financial clerks, interpreters, all over Turkey,
;

the Greeks have cast over the country a sort of

immense net, which allows them to secure all the

business, to take in hand the direction of every Govern-

mental intrigue or jjopular movement. Their mission

has been even to revive the national sentiment in the

other Christian races. In Servia, the germs of emanci-

pation and recovery were jjlanted by Khigas, and by

the hospodar Constantin Hypsilantes, long before the

movement which has now manifested itself amongst the

Slavonian populations. The Roumanians of ^loldavia

and AYallachia, who show to-day so much animosity and

rage against the Greeks, and confiscate, in spite of right

and treaties, the property of their convents, only began

to feel themselves a nation when they were released

from their igni>rance and debasement by the Phanariot

princes, when they had had for a century an exclusively

Greek education, and when Bucharest was the first

reconstructed centre of Hellenic life. ... In the

parts of Bulgaria where Hellenism has diffused its

influence, the Bulgarians also have risen in their own

estimation. In the condition of decadence to which

ser^'itude had reduced them, they had scarcely preserved

any love of country, and their only patriots had passed

through Greek schools. It would be easy to show the

Hellenic movenu'nt, as powerful as it is beneficent,

penetrating, by a sort of infiltration, through Asia

Minor and Syria, amongst the Maronites of the Lebanon,

and even, occasionally, amongst Mussulman chieftains,

like Ali Bey and the Emir Daher, who attempted to
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raise the flag of Arabic nationality against the Ottoman

Porte."

Not even here is the limit of the Hellenic influence

to be found. According to .some thinkers, for whose

theories a great deal may be said, there is an Hellenism

in the history of individual minds, as in the history of

the human race. The phase is reached when a man
has attained the full conception of his individual

dignity. It is the highest product of the Indo-

Caucasian spirit, and, once imbibed, is hereditary through

endless generations. It probably entered Europe with

the Greek family of the Ar\ans, and, through them,

has overspread the southern and western Continent. It

in formed and inspired the noblest productions of art,

speech, and thought, gave us a Phidias, a Sophocles, a

Demosthenes, a Socrates, dominated and perfected the

minds of men in every succeeding generation. The
history of Hellenism is the history of our race in its

sublimest flights ; and it has been said, with scarcely

perceptible exaggeration, that it would be easier to

enumerate the reflnements which mankind does not owe

to the Cfreeks than it would be to reckon up our debts.

The subtle iulluence has transformed and appropriated

all that went before it, as it has been foremost to generate

or impregnate all that has come after it. It brooded

on the rude conceptions of Arabia and I^gypt, and gave

us the natural and metaphysical sciences. It brooded

over the abstractions and absorptions of Judaism, and

nursed the infant Ciiristianity into a giant before whom
the world was fain to bow. It found on the Nile an

essence of reason and scepticism, which it rolined seven

times in the fire of its own penetrating genius, and

endowed with its own immortal spirit. It conquered

its conquerors in every age, most beneficent when most
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oppressed, and saved civilisation alive when all the world

was relapsiiiiij into primeval savajj^ory.

Is it possible for us to suppose that the true Hellenic

race—or be it merely the descendants of a race to which

the world owes all that it holds most sacred—is to be

subordinated to Turk, or Slav, or Eussian ? Is there

room in human nature for such an anti-climax as this ?
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riiK fact which governs and controls the literature of

modern Greece is that the language has, for a con-

^idt'rabk' time past, been undergoing a peculiar process of

:hange. The speech of the Hellenic nice has been regene-

rated with the race itself ; and this import;int modifica-

tion, which began in some sort before the outbreak of

the insurrection in 1821, is not yet complete. It would

therefore be useless to look for a contemporary literature

which should be at the same time classical in form and

expressive of the poi)ular national sentiments.

The history of language offers, perhajjs, no more

striking instance of a race of men settiug itself

deliljerately to reconstruct its own ancestral grammar

and vocabular}', and discarding, in the course of a

generation or two, the con-uptions of centuries. Yet

that is what the Greeks have attempted, and with no

small measure of success. As the revival of national

life involved, for Greece, the revival of learning, so, with

equal necessity, the revival of learning implied the

return of the race towards tlie classical epoch of its

language. From 182U forwards, the Greeks began to

make it almost a point of honour to employ the most

F
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archaic forms, and especially to strip from the speech of

Pericles and yEschylus the ungainly Turanianisms of

their oppressors. To take a single instance; the Turkish

name for a gun, ioufeki, had been the word most

frequently used in Greece for that invention of modern

times. In this case the ancient Greek did not supply

a name lor the complex idea; but it instantly resumed

its vital energy in obedience to the instinctive demand,

and thenceforth the gun of the Greek patriot was his

tch'vodoii, that which carried his missile far, when he

aimed it at the heart of his enemv.'

But language is too subtle a concretion to be made,

or remade, at will. The mere addition to the classical

vocabulary of names for all the ideas unknown to

Xenophon, however ably the new glossary may have

been constructed, necessarily produces a speech differing

widely from that of two thousand yeai-s ago. The

modern Greeks have struggled with their difficulty in a

fairly creditable manner; but, even if their vocabulary

is accepted, they have not been thorough in their re-

sumption of the classical models and idioms. The

purest contemporary writers of Greek do not venture,

or did not venture a few years ago, to return absolutely

to the Greek of Xenophon or of Thucydides.

Tiie change, however, is already a radical one ; and

the consequence is that there are now in Greece two

distinct forms of speech, one for \\Titing and the other

for speaking. Or, more precisely, we may say that

there are a score of different forms, from the classicalism

of the University to the rudest patois of Ba'otia or of

the Maina. We have, therefore, two distinct kinds

of modern Greek literature, the Komaic (as the corrupt

' St'C Prosper Mi-riliu'i-. Iiitr<iiliic;irii to Confm et Puimes ilf In (Ir'ict
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hook has commonly been called), and the neo-classical,

vhereof" the former dates as far back as the Middle

\.gcs, and consists almost entirely of the language of

luthiwry and patriotism.

The Greek language was already imdergoing a rapid

»rocess of decay before the break up of the Byzantine

Empire. It shared to some extent the fate of Latin

a Western Europe, although its decomposition was not

iostined to proceed so far. Latin has been practically

lead for centuries ; but Greek has never been a dead

mguage. It has been spoken by purists in every age

—by every Greek, in fact, who has not bowed in spirit

o the Turk. It has been retained (like the Latin) by

lien of science, and in the Universities ; but it has also

lad the advantage of being preserved in constant use by

he i)atriarchs and priests of the Eastern Church. And,

inally, it has been taught, from the best text-books, in

he schools which have been constantly associated with

he ecclesiastical organisation of the Orthodox com-

iiunion. In these schools, at the patriarchates, in the

louses of the wealthy Greeks, in the libraries and

yllogues which escaped the long arm of Turkish oppres-

ion, the sacred flames of learning and of patriotism sup-

lovted each other with a mutual heat ; and towards the

nd of the eighteenth century the ardour of these llames

ad made itself felt over the whole extended surface

f what may not inaptly be described as Greater Greece

-amongst the primates and the commercial men of

lellas and the Morea, amongst the great shipowners

f Hydra, Spetzas, and Psara, in learned and refined

Dcieties, such as that of Chios, in the thousand mer-

antile communities of Thrace and Macedonia, and

liroughout the numerous (Jreek populations of Asia

liuor, Syria, and Egypt. AV'ider even tlian this tlu'
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fervour had extended itself. It had been nursed li}-

the great hospodars of the Danubian principalities ; it

was fanned into greater brightness in the capitals of

Europe ; it supplied work for the printing-presses of

Vienna, Venice, and Paris ; it generated a new flame

of Philhellenism in Russia, Germany, and the West.'

Europe hailed with enthusiasm this regeneration of the

trreek language and the Hellenic spirit. For mure

than two centuries the scholars and the schoolboys of

Christendom had been indoctrinated with the ideas of the

classical age. They were destined now to repay a long

accumulating debt to the two great Aryan races of the

South ; and it is not entirely fanciful to say that " the

great dead of Greece," the tragedians, the historians,

old Homer himself, contributed to the redemption of

their race in the nineteenth century.

There was indeed a literature in Greece during the

Middle Ages, which divided itself into two main streams

—the one chivalric, chiefly imitated from the romantic

narratives of the French trouveres and the Italian

chroniclers, and owing its existence in part to the cease-

less eastern flow of Latinised Europe towards the Holy

' " From the favtliost limits of Tlirnco and from Madvlonia to Teuarus

in all tho islands and in the westorn jiarts of Asia Minor, Greek was tlit

lanofiLige of tho Church, of literature, anil of polities. For many years tlu

population under Turkish rule were deprived of all means of oducatioii

for most of the .scholars who rendered Greece illustrious during the fifteentl

century— Gemistos, Bessarion, George of Trcbizond, Argyropoulos, Las

cari.s, (.'halcocondylas, and numberless others—passed with their learning

either into Western Europe, or to those Greek Islands still occupied by tin

Venetians, and were thus tlie cause of the revival of Greek civilisation ir

Italy and France, whilst in its birlh-place it was iib.scuced from the niiddh

of the fifteenth down to the end of the sixteenth century. Public iu.struc-

fion began to revive about the bej.:inning of the seventeenth century, oirinj:

to the initiative of that Greek community which was formed at Venice bj

fugitives from all part« of Greece. They left their country, but they did

nut forget her, and sought to pn-paro for her a brighter future. The)

ai'.vauced funds, and chose able teachers. Manv schools were fouudec
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Lmd—the other, more distinctly popuhir and national,

ilecting the national lilb in its simplest and most

i.iuiiliar forms. The characteristics of this latter species

"f son<:r—for song it was, almost invariably—are much
tlu' same as those of the ballad and chamon literature's

"t France, Italy, and Spain, at corresponding periods c>f

tliiir history. Always accompanied by rude music of

xiine kind or another, of the voice when the lyre or

Kuzn was absent, often improvised by the wandering

minstrels, or drawn from the repertory of an imperfect

memory, or accommodated with more or less skill to

new and special occasions, these rude ballads sprang

direct from the daily experience and sensations of the

peasants, shepherds, and muleteers of (ireece, and re-

flected the superstitions and the wild passions of a

subjected race.

Two trains of ideas more frequently than any other

may be distinguished amongst these songs of modern

Greece—those which were inspired by religious ob-

servances, and those which clustered round the romantic

life of the mountaineers, the refugees from oppression,

and the bandits, all of whom have been somewhat

roughly classed as klephts. The Eastern Church has

invariably exercised a powerful and paternal influence

over the humbler ranks of Greeks—as it does to this

day over the millions of Slavs and Greeks whom it

has gathered into its fold. AVe cannot, therefore, be

at Athens ami TBiiiiia. Tanina, ospooially, booamo quite a collogo for

tcacliors, wlio in tlu'ir turn beoame tho lioads of schools in tho Peloiwiincsns

and Continontnl Greoco, in Tlii'ssaly, Maoodonia, Scio, t'y''""'"- C'oustanti-

noi)lp. Ya.ssy, and Buclian-st. The wools of such celobratod masters as

Eupcnius, Bmilparis, Niivphoros, Theotokis, John Demit riades, Constantino

Kouuias. Stejilien Douupa-s, Constantino CEconomos, Neophytos Baiubas,

of Goorpe Qennadios, and others as iliastrious, rcsouudod from one end of

tho Hellenic East to the other."—"Jforfeni HcUcnijim," p. 10 [published

by the London UMenic Committee).
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surprised to find that many of the songs and "recita-

tives" of the Greeks—a sort of secular hymns— arc

associated witli the rites and ceremonies of their religion.

The feast of St. Basil (Jan. 1), the Carnival, the feast

of St. Constantine, and other days and seasons more or

less specially sanctified by the Church, are celebrated

with great fervour by the majority of the population;

and most of them have their appropriate songs. The

observance of days extends be^-ond the ecclesiastical

calendar. Thus the children have a feast of their own

on the 1st of March, when they sing from door to door,

carrying the figure of a swallow in their hands, and

repeating a simple refrain :

—

" She is here, slie is here !

The swallow that brings us the beautiful year

;

Wide open the door !

We are childreu agaui, we iii-e old no more."'

The songs of the klephts, or, more properl}', of the

mountaineers—for there are many so-called klephtic

songs which are the purest outpourings of an un-

alloyed patriotism—are very popular throughout the

provinces of Greece, and were still more popular

previous to and during the struggle with Turkey.

There is, it must be confessed, a great monotony, and

no particular beauty, in this anthology of a wild and

oppressed race, which is interesting rather as an historical

phenomenon than as the ctHorescence of a tender and

attractive sentiment. It is impossible to compare it

with the poetic anthology of France or Ital}'; but

there can be no question as to the vitality and strength

of the feeling to which it bears witness. I venture to

' Boiipentilt, HiMiiire des Litteraturcs Elraitgircti, t. iii., p. 534.

—

Tlio modern Ort'ok songs have been collected l)j- Fiiurie), tho Cu\uit dc

ilarccllus, Pap(MidoiH)ulu!i Vretos, Sathiis, Passow, and Wagner.
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paraphrase oiu- of tliose kleplits' songs, taking it almost

it hazard, and as a fair specimen of tlie mingled bald-

less and significance of the majority :

—

' Butheil in the inoimUin-spriiig Plinskas lies

Imniei-setl, ami yet liis jmLses throb iind Imni.

Tlien to the s|)iutows round liini twittering cries,

' Birds, is there nny hojie J Will strength retvmi (

'

" ' Pliaskiw, wouldst thou live 1 Dost healing crave ?

To fair Olymims wend thy w<'ary way !

There brave are never sick, sick ever brave,

Tliere dwell the klejihts, and wield unfetterctl sway.

" ' Riches and glory wait on courage there

;

Tolios at Caterina rules alone,

Nikos and Cln-L-itos wide dominion share.

Young LazojKtulos leads at Platamon.'

" Forth fai-es the brave Pliaskas, evil-stiu-red
;

To Toumavos his lagging stejis are bound :

By ti-eaicherous eiieiniia the path is l)aiTed,

And soon his head is rolling on the ground."

'

' C. Fanriel, Chants Poptdaires de la Grice Modeme ; t. i., p. 29.

Ko(t«t' i nkiiffKttt, itoiT«Toi V tV i^n-i\v tJ|i/ fipiaiv

:

Ultra rolifia 'a th vtphr, rdk( yiphv yvptitf

M«To vtovKia trvvrvxtuyt Kol fifrii ;it«A*6(ii'ia*

"Tax«< TiovKia, 0h iarptvSi: T(£xa, irionXii, #4 lira:
"

"IWiijKa, litiv $f\jfs iirptviJia, va livonv ^ TAT)7oi <rou,

'E^Bya i)>t|X(1 'a rhr 'OKufixay, 'a rhy tCifiopipoy rhy rowor

'Ayifitiot *K*i iiy a^^at<novy, Kap^otffrai iiyipfi6yovy.

'En' tjy' 01 tKfifrtt o'l «o\Xol, to Ttitaafa wpttri-ra.

'Eit«7 ftoipiiovy t4 (pKttpik, «ol to nawtToyiTa.

ToD Ndcou Ttipr' i) »uTaju4, toD XfWjjr' ii 'AXturiya,

'O T(iAii)i «aT^T^f•'•^^« iJ)«'toj V riiy Kartplyiiv,

Kol rh ntKphy Aa(iiri)ukty irppt ri}y OAoTojiii'Oi'."

K'4 UKiioKat i Kcu(6fiOtpos, i mucotioipiaatityos,

'2 rhy Toipya&oy Kariffaiytv, iKii yh atpiayltrp,

kol Oi' /X^C"' ««T<iTl TOK ToO irp^OK Ti K>lpi\t.

Tho Bou of Lazos and his fellow klophts lived early in tiie prcM'iit
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Who will doubt that the vivid Greek imaginati'ii

saw more than meets the e^'e in these simple lines :

—saw wounds of the soul, rather than of the bod}',

which no cunning of nature or art could cure, and

which drove the sufferer from house and home, to

appease his restless heart in the wild freedom of tlir

mountains ? The melancholy close is a common

feature in these poems ; and that, too, is a reflection

of the circumstances amidst which they were composed

and sung.

There are other songs expressing still more forcibly

the patriotic sentiments of the mountaineers ; and the

most remarkable of thoni all are those which show that

the armatoles—originally local guards, enrolled in order

to keep the troublesome klephts in order, and tolerated

when not actually encouraged by the Turks— were

themselves frequently as patriotic as those who had

century, on tlio mountains of Tliessaly. Several of them were surprised

and slain at Kapsaris, about the middle of the second decade.

A rendering in English verse of the songs collected by Fauriel was

published in the year l!S:25, by Mr. Charles Briusley Sheridan, from whom
I quote a few stanzas of the inspired " Hymn to Liberty" of Dionysius

Salomos, a Greek poet, wlio had previously written both in Greek and in

Italian. The date of this poem is 1823.

" Vc8 ! I know theo by the lightning ..." Now thy sons, drfying danger,

Of thy lyrant-slaying ghiivc. ^Strike beneath their native sky,

Dy thine awful glances bright'nlng And distrusting every stranger.

As thou gazc8t on the bravo. Swear to free themselve.*, or die.

Kindle from our countrj-'s ashes, ..." Seven young sisters from the main

Liberty ! thy sacred Arc. Raised on high applauding hands,

Many a Sparton sabre clashes. Though protection's treacherous chains

Krtothe on one Tyrtrean lyre. Bound them still in flowery band^.

" Tliou wcrt grovelling in the dust, . . ."Woe to those who meet the glaive

Iltiniblcd by thy bitter doom :
Grasp'd by Freedom's fearless hand,

Ilcoven was still thine only trust— And infatuated brave

Heaven bos uttered, ' Quit the tomb !

'

Ortecia's roused and patriot band.

" Brooding o'er our hills and plains. ..." Terror, solitude, ond death.

Silence watch'd the thunder near. Kreedom ! mark thy withering polli

Every arm was irampd by chains, And the blade without the sheath

Every heart was chlU'd by fear. But inflames thy righteous wrath."
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never accepted service under the tyrants. The follow-

ing bold allegory may serve as an instance :

—

Olympos and KLssavos, the mountains, chide each other.

Olym|>os say.s ti) Kis.savos, " Wliy with me do you quarrel ?

You who have ever been tramjiled by the ilo.slem.

I am ancient Olympos, and in the world am famous.

Of summits 1 have forty-two, and brooklets two and sixty.

Each brooklet ha-s its banner, and every tree its Klept.

And on my highest peak is perched an eagle.

Iff holds within his talons' gra.sp a warrioi's head.

Oh, wretched licad of mine, why are j-ou thus maltreated ]

Eat, bird, my youth, and, if you can, my courage.

Your wing will gi-ow a yard in height, your claw wUl stretch a palm.

Twelve years wa.s I an Arniatole at Xeromero and Louro.

At Khassia and on Olympos twelve years was I a Klept.

Ri.xty Agas have I killed and left in flames their hamlet-s.

Many are the Turks, my bird, and many the Albiuiians,

That I have left upon the turf ; they never can be numbered.

But my turn came at la-st to fall in midst of battle."

'

The contemporary literature of Greece, whether

cast in a severe classical mould or clinging to a more

popular form, is still a continuation of the literary

activity of the past century and a half. It was not

until the eighteenth century that modern Greek became

the medium of a written literature; but from the time

of the illustrious Phanariots who first won the con-

fidence of the Porte, from the patriarch Samuel, from

]iulgaris,- Doukus,'' and Rhigas,^ from Khizos Neroulos,

' See Modern Hellenism.

• A C'orfuot, will) taught nt Mmmt Athos, was made Bishop of Kliorson

by tho EiiiprcsM Callicrinc, transhvted tlie .iEneid, and tho Coii/essions of

St. Augiwtiuo (ITlti— 1«(I6).

' A pupil of Laiubros Photiadcs, at But-liare.st. Hi> modernised

Thucydidos.

* " Tlio TyrtuMis of New Grwco "—a Tlicssalian in tlii> scrnoe of

Mii'liaol Sciutzo, hospodar of Wallaohia, whoso patriotic sougs did nmoh to

rousn Ills ((luntryinon to n<bi>llii)ii. He ventured acrosstho Austrian frontier

niul wa.s promptly liaudcd over to the Turks.
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Minas, and Sehinas, to the present generation, the succes-

sion lias been uninterrupted. Of the later historians and

prose writers \ve may take note of Paparrigoj)oulu>,

author of a " History of Greece from its Origin," ot

Tricoupi and Soutzo amongst the historians of the

Revolution, and of Sathas, who, amongst his numerous

historical and bibliographical labours, has given to thr

world the most complete account of Greek learning

from the year 1453, enumerating within the four

centuries no fewer than twelve hundred writers in hi-

own language.

The literature of New Greece is, perhaps, riclur

and more brilliant in its poetry than in its prose ; t>r

at all events its poetry enjoys a greater popularity, and

is rewarded by a livelier and quicker appreciation. If

the j)icture contained in the following passage from a

contemporary writer' is not extravagantly overdrawn,

we may form some idea of the encouragement held

out to the younger Greek poets, and of the fresli

enthusiasm with which the nation as a whole reganls

its intellectual achievements. " Year by year tlif

Academy at Athens conducts a competition in poetry,

and gives a prize, founded by the wealthy patriot,

Ambrose Ealli, to the poet whose production is con-

sideri'd the most noteworthy for originality, and l)r.-<l

calculated to restore the language to its 2)ristiue purity.

The day fixed for the formal winding up of the com-

petition is the 25th of March, the anniversary of tlu'

proclamation of Greek independence. On that day

the whole of Athens is excited ; every class of society

displays the like eagerness; the cafes and bazaars ar.

deserted ; the open places are filled by the crowd,

which gesticulates, shouts, and argues with the warmth

' In tlio Bevue des Deux Mcmdea, April, 1860.
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natural to the race. After readinfj a report on the

several productions in the competition, the president

innounces the winner, congratulates him on behalf of

the nation, reads his verses aloud, and sets a laurel

3ro\vn on his brow. The crowned poet, when he quits

bhe meeting, is received by the acclamations of the

multitude, and is borne off to his home almost as it

were in a triumph."

There is possibly more of patriotism in this

jnthusiasm than of a purely literary appreciation ; but,

is we have seen, the Greeks are disposed to look upon

the cultivators of the national language and literature

IS patriots of a very genuine kind ; and they are wont

to pay special honour to their poets. It is not un-

natural that they should consider poetry and patriotism

IS indissolubly associated, seeing how many of the first

soldiers of independence were poets, and how many
af their poets supplied the music of war which led

their countrymen to victory. IJhigas and his con-

temporaries have already been mentioned. George

Zalokostas, author of " Armatoles and Klephts," was

jne of the soldier-singers who survived the strujrsjle

long enough to see his country rid of a foi'eign yoke ;

it all events rid of the yoke of the Turks. He was

m instance of the so-called klephts who were driven to

the mountains in pure self-defence, and whose only

?nemies were the enemies of their country. Zalokostas

was one of the last of the " vulgarists," who did not

;are to frame their speech after the new fashions. A
poet of stronger stamp was Alexander Soutzo,' member
:)f a I'aniuiis Phanariot family, a scathing satirist, who
holds a high rank even in the literature of Europe, and

svho lashed the follies of his country with a wholesome

' Bom at Constantiuoplo, 1803; died at Smj-nut, lSt>3.
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severity. He spent much of his life in exile, at various

European capitals ; but on his death the National

Assembly voted him a statue. One quality had never

been denied in him—that of an ardent love of his

country. The last years of his life were occupied, not

in satirising his friends, but in a dreary and unfinished

epic of the Crimean War, " The War of the East."

The part completed is said to be full of fervent patriotism

—and it was written at St. Petersburg.

Other Greek poets of yesterday, whose writings are

still fresh in the memory of to-day, were Orphanidis,

author of " Chios in Chains," Panayotes Soutzo,

brother of Alexander, who wrote " The Traveller," and

Valaoritis, who glorified the Epirote heroes in their own

rough dialect.

Of living poets perhaps the most prominent, by his

age, his talent, and the favour in which he is held by

his fellow-countrymen, is Rhizos Eangabe, born in

1810. His style and taste are varied in a notable

degree ; for in addition to his miscellaneous poems,

which pass " from grave to gay, from lively to severe,"

he has written two dramas,' a series of romantic

stories, an heroic ode to Lord Byron, ballads which

are highly praised for their combined spirit and

finish, and a number of archaeological treatises in

Greek and French. M. Eangabe is also a distin-

guished statesman, for some time Greek ^Minister at

Washington ; and he was one of the unfortunate

embas.sy which represented Hellenic interests at the

Congress of Berlin.

RangabtS is by no means the only dramatist of

' " Phrosyiio," and " Tbo Old Woman."
' He i)ul)li»lipil at Xow York, in ISO", a volume on " Greece : her

Progress and Present Poaition."
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modern Greece. Rhizus Xtroulus, who, at rreiieva,

early in the century, did much to inspire his pupils and

friends with an interest in modem Greek literature,

wrote two elegant tragedies, " Polyxenes " and " Aspa-

sia." Christopoulos wrote his " Achilles " about the

same timt,' ; and he was followed by Evanthia, the

female author of "Nikirate;" by Alexander Soutzo,

with his "Botzaris;" by Zambelios, with "Karaiskakis;

"

and by others who took their subjects from the War of

Independence. Those dramas were put on the stage at

Jassy, at Odessa, at liucharest, and in Corfu ; and they

are occasionally acted to the present day. Amongst

later dramatists have been Bernardakis (" Merope,"
" Phrosvne," "Maria Dezapatri "), Spiridion Vasiliadis

(" Loukas Notaras," and " The Kallergis"), and Athana-

sios Mavromichaelis (" Coriolanus," and "The Capture

of Tripolitza ")•

The Greeks have freely translated the works of their

contemporaries, and their stage in particular has been

indebted to the lighter dramatic repertory of the

French. A more genuinely national character, how-

ever, distinguishes the comedies of Vlachos and others,

whose works have been stamped with approval by the

Academy of Athens. " The Grocer's Daughter," " The
Captain of the National Guard," and other pieces,

illustratiu'T national habits and character, thoujrh not

considered remarkable for dramatic interest, are described

by competent critics as giving earnest of vet more ini-

]iortant efforts in the future.

Vlachos is the author of many fugitive poems, di>-

tinguished by their beauty and finish, and of a render-

ing of the " Meditations" of Lamartine. Vasiliadis, also,

is favourablv known for his " Attic Nijjhts," consistintr

of ])ictures from the history of the country. Skylizzis,
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Kiirasoutzas, Terzetis, Bikelas, Paraschos, are eminent

amongst the remaining poets of New Greece.^

Amongst the characteristic manifestations of intel-

lectual activity amongst the Greeks are the syUoffoi—
associations or clubs wliich combine literary intercourse

with the exercise of practical benevolence, and no doubt,

also, mth an occasional dash of aggressive politics. A
syllogue is, presumably, a simple club, and the ostensible

object of its formation may bo literary, charitable, poli-

tical, or otherwise ; but most frequently the members,

inchiding representatives of both sexes, allow themselves

to travel beyond the range of interests comprised within

their special denomination. It is certain that the custom

of forming and taking part in these syllogues originated

in a state of society in which a subject race, superior to

its masters in knowledge, manners, and modes of thought,

felt the necessity of frequent and intimate communion

amongst themselves, both for the satisfaction of their

loftier tastes and aspirations, and for the purpose of

mutual protection. All the objects named above are

accounted for by the circumstances under which the

earliest of the syllogues wore established.

The cohesiveness of the Greek race, in its modern

regeneration, is illustrated by the fact that political or

semi-political coteries of this kind exist in almost every

Hellenic community throughout the world. " In all

towns where there are but a hundred Greeks," says M.
Moraitinis, " in Turkey, in Asia Minor, in Egypt, in

Russia, in the towns of the West, in America, in the

Indies, in Australia—in brief, wherever there are Greeks,

such associations are set on foot."

In the kingdom of Greece itself there are many

syllogues of considerable importance and influence,

' Bongenult, pan^im.
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especially devoted to literature and benevolence. Tlius

there are in Athens two philanthropical societies, founded

by the Princess Maria Hj'psilantes and by Aladanie

Helen I'aparrigopoulo, which carry on a serviceable work

anionijfst the poor of the capital. There is the " Syllogue

lor the Propaj^ation of (treek Literature," the object of

which is " to found schools for children of both sexes, to

extend elementary instruction by the best methods, and

to publish works necessary for this purpose." There is

the " Byron Philological Syllogue," for " the intellectual

development and moral training of its members, and

other citizens, by study and literary work." There is

the " Hetairia of the Friends of Education," under the

patronage of the Queen, which supports schools, princi-

p;illy for girls. The capital of this association is over a

million and a half of drachmas, and the pupils for whom
it jjrovides instruction number more than 1 700.

Amongst other associations of a similar character

may be mentioned the Musical and Dramatic Syllogue,

maintaining an institution after the manner of the Paris

Conservatoire ; a Syllogue of Sacred Byzantine Music ;

various societies for the support of orphanages, for the

instruction of the labouring classes, &c. &c. In fact, it

may be said that Greece, taking her late start into

account, is able to bear comparison with many far

wealthier states in the matter of her public beneficent

institutions.

The (Jreek press has sustained an honourable part

in the drama of Hellenic regeneration. Under Capo

d'Istria, under the Bavarian Otho, it fought the battle

of popular liberty, and earned a title to gratitude by

its outs]ii>ken courage and its defiance of persecution.

Since l^^dl, (Jreek journalists have been almost free

from oppressive censure, and they have distinguished
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themselves, as a rule, by the dignity and patriotism

of their writings. In 1SG7 nearly a hundred periodicals

Hgured amongst the evidences of Greek progress at the

Paris Exhibition. At the present day tlie number has

risen to 1~'J, whereof fifty-five are published at Athens,

ten at Patras, nine at Syra, seven at Calamata, five at

Zante, and the same number at Corfu.^ Other Greek

journals are published at Constantinople, at Smyrna,

at Alexandria, and in other populous Greek centres.

Amongst the best of them may be mentioned the Ilora,

the Sfoa, Ephemeris, Neohgos, Palingenesia, and the

Messaycr d'Jthenes, in French ; amongst re%aews the

Byron, the Athenceum, the Ncohellcnika Analekta, the

Homer, published at SmA'rna, the Ecclesiastical Review

at Constantinople, the Phoenix at Alexandria; and,

amongst satirical prints, the Plios and the Aristophanes.

llepublicanism seems to have comparatively few

serious advocates in Greece, at all events as a practical

object of the immediate future. The Aion, as M.
Moraitinis informs us, " one of the most important and

oldest papers, recently unfurled the standard of ilepub-

lican ideas, and discussed them with perfect freedom.

Its articles were in the best manner, and bore witness

to the erudition of theii* author. Wh}- did this journal

cease to exist? Because, in spite of the worthiness of

its political management, the public read it with an

interest which had no effect upon the heart—with that

negative interest wherewith we read any essay which,

though wlII written, deals with facts far removed from

ourselves, incapable of disturbing the sphere in which

we move." •

The attitude of Greece in this respect is, apparently,

' Moniitinis.

'• La Oriee Telle qu' Elle est, p. 205.
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the same as that of Enghunl and Italy, and of the two

or tliree other truly constitutional monarchies. AVith

the substance of liberty and self-government a people

cares less for the form. Virtual Republics can aft'ord

to be indifferent as to the names by which their insti-

tutions are known. The probability is that a vicious,

or even an unwise monarch would destroy monarchy in

any country where popular self-government is an esta-

blished fact. King Otho was on the point of making

a ( I reek Ilepublic possible in 18G2 ; and, indeed, it is

to be remembered that Otho's successor was found for

Greece, not by herself, but by England, in accordance

with the understanding of the Great Powers thirty

years before. But King George has been content, on

the whole, to reign without ruling ; and the Greeks

have no temptation to demand a (;hange.

Before leaving the subject of literature in Greece,

a word may be said of the Greek folk-lore, which is

rich in legend and homely mythology, and which has

not yet been systematically collected, or even discussed.

The relics of ancient faith and superstitions, of the

pantheism and heroology of two thousand years ago,

survive in the traditions of the Greeks of to-day. Long
narratives, as well as short fables and ballads, are faith-

fully handed down from memory to memory; and,

judging from the testimony of Greeks who know their

country well, a little industry and patience would suffice

to garner a large harvest of the most interesting

{X)pular lore.

The fact is one more proof, if more were needed,

of the legitimacy of the modern Greeks.' The stamp of

their ancestors is unmistakable in those legends of the

' lu tho soeoiid part of tin* |>ri'S(<nt volunio. this and other ooguato

nibjccts are troatvd iu a more arguuieulative luaaucr.

G
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fates and furies, the nereids and hamadryads, whicl

subsist amongst the mountaineers and villagers o

Greece. A few pages may be devoted, without apology

to the outline of one or two of these Hellenic fairy tales

The following story of " The Three Sisters " (whicl

the reader will recognise as an old friend in a nev

dress) is abbre\'iated from the pages of the Barer

d'Estournelles de Constant, whose impressions de voyacji

go far to satisfy the curiosity of those who have nevei

travelled in Greece.'

Once upon a time there were three sisters, who slept together.

One niglit the Fates came to tell their fortunes, and sate abov(

their heads ; for each sister had her Fate.

WTien the first two had spoken, it was the turn of the Fate wh<

belonged to the youngest sister.

" Mine," she said, " being the prettiest, shall have the best fortune

She shall marry the king's son."*

But the eldest si.ster had awoke, and was listening. When iIk

morning had come she took the second si.ster on one side, and tolc

her all that the Fates had said ; and they began to tyi-annise over tin

youngest.

One day they resolved to go and cut some wood. They therefore

made a cake, and set out. When they had gathered their fagots the]

.sat down on the edge of a precipice, so deep that no one could climl

down it on any side. Then the eldest sister said to the youngest

—

" Now, little one, come and let me do your hair."

The little one went, and the eldest began to arrange her hail*

But as she was doing it she let the cake roll from her knees on th<

ground.

" There," she said, " now go and look for it
!"

And she gave her a great push, and the little one fell over th<

]>recipice.

The poor child fell to the lx)ttom, and, being unable to climb uf

again, began to weep. But then, behold, a Nereid came to her, and

said

—

" Why are you weeping, child ? Have you fallen from the rock,

' La Vie (Ic Province ei} Grice. " " Basiloiwulo."
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an<l ciinnot get up again 1 Come vdili mo, and I will take you for

my daiiglitor."

And she took her to her house.

So the little girl wius very hiijipy with tlio Nereid. But when

Sunday came the Nereid wanted to go to her church ; and, as slie

would be a long time away, she told her that she wn.s to open the

copiJer in which the seri)ents were, and give them something to eat.

" You must not be afraid," she added. " When you want them

to go in again you have only i^ rap with a stick on the ix)t, and the

seriMjnts will go in of themselves."

Meanwhile the two sistere, when they got home again, said to the

Sun

—

" Sun, dear Sun, which is now the fairest one ? Is it one of us,

or she whom we have thrown over the precipice 1"

" It is your sister," he rejilied, " who is in the Nereid's home."

Then the two sisters returned to the ])recipice ; and the younger

of the two pushed the elder so that she fell in the same place where

the youngest hail fallen. \Vlien .she wjvs at the bottom she came to

the home of the Nereid, went in, and found her sister ; and the little

one kissed her when she saw her.

Then the eldest one began to dre.ss her sister's hair again, and

by-and-by she stuck a poisoned pin in her head. The poor little one

fell down dead on the spot, and the eldest one ran away.

Wlien the Nereid returned she found the little one, and took her

in her arms, and wept over her. Then she saw the pin, and pulled it

out; and the little one came to life again.

Meanwhile the eldest sister had gone home ; but when she i-epeated

her qiK'stion to the Sun, and received the same answer, she returned

to the Nereid's house. The Nereid wa-s out again, but she liad for-

bidden the little one to oi)en the door ; so the eldest sister took a slate

off the roof, and threw in a poisoned grape. The little one ate it, and

fell down dead again.

This time the Nercid couM not find the cause of her detith, .so she

put her in a box, and threw her into the sea. But her Fate did not

desert lior. The waves shook tlie gi"!ij>e from her mouth, and she

revived ; and the hox. float««l until it came to the king's ]>alace.

Basilopoulo saw it, and told his sen-ants to bring it to land ; but

when he found that it was only a box lie sent it down to the

kitchen.

In the night the little one was hungry ; so she opened the lid, got

out, ate some food, and lay down in the- box again. This she did

r •>
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every night, until the servants found how the food disappeared, anc

went and told the king's son.

" I see," said BasUopoulo. " Very well, I will go and catch th«

thief."

So he went mto the kitchen at midnight, and saw the little on<

come out, and caught her in hi.s anns. And the king's son, seeing

her so firetty and so sweet, loved her, and took her for his wife.

Tlien the two sisters said to the Sun

—

" Sun, dear Sun, which is now the Riirest one ? Is it one of us,

or she whom we poisoned f"

And the Sun replied, " It is your sister, who has the king's sot

for her husband."

Meanwhile Basilopoulo hati been obliged to go to war ; and in hit

absence the queen had a son. One day a poor woman came to her

and asked to be allowed to live in the palace, and nui-se her child.

The queen did not recognise her sister, and consented. Presently the

sister, whilst dressing the queen's hair, stuck an enchanted jiin intc

her liead, and the queen was changed into a little biixl. Then the othei

took her garments, and put herself in her place.

AVlien Ba,silopoulo returned he found his •wife greatly changed,

and took a strong dislike to her. So he spent the whole day in a

room apart, with his child. One day a little bird flew in to them,

and fondled them both with its wings ; and then it began to sing

—

" Sweet be the slumbers of the king !

Night bear his child on downy wing !

But let the gipsy woman lie

Full many an hour with sleepless eye !

"

One day the false queen heard the words, and she said tc

Basilopoulo

—

" Are you not going to tell some one to kill tliis binl, wliicL

deafens us day after day ]"

" I shall never give you that pleasure," replied the king ; " for 1

while away my time with that bird."

But the queen pressed him every day to kill it, and in the end,

wearied out, he let her have her way. She instantly ordered her

servants to seize the bird and kill it ; but thoy were to take care not

to let a single droj) of its blood fall to the ground.

The servants did not attend to her ; and a drop of blood fell down,

Hiid from this drop a tree of great beauty grew uj).

One day the king went into his garden, and, seeing this wonderful
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tree, sat down under the shade of its leaves. Then the tree drooped

down its long branches, closing them about the king ; and the king

waa 80 much delighted that he did not move from it, and returned

every day to sit tiu-rf with his son.

The queen also took it into her head to sit in tlie same place ; but

tlie tree, droo[)ing its branches, parted its leaves, and pricked her with

its thorns.

Then she turned to the king, and a-sked him to cut it down.

At first the king refuscil, but at last he ended by consenting. So

she ordered her servants to cut it down by the roots, and not to give

the smallest j)iece to any one.

An old woman, who was jMissing, asked them to give her a branch

to light her fire, but in vain. Then the old woman snatched a branch,

and ran awaj'.

When she got home she forgot to put it on the fire, and left it in

a comer.

Every morning the old woman went out marketing. One day,

when she came back, she found the house jjut straight, the fire

lighted, and the floors swept. She asked her neighboui-s if they had

seen any one enter the house ; but no one had done so. On the

following day, and every day afterwards, the stuue tiling took place.

Once she pretended to go out, and hid herself in the house, in

order to keep watch. Then she saw a woman, as beautiful as a

Nereid, coming out of the branch ; and she immediately clas|»ed her

in her arms.

After that these two women remained together, and the elder one

felt a great love for her companion, who was so beautiful and so goo<l.

The news spread about that the old woman had in her house a

lady as beautiful as a Nereid. The king himself hejird of it, and sent

for the old woman to question her. Then the old woman told him all

that she knew.

Basilopoulo at once guessed that it was his wife ; and he sent for

her.

So she told him from the beginning all tliat had liappened to her

;

and he imnudiatoly ordered that her sister should be tied to two

strong horses, and that tlie horses should be whipped until they had

torn her to |ncces, for having pi-etended to be the queen.

And they lived very happily.

It is somewhat strange to find our old friends of the

nursery reappearing in a Greek dress, ami in the
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heart of a country where they have evidently been long

acclimatised. Without attempting to fix the period

when such stories as that of " The Three Sisters " first

entered Greece, it may safely be asserted that the intro-

duction is by no means recent. There is more local

colour in the narrative just quoted than is indicated by

the presence of the Parca? and the Nereids. The story

of Basilopoulo and his enchanted u-ife is steeped in the

spirit of Greek mythology and pantheism;' and more

than one or two centuries have been needed to make it a

familiar legend in every province of Greece. It might,

indeed, be argued, with not a little force, that the shores

of the Mediterranean are likely to have become the home
of many a familiar fairy-tale, now common to the

whole of Europe, before the shores of the Baltic and

the North Sea.

The same authority to whom we have been indebted

for the Greek version of " The Three Sisters"^ extracts

another short fairy-tale from the Neohellenika Mythologia

of M. Politis, wherein a more prominent part is played

by the Nereids, who have enjoyed a greater vitality in

Greece than any other personages of the ancient my-

thology. This story is more distinctly Greek in its

complexion, and belongs more characteristically to the

soil. The locality is in Crete.

A shepherd of Sgourokephali had been carried off bj the Nereids

to tlieir grotto, Ixjcause he phiyed the lyre well, and that amused them.

Tlje man fell in love with one of them, and, finding no remedy for

' Thns tlie author of La T'lV de Province en Gri-ce observes :
" Helios

and Apiilli), who were afterwards confoniidod together, wore entirely dis-

tinct in Homer; and Holios (the .sun) then discharged exactly the same

functions a-s in onr story. It is ho who knows all, ho who is consulted, he

who reveals to Vulcan the infidelity of Venus, and to Ceres the rape of her

daughter by Pinto."

' The Grimms have a similar story under the same title.
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his love, went to ask the udvice of an old woman in liis village, to

whom he related his Butrvrings.

And the old woniiin advised him after this fashion

—

" At the hour wjien the birds are alx)ut to sing, take her whom
you love by the hair ; hold her fast ; and, as she has the jjower of

changing herself into different shapes, do not be afraid. Take care to

hold her until the binis sing."

Having obtiiinetl this advice, the young man returned to the

grotto, and began to jilay on his lyre as usual ; and the Nereids began

to dance.

When the hour drew nigh at which the birds were about to sing,

he threw down his lyre, sprang forward, and caught his well-beloved

by the hair.

The Nereid instantly began to change her shape : now into a dog,

now into a ser|)ent, luid a camel, and a tire. But the man, who was

not frightened by all this, at length heard the birds sing, and saw

the other Nereids become invLsible.

Then his well-beloved went back into her first lovely shape, and

followed the yoimg man into his village, and livetl with him for a year,

and bore him a son. But she never spoke a single word.

TliLs marvellous luid unbeai-able silence niade the young man go

once more to the old woman, to tell her of his disappointment.

The ol<l woman advi.sed him to light his furmice, and, holding her

rliild in his hands, say to the Nereid, " Will you not sjiejik to me ?

Then I will bum your child "—luid, .so saying, pretend to throw him

into the lire.

And he did as the old woman advised him.

But he hatl scarcely spoken those words when she cried out,

"Stop, dog! my child!"

And .she snatchtnl her son, and became invisible to his eyes. And
as the other Nereids did not caiv for her in their comjiany, because

she had liecome a mother, she settled herself on the margin of a spring

called Loutra, near the grotto. And twice or three times in the year

she is to be seen, watching over her child.

Here, unmistakubly, we have the Nereid Thetis,

wife of Peleus, King of the Myrmidons. The story is

an inversion of one of the hiter traditions of Achilles,

accordin<^ to which his mother placed him on the fire

in order to render him immortal, and fied on beinsr
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discovered by her husband. This very inversion is

a testimony to the age and indigenous origin of the

fable.

It is in such stories as this that we recognise the

descendants of Homer and the later fabidists.



CHAPTER IV.

CONSTITUTION AND GOVERNMENT.

Recent Progress towards Stlf-Govcmment—Universal Suffrage—The Reprp-

sentativo Chamber—Abolition of the Senate—Order springs from Sclf-

Govemmcnt— The Greek Constitution— The principal Articles— The
Administrative System in Greece.

Greece has made her greatest strides in the direction

of popuhir self-government since the accession of King

George. It was then that the Greeks were first liberated

from tyrannical rule. It was then that the valuable

group of Ionian Islands was finally made their own.

It was in 1SG4 that a Constitution worthy of the

name was substituted for the imperfect instrument

of 1^44. And it was from this time fonvard that

a direct popular representation by universal suilrage,

in a nation where the masses were peciUiarly fitted by

their character to exercise it, prevailed over all the

elements of disturbance and disorder which had hitherto

distracted Greece.

Universal suffrage was decreed by the National

Assembly' elected after the flight of King Otho. The

Provisional Government at the same time enrolled a

National Guard ; and the effect of these two measures

was what every one acquainted with the condition

' Tliis Assembly met December 22, 1802, and was dissolved November
28, 18ti-t. Tlio Provisional Government was composed of Bulgaria,

Kanares, and Rouphos. The ministry included Zainies, Koumoiuulouros,

Kalliplironas. Deligeorges, Manghinas, D. Mavromiohaelis, Xikolopuiilos,

and DiamautoiKiulos.
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of Greece would have anticipati'd. No sooner was

the supreme control of the country, lt'<jislative and

administrative, placed in the hands of the people at

larj^e, than the era of anarchy and lawlessness prac-

tically ceased. As it had heen the Greek nation, rather

than the leaders of the Greeks, who had thrown off the

yoke of Turkey, so now it was the nation, choosin<j and

inspiring its leaders, which was to restore order out

of chaos.

The abolition of the Senate, and of the Council of

State, left the government of Greece to the Repre-

sentative Chamber and to the King—the powers of the

latter being very considerable, although his authority is

strictly limited (as was proved in the political crisis

terminated in 1875) by the authority of Parhament,

emanating directly from the people. According to the

charter of ls04, the king is personally irresponsible,

though his ministers are responsible ; he appoints and

dismisses these ministers, as well as officers of the army

and navy, and all public officials ; he sanctions and

proclaims the laws ; he can prorogue or " suspend the

continuance of " a legislative session ; he has the right

of pardon and amnesty, of conferring decorations and

coining money. His civil list is fixed at 1,12.^,000

drachmas (£40,179), including the sum anpropriated

from the revenues of the Ionian Islands.

The Representative Chamber consists of 1 90 deputies,

elected by universal suffrage and by ballot, and, approxi-

mately, by equal electoral districts. The franchise is

limited solely to men who have completed their twenty-

fifth year. Every possessor of a vote is eligible to

the Chamber on the completion of his thirtieth year,

provided he has a domicile in the eparchy or province

wherein he becomes a candidate, and owns a property,
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or exercises a profession or other calling therein. It is

computed that there are in Greece 311 electors in every

1,000 of the inhal)itants ; whilst in France, where also

universal siiflrai^e is cstaljlished, the number is only

207 in every 1,000. The proportion in other countries

is much smaller. In England the number is not much
over 50, and in Italy only 20 in every 1,000.

The Greek Senate disappeared under the general

condemnation of the bodies which e.\ercised the func-

tions of a Second Chamber in the earlier stages of the

national existence. The proposal to restore this branch

of the Legislature has been more than once repeated,

but it has not hitherto secured the acquiescence of a

majority.

" On the outbreak of the Revolution," writes

M. Moraitinis, " Greece had to deplore the death of a

few heroic defenders of constitutional liberties ; but, as

soon as the Revolution had triumphed, there was not

the least disorder of a serii)us kind, no revenges, no

carnage. An Assembly, elected by the whole nation,

assumes supreme authority. A body of troops shows

a disposition to rebel
;

public opinion overwhelms it,

and the enterprise is instantly checked. Property is

respected ; not a single act of pillage or violence dis-

graces that critical period."^

Greece, in fact, was a genuinely progressive and

orderly State as soon as it was a genuinely consti-

tutional State. Everything was assured from the

moment when it became possible to speak of a Greece

for the Greeks. So long as it had been Greece for the

Bavarians, (Jreece for the Russians, Greece for the

English, or even Greece for a handftil of Greeks, liberty

had been a name, and progress a fallacy.

' La Or'ece Telle qu' Elle eti, p. 560.
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The Constitution, us ratified by King George on

the 21st of November, lsG4, was another achievement

of the Rcvohitionary Assembly. That it is not a

perfect instrument need hardly be said ; but it proved

to be a very notable advance upon the Constitution

of 1844. The latter virtually abolished the municipal

self-government which had subsisted even under the

Turks. Under it the demarchies were simply subordi-

nate governments taking their initiation and authority

from the central administration. Their officers were

nominated by the king, or by his ministers, and they

held their appointments at the good pleasure of the

Court, or of a party. Even the rates levied by the

local councils were liable to appropriation by the central

government. The Constitution of 1S64 swept away

the whole system on which these abuses had been

possible ; and, by enacting that " the election of the

municipal authorities shall be made by direct, universal,

and secret suffrage, by ballot," it conferred upon the

communes and town councils an adequate power of con-

trolling their own affairs and securing their privileges.

The following articles of the Constitution are those

whereon the modem liberties of Greece principally rest,

and upon which the actual edifice of government has

been built.

After declaring the establishment of the Eastern

Orthodox Church, and granting toleration to " every

other recognised religion," the text proceeds to define

the public rights of the Greeks :

—

3. Greeks are equal in the eye of the law, and contribute without

(li.stinction to the pul)lic biinlfn.s in proportion to their fortunes.

Only Greek citizens ai-e admissible to jiublic employments. Citizens

are those who have acquired or may acquire the qualifications

required to constitute citizenship by the laws of the state.
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Titles of nobility or distinction cannot be confeiTed on Greek

citizens, nor recognised.

4. Personiil lilx»rty is inviolable. No man can be prosocuted,

arrest«d, iiiipriHoncd, or otlienvise restraineil, exeej)t when and how

the law provides.

5. E.xcopt wln-n takon in the act, no man can be arrested or

imiirisoned without a judicial warrant .sjx-cifying the gi'ound of arrest

or imprisonment. He who is seized in the act or arrested by warrant

must he carried without delay before the competent examining judge,

who is bountl, witliin a delay not exceeding three days from his

compearance, cither to release him, or to deliver a warrant for his im-

prisonment. Should three days e!a])so without the examining judge

granting a warrant of impri.sonnient, every jailor or other person,

civil or military, who may be charged with tlie detention of the

person arrested, is bound to release him instantly. Any violation of

these provisions is punishable as illegal imprisonment.

6. The Council of the Judges of the Court of Delicts (coiTec-

tional tribunal) in the ease of political offences, can, at the demand

of the person detained, authorise his release under bail, to be de-

termined by a judicial order, against which an appp;il is allowed
;

nor witii a judicial order can this prelimiiiarj- detention be prolonged

beyond three months.

7. No punishment can l* inflicted unle.ss appointed by law.

8. No one can be withdrawn from the jurisdiction of the judge

assigned to him by law.

9. The right to address written petitions to public authorities

may be exercisetl by a single peraon, or by many, on confonuing to

the laws.

10. Greeks have the right to as.semble tranquilly and unarmed.

The police may bo ])resent at all public meetings. Jleetings in the

oi)en air may be prohibited if they offer tianger to public security.

11. Greeks have the right to form societies in conformity with

the laws, and in no case can the law require a previous peinuission

on the part of Government for the exei-cLse of this right.

12. The dwelling is inviolable. Domiciliary visits can only be

made when luid how the law authorises.

13. In CJreece men ciumot l>e sold or bought. A ])urcha.sed

slave, or a serf, of every race and religion, is free from the tiu»e he

enters Greece.

It is already evident from whence the Constitution
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of Grccco was derived. The basis is Enfjlisli, with a

French extension ; and it was urged by the first critics

of the Greek constitution-makers that they had taken

the armour of a giant to clothe tlie body of a dwarf.

The result has proved the fallacy of this argument, often

employed in every country by the party whose preroga-

tive it is to moderate the progress of popular liberties.

All tlie best and most successful experiments which have

followed political revolutions have shown that the rapid

education of a people by the exercise of free institutions

is attended by results almost, if not quite, as satisfactory

as the slow conquest of such institutions, in the teeth of

opposition from privileged classes and individuals. This

rapid process of education may be signalised by displays

of awkwardness on the part of the learners ; but there

is a distinct advantage in the absence of the venerable

abuses and evil traditions associated \\'ith the slower

methods.

The thirteenth article of the Constitution established

a notable contrast between the social condition of Greece

and that of Turkey. To this very day the human traffic

is carried on, however surreptitiously, in the Greek

provinces of the Sultan's dominions ; and this fact has

been one of the most fertile causes of hostility between

the neighbouring authorities.'

14. Every one may publish his opinions by speech, by writing,

or by printing, confomiably to the laws. Tlie i>ress is free. The

cen.soi-slii]!, with every other preventive nieasiii-e, is jirohibitetl. The

' Mr. F. W. C'hcsson, who ha.s done as much hard work a-s any living

Englislnnan in the orusado agaiimt slavery, says, in a recent tract on
" Turkry and the Slave Trailc," that "one of the most illusorj- reforms

ever carried out in any conntrj- was the closing of (ho slave-markets of

Constaiitinojde. The public sale of human beinjfs naturally shockeil Wcs-

tem idras of decency, Imt it is manifest that to the slave himself it matterrd

little whether he was sold in an open market or by private treaty, wliili>
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leizure of newspa{)er8 and otlier printed communications, whether

uefore or after |mlilication, Is pi-ohibited. Exceptionally, the seizure

iftor publication is ]K'niiittoil in case of insult to the Christian

relij,'ion, or the ]m'1-soii of tin- kh\<^. But in this case the public pro-

secutor is bound within twenty-four houi-s after the seizure to submit

the Cfuse to the judicial council, and the judicial council is bound to

leciile whether the seizui-o is to be maintained or withdi-awn ; other-

wise the seizure ceases to be valid. Appeal is allowed only to the

publisher of the article seized, and not to the jjublic prosecutor.

IJnly Greek citizens are allowed to puhlLsh newspapers.

1."). No oath can be imposed except in the fonn jirovided by law.

l(j. Higher instniction is pro\'ided at the exjK'nse of the state.

The state contributes to the schools in the municipalities according to

the exigencies of the cjise.

Every one ha-s the right of establishing private schools in con-

formity with the laws of the state.

17. No one can be de]irived of his property except for some

pulilic necessity duly certified in the nuinner provided by law, and

ilwaj's prece<led by indemnificjition.

18. Torture and general confiscation are prohiliited. Civil death

is aljolished. The punishment of death for {)oliticiil crimes, except in

the case of conipliaited crimes, is abolished.

19. No previous permission of the Govenunental authorities is

required to prosecute a public or municipal official for illegalities

committed in the exercise of his functions, except for acts specially

ordered by ministora.

20. The secrecy of lettei-s is inviolable.

The frectloni of the press, once asserted and

guaranteed, has rarely been interfered mth. In no

countr}'' has this liberty been so conspicuously respected,

the ranso of hiunanity on the whole soffcred rather than gained by the

privni-y with wliirli lieiiecfortli tlie traffic was veiled in tlio cofTco-hDUses of

ri)])liaiii'li and the khans of Stniiibiml. All visitors to Constantinnplc who
!iftve iiiadi> ininiirii-s into tliis suhji-i't will oonfirni mi(> wlioii I ,sav that

ilthougli till' I'XteriuJ signs tif liumau sorvitiuli- an' only too npijareut, it is

?xtremely ditlioult to discover how or where tlie eoiitraband trade is earrie<l

Ml." And that the kidnappers even to this day pursue their labours

luiongst the Hellenic populations, up to the very frontiers of Greece.

ili)ii-nrs to rest on evidence which cannot bo gainsaid. (See also a note in

C'liapter V., Part II., of the present volume.)
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after so short a probation. The chief cause of the

remarkable immunity of public opinion in Greece is to

be found in the enlightened attachment to education

and literature, whereof something has been said in the

preceding chapters. The supreme importance attributed

to national education in Greece is attested by the in-

sertion of such a clause as the sixteenth in a formal

Constitution.

Clause 17 appears to have anticipated the necessity

of appropriating the conventual estates ; and it was

cited a year or two ago in support of a proposal for this

very object.

21. All power has its source in the nation, and is exercised in

the manner apjiointed by the Constitution.

22. Tlie legislative power is exercised by the king and the House

of Representatives of the jieople.

23. The right of proposing laws belongs to the representatives of

the people, and to the king, who exercises it by his ministere.

24. No projjosal relative to an increase of the public expenditure

by salary or pension, or in general for any personal interest, can

originate from the House of Representatives.

25. If a project of law be rejected by one of the two legislativi;

powers, it cannot be introduced again iu the same legislative session.

2G. The authentic interpretation of the laws belongs to the

legislative power.

27. The executive power belongs to tlie king ; but it is exerciscii

by responsible mini.sters appointed by him

.

28. The judicial ]x)wer is exercised by courts of law. Judicial

sentences are executed in the king's name.

These articles strictly define the royal prerogative

;

and they were dictated by the experience acquired

during the reign of King Otho, who constantly violated

the authority of the judges, and overrode the rulings of

the courts. The theory of royal prerogative under ;i

constitutional regime could scarcely be enunciated in ;i

more satisfactory and judicious form ; although it is
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evident that, as national self-command increases, it will

be found desirable to contract still more closely the

Ifmits of the king's privileges. 'I'Ih' twenty-fourth

article is a self-denying ordinance, specially honourable

to tlic franiers of the Constitution.

The substantial observance of these articles, both by

King George and by the popular representatives, is one

of the best possible proofs of the fitness of Greece for

advanced liberal institutions. An e.xception to this

rule occurred in the year 18(50, when the Chamber,

which had assembled on the 2:3rd of January, voted

the payment of its members ten days later. It was

immediately dissolved by the king, who was unqiies-

tionabh- justified in tlius sharply upholding the Con-

stitution.

59. No tax C.1I1 be iiiijiosed or collecteil, if it has not been pre-

viously voted by the House of Representatives and sanctioned by

the king.

60. Tlie House of Representatives votes annually the limitation

of the niilitiiiy and naval forces, the conscription for the army and

navy, and the liudget, and it revises the expenditure of the preceding

year. The budget must be brought before the House during the tii-st

two months of each session. The examination is made by a sijeciul

committee, and it is voted as a whola

61. No pension or i-econipense can be issued from the Treasury

without a law.

62. A rej)resentative cannot be jirosecuted or questioned on

account of any opinion or vote given in tlio exei-cise of his duty as a

representative.

63. A rejiresentiUive caniKJt be prosecuted, arrested, nor im-

prisoned during the session of the House, except in case of seizure

in the criminal act. Personal detention cannot lie exerci.sed against

1 rcpresenUitive during the session, four weeks ))revious to its com-

mencement, nor three weeks after its termination. If a repre.senta-

tive be in ])rison, he miist be rele;used four weeks befoit) tiio

commenceuient of the .session.

The following articles, i)n the composition of the

u
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Assembly, when compared with our English system of

representation, do not in every respect leave the balance

in our favour.

GG. The House of Roprcsentutives is coni]K)se(l of tle]mti&s chosen

l)y the citizens liiiving the riglit to elect, by direct, universal, and

st^ci-et suffrage, the votes being given by ballot, according to the pro-

visions of the law of election passed by the Assembly, which can

only be altered in its other provisions.

67. The deputies represent the nation, and not tlie eparchy by

which they are chosen.

68. The number of deputies from each eparchy is determined in

proportion to the jwpulation. In no case can the whole number of

rejnx'sentatives be less than 150.

69. The representatives are elected for four yeare.

70. To be elected a representative, it is necessary to be a Greek

citizen of the eparchy, or to have been domiciled and [xjsse.sscd of

]iolitical and civil rights for two years in the eparcliy wliere the

election is made ; to have completed thirty yeai-s of jige ; and also to

possess the qualifications required by the law of election.

71. The duties of representative are incompatible with those of

IHxid officials and demarchs, but not with those of otlicers of the

aiiny or navy not in active service. Officers may be elected, but

when elected they ai-e placed on lialf-pay during the whole repre-

sentative peiiod, and remain so until recalled into active senice.

Leave of absence must be giimted on demand five months and a

half before the commencement of the elections.

Pai'liamentary government lias answered, on the

whole, thoroughly well in Greece. The Chamber of

Representatives has served as a safety-valve to an excit-

able people, peculiarly fond of discussion, hot in conten-

tion even when not factious in conduct. No doubt there

have been scenes of violence and illegality, unconstitu-

tional enterprises, and even acts tending to subvert the

liberties of the nation, within the Greek Chamber; but

it is right to add that those regrettable incidents have

not been more discreditable to the country than very

similar scenes and acts in the English and French
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pgislaturcs liavo boon discroditiiblo to En<^lisliraen and

'Venchmen. Tlio Greeks have shown that they were

itted for representative self-government ; just as the

iresent king of the Greeks has shown that he is fitted to

le a constitutional monarch of a free people.

The statesmen of 1*^G3 had much to do to establish

he administration of justice on a firm basis, and to

emove the stigma which had been cast on the entire

Lidicial system by its frequent violation under King

)tho. A dozen articles of the new Constitution regu-

ated the appointment, the general immovability, the

•owers and the privileges of the judges. Thus :

—

86. Public prosecutors, tlieir substitutes, and justices of the

leace have not the right of appointment for life.

87. Juiliciiil conirni.s.sions and extraoi"dmary courts of judiciiture

annot be establLsliod under any pretext.

88. The sittings of courts of law are public, except when pub-

icity would In- injurious to good morals or ]niblic oitler, but in such

ases the coui-ts are bound to publish a decision to that effect.

89. Every sentence niu.st be founded on reasons iissigned, and

mnounced at a ])ublic .sitting.

'JO. Trial by jury i.s maintained.

91. Political crimes are judged by juries, as well as those relating

o the press, as often as they do not relate to private life.

92. J\idgi-s can accept no salaried euijiloyment except that of

Professor of the University.

In a subsequent chapter on "Public Order and

Justice " in Greece, we .shall see how the judicial clauses

>i the Constitution have been expanded and carried out

11 practice. >

(treece is divided, fur administrative purposes, into

thirteen uomarchies (under officers whose duties

sorrespond to those of French pri'/et!<) ; into fifty-nine

[Eparchies (iindiT eparchs, or aoiis-pnlfeli) ; and into ;3.51

lemarchies (under demarchs, ur mavors). The nomarchs
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and cparclis arc appointed by the government of the

day ; whilst the 351 demarchs are elected by the people.

The noniarchies are governed by municipal councillors,

elected on the spot by universal suffraixe, in wliom

resides the power of levying the local rates. The

nomarchs have no control over this latter function ; but

the accounts require to be audited by Government

otlicials, as in the case of local expenditures in England.

The constitution of the eparchies is of a similar kind;

and the popular representatives meet annually, like the

French municipal councils, in local parliament.

The thirteen noniarchies, or departments, of Greece

are as follows :—On the Continent, Attica and Bceotia,

Euba'a, Phthiotis and Phocis, Acarnauia and jEtolia

;

in the Morea (Peloponnese), Achaia and Elis, Arcadia,

Laconia, Messenia, Argolis and Corinth ; in the Archi-

pelago, the Cyclades ; in the Ionian Islands, Corfu,

Cephalonia, and Zante.

The Ministry of Greece compri.ses the departments

of the Interior (Public "Works, Post and Telegraphs,

Roads, Police, &c.). Instruction and Religion, Justi

Finance, Foreign Affairs, Army, and Navy. The holut i

of any one of the several portfolios may occupy the

position of President of the Cabinet.

The profession of politics, like every other, is an

open career; and not only are the Greeks naturally in-

clined to the methods of parliamentary government, and

disposed by their training and traditions to thriiw

themselves with fervour into the business of debate ami

intrigue, but the circumstances of the country reii''

the competition for every political oflice exceeding; >

keen. The ministers in power are constantly besieg '1

by a host of qualified candidates ; and it is needless t

'

add that some of the worst evils of competition :

I
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sporicnced as the result of tliis plethora of politicians,

'he crowds of able inoii, all anxious to serve their

)uiitry and themselves, are like a great swarm of bees

"owding round a hive which is too small ft)r them. If

le hive could be enlarged, every bee would find its cell,

lid apply itself to a profitable work. Failing that, they

ill crowd upon each other, impede each other's industry,

nd probably prevent the achievement of any valuable

:'sult.

It is useless, in the existing state of things, to expect

lat this severe rivalry, with all its injurious conse-

uences, can be brought to an end. There is an

onourable understanding in Greece that the rights of

itizenship extend, practically, if not legally, wherever

le Hellenic race exists. Epirotes, Macedonians, Cre-

ms, are all good subjects of King George when they

ame to Athens, and the right of all is admitted to take

leir share in the service of their country. Attempts

ave been made to overcome, or at least to check, the

i.sadvantages of excessive comj)etition ; but the Greeks

re very jealous of their privileges and freedom, even

•hen they are not based upon the strictest constitutional

mctions. The ministerial crisis of 1S75, which created

n intense excitement throughout the country, and which

t one time even threatened to develop into a revolution.

Limed specially on this point. The Constitution was

lenaced by the conflicts of leaders who, more or less

nblushingly, admitted that they derived their strength

rom place-holders and place-seekers, and who, having

isen to power by corruption, endeavoured to fortify

liemselves by illegality. Public opinion expressed itself

oldly and sternly. The eyes of the nation had been

j)ened to the worst abuses of a system which was

ipping the morality of the State ; and, after a short
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but severe struggle, tbe honour of the country was vin-

dicated, and the Constitution was solemnly ratified.

Unfortunati'ly, the evils in question recurred—tlioui,'h

not in such an exaggerated furiu—in the following year.

A great example had been made ; the king had sub-

mitted himself to the wisest and most honourable of his

subjects ; ex-ministers had been punished fur their acts

of bribery and extortion. But the swarms of place-

hunters had not been driven out of the country ; Greece

was no better able than before to find work for the vast

overflow of talent which clamoured for employment

;

and the same causes which had produced the troubles of

the past have again operated in a similar manner. There

is only one way in which Greece can be delivered from

this, as from most of her other troubles. Until the

Greeks are in possession of a field ample enough to

occupy the capacities and energies of the whole race, it

is impossible that they should rise to the highest level

of national life.



CHAPTER V.

GIIEKK FINANCE.

Now Groeco EsUblishol as a Itunkrupt State—Doubtful Economies—Tho
Present Hevenue and Kxpendituro of (Jreoco—ComiKirison of the Hud){el3

of 1877, 1876, and 1840—Tlio National Debt of Greece—The Deferred

Debts of 18J4 and 182o—Tho Guaranteed Loan of 1832—Subsequent Loans

—A I'oint of Honour—Sufffjcstion for the Consolidation of the Greek Debt.

New Greece may fairly be said to have begun her

career in a state of bankruptcy ; and slie has never yet

succeeded in paying her original debts, or even in show-

ing a genuine excess of revenue over expenditure. The

fact would be a standing disgrace to Tier if it could be

proved that her expenditure wa.s wasteful, or that her

(jrovernment made no eftbrts to discharge the liabilities

of the nation ; but this is not the case. Her budgets,

when duly examined and criticised, reveal few, if any,

items on which it would be just or practicable for her to

effect a considerable economy.

It has been urged that the Greeks ought to spend

less on their Army and Navy, less on Education, less

on their embassies, and on other items of expenditure

in the department of Fureign A Hairs. Those who oiler

tliis doubtless well-intended advice appear to forget, or

to estimate too Lightly, the peculiar circumstances in

which the kingdom is placed. Situated as Greece is on

the borders of Turkey, with whom it may at any time

become necessary for her to engage in war; having to

consider not onl}' the defence of her weak frontier, but
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also the control (forwliich Kurope holds her responsible)

of her own easily exciti-d ])(>pulation ; and comix-llcd,

moreover, to suppress by force the tendency to brigand-

age, or other forms of lawlessness, in a country which

offers unusual obstacles to military operations, it is not

easy to see how the annual charge of something like a

quarter of a million sterling on the Army, and less than

1 70,000 on the Xavy, could be sensibly reduced. Tlie

disbursement on Public Instruction and Iteligion in

1S77 was a little over £75,000; surely not an extrava-

gant amount for a country in which education has

always been so liberall}- and honourably encouraged, and

which, in its earliest charters after the recovery of

independence, resolved on the establishment of gra-

tuitous and obligatory education.' With regard to the

i'ureign embassies, and to various analogous items of the

annual charge for the department of Foreign Affairs, it

is to be observed that the legitimate aspirations of the

(rreeks require the maintenance of a constant diplo-

matic activity, which it would be suicidal on their part

to forgo. Greece as a nation might as well ceiuse to

exist if she ceased to strive, by such means as she can

command, to complete the elevation and emancipation

of the Hellenic race.

The actual condition of Greek Finance may be

gathered from the following tables, in which the

items of the Budget of 1877 are recorded in detail,

and the totals of the several chapters are compared

with those of the preceding year, mid of the year

1S4G.-

' Tliis rf.sdluliim was takoii iis early as the j'ear 183-1, when a law was
iwssofl to that cffi>ot.

' S<'0 " Morailiiiis," j). 408, ami a report of Mr. Wymlliain. Socn>tary

of Loffalion at Atlii'us, in "Parliamentary Accounts and Pajicrs for 187ti,"

No. 73, p. 5i.
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REVENUE.

Chapter I.

Direct Tare:
I«incl and Property
11|<>8

I'liHturcfl

Caltlo

I'llttlltH

1IUU8V8

Total

Chapter II.

Indirect Taxei.

Customs
Stamps
\'iirious

Totjil

Chapter III.

Public Service!.

I'ost OBico
Ti'li'i^ruphs

rriiiting ...

Total

Chapter IV.

Public Domains.

Mines and Quarries
Themial iSprings

Salt

Fisheries

ForiKts

Olive tJardens

Vines and Currants
Gardens, &c
Buildings and Factories

Total

Chapter V.

Sale of National Property.

Annuities, iic.

Tt-nuinitl Dues, Leases, »Slo.

Sale of l^ind in I'atnis

KstJites and Plantations

Total

Chapter VI.

Miecrtlancout.

Interest

Forfeits to Treasury
Judieial Hues
Various

Total

1877.
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REVENUE (continued).

CllAI'TEK VII.

£eelr$inttieal Jievcnutt.

Conventual Propcrtv
Rents '.

IntiTusts

Various
Ecdi'sioiitical Estates

Sundry other Receipts

Total

Total Revenue

1877.

Dmcbmofl.
60.000

205,000

10,000

1,000

20,000
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One of tlie most noteworthy features of the pre-

ceding tables, after the rapid increase of revenue to

wliich they bear witness, is the enormous amount of the

annual charge made upon the Greek people for the

payment of interest on their debts. The sum required

for the payment of interests of various kinds, and of the

pensions and indemnities of Greek subjects who suffered

by the War of Independence, is upwards of fourteen

millions and a half of drachmas, or considerably more

than one-third of the entire expenditure. As the

figures stand, they show a surplus for the year 1846,

and a deficit for 1S7G. But in the fomner year nothing

was paid in the shape of interest on loans ; and if the

first two items of the budget of expenditure were struck

out, the comparison would be very strongly in favour

of the later years.

The increase of wealth, of trade, of the various

industries which chielly attest the vitality and elas-

ticity of a nation's resources, is very remarkable.

Thus, twelve years after the accession of King Othu,

the population of Greece having increased in the

inter\al by about one half (from 600,000 to 900,000,

in round numbers), the revenue from indirect taxation

liad reached four millions of drachmas, or about

£14:i,S60. Twelve years after the accession of King

George—that is to say, after the lapse of thirty years

—

whilst the population had increased at barely half the

former rate, the yield of indirect taxation had been

swollen in the ratio of more than four to one. In a

subsequent chapter we shall have occasion to notice

other facts which place the material progress of the last

few years in a yet stronger light. For the moment it

is sullicient to observe that the apparent poverty of

Greece does not arise from any want of vitality in her
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resources. A comparatively light taxation of property

and ])r(Kluctive industry is sufTicient for all the adminis-

trative charges of modern Greece ; but a heavy and a

grinding taxation would be necessary in order to leave

luT a surplus after discharging all the burdens which

have been laid upon her.

Let us see what these burdens are, whereof the

origin is not to be sought exclusively in the misconduct

or rashness of the Greeks themselves.^

First, as to the Debts of 1824, 1825, and 1832.

A succinct account of these obligations is contained in

a Report made, in 1875, by Mr. E. B. Malet, Secretary

of Legation at Athens.^

' M. MoraVtinis expresses an opinion on this subject which may be for

the most part, if not entirely, endorsed. After observing tliat the rivalry

of England and Russia in tiic East has thrown many obstaoli's in the way

of Greek ])rogress. he eontiuucs :
—" Thus, public opinion, and sundry

revelations which have since come to lifrht, accuse Russia of ha^^ng

organised, in IStO and l.SP», the vast Philorthodox conspiracy. Then

again, in 184;}, Russia and England in combination energetically directed

the movement of the 3rd of September against the crown ; and at that

moment tlie fall of the dynasty would have been the ruin of Greece. But

the Greek people and the leaders of the movement >visely impressed upon

it, before it was too late, another character, and contrived that it should

end in the accpiisition of the Constitution. In 1817 England fanned the

flame of revolt in Euba-a. Pbthiotis.and Achaia. In 1850 Lord Palmerston

sent tlie British fleet to the Pineus, on the pretence of supporting the idle

claims of the Jew Pacitico. and in this way ho struck a cruel blow at the

growing commerce and maritime trade of the Greeks. ' Wliat reason,'

says M. Bruuet de Presle, 'can have impelled Lord Palmerston to this

cowardly abuse of power? .... It was annoyance at seeing tho

Russian iulluence in<Tea8e in tho councils of tlie king, and the desire of

overcrowing it.' Two years later, in X^'rl, Russia armed against the Greek

Government, in the Maina, the religions revolt of a monk ; and then fol-

lowed the mad campaign against Turkey in 18.">4, which naturally aroused

the West. Lastly, in iMti!'. she encouraged for a long time the iusurrecliim

of the island of Candia, which exhausted so many of the \ntal fences of tho

nation—this cam])aigu baring cost Greece more than any other since tho

Wars of Indepcudenee."

—

La Griee Telle qu' Elle est ; p. 492.

It is at any rate serviceable to know how tho most enlightened Greeks

regard the treatment of their country by Europe.

' " Parliamentary Accounts and Papers for 1875;" No. 74, p. 226.
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The extvnial tU-bt of Greece, says Mr. Mak-t,

began with the orij^inal debts of 1S24 and 1823, and

the guaranteed debt of 1832—the debt of the 21st

of February, 1824, amounting to £"^00,000, and the

debt of 1S25 amounting to £2,0()0,()()(). "Of the

latter, £250,000 were used to buy £300,000 worth of

the first debt, so that the debt then consisted of

£300,000 on the first loan, and £2,000,000 on the

second, amounting together to £2,300,000, or

04,0 70,000 drs.^ Add to this amount interest at 5

per cent., from 1S23 to 1874, 101,000,000 drs., and

it appears that the present debt on account of these

loans is 220,300,000 drs., or £8,084,500. 2. Loan of

00,000,000 drs. in 1872. This loan, negotiated under

the guarantee of the three Powers, was raised at the

time that King Otho came to the throne. It was ne-

gotiated with the house of Rothschild at 94, on the

security of the revenues of the State for the interest

and sinking fund. Bonds of three series were put in

circulation to the amount of 57,329,040 francs, or

03,924,559 drs. Redeemed by drawings up to the 1st

of September, 1860, 48,300,052 drs. At that date,

13,001 bonds remained, value 15,023,900 drs. The

guaranteeing Powers paid, from 1838 to the 31st of

December, 1866, on account of the loan, 89,410,048

drs., on which sum ei-rtain repajTnents were made to

them. Their respective shares of advances were :

—

England, 20,223,237 drs.; Russia, 27,530.288 drs.;

France, 2C,299,(il5 drs.; total, ^0,059,140 drs. (with

fractions). But iis the Powers paid for the rest of the

13,001 bonds, as they were drawn, the sum of

15,023,900 di-s., the dtbt of Greece towards them,

' Tlu> jii-i'scnt mto (if oxplmiijjo may bo reckoned on the bitsis of one

milliun drtu'limas to Jt;3v>,715.
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witliout intiTost, amounts to 105,033,934 drs., or

i:i,7:A,-2l-2."

This sum, it may bo observed, represents (witli the

modiiiejition introduced by the payments of the past

few years) the actual liability of Greece for a loan

whereof the Greeks received, in the first instance, a

net sum of five million drachmas. The remainder of

the advance went, as already explained, in the shape of

rebate, commission, expenses of the Bavarian Hegency

and troops, and indemnit}' to Turkey.'

The further loans contracted by the Greek Govern-

ment are as follows :—In ISOi, (),()()0,0()0 drs.; in

ISGG, 1,500,000 drs.; in 1S67, 28,000,000 drs.; in

lSf)8, 1,500,000 drs.; in 1870, 9,000,000 frs. ; in 1871,

4,000.000 frs.; in 1874, 26,000,000 frs.; in 187G,

10,000,000 frs. In the year 1877, in view of the

difficulties caused by the Russo-Turkish war, and for

the purpose of increasing the strength of the array

and navy,'- the Government obtained power to raise

another fort}' millions of drachmas, half by borrcnviug

at two per cent, from the National and Ionian Hanks,

' See more fiilly, Mora'itiuis, p. 522.

' At llio bcgiuning of the year 1877 the i^rmanent Greek army, on its

full cstablishincut, euusiatcd of

10 battalions of infantry 8,700 men.

4 ,, cliiisseurs 2,000

1 battalion of artillery 900

1 ,, engineers ,500 ,,

1 ,, cavalry 420 ,,

Total 12,r)20

Tlie pcndaruicrio is usually iuoliulod in the lists of the army; and iu this

way the total number of men is raised to about fourteen thou.sand. But

a better idea may Im' formed of the actual figlitiup strength of Oi-eece

from the fact that the Xational Guard, orpiiiise<l in the dcmnrchies,

immliers some 20<M>'><) men. All Greeks cajialile of In'ariiijr arms arc

rcnilci-cd L'able, by a recent ennclnunt, to lie called out in tho event of an

actual war. The Greek navy consists of two ironclads and tweUe wooden

vessels.
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iiml half 1)}' the issue of a loan at 7j, bearing a

luaxinium interest of nine per cent.

In addition to the suras above-named, wliereof

several have been reduced in amount by partial repay-

ment of capital, (trecce has contracted sundry minor

uljlii,'ations liy accepting provisional loans from hor o\\^l

subjects ; and she has not yet discharged the whole of

the indemnifications voted to the islands (Hydra,

Spetzas, &c.), which had been ruined by tlie Turks.

The entire annuid charge of the Foreign and

Internal Debt of Greece (taking the figures of the

Budget of 1877) is 8,533,749 drachmas, or about

£304,750. This does not include any interest on the

loans of 1S24 and 1825, which are described by the

(i reek Treasury as a "Deferred Debt." Many (J reeks

dispute the liability of the nation on this account

;

but the moral responsibility of Greece for the

engagements of her earlier patriots is not seriouslv

contosted by the statesmen of the day.' They onlv

urge—and with much reason—that the usurious

character of the original loans, and the nianner in

which the capital was manipulated by the foreign

agents, would justify the (rreek Government in offering

to litjuidate the obligation by the payment of a smaller

sum than that to which the nominal capital and interest

have now amounted.

M. Moraitinis makes a suggestion in reference to

this Deferred Debt, and to tlie general debt of (Jreece,

which deserves the earnest consideration of his fellow

countrymen, as well as of the foreign creditors of tiie

kingdom. The matter is of so much importance to

' In 18(54, shortly nflcr tlio cession of the Ionian Islands, the m-w

Ministry umlcr Knnarus aukuuwledged tlio Debt of 1824 amongst its first

nuts.
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all who have the welfare of Greece at heart that thi--

suLfgestion may be repeated here with advantage.

"The distinguished Greek economist, ^Ir. Jdliii

Soutzo, recently calculated that the capital invested
"

by the present holders of the bonds of 1824 and 182-")

" is so trifling, that the sum of twenty-five millions of

francs (one million sterling) would suffice to cover their

investments, with a large ditference in their favour.

The ([uestion once reduced to these proportions, it

might be possible and practicable to settle this business

without a day's delay. And this is how it might be done.

" If everything testifies that the Greek Government

aud nation are actuated by a sentiment of honour; if

the administration of the public funds offers guarantees

as satisfactory as we have asserted them to be ; if thr

budget reveals a situation full of favourable aspects, and

if the resources of the Treasury are constantly in-

creasing ; if the State, as it is, pays with the utmost

regularity six million drachmas for the interest of its

debt—si.x; millions regular and certain, not hazardous

or doubtful ; and if the Deferred Deljt may be extin-

guished by a pa3-ment of twenty-five millions of francs;

it then becomes unquestionable that Greece may pro-

ceed, from this very day, to a general measure for the

consolidation of her internal debt, and the extinction

of hir Deferred Debt.

" For this purpose she would simply have to issue,

in the Western markets, or in tlie United States, so

wealthy and so friendly to Greece, a consolidated loan

of 120,000,000 francs, nominal capital, at five per

cent., and at the price of 75, whereby the investor

would receive a regular and assured return of G G5

(£G 13s.) per cent.

" This loan will produce ninety millions of francs,
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ir upwards ol' u liundrocl niilliun drachmas, less the

liarjjos and commission ; and that sum will suflice to

xtinguish the Deferred Debt, 25,000,000 francs, the

)rovisional debt, and the floating debt. A few millions

vill remain, to be applied to public works. Is it

lecessary to recount the salutary consequences which

rill result therefrom? Greece will be recognised as

olvent, her bonds will be admitted on the European

xchanges, foreign capital will come to the aid of

lational undertakings, agricultural and industrial pro-

Iticts will be forthwith trebled." '

The picture, bright as it is, does not appear to be

00 highly coloured. The resources of Greece are still

)ractically undeveloped ; and, even if the country must

vait for the wider extension of its borders, its produc-

ive power is already amply sufficient to realise the

cheme here propounded.

' La Greee Telle qu' Elle est, p. 532.
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PUBLIC ORDER AND JUSTICE.

Self-Govemmcnt in Grcpco—Drawbacks which have prevented the earli' r

Attainmont of Public Order—The legacy of the War of Indcpcndcnii-

l!ric:undaRC in Greece—Its Prevalence— Its Coini>arative Immunity—'I'i

Outnipc of Marathon—Its Consequences—The Views of M. Emile Buni'

—Oripn of the Brigands—The VHaques, or Nomadic Shepherds—Sn:

(in'ssion of Briipinda^re—Its Happy Consequences—Justice—The T^gal :n

Judicial System—Oriirins of Greek Law—Crime— Its Diminution
—

'] i

Administration of the Laws.

It was said in a preceding page that the Greeks hml

resjjected their Constitution, and that they had ra])idly

learned the lesson ol" self-government from the excellent

legislative and administrative system conferred upon

them by their statesmen.

The assertion requires to be modified—at all events

for any one who may have understood it to be mad'

absolutely, and without reservation. There is no people

whatever which at all times, and in every particular,

subordinates its passions and interests to the prin-

ciples on which its institutions have been based. If v,

cannot always rise to this height in England, where v\.

constitutional liberties are undoubtedly the object

supreme veneration, w-e shall scarcely expect that a

nation, practically in the second decade of healthy

political existence, will offer a spectacle of unvaryinL;

self-restraint. There is no necessity to conceal tli

faults or weaknesses of a people which has sufl'ered -

much for its shoi'tcomings, and which has been visiti'l
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vitl\ so nianv just and unjust criticisms, from tho time

)f its first (.staijlishnu'ut until the present day. It is

'asy to see what the special vices and weaknesses of" the

jrreeks have been ; and it is at the same time ea-sy to

iccount for their existence. They spring in part from

he inherent character of the race ; and in part tliey arc

;he result of those unfortunate conditions of national

ife over which tlie Greeks themselves have had very

ittle control.

The two causes, or groups of causes, are entirely

listinct from each other, inasmuch as the conditions

jf Greek nationality are not the direct consequence of

Grrcek character, but imrely restrictions and provi-

sions imposed by the Great Powers for their own

purposes, and as the issue of a compromise with Turkey.

Due of the greatest evils by whicii the Greeks have

been afilicted is the anarchy and lawlessness of the

kingdom in its earlier times—the violence and dis-

sensions by whicii some portions of the country have

been dis<;raced, even in the present generation. It may

be that these dispositions are based upon some specific

vice or defect in the national character. That, at any

rate, is the allegation of a large number of visitors to,

and writers about, Crroece, and of a still larger number

of persons who have neither visited nor studied the

country, but who hold themselves none the less com-

petent to speak on that account, and who have drawn

the most positive conclusions from a lew isolated facts.

[t is worth while to examine the validity of this

ill(>gation, which, together with another already men-

tioned,' is the gist of the accusations frequently brought

igainst the Greeks, and hius undoubtedly cost them

lie supi)ort of many unthinking people.

' 8oe tlii> precodiiij^ olmi>tcr on Gri'ok Fiiiaiioo.

I 2
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Now, it is cortain that, whon the character of tho

Hellenic race is considered independently, and by induc-

tion from a wider domain of facts than that which is

presented by the history of the Greek kinu^dnm, the

conclusion almost invariably arrived at is that the nation

has been distinguished by its orderly instincts, by the

discipline of its social life, by just and equal govern-

ment in the comnumity and in the family, by the

general industry and thrift of the race. All these dis-

positions are opposed to the habits of lawlessness and

violence; and it will be admitted that, judging from

the first principles of human action and association, it

is all but impossible to C(jnceive that the several adverx-

tendencies could be strongl}' and simultaneously de-

veloped in any nation.

Yet anarchy and lawlessness were very largely

developed in (Ireece during the first years of her inde-

pendent existence ; and they had certainly not been

wholly eradicated from the country at a very recent

date. How are we to account for the paradox ?
j

The explanation is a simple one. Less than twenty
j

years ago there was no good government, and no ^

adequate administration of the law. Twenty years

before that, the government had been tyrannous and

incompetent in a high degree ; whilst the law, though

good in theory, was not obeyed, was scarcely insisted

upon, and was overruled as often as it became the

interest of its administrators to set it aside. Daring

criminals, in fact, enjoyed comparative immunity. The

greater jiart of the Morea and the southern continent

was left practically at their mercy. Was this a i'ault

of the (Jreek character? Had Bavarian impotence and

European indiflerence nothing to do with it?

"Who, again, were these daring criminals who held
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~!rofCo in a wo, and made tlie friends of Greece almost

lespair of lu-r regeneration ? Tliey were, as a rule,

nen with arms in their hands, havinij mountain

astnesses for their base of operations, who for the most

lart liad phiyed an honourable ri)/c of patriotism in the

iheration of their country, and who, even if they

.vislied to turn to peaceful and industrious pursuits, had

lo inducement or jiower to do so. Out of these

iit^hting materials there were always bold and anibi-

:ious men ready to create factions, and to carry on civil

war ; and thus for a long time the country was the

5cene of constant lawlessness, pillage, and slaughter.

\Viien the authority of the central Government began

to make itself felt, the temerity of the armed bands was

cheeked. !Men who aimed at plunder only, and who
hail been spoiled for labour by the constant compulsion

or temptation to fight, became more cautious in their

proceedings, and took care to keep out of the way of

the bavarian or regular Greek troops, except in the rare

cases when they were superior in numbers, or when a

share in the booty sufficed to disarm the guardians ol

order. But of course there were many who had used

their swords and guns chiefly for self-defence in a

lawless state of affairs ; and others, again, who had

clung to the life of an outlaw only so long as its

alternative seemed to be starvation. As the country

became more settled, the land more cultivated, and the

national trade more extended, these latter came down

from the mountains, or emerged from the forests, and

betook themselves to peaceful occupations.

Nevertheless, it was no easy task to put an end to

the anarchy of Greece. It was not done in Otho's

reign, and would not have been done to this dav under

a enntiiuiauce of Otho's modes of government. 13ri-
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•;aiulage remained a virtual institution amongst the

Greeks—or at all events a crime which the authoritii-

were incompetent, if nut unwilling, to sujjpress—for

many years after civil war had died out. What else

could have been expected under the circumstances ?

How could the best qualities of the race—pre-eminently

the qualities of peace—be developed on the morrow of

such events as those of the War of Independence ?

And who can wonder that violence had seemed to

become a tixed characteristic of a people which had

passed through such a crisis ?

In regard to Greece, perhaps more than in regard to

any uther country in its modern pliase, it behuves us

to avoid speaking of her to-day on the facts of yester-

day. Slie has changed and developed so quickly, in

many important respects, that it would be an act of

great injustice, especially on the part of those who are

moved to hostile criticism, to level accusations against

her in one year on the strength of their having been

justified a few years previously. And the question of

public order amongst the Greeks, of security for life

and property, of the respect paid to authority, is one in

connection with which the nation can show a very

notable advance during the past decade.

The fact that Greece is now practically free from

lirigandage, and that the most solitary mountain roads

are scarcely less safe for the traveller than many

districts which might be mentioned in tlie British

Islands, is one which speaks eloquently to those \\\>

bear in mind the recent history of the country.

Althnugh the accession of King (teorge did much to

tranquillise the public mind, and to add a new sanction

to authority, yet the curse of brigandage continued to

throw a deep shadow over the land, and to prejudice its

i
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reputation in the eyes of all Europe. Tlic audacity of

the plundering gangs who infested populous communes,

and even showed a bold front in the neighbourhocxl of

the capital, appeared to reach a climax after the fligiit

of King Otho, and before his successor was firmly fixed

upon the throne. In 1SG3 a brigand named Kyriakos,

at the head (;f a somewhat formidable band, ventured

into Attica ; and there were some who asserted that his

assistance was privately retained by a distinguislied

i\Iinister of State. ^lany accusations of a similar kind

were made in the following years ; and the suspicion of

such secret connivance with crime, added to the actual

oflTences of the marauders, caused frequent ^Ministerial

crises during the years lbG5 and ISOG.

But in IS 70 an event occurred which finally roused

the country to the highest pitch of indignation, and

which proved to be the turning-point in the history of

Cireek brigandage. In April of that year a party

of travellers, live of them English and one French, were

seized by a band of brigands at Oropos, near the

historic Marathon. For more than ten days England

was kept in suspense about the fate of the prisoners.

On the 11th of April two of these. Lord and Lady
Muncaster, were released, after being informed that

their companions would be liberated on the payment of

a ransom of £25,000, coupled with a free pardon. It

was determined that this sum should not be paid ; and

the Greek (iovernment, strongly urged thereto by the

foreign representatives in Athens, resolved to secure

the robbers at all hazards. Troops surrounded the

gang, and cut off all hope of escape. The prisoners

—

Mr. Vyner, Mr. Herbert, Mr. Lloyd, and the Count de

Boyl—were dragged from place to place by the

retreating brigands, who repeatedly threatened to
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murder them ; and in the end, on the 21st of Apri]

the miscreants carried out their threats.

Tlie band was broken up iniinodiately afterwards]

some of the men boinjjj killed in tii,'ht, whilst seven wei

captured. But this was far from being sufBcient to ap

pease the very serious feeling of anger and indignation

e.xcited in Greece, in Enghmd, and throughout Eumpf,

by so lamentable a proof uf the insecurity of life in thu

country. The charges of connivance were freely re-

peated—in some cases, it would seem, with great injus-

tice. Once more there were frequent Ministerial crises

;

but the king and his advisers had determined that

brigandage should be definitely suppressed. A decree

was issued in October, six months after the Marathon

outrage, giving additional power to the authorities

;

and the provisions of this measure have been carried

out in a thoroughly effectual manner.

There was certainly much that was unreasonable,

however natural, in the anger expended on Greece in

1S70; and as the effect of the excessive resentment of

Englishmen has not passed away, but has survived in

a soli of settled conviction that order and security ar.

unattainable in Greece, it may not be amiss to indicate

the arguments on the other side, which were employed

at the time by torn ])orate men.

M. Emile Burnouf contributed an article to the

JievHc den Deux Mondca for June, 1870,^ wherein he

examined the facts of the massacre, and showed how

little direct blame was attributable to the Greek

authorities for this particular outrage, and how vast

was the difHculty with which they had to contend in

their efforts to repress the evil. On the latter points hr

said:
—

" In order to give an idea of the ease with which

' Sec t. 87. p. 987.
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those men move from place to phice, I will adduce but

one fact, which has not been seriously disputed. On
the evening before the day whereon the Arvanitakis

band captured the travellers near Marathon, they were

at Villia, the ancient Idyllia, in Citliieron, a short

distance to the west of the road leading from Athens

to Thebes, by way of Eleusis. In one night they

moved at least sixty-four kilometres across the moun-

tains ; and by daybreak they were beneath a bridge by

whicli the travellers had to pass, and by which they

actually did pass. These men, therefore, are less like

the inhabitants of towns than like great mountain

lions.' . . . The wandering life of these brigands would

be inexplicable if the interior of Greece were pictured

as being similar to the mountainous departments of

France. . . . Neither roads, nor towns, nor factories,

' Tlio brijjaiids of Greece wore no donbt rocniitoil for tlio most jwrt

amoiipst tlio VliKjuos, or wnndering slioplionls {$\axaTroiiitvfs), who liavo

from time immoinorial 1<m1 tlioir flipclci of sliecp and poats from ridjro to

rid<;o ainoiifrst the mountains of tlii> ])oninsula, An Alliauian or Slavonian

ori;r'u lui-s Ix'on ascrilxid to tlioni. and tli(<ir liwid-fjuartors, if tlioy can Imj

said to liavo any, are in the Piudns ramji's, bctwivn Tliessjily and Epinis.

M. Buniouf, liowovpr, would liavo us mount liifjhor still for tlioir origin.

Ho siiys, in liis very iiitcrestiiifj memoir:—" Los Vlachoiwiinones forment

done dans touto la iiouinsulo une race d'liomroes isolee, a peu prOs pure, ot

f|ui voit les clioses humainos d'nn tout autre ceil quo li>s ci\nlise9. L'etat

d'liostilite oil ello so tronvo, do ca'ur on do fait, avco i'(>s dorniors sorait in-

explicable, si Ton ne reraontait jiis(|u'ii Tantiquo comiuete par liu|uelle ils

out (''to confines. II faut savoir en effet que ees pastours se font briirands

avee une faeiliti' extreme, et que ce trlste eltit n'est jtitJi il'-iluuwranl a leuys

ycii-r. La Imiide des freres iVrvanitakis se coniiH>sjkit en majeure {Mirlie de
e<>s pens :\ foustanelle. Sur les s<>pt qui ont ete pris vivants, six i'taient

jmstenrs et orifrinaires do Tnrquio; leurs families babitent le Piiide entro

la Thessalie et I'Epiro. Un d'eux, inlerroge par uno |M>rsonno qui lui re-

proeliait si-s niefaits, lui repondit :
' Ce n'e.st pas crime, c'est bnivooro'

(SJc •Ii'ai Kaxia, fFKai waWitHapid^. Diirant rinterrofTaloin", un autn> tronva

mauvais et ' illr;;ar que les soldats jjrecs fussiMit veiius les troubler ' dans
I'exereiee de leur profession.' lis sont en (froce ce <|U0 fureut dans les

mollis des Asturies les rompiignons de Pelnge Pour en finir

aveo les Vlaques du Pinde, je feral remartjuer quo do tout temps, et aussi
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nor shelters for the flocks are to he found there, as in

France or in ]']n<,'l;nul, hut only desert mountain rid-^cs,

frequented solely by the wandering shepherds, by eagles

and vultures, and hy a few foreign tourists, who ascend

them in order to enjoy magnificent panoramas in an

historical land."

!M. Burnouf goes on to describe the depredations of

these criminals on their own countr^'men ; how they

subsisted by leN-ying forced contributions from the

shepherds and isolated farms. But it is clear that these

resources would soon begin to fail them. They were

driven to more adventurous exploits, and attacked

parties of travellers even when under the escort of

soldiers or police.^ Occasionally they had to fight for

their plunder, but not always. That which was true

of many inferior (and possibly also of the superior)

authorities in Greece, was true of individual soldiers

and gendarmes ; they either tolerated brigandage

through fear, or turned it to their own profit. " AVhole

villages, with their mayors and adjoiiiis, became the

servants of the brigands, and their most constant

providers. . . . The Greek nation is not responsible

lor these faults ; it is the victim and not the culprit."

The nation was the victim, undoubtedly, of a weak

government and a corrupt administration ; but ]M. Bur-

nouf's argument may be qualified by the remark that

the Greek nation had not proved itself to be the victim,

liaut quo Ton pent romonter dans I'histoire hellenique, on trouvo ces

popiilntions sauvajji's ot barbares mcnaiit do front le nietior ilo bergors

errants ft do vulcurs Pour ecarter Tideo quo co soiont dcs

Slaves, jo rajiiiolltTai souloniont (jirils foriiiflient un corjjs do troupes

probabloinont irrogiilier dans rarmee d'Aloxandre lo Grand."

' M. Burnouf mentions ca.so» in wliieh residents in the towns had paid

contributions to the funds of partioular bands, on the demand of the chiefs,

in order to jiurcha.se ininiuniiy for the future, though being in no imiuediato

danger.
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and liiul not tlirowu oil" tho reproach, until it f^'ave

expression to a public opinion so strong that it could

no l()nL,'ir be resisted by the authorities. This it did

in 1S70. The ^Marathon murder was a startling event

which brought to a crisis the indignation which had

long been gathering force amongst the Greeks ; and

M. Zaimes was the mouthpiece and the instrument of

this honourable feeling. A nation can always find

an instrument for the operation ot" its resolves. In

^I. Zaimes the Greeks found an enlightened and able

INIinister, already associated with some of the brightest

pages of their history, who had wanted nothing more

than the sup])ort of the nation to enable him to deal

thoroughly with the evil of brigandage. This support

he received in l!?70; and he instantly set to work.

All the available troops were employed in hunting

down the brigands, in bringing them to justice, or

driving them out of (rrecce. Some of the malefactors

al)andoned their trade from the moment when they

found the Government so terribly in earnest ; others

tied across the borders into Turkey. Strict measures

were adopted with the municipalities or individual

otlicers who could be shown to have truckled to the

Ijrigands ; and it must be admitted that these local

authorities were in many instances glad enough to for-

swear the discreditable practices which, if they had been

in some slight degree profitable, had been virtually

imposed upon them by the force of circumstances, and

bad rendered them obnoxious to the most honourable

section of the community.

Tho task of clearing the mounhxins was worthy of

being looked upon as a new labour of Hercules. It was

clear that it could not be ell'ectually performed without

at the same time adopting measures tending to diminish
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the number of the vlaques ; and there was an ailditional

incUicement to adopt such measures in the fact tliat

tlu'sc nomadic shepherds were in many cases little

better than tli<^lits of locusts, doinjr vast injury to tin'

country over which they travelled. Wherever they

went tht-y hired large tracts of pasturage from the

State, or from private owners, paying a small sum fur

their term of occupation, and extracting from the land

incalculably more than the value of their payment. It

was not only the grass which they consumed ; but their

enormous herds of goats browsed on the underwood, the

young shoots and lower branches of the trees, to say

nothing of the damage over and above what the}'

actually devoured. At the same time they prevented

the forests from being cultivated and preserved, as they

might have been if there had been no regular jiittanoe

of rent forthcoming from the shepherds. A still more

disastrous consequence of the system had been experi-

enced in the fact that, as the vlaques had no permanent

interest in the land of their sojourn, and no relations

with the inhabitants of the towns and valleys except

in supplying them with goats' milk, and occasionally

with meat, they regularly assisted their fellow-nomads,

the brigands, whose trade would have been almost an

impossibility without their connivance. The evil had

long been recognised. There were laws in existence

—

the first passed in 183G, the la.st in 1801—which had

for their aim to jireserve the forests from destruction.

Tiiese, strengthened and extended by the decree of

I'^TO, were now more strictly enforced, and the tendency

from that time to this has been to discourage the letting

of pasturage to wandering shepherds, and to encourage

sedentary agriculture. Less progress has been made in

this direction than might have been expected to follow
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u])oii the {^00(1 resulves of 1870 ; but I am informed

that a new law has been drafted, if it be not actually

before the (ireek Chamber, which is intended to deal

with this important question in a more thorough

manner.

Another radical and enlightened method of warfare

against brigandage, and the causes which have made

brigandage so formidable in Greece, was found ready to

the hands of the Government in the improvomont and

multiplication of the roads. In a subsequent chapter

on the Public AVorks of the country it will be seen in

what manner the Greeks have turned their oppor-

tunities to account in this respect. For the present it

is sufficient to say that the energy of M. Zaimis and his

successors, and the measures taken by the Greek

Government, have practically extirpated brigandage

from Greece. With the exception of rare incursions

across the Turkish borders, the country has of late been

almost entirely free from disorder of this kind.'

The best result of the abolition of brigandage has

been to relieve Greek statesmen and administrators

IVom the suspicion— fatal, whether justified or not, to

all prospect of advancement for the nation— of con-

' M. Rliizos Riiiigiilx'. ill liis work on Greece, her Froyress ami present

Position (18(>7), uit-utiuus wliat wa-s eloarly oiio of the prinoipal sources of

the trouble in Greece. " The 8uiuii.it8 of the Othryx," ho says, " which

wiiaralos Greece from Turkey, are everj-whoro ]>a.s»able. The Turks entrust

iheir jiroteetiou tot lie (lerveiiayns(tlerveM(lji jiiisliast) or irre<rular chiefs, who
cDiiiiiumly dis[ieiis<> witli the use of snUliers, to the eml that tliey may
poekc'l tlie soliliers' pay ; as to the bripuids. as lliey cannot lifrlit thcni,

lliey enter into an a<;rtcnient with them, permiltiii;; them to enter Greece

witliout himlraiiee, and on llieir return alTor(lin>r tliem protecliun, or, what

is the same thin;;. aUowiu); them to cut«>r t lie ranks. . . . Ennj jjiiblir

vjccitement serves aluo to citnue u j'reKit iiijlictivn nj hrigandiige

lu 18o6, after tlie insurrectiou of Epirus, principally because of the insur-

rection and its results. GriH'ce swarmed with brif^ands, who were iwarly all

armed. 'Ihe lii-st care of the Greek Governmeut at that time was toeunviuco
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niviincc with those flcsperatc criminals. It has, indeed,

so far as the present writer is aware, never been brou<jht

lionie to any of the heading politicians in Greece that

they made common cause with the brigands, or dis-

graced themselves to the extent of being in any sense or

form in the pay of the chiefs. No doubt a Minister

here and there may have relaxed the arm of authority

in the persuasion that the result of a general election

might depend upon his doing so. This in itself would

be a sufficiently grave crime ; but it would be one

differing in degree rather than in kind from the crimes

of statesmen in more ancient and prosperous States.

Thus public order, the basis of all just adminis-

tration, has been completely established in Greece;

and the consequences have been perceived in many
notable ameliorations of the condition of the country.

In no direction has the improvement been greater than

in the impartial enforcement of the laws, and in the

respect paid to authority. Not many years ago, the

judgments of the courts were overridden year after year,

at the instance of almost any one who had the wealth

or the skill to make his influence felt. To-day, few would

dream of interfering with the regular course of justice.

In 1S54, it was possible for M. Edmond About to

enliven his pages with shrewd hits at the ot)rrupti-

bility of the bench. "The patriotism of the.judges,"

he wrote,' " passes all the bounds of legality. I once

tho Turks tliat it was uioro for tJioir interest tlian for that of the Greeks to

oxlorniiiiato l>ri);aii(la;;o Halil Bey, a man of iiitoUigcnco. who

ri'pro.scntod Turkey at Athens, a)i]>reoiHtiMg tho sincerity nf tliis ohservation.

and p>ing in person to Constant inojilo, effected the substitution in Thes.-iily

of regular troops, conimauded by tlio Pole, Sadie Pasha, for those of the

dervenayas During the foxir years thai this sygtcmwcu enforreii.

thi-re tca» nolrnce nf briyiniiliiije !ii ports of the country remotefrom Turkey ;

DOT dill tho evil reappear until the Turks returned to their former system."

' La Greet Contcmjwraine, p. 24".
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lieanl a magistrate, on the occasion of tlie death of the

Duchess of Phiisance, observe, ' Her heirs will not have

a drachma of the property she left here.' ' Wliat ! wit'.i

so much money standing in hor name ?
'

' Never ! Our

tribunals cannot decree in favour of a foreigner.' ' But

she had e.Kcellent mortgages?' 'Oh, as for that,

mortgages are just ovlt forte !'
"

The Greek satire is mnlli/nc, like the French, and

there is no necessity to take this compliment to the

patriotism of the judges in a strictly literal sense.

But the jest would be absurdly inappropriate at the

present day. It is true that the decisions of the

Greek courts are occasionally impugned. But this

also is the experience of countries in which the dura-

tion of constitutional government is reckoned by

centuries rather than by decades. The concurrent

testimony of Greek writers and of foreign travellers

in Greece, as well as the rarity of grave charges against

tlie administration of justice, warrants us in afhrmiug

that the law is dispensed with ability and firmness,

and that the tribunals, as a natural consequence, have

secured the respect and confidence of the nation.

The outlines of the legal and judicial system in

Greece are clear, and without complication.'

With the Hellenic love of theoretical perfection, it

would have been strange if the early leaders of the

insurrection had not set themselves the task of drawing

up a complete legislative code. And accordingly we

find that the Assembly of Epidaurus appointed a Com-

mission for this purpose in the first year of the war.

The members consulted and collaborated ; but the

vicissitudes of the nation were too great and sudden

to allow them to attain any definitive conclusions.

' Tlio following sketch is tttkeu, in tlio main, from Murnitiuij.
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In tlic meantime the cler<;y, and the better etlucattil

(!iveks who had studied in forcis^n universities, sup-

]>lied the void; and the tribunals relied as well a-

they eould upon the principles of the Roman law, and

of the imperfect Byzantine codes.

^Vhen the Bavarians came, the Roman and Byzan-

tine law was supplemented by special decrees, as the

necessity for such modilications impressed itself upon

the minds of the jud<:fes and the Government. Von
Maurer, one of the Provisional Council during tli

minority of Otho, was himself an able law^-er, and he

did nmch to render the composite code more supple and

.serviceable. His innovations were based upon tln'

laws of Bavaria, upon the French Code, and upon tin

traditions and customs of the Greek community.

Even in the time of Capo d'Istria, in the year ls3(l,

the law of succession had been adapted to the peculiar

requirements of Greece.

In l'^47, after the granting of the first Con.stitu-

tioTi under Otho, the project of establishing a (Jreek

Code was renewed, and another Commission was aj)-

pointed to draw up the plan of a legislative scheme.

And, in effect, 94 articles formulated by this Commis-

sion were sanctioned by the Legislature, and decreed.

In l^Gl, this Code was increased by the addition of

l;i7 new articles. Nevertheless the work which had

been done up to this point was for the most part

tentative. It by no means covered the whole ground

of civil jurisprudence; and in ISfiO, after the acquisi-

sition of the Ionian Islands, which were at least as rijx'

for a comprehensive system of law as the mainland

itself, a third Commi.ssiou was appointed, for the i)ur-

pose ol" formulating a jjrecise and complete scheme.

The labours of this Commission were brought to a
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;lose in 1870, wlicn thoy proscntcd their report to the

Minister of Justice. The (rovernnient, liowever, did

lot deal liastily with the pr()ject ; and in 1S74 anotlier

Uommission went over the wliole field, comparing

;he Code of tluir predecessors with all the laws pre-

liously in operation. The cimsequence was a compre-

lensive scheme of civil legislation, which may be

lescribed as an eclectic Code, based upon the French

md Italian systems, and adapted to the genius and

;raditions of the Hellenic race. In the year last

lamed, this Code was presented to the Chamber; but,

or some reason or another—owing chiefly, it would

leem, to the punctilious caution of the Greek nation

—it has not yet been voted.

So much for the Civil Law. The Criminal Code

md procedure remain to this day—with casual addi-

;ions—the same as von Maurer introduced them in

[S33-4. His work was based upon the Bavarian law,

md is admitted to have been excellent in its character,

riie criminal procedure, like the civil, is founded almost

'.\clusively upon that of France ; but the judicial or-

ganisation of Greece is modelled upon the German and

j'rench systems taken together.

The Commercial Law, as introduced in 1835, is

dentical with the French Commercial Code.

The Civil Law is administered by I'Jl judges of the

)eace, whose jurisdiction extends to the sum of 3U

Iraehmas (something over £1), or, with an appeal, to

100 drachmas ; by 17 courts of first instance, with juris-

liction up to 500 drachmas; and by lour commercial

lourts (at Syra, Nauplia, Patras, and Corfu), with juris-

liction up to 800 drachmas. The Courts of Appeal

.re four in number, and are established at Athens.

^^auj)lia, I'atras, and Corfu. Each of the.se comprises

J
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a President and four Councillors, with the King's

Procurator.

The Criminal Law is administered by police court-

in connection with each justice of the peace (with oni-

judge) ; by correctional courts in connection with each

court of first instance (with five judges) ; and by

criminal courts, in periodical session within the district

of the courts of appeal. The judicial authority in the

criminal courts is vested in a jurj' of twelve, chosen b}-

lot from the citizens, and in three accessory judges,

selected from the judges of the inferior courts, who apply

the law in accordance with the verdict of the jury.'

The Administration is the virtual prosecutor in the

police courts. An attorney or jjrocureur is attached as

public prosecutor to each of the courts of first instance ;

whilst the King's procureur sustains the accusation in

the criminal courts. Thus in the case of every detected

crime it is the direct business of some one official to see

that justice is duly souglit and obtained.

The supreme court of justice in Greece is the

Areiopagus, which receives appeals from all the inferior

courts. It is composed of a President, vice-President,

and five Councillors.

^lilitary and naval offences are tried in military and

naval courts. The offences of Ministers, and a few

other superior functionaries, are tried by special courts,

organised in accordance with the Constitution of 1864.

' This is tlio theory of trial by jury—jury first and accessory judges

nolt. I am tohl that a Greek jiirj- would not submit to lie browliealen by

the judfjes, and that a Greek judj?"' would not venlun- to lecture a jury on

its vordirl. or to O'cpiire that such and such a juryman rIiouUI not ajipear

iK'fore him in any fulun^ case. These inversions of the theory liave become

jxjssible in Ent;laud, where we enjiiy so much liberty that we rather like

the idea of Kacrifieing it in small (|uautitics, if only for the .sake of c<ini{U'.>r-

ing it back again.
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In the latter case the court receives its sanction from

the Chamber of Deputies; ])ut all the courts previously

mentioned are under the authority of the Minister of

Justice.

Such are, in their outlines, the law and procedure of

Greece. It will probably be admitted without difficulty

that they are, theoretically, almost as perfect as the

circumstances of the country would allow them to be.

They are certainly superior in many respects to those of

greater and stronger States ; and they require only a

wise and resolute Administration to ensure the good

government of Greece. That Administration the

country has begun, within the past few years, to boast

that it possesses ; and the boast is not without a fair

amount of justification.'

It is superiluous to say that crime in Greece shows

a large diminution since the year 1870. The restoration

of public order and security by the extermination of

brigandage necessarily produced this effect ; but it is

more to the purpose t(j affirm that the decrease of crime

within the period referred to has been a very remarkable

one, and that it has been observed over the whole

' There is one particular in which the admiuistmtiun of justice iu

Greece U'aves much to be desired. and that is the condition of its prisons

—

those of Corfu aUme l)einp well orjranised. " Tliis lamentable state of

ftfYiiirs," says M. Morailinis, " like so many other of our shortcomings, is

due almost exclusively to the weakness of our financial means
There is pul)lishe<l at Athens a journal dealinj; specially with the interests

of prisoni'rs, the Priixni (?(i3(//f. established by one of our most courageous

lawyers, .M, AristicK's fficononu)s. procurfiir of the Royal Court of Atheutj.

It is curious to j;o through the numbers which have alri'ady ap]H'are«l. . . .

The journal throws light on all the faulty asjiecls of our prisons, indicating-

Hie improvements which need to lie introiluccd. It also receives the

romplaints of the convicts, and publishes the letters which they write."

—

One of the letters in cpiest ion, from a prisoner undergoing his .sentence,

iiffers to a fund which is In-ing raised for the eonstniction of better prisons

twelve streniinas of laud, -,UW cubic metres of stone, and I.IKX) metres of

Mud.

I
•")
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surface of the kingdom. The fact is attested in a

trustworthy manner ;

' and it is one which the reader

will not be slow to accept. As crimes of violence are

fjraduall}' eliminated from Greece, the remaining aggre-

gate of criminal oflonces will appear less and less

serious. Most recent travellers in the country agree

that, with the one exception named, the vices of the

Greeks are few. M. Edmond About admitted, a quarter

of a century ago, that the vices arising from self-

indulgence, in regard to sexual passion or to the abuse

of intoxicating liquors, were rare throughout Greece.

The virtue of women was respected, and their weakness

was seldom presumed upon. At the present day the

judgment of travellers is equally favourable ; their

opinion as to the general self-restraint of the Greeks

is almost unanimous. The Baron d'Estournelles del

Constant tells us that " the Hellenes have one sma

convict establishment and a few prisons, which arel

more frequently empty than full ; " and he declaresj

that "there are more homicides than thefts in Greece."'

!May we not hope that, when the tendency toj

violence is further counteracted by the continuec

' M. Moraitiuis gives no ])articulars or fijjurcs rolatinjj to crime iai

Grewe, or to tlie number or categories of the prisoners. I regret tlwt the

a.ssertiou in the text, which I base on what appears to mo to bo adequati

evidence, must remain vague.

' La Vie de Province en Grece, p. 71. The author goes on to say

that "Occasionally the sentence of death is passed. It is related in thil

connection tliat it was for a long time impossible to tind executioners inl

any iwrt of tlie kingdom, and that the practice of getting them from abrosdl

had to 1h' given up, becau-e the jxipuhice massacred tlu-m. In view of thisl

obstach' it was in contemplation to revise the hiw, when an unhappy wigkti

offered himself; I think it was about 18.50. Since that time executioner

have not U-en wanting. This officer is lodged, like the cimvicts, in 0U8

of tlie castles (of Rhion and Autirhion). Ho is .sometimes a long timtti

witliout having to exercise his trade; whilst it has lia)i]H>ned to him, when

the army has made an imjMrtant capture of brigands, to cut off as many i

beveu heads in a day."
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practice of tlic arts of ])oace, by security and respect for

the law, and above all by tlie just satisfaction of the

national claims, Greece will hold a very enviable

position amongst the nations by her comparative

immunity from crime ?

T\\r evidence of the writer last quoted is the more

valuable because he has not much to say in favour of

the institutions under which the Greeks live. He has,

in fact, a good deal to say against them, or at least

against the result of them ; and it would not be candid

to pass over what he says about the administration

of justice in the provinces. After describing the

popular elections, and the " political excesses " which

appear to him to characterise them, he asserts that the

intluence of party affects the whole administration of

the country (" s'etend sur tout ce qui touche a I'ad-

ministration"). " Justice is no more exempt from it

than any other authority ; and, each town being divided

into two powerful factions, around whom all the in-

habitants are ranged, it results that the accused are

always necessarily judged by friends or by enemies.

Consequently the most insignificant civil or criminal

process is from the first the occasion of all sorts of

intrigues .... The situation of the judges is

embarrassing; the leading men speak loud and threaten;

it is often very imprudent to displease them ....
To invoke authority would be childish, fur they are

always sure to be replaced, though they are immov-

able, after the new elections ; to allege indisputable

laws is a wretched argument to the most artful minds

in P^urope. The best arguments are powerless against

a fixed resolve, and when we hear, to the honour of the

Greek magistrature, that judges have been known to

set their conscience above their interest and their
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.animosity, wo ni;iy very sincerely inquire how they

nianaii^(> to do it."

Here we unquestioniil)ly have anotlior of tlie many

overdrawn pictures of Greek manners and society. It

is a picture, we may readily admit, sketched in part«

from the life ; but the canvas has been filled in after

the models have departed. The Ainlt is in the generali-

sation ; one or two figures are permitted to give colour

and manner to all the rest. In other words, it is

unfortunately true that justice h:is been influenced by

considenitions of fear or favour, within recent years

;

but it is not true—so far as we may judge from the

evidence of other travellers, from surrounding circum-

stances, and from the witness of Greek statesmen and

publicists—that the magistrature as a whole is tainted

by the crimes and weakness laid to its charge.

In so far, however, as the accusation is true, what

are the deductions which we should be compelled to

draw from the facts? Much the same as those which

we ha

of the .,^„„.., ...,, v..^ ^ „..v,.v,.........^

Greeks. There is a something at the source of national

existence, at the root of the constitutional growth of

Greece, which retards her proper development, and

makes it impossible for her to present to Europe that

ideal of perfu'ct order and government which we so

sternly demand of her.

She has given hei"self an excellent Constitution and

excellent laws. She administers her afiiairs after an

almost une.xci'ptional metiiod. She has already achieved

a truly remarkable triumph in the restoration of publii-

order throughout the country, and under circumstances

of extreme difficulty. In some respects, notwithstand-

ing, her critics are still able to say of her that she

i

ive been com])elled to draw from other symptoms J
? weakness, the failures, and the shortcoming's of the
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falls short of the standard offered for her imitation by

countries like France and Enfjland.

Let this be fully and freely admitted. But let it

also be remembered that Tireece is subject to (jreat

deprivations, to gallinuf restrictions, and to conditions

of national life which stifle her noblest aspirations.

Let those, especially, who are responsible for these

things do Greece the justice of not forgetting them.
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The internal and external trade of Greece suffered a

shock in the War of Indejicndence, from the effects of

which it was very slow in recovering. And one of the

most unfortunate of all the circumstances attending '

the restoration of her national life by the Great Power>

was that no efforts were made to foster, or encourage,
]

or even give fair play to the industiy of the paralysed

country. There were, in Greece, all the makings of

a great trade. There were raw materials, natural

products of a hundred kinds, abundance of labour,

which, if properly aided and directed, would have

hastened bv a score of years the commercial develop-

ment of tlie new State, and would have enabled it to

pay its debts within a few decades.

The Greeks could not do all that was necessary for

themselves, and neither the Russians nor the liavarians

who presided over their political training were able to

do much for them. Consequently, we find that the

progress of their trade was at first comparatively

sluggish, whilst it more than once threatened to relapse

into stagnation.
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The industrial comlitiDn ofiJreecc in lS3."i, previous

to tlie arrival of Kin<^ Otho, may be appreciated from

liie remarks of Thiersch, who had been the Prince's

tutor, and who preceded him to Greece in order to

form an estimate of the actual state of the country.

Tlius he declared that, even as regarded the necessary

enterprise (though there were plenty of Greek capitalists

anxious to spend their money on the advancement of

their fatherland) and labour (though there were thou-

sands of men accustomed to labour, and willing to

return to it) everything was unprepared—"almost

everything remains to be accomplished." " The trades

of the weaver, the cloth manufacturer, the fuller, are

barely exercised in this country ; and so with the trades

of the tanner and the leather-dresser. Skins, finding

no workmen to dress them, are nearly without exception

exported, and that at a low ])rice . . . The country

draws everytliing from abroad ; its linen, its leather,

its iron, including locks, nails, knives, and boilers, its

arms, its furniture, and its glass."

The list might easily be extended; and the con-

dition of affairs was not much improved after six

years of Bavarian rule. In 1S39 the value of the

imports of manufactured goods, including glass, silk,

wool, cotton, straw, wood, linen, leather, bone, iron,

and other miscellaneous articles, amounted to over

7, ()<•(), (1(1(1 drs., whilst the exports of similar articles

during the same period may be estimated at less than

250,000 drs.

The total value of Greek exports and imports for the

eight years 1833 to 1840 inclusive, in drachmas, was as

follows ' :

—

' Statistics quoted by Mr. Strong, Greece at a Kingdom.
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liiljour; wliilst one or two other liictories hud failed for

want of prolonged enterprise.

A quarter of a century later, in ISGl), M. Burnouf

wrot« that Greece was still selling her raw materials,

and buying them back in a manufactured form.

Now let us take the contra.st to this dreary picture

—a contrast of ten years against five and thirty—which

affords one of the most significant proofs of the remark-

able progress made by Greece within the present

generation.

" In the Pincus alone," says M. Moraitinis,' " a

town of 18,000 inhabitants, which fifty years ago was a

mere deserted plain, rendered ugly by three wretched

cottages, and which, ten years ago "—that is to say, in

ISOb—"did not possess a single manufactory, contains

at the present time more than thirty steam factories

:

six cotton mills, one silk-weaving establishment, three

forges, two good factories for machines and agricultural

implements, one for pottery, one for glass, one for nails,

eight steam mills, two manufactories of tissues, and

several of furniture. . . . Moreover, industrial

progress is manifest also in the provinces, so that the

aggregate industry of the country shows us at the

present day 11~ important steam factories, most of them

established within the space of ten years ; more than

300 factories similar in their character to steam factories,

and more than iOO other establishments; wherein there

work about 124,300 artisans, and which turn out annual

products of the value of about lG(i,000,000 drachmas
"

(say £5,025,000).

We have here one of the most significant and valu-

al)le faets which it is in the power of the (J reeks of

to-thiy to bring forward. The advance of Greek manu-

' La Grice TtUe qu' ElU ett, p. 2iHJ.
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facturin<; iixlustrv, and of the trades wLich depend upon

tlie numufactures, either to supply them with raw

materials or to distribute their products, may he com-

pared with the rapid fjrowth of such towns as Merthyr

and Middlesboroufjh, in England, and of the industries

whereof they are tlie centres. Few couutries could show

a more remarkable increase in the rate of progress

during an ecjually brief period. The causes of this very

encouraging movement were, no doubt, many and

various, and it might be impossible to enumerate them

all. Amongst them were the same causes which

operated generally throughout Europe in stimulating

trade, during the first few years of the period in

question; the stimulus felt by Greece after the closr

of the Cretan war, and the great increase of her shipping

trade in the Mediterranean during the temporary

paralysis of the French trade—perhaps we might also

say, of the Austrian and Italian trades; the fillip given

to Greek industry by Mr. Gladstone's enlightened com-

mercial policy, which caused the trade in Greek wines

to spring into sudden importance ; and the more

energetic encouragement of trade by the Government,

which acted, after the suppression of brigandage, as

though an oppressive weight had suddenly been lifted

from its shoulders.

The reports of Mr. Hugh 'Wyndham, to which we

have already been indebted, supply us with interesting

particulars as to the volume and direction of Greek

trade with foreign countries in 1S72 and l'^73; and

these figures are especially satisfactory to Englishmen,

since they indicate the extent of the trade carried on

between Greece and our own country. The total value

of the import and export trade with England in 187-

was 57,2^'J,]20 drachmas (£2,040,040), or 37 ner cent.



1S72.



1878.
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valued at 92,187,500 drs., and the special exports at

(ii,4>j2,75() drs.

'i'he figures for 1876-8 show a sensible decrease from

those above quoted. The Russo-Turkish war, and the

burdens which Greece took upon herself in the hope

of estal)lishin<^ her claim to Tiiessaly and Epirus, have

made a very serious impression on the commercial

records of the country. The general commerce of the

year 1S77 seems to have been barely three-quarters of

the amount for IS 73.

Another test of the value of Greek trade may be

obtained by comparing the value of the special com-

nii-rce of the country, relatively to the number of

inhabitants, in the case of France, Italy, and Greece.

Thus we have for France, in the year 1S72, a special

commerce equivalent to nearly £9 per head on the

whole population ; for Italy in the same year, a value

of £3 15s. per head; and for Greece, in 1S73, a value

of £3 17s. 6d. per head'—a result of a thoroughly

healthy character, and bearing witness to the more than

liopeful condition of Greek trade.

It is unnecessary to give particulars in respect of

all the special items which figure amongst the imports

and exports of ( Jreece ; but one or two exceptions may be

allowed on behalf of the principal articles of commerce.

The increase in amount of the exported Greek wines

has been remarkable. AVithin a few years of the virtual

creation of the trade, the amount exported had reached,

in 1870, as high as 2,81 i.OSO okas—the oka being equi-

valent to about two and a third pints. The figures were—

In 1871 2,817,515 oka-s of »viuo.

In 1H72 3,.i4L',7!Ni

lu 1«73 4,7:iS,K>l

Moraitiuis, p. 396.
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Tlie export of currants has made vast progress, as

the following figures will show. There were exported

—

In 18 W, to the vnluo of 3,500,000 drs. of currauls.

lu 1872 „ 25,472,491

In 1873 „ 35,64<;,o70

The minerals of Greece, including gold, copper,

lead, coal, sulphur, magnesia, emery, marble, and many

others, have been worked in recent years with con-

stantly increasing enterprise and success. One example

must sullice. Tlie value of the lead exported by the

Laurium Company alone amounted,

In 1871, to 3,574,100 drs.

In 1872, to 5.464.500 „

In 1873, to 5,031,600 „

How, it may be a.sked, does the State profit by the

industrial enterprise and the commerce of tlie people ?

Our previous examination of the Greek budget has

anticipated the answer to this question ; but a few facts

may be added here.

In the first place, it is manifestly to the interest of

Greece that its public revenues shovdd draw as sparingly

as possible upon the trade of the people ; and this

principle has been observed wherever it was practicable.

The great natural resources of the countrj- have enabled

the State to derive a considerable income from the sale

and lease of lands, the concession of mining rights, and

so on ; whilst the encouragements given to various

trades, by subventions and jirivileges of one kind or

anotlier, exceed in value the revenue arising Irom

imposts upon the internal industries of < rreece.

But the customs duties, and the taxes on commerce

in general, go a long way towards providing for the

indispensable requirements of the State. The customs
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duties alono, which amounted to a little over four

millions of drachmas in \^{Ji, had reached nearl3'

eleven millions in 1(S71, and in the budget of 1877

they stood at 13,400,000 drs. To these amounts must

be added other customs receipts, arisini; from the traffic

in land, and figuring, in round numl)crs, at about one-

fourth of the receipts on external trade.

The State receives no duties on the internal com-

merce of the country between one place and another.

Up to the year 1843 there had been a galling ta.x of

six per cent, on the transport of goods within the

kingdom ; but it was abolished in that vear. Never-

tlieless the eparchies are entitled, by a law ])assed in

1S47, to octrois of this kind, which amount in the

aggregate to about two per cent, on the value of the

merchandise.'

Amongst the stimulants to trade in recent years, by

which Greece has profited no less signally than other

nations, are the International Exhibitions. The Greeks

have taken part in the whole series of the gi"eater

European shows, from the first, in IS51, when it was

represented by thirty-six exhibitors, to the Paris Exposi-

tion, in 1878, when the number of exhibitors had risen

to as many as 1,000, and when the space occupied by

the productions of Greek trade and art was fifty-five

times a,s large as that occupied at the Exhibition in

Hyde Park.^

(Jreece would seem to be thoroughl}' alive to the

importance of encouraging the national industry bv

every means in its power; and, by a happy combina-

tion of one of the best of its ancient traditions with one

' The total octroiH from tliis source arc reckoned at l,2(.K).0«X>dracliiiia.M.

wliidi iiidirati'M an iiitoriial cunimerco of sixty millions or u|itrards of

£2,U:',IKR).

K
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of the newest developments of an age of competition,

it has given an earnest of enduring commercial pros-

perity. In 1858 it was determined to found a series of

" Olympic Games, " under which title are included an

international exhibition of industrial products, scientific

and literary competitions, and athletic sports. The
first Olympiad was inaugurated in 1859. The Revolu-

tion of ls()i, and the Cretan war of lSOG-9, appear

to have caused a break in the series ; but the third

meeting was held in 1875, and was attended by 1,;272

exhibitors. Whatever may be thought of the value of

this scheme in some of its particulars, no practical man
will deny that the competitions, especially amongst

manufacturers and agriculturists, are calculated to exert

a very wholesome influence on the trade of the country.

It remains for us to glance at the actual condition of

the maritime trade of (Greece, by which the commerce

with foreign countries is to a large extent carried on.

Greece has alwarys been famous for her marine ; and

though the Ottoman conquest had done much to ruin it,

it had once more attained a high position towards the

close of the eighteenth century. The War of Inde-

pendence dealt another heavy blow at this industry.

Many of the vessels had been destroyed in action, and

little had been done in the way of repairing, or of filling

up the gaps created by destruction or decay. At the

end of the war there were barely a thousand CJreek

vessels, including the smallest gauges, afloat. In ten

years the number exceeded three thou.sand, and within

another quarter of a century it had reached fivr

tlu)usand. In the year 1S71 there were 0,135 (Jreek

merchant vessels, with an aggregate burthen of

41U,;359 tonnes (or thousand kilogrammes).

In 1872 the French Assembly, strongly inclined at
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tlie moment towards protection, directed a partial measure

ai^'ainst tlie (ireek maritime trade, by increasimj^ the

duties on all imports under the Hellenic flag beyond

those exacted from other nations. 'J'hc consequence was

tliat man}' Greek captains adopted the plan of changing

tlicir flag whilst continuing their trade ; and thus the

number of registered vessels had fallen in lb72 to 4,707,

and tlie tonnage, in still greater proportion, to 23'J,y47.

The obnoxious duties, however, were withdrawn a year

later ; and since that time, though all the transformed

vessels did not return to their original Hag, the register

has graduaiiy increased again. In l'^71 the number of

vessels was 5,330 ; and we may fairly conclude that it

is now as high as the number recorded in 1871.

These figures do not, of course, represent the whole

trade of the Greek seaports. Thus in 1873 there were

48,714 recorded voyages from port to port, with a traffic

of more than two million English tons. During the

same 3'ear, 8,457 foreign vessels entered Greek ports,

with l,33(i,17') tons; whilst 8,173 foreign ves.sels left

the country, with cargoes of nearly a million tons. A
certain proportion of the Greek commercial marine

consists of steam vessels, the number of which has

steadily increased within the past few years. The

Hellenic Steam Navigation Company, having its head-

quarters at Syra, runs eleven fine steamers, and is able

to show a constantly augmenting traffic.

It was iis a maritime country in particular that

Europe expected New Gn'oce to rise to a high degree of

development. In 1^32 Lord Palmerston was the sj)okcs-

man of Lord Grey's Administration in the House of

Commons, and it was his business to ask the House to

sanction the English guarantee for the proposed Greek

loan. In order to commend this step to the country lie

K 2
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expressed his confidence that " the commerce of Greece

would in a sliort time rival that of Italy when in the

zenith of her prosperity."

It was a l)old alHnnation ; and yet few men of dis-

cernment, bearing in mind the extraordinary fitness of

the country for maritime trade, and the remarkable

energy and activity of the race, would have hesitated to

make it. The Greeks have done something to justify

the good opinions of their friends. "Who can doubt that

they would have done all that was ever expected of tliem

if they had been left free in the course of their natural

development ?

Enough has probably been said to prove that the

little kingdom of Greece, with its million and a half of

inhabitants, and its thirteen millions of acres, has already

secured a trade which stands favoui'able comparison with

that of many more important countries, and which fairly

promises a yet more remarkable development. Two
inferences force themselves upon us before we pass on to

another subject ; and they are these :

—

If Greece has made greater strides within the last

ten years than during the whole of her previous history,

all conclusions adverse to her claims which may have

been arrived at in consequence of her former apparent

stagnation must now be reconsidered.

Again, as the Greeks have done so much with such

slender resources, thej' could do incalcvilably more if the

area of their activity were multiplied, and if their

present fetters were removed. There was unquestionably

a time when it seemed reasonable to doubt whether

(i recce could ever become a powerful State. There is

now every reason to believe that she has capacity and

energy for such a task.
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WnATKVEii may liave Ix'cn tlu' coiulitiun of" the Greek soil

uudor the Venetian domination, the Turk.s made it and

left it a wilderness. Even before their last devastations,

when their principal object was to denude it of in-

habitants, and, as far as possible, of vetjetation, it had

been a land of ruins and deserts. Millions of strenimas

had remained uncultivated and unenclosed, and that

which was actually under cultivation received only the

rude tilling of a yoke of oxen and a primitive plough.

When iiyron was in Greece, before tlie insurrection had

been dreamed of, the plain of Marathon was oflered to

him for iiinr liundicd ]ionnds. A\'li;it would he have

been asked for a plain of equal size without a history ?

Thiersch found "everything in the condition of patri-

archal society. Many centuries have passetl without

disturbing the primeval methods of culture." In 1833

the peasants were still on the verge of starvation;

thousands of them had not so much as an o.\ to draw

their ])Iough. As for irrigation, the canals and aque-

ducts had been destroyed ; and if the rivers fertilised
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their banks as of old, they converted many miles of the

richest land into marshes.

One of the principal obstacles in the way of efFoctual

cultivation—arising, like the marshes and the ruined

aqueducts, from long-continued neglect — was the

absence of almost all means of intercommunication.

Serviceable roads were exceedingly few, and those which

had been levelled in ancient time, occasionally by a vast

expenditure of labour, had in many cases been blocked

up or overgrown. This of course added to the general

insecurity of the country.

Not to dwell upon the miserable condition of Greece

half a century ago, let us turn to more recent times.

M. Rangabe, speaking of his country as he saw it some

five-and-thirty years after its worst, draws the contrast

with pardonable pride. "A few years of liberty," he

says,' " have completely changed the aspect of the land.

They who visit it to-day, after having known it when

the Turks were in possession, behold a spectacle which,

like an effect in a panorama, suddenly transforms arid

deserts into luxuriant landscapes. Nature seems to be

regenerated together with the people. Fields once

barren are covered with a rich growth. The earth,

scarcely furrowed by the plough of the slave, who knows

not if he will be permitted to reap the fruit of his toil,

is to-day a source of increasing revenue."

In ISfiO—we may still iollow M. liangabe, who

quotes official statistics—the number of stremma>s^

under cultivation, in crops and fallow, was 6,070,000,

out of a total area of 45,r)!)!),:24S. The ])lantations

(yielding fruit of various kinds) occupied 1,35'J,!)U0

stremmas. The ground not susceptible of culture,

• Greece : her Progress and Present Pofition, 1867.

' A stremma is a little more than a quarter of an aero.
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including rocks, forests, marshes, towns, and roads,

amounts to about 26,405,348 stremmas. Thus tlie land

still open to culture, or uncultivated arable land, was as

much as 1 1,74^, <)()•) stremmas.' In other words, only

one-sixth of the entire area of (freece was under cultiva-

tion in 1SG4—including plantations, but not forests.

Only one European country was in a worse plight,

and that country was liussia, with its immense and

almost irreclaimable steppes. But it must be remem-

bered that more than oue-third of Greece consists of

sterile rocks, whilst the rivers, lakes, and marshes occupy

one-tenth of the remainder. The marsh of Kopais

alone has a superficial e.vtent of nearly- 300,000 stremmas.

" Nearly one-fourth of the population of Greece,"

says M. Kangabc, " subsists by agricultural pursuits.

This is something, in a country' where maritime pursuits

are more profitable, and emplo}' ujiwards of thirty

thousand families. They who pass through Greece

to-day gaze with pleasure upon vineyards extending

as fiir as the eye can reach, upon rich plantations,

where the olive, the fig, and the orange mingle their

verdant shade, and give to Messenia, Laconia, and

Argolis the appearance of vast gardens. The number

' A mor(> (Ictnili'd sfntcmeiit is given liy Mr. Stronp. NoifluT he nor

M. RjiiujiiIh' take.-* afiMnint cf tlie Ii>iiitiii Islands, wliicli conliiin abont

5,350,HHI sireninias.

Uor«a. I CouUiMiit i IiUndi. ToUL

Mountains ami rocks .... 5,000,000 .5,000,000 5,967,226 1.5,nC7.206

Uivem iinil liikt» l,."i<JO,000 l',000,000 . . \ 3,.-iOO,000

KoreaUi 3,(XK),000 4,000,000 . . ' 7,000,001
Amble liui.l 11,430, 40U ' 8,171,140 300,000 UI,00S,;««

Gar.lcn» 15.000 I li'.t.OOO n.%,000 219,000
VincyariU 240,000 ; 1n;,000
Currant jiluntutions 14,440 2,120

Olive grDves
I

12,.V.l ! 21,4.">5

Lemon an<l niulhcrry grove* , . 260 llti

Towna ami villngia I 157,340 ! 47,360

324,000
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of foroifjn trees, intended for new plantations, which

pass the custom-house of the port of Athens alone,

amounts to man}- millions."

The description will apply equally to the present

day ; for, though the agricultural products of Greece

have increased in bulk since 1S04, it does not appear

that the cultivation of the land has made such notable

progress within the past filteen years as to transform the

general surface of the country. Statistics prove that

special industries have been stimulated, and that the

trade in particular articles of consumption has rapidly

grown ; but on the other hand the science of larming

has not yet taken root in the soil. No doubt a con-

siderable amount of capital has been invested in the

plantations of currants, olives, citrons, mulberries, and

the like ; but the arable land is not farmed alter the

s^'stematic manner of English and French farms, with a

liberal expenditure in draining, tilling, and planting,

and with the aid of the best machinery.

Agricultural science has not been neglected in

theory. Cajjo d'Istria founded a school at Tyrinth,

and endowed it with land and a State grant ; but in

18G5 the Chamber found it ncessary to close the

establishment, on account of its want of success. It

was replaced by a more technical school, which seems

to have had no better fortune than its predecessor.

Whatever the reason may be, it is certain that farming

as a practical art is rarely understood or encouraged

in Greece. The State itself is too poor to bring its

own lands under the highest kind of culture. The

peasant proprietors, owning from the smallest patches

to a few score stremmas, have neither capital nor

knowledge sufKcient to do justice to their farms. The
I

inrtaijerH, tilling the estates of the larger proprietors,
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and li\in<,' on u moiety of tla- protits, arc still less
j

likely to adopt scientific methods; whilst such of the
|

large proprietors as farm for themselves, or by stewards,

are rarely wealthy enou<^h to put the necessary capital

into the soil.

There were in the year 18(50 about 7,435,900

stremmas of land under cultivation, of which, including

plantations and fallows, some 3,500,000 were occupied

by cereal crops. No trustworthy statistics appear to

have been collected since that time ; but an estimate

is annually made of the quantity and value of the

production. The estimate for the year 1876 was

1:2,000.(1(1(1 killots ' of wheat, barley, and maize, valued

at 70,;2O(l,OOO drachmas. In I'^-Ki the quantity had

been reckoned at 0,000,000 killots, and the value at

25,925,000 drachmas.

The herds were computed in 1865 at about four

millions and a quarter, iuchulini,' 1,778,729 sheep,

2,289,123 goats, and 22(),737 cattle. Of the latter,

1 OS,927 animals were employed for laboiu-. The horses

were 09,787, the mules 29,637, and the asses 04,051.

The number is probably no larger to-day.

The most important article of commerce amongst

the productions of Greek agriculture is the currant.

In 1820 the currant plantations on the southern shore

of the Gulf of Corinth exported, in round numbers,

ten million pounds weight of the fruit. The Turks

under Ibrahim I'asha destroyed the plants systemati-

cally ; so that in 1S31 the whole production amounted

to no more than 5,000,000 lbs. Twenty years later

it had reached 57,00(),000 lbs.; but in the followin<j

year it was reduced by disease to 10,(JOO,000 lbs. The

disease was overcome by the use of sulphur, and in

' A killot cuuUiius nearly 7'3 galluus.
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1858 the yield was (i-'.OnO.OOO lbs. From this time

it has steadily increased. In ISC"), after the annexation

of the Ionian Islands, 111,000,DUO lbs. were exported

from Greece. Eleven years later, in 187G, the expor-

tation amounted to 195,000,000 lbs., representing a

value of about £1, 1-00,000 per annum.

The quantity of land under cultivation for currants

is nearly -10,000 acres, and it is probable that this

figure could not be greatly increased. The currant

vine is fastidious in its growth, and appears to flourish

nowhere except in some of the Ionian Islands, on the

northern and western shores of the Morea, and around

Missolonghi. When the fruit is produced, it is liable

to destruction or deterioration by rough weather or

excessive moisture ; and yet the culture cannot be

extended far inland. The crops are gathered in August;

and it happens that the Gulf of Corinth is at this time

frequently exposed to storms, which may in a day

convert a heavy crop into a light one. The vine bears

in its sixth year, and does not reach perfection for

a dozen or fifteen years, so that it is necessary to

manage the plantations very systematically, and to sink

capital long before a return is expected. The planters,

however, are not so restricted in these respects as the

farmers. A prosperous trade, in which there is a ready

market for all that cau be produced, enables those who

are engaged in it to provide efficiently for its extension

;

and the currant trade of Greece is, in fact, one of the

mo.st healthy branches of the national industry'.

The wine trade has existed in Greece from time

immemorial. Some centuries ago there was a con-

siderable export of the well-favoured nudmsey and

malvoisie (apparently several brands under each name)

from the neighbourhood of Napoli di Malvoisia, the
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ancient Epidauros Linicra, and now Monemvasia, on

the eastern coast of the Morea. The vines were de-

stroyed, thoii<^h a few of the best varieties are alleged

to have been traiis])lanted to Tenos. For a long time,

however, the (J reek wines were in very little request.

!Mucli depends upon the proper cultivation of the vine,

and much uj)on the process of making ; but both of

these arts had been neglected under the Ottoman rule.

The Greeks and Albanians settled on the shores of the

Mgcan still crushed a few grapes, ripe and unripe

together, sull'ered them to ferment, drained the juice

into skin bottles, and threw in a lump of resin from

the pine-trees. The product of this barbarous process

was a coarse, strong raki, good to make a slave forget

his servitude, or to awaken the poetic fervour of a klepht,

but entirely useless as an article of commerce.

In 1830 there were only 24,000 stremmas (0,000

acres) of vineyards in Greece. In lsG.5 the area of

vine culture had risen to half a million stremmas ;

and the increase has continued up to the present day.

In 18(57 the production was reckoned at 1,850,079

barrels,' coming from Achaia, Elis, the Cyclades

(especially Santorin), Arcadia, Attica, Boootia, Argolis,

&c., in this order. It has been from the j'ear 1858

onwards that the exportiition of wine from Greece has

resumed its commercial importance.

-

Ibrahim Pasha's victories extended also to the olives,

whereof it was computed that he destroyed as many as

' Till' Froiicli flit ; about lil^J im|M'riiil );alliiiis.

* Tlic fijruri'M aro tlioHO of M. Moraitiiiis. who does not iiiclutlo tlu>

Ionian IhI.iiicIs. " ilosiring to n'cord tln> proprp.'is achieved hy n'penerafo

Groeco, adorned and eninohed l>y the men of Gn>ece, under (ireek laws."

If the statistie.s of the Ionian Ishmd.-* liad IxM-n witliin my reaeli, I .xhould

have addi'd them ; for it is sundy liigli timi' that the western island.*) should

1m< thoroughly identitied with the pmgress of modern Urccoe.
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two-thirds. In 1S31 there were :2, 300,000 olive-trees,

jiroduciuLj about a million okas of oil. In 1800 the

trees numbered about 7,oOO,()00, and the oil, 5,812,315

okas, from 370,000 stremmas of land. In 1 870 the

trees were estimated at twelve millions, and the okas of

oil at nineteen millions, j-ielding an income to the State

of 1.000,000 drachmas on a total value of 23,000,000

drachmas, contributed by every province of the kingdom.

The exportation of figs had attained, in 1876, a value of

4,280,250 drachmas, more than half of wliicli was earned

by Messenia. The culture of the mulberry has advanced

steadily from 300,000 trees in 1S33 to about 2,000,000

in 1878.

Greece also yields large quantities of other sub-

tropical fruits. M. Mansolas, in a volume of statistical

information relating to the country, states that " all the

varieties of the Ilcyjerichca, oranges, lemons, bergamots,

citrons, &c., about a hundred sorts, have been introduced.

These trees are spread over the gardens of the islands

and coasts, as well as on the slopes and valleys of

Southern Greece. In many parts, and especially at

Paros, Andros, Karysto, Naxos, Messenia, Sjjarta,

Argolis, Lenidi, these fruits have become an important

article of commerce. At one time Genoa largely ex-

ported these trees to Greece and the East ; to-day

Karysto, Paros, Andros, and Naxos have taken the

place of Genoa. Finally, Greece also cultivates rice,

particularly in Levadia, madder, opium, and llax."

Tobacco and cotton are comparatively new branches

of culture in Greece. The annual yield of the former is

now little short of four million okas; and the export

alone has risen fmni 121,203 okas in 1851 to upwards

ui a million okas in excess of the import. The cotton

industry was practically created by the American Civil
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War. The plants wore tried in tlie marshy lands of

Lovadia ami Plithiotis ; and they have thriven so

well, there and elsewhere, that the production of rasv

cotton, which rose from 28,537 quintals' in \'^{\2 to

193,015 quintals in 1*^04, has now attained considerable

importance.

The forests of Greece had deteriorated greatly

during the Turkish occupation, and they continued to

deteriorate so long as they were left without proper

superintendence, at the mercy of the klephts, the wan-

dering shepherds, and the villagers.- The present

extent of the forests is about five and a half million

stremmas, which would be ample for the regulation of

the climate and the attraction of rain, if they had been

systematically preserved by the constant planting of

young trees to fill the place of those which were cut

down, or which had fallen into decay. This necessar}'

work was long neglected, and the climate probably suf-

fered in consequence. In many parts of (Jrooce the rains

are insuUicient ; but there has been considerable im-

provement in this respect during recent years. The sale

of timber, again, which yields to the State only a small

revenue, might be nuide to produce a sensible efiect

upon the national balance-sheet ; and there is here a fine

opening for greater enterprise, and for the employment

of a more abundant capital.^ The mountains of

Acarnania, the Pholoe mountains, many of the ranges

' Tlio quiiitnl Is about Uh» kilofrraiiiiiios, or 210 lljs.

'"' Lyi-alK'ttus is now almost uakod. Pontolicou, Pama-ssus, ami even

HymcttHs, liavo Ix-cn stripped.

' A jirojcci is now bpforo tlio Govpmmont, liavinj; Ix-cii fraiiiod by a

ajKH-ial oomiiiis-iioii, for t\w consoliibitioii of llo> liiw rclnlin); to fon'st lauds.

Tliis project, in eoiiimon witli otlier eouteni|)lnted reforms, ap|M-ars to

liiire fallen into tlie luirk^ronnd in oou.se(|uouoe of the nioro imperious

]>oliti(-iil con.sideratious whieb liave recputly engrosiivd the atteulioD uf

tlio Greeks.
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of the ]Moroa, of Attica, of Euljooa, are covered with

forests of oak, tir, and other serviceable trees.

Cirecce has indeed her forest hiws, which, if strictly

enforced, would soc>n l)ring about a more satisl'actory

state of thinj^s. As early as 1836 the Bavarian Govern-

ment promul<fated three decrees, all directed towards the

prevention of the evil. Severe penalties were pro-

nounced against those who injured the growing trees,

and it was specially forbidden to drive the flocks into

the underwood. An ephor was appointed to overlook

the forests, having under him inspectors, guards, and

foresters. There are at the present day two inspectors,

ten general forest-wardens, forty-four inferior officers,

and seventy guards. But it would seem that the

revenues of the State are benefited by less than a

quarter of a million drachmas—a sum utterly insig-

nificant by comparison witli what it might easily

be made.

The produce of bees in Greece may be valued at

about a million drachmas annually, in honey and wax.

The honey of Hymettus is still distinguisliod b)^ its

flavour, contracted from the many aromatic flowers of

the plains and slopes of Attica ; but .still more appre-

ciated is the honey of Karysto, which, "transparent and

golden, of a delicious flavour, fills the mouth with an

aroma of roses, exquisitely delicate."

On the whole, the agriculture of (Jreece is in a

ho])eful condition, languishing chiefly for want of

capital, but not for want of soil, excellent varieties of

])laiits, or the industry of" agriculturists. The Govern-

ment, moreover, has generally done its best to encourage

cultivation, by subsidies, by remission of taxes, by

founding institutions calculated to promote the scientific

development of the natural wealth of Greece, and by
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providing facilities for toclmical education. The

University of Athens, as we have seen, has its Botanic

Garden and Museum. Chambers of Commerce and

Agricultural Councils exi.st in the principal towns of the

nonuircliies, part of whose business it is to keep the

Government instructed as to the pro<,'rcss and the

requirements of their several districts. Alany laws have

been passed, in the past and present reigns, having for

their object to protect and foster the agriculturists.

The ab.solute necessity for caj)ital for the proper

di'velopment of the national resources has stimulated

Greek statesmen to attempt the foundation of an

Agricultural Bank, not only to supply the needs which

may hereafter arise, but also to assist the State in a

work which seems to be imperatively demanded—the

relief of the land from the heavy imposts now weighing

upon it. More than once a vigorous effort has been

made to establish such a bank, but hitherto the labour

has been in vain. The last proposition was due to

M. Coumouudouros, and its boldness gave rise to not

a little excitement throughout the country. He pro-

posed that the State should take possession of the

property of the convents, and, setting apart one-half

of the value to jjrovide pensions for the dispossessed

monks, apjjrojjriate the other half to the foundation of

the Agricultural Bank. The total estimated value of

the conventual property in Greece is ten million drs.

—only £Sr)7,()0(l ; and as the half of this would be

insulhcieut for the ])urpose in view, it was suggested

that additional capitid should be raised, either by special

bonds, or by loans from the National and Ionian lianks,

at four per cent., in return for a twenty-tive years'

extension of their privileges. And furthermore, the

new bank was to have the privilege of issuing to the
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extent of five times its actual capital—which would

give it a nominal capital of a hundred million drachmas.

Conventual ])rop('rty has been secularised in various

countries, and after various methods ; but in this case

Greek met Greek, and the scheme fell to the ground as

soon as it was made public. The Holy Synod opposed

four arguments to the proposition of M. Coumoun-

douros, which the Government considered too forcible

to be neglected.

It urged, first, that there ^vere plenty of lands in

Greece, not yet under cultivation, which might serve

the turn of the State as well as the conventual lands.

This, of course, was far from being the case, inasmuch

as the property of the monks is readily salable, whilst

the property of the State is not so. The second con-

tention—that the confiscation was opposed to the canon

law—might have had no greater force than the first

;

but the remaining two were more formidable. If the

Government were to alienate the property of its own

convents, urged the Synod, it would justify the con-

fiscation of Greek convents in Roumania, against which

it had strongly protested ; and finally, it would give

the Porte an excuse for stripping the Greek religious

institutions in Turkev.

The Government of Athens admitted the cogency

of these arguments, and abandoned its scheme. But

it may be doubted whether a bolder policy would not

have been better, after all. The secularisation of re-

ligious estates, with proper compensation for the

religious communities, rests on very good precedents,

and is certainly within the competence of every State.

And it cannot be logically argued that such a step on

the part of the Greek Government, within the limits

of Greece, would justify either Roumania or Turkey in
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confiscating the property of Greek religious communi-

ties, to which both States liad given solemn guarantees.

In any case it would not have justified confiscation

without compensation. But the Greek statesmen doubt-

less knew with whom they had to deal ; and the critical

relations between Athens and Constantinople at the

moment when the danger was pointed out to them^

will adequately account for their hesitation.



CHAPTER IX.

PUBLIC WORKS.

Hcrculenn Laboiin

—

^The Marshes—Su'btcrninr>an Outlets—Turkish Public

Works—First Steps—Nev Greece on the Kuins of Old Greece—Recon-
struction of Cities and Villages—Rouds and Telegraphs—Bridges—Sea-

ports—Lighthouses.

Or nil the Herculean labours which the men of New
Greece found themselves called upon to perform after

coming into their inheritance, none was greater or

more important than the reconstruction of the towns

and villages, the harbours and quays, the breakwaters

and lighthouses, the roads and bridges, the walls and

dykes, which had fallen into ruins during many

centuries of neglect and foreign domination. Here,

even more literally than in any other respect, it

may be said that everything remained to be done

;

and the urgency was all the greater because commerce

and agriculture were paralysed for want of these

indispensable public works.

The Greeks have eifectcd much, as we shall see.

But there is also very much which they have hitherto

been unable to effect ; and it is still necessary to say

that commerce and agriculture are paralysed,

re. Something has already been said of the overflowing

and '•"*> liikcs, and marshes of Greece, which have

And i^wed up so much of the best land, and which

the par.till be confined within reasonable limits, if the

of Greeci oi the kingdom were sufficient for its greatest
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iieeils. Tlie country which the Turks loft behind thora

on their expulsion bore no more significant evidences

of their impotence and neglect than the vast marshy

j)lains of the Morea and Levadia. The heart of the

I'clopnnnese, once the granary and storehouse of dense

populations—the fertile tracts surrounding the cities

of Megalepolis, Mantiuea, Orchomenos, the plains of

Stymphalos, and of the twelve cities round Kopais, the

broad banks of a dozen life-giving streams, had all been

reclaimed by the element from which the engineers of

younger Greece had redeemed them. Part of this

work of devastation, it is only right to say, was the

consequence of the ten years' war, and of the abandon-

ment of precautions which were observed even in the

time of the Turks. Mr. Strong, writing in 1842, .said

that he had been told by the villagers living near the

ruins of Stymphalos how, a quarter of a century before,

they had been able after a dry winter to cultivate

certain tracts of the marshy plain, and reap fifty times

as much as they had sown.'

The extent of the mischief wrought by the neglect

of public works, and of works of drainage in particular,

' Hero is a fact to tlio credit of tlie Turks in Greece, worth recording

on tbat account:—"The old mcu of tlio viiUey of Stymphalos," says Mr.

Strong, " still reracmbor the eonsidorahlo works which were undertaken hy

tlie Turkish Government sixty-tivo years ago, in order to clear the suh-

lorraneous channel, whidi ha<l hccorao stopped up. During the six summer
inonlhs of the year 17"*!, 5llO men were employed on the undertaking.

After having cleared away the muil and soil which clinked up the modern

channel, to the depth of fifteen feet, and ahove a hundn-d feet in length,

fliey discovered regular steps cut in tho red marble rock of which the

mountain is composed. On eleiiring out the mud which covered the twenty

steps, the lowest of which was about tbirly-tive feet beli>w the level of the

valley, which had risen by the accumulated deposit of alluvial soil, they

ramo to tho entrance of the ancient channel, consisting of two large gates,

or openings cut in the rock. The operations wore then directed to clearing

these jiassnges of the mud which obstructed them, in tho hope of n'aehing

the point where tho ancient channel joined that through which the watem
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may I'O jiulyinl from the circumstance that, out of

twenty subterranean passages by which Lake Kopa'is

was formerly drained, only one now exists in a service-

able condition. These artificial outlets were amongst

the most creditable works of the old engineers ; and

we can readily understand that the opening of one of

them (at Pheneus) was ascribed, as Pausanias relates,

to Hercules. In the time of Alexander the Great,

Crates pierced the mountain which separated Lake

Kopais from the Eubcean channel. Forty vertical

shafts, sunk into this tunnel for the purpose of cleansing

it when necessary, remain to the present day.^

It would be a long task to enumerate all the notable

public works of the ancient Greeks, many of which are

still capable of reconstruction on their original bases.

We may live to see much of this heroic labour under-

taken and carried out ; but that prospect can only be

realised when New Greece acquires the resources neces-

sary for such an ambitious enterprise.

Nevertheless, that which has already been done is

well worth mentioning. In 1845 Greece had drained

the marshes of Chalkis, of the Cephisus, of the plain of

Tripolitza, and those formed by the river Sperchius.

It had also made considerable progress with the prin-

cipal roads, especially those leading from Athens.

But it was in the generation succeeding this date

that the most rapid and significant progress was

aro at prpspiit disgorgod, and wliich traverses the mountain at a less depth

than tlio two aucieiit pates, but in tlio same direction. Scarcely, however,

hiid tliej- j>rf)ceoded twenty yards witli tlio operation, when a part of tlio

roof of tho cavern fell in suddenly with a tremendous cra.sh, burjing half

a do/cn workmen under it. Tho rest, who were mostly Greeks, were so

friplitened that they fairly ran away, and could not 1h' persuaded to return,

in con.sc(|ucnco of wliieh the works were unfortuimtely abandoned."

—

Greece an a Kingdom.
' Strong, p. 167.
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iiiado. Tho credit of the fact is due in n;roat mcasnri!

to the ollice of Public Works, and to its skilful and

energetic directors. One of these, M. Manitaki, has

left us a concise account of the material progress of

Ureece in his time, from which a few particuhxrs may
be quoted.

•

Up to the date of M. ^lanitaki's publication, in

18G'.), eleven new cities had- been rebuilt on ancient

sitesx^ namely, Syra, the Pirajus, Sparta, Patras, Mega-

lt'])olis, Pi'talidi, Othonopolis (in Euba-a), Eretria, Ama-

liopolis, Adamas (in Milo), and New Corinth.

/ More than forty towns, specially injured in the war,

had been restored and enlarged./ Amongst these may
be mentioned Athens, Thebes, Levadia, Lamia, Hypatia,

Missolonghi, Vonitza, Astakos, Carpenitza, Amphissa,

(Jalaxidhi, Atalanta, Lopanto, Agrinion, Nauplia, Argos,

Tripolis, Calamas, Modon, Coron, Navarino, Cala%Tyta,

Pyrgos, Lenidi, Cranidi, Kyparissia, Gythion, Nisi,

Chalkis, Cunifc.

More than si.x; hundred villages had been recon-

structed ; whilst it would, of course, be impossible to

enumerate all the minor repairs and rebuildings of single

dwellings or public edifices, undertaken by the State

or the local authorities.

The t(;tal cost of these works was estimated by

M. Manitaki at 250,000,000 drachmas; but the

^linister of Finance, in the budget of ISOl, had com-

])utod at .'JoO.OOO.OOO drachmas the cost of the opera-

tions ciirried out up to that date.

As for the public roads of Greece, it is to be

observed that the ancient inhabitants of the countrj-

left none of those solid level causeways which the

liomans were wont to construct in every land wlure

' Apcrfu mir let Proyres Miilirielii de la Orlce : Athens, 1869.
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they settled. The Greek roads were for the most part

difticult tracks across an uneven ground, wherein nature

w;us not greatlj assisted by human skill. The later

subjugators of the country did nothing to supply the

want ; and indeed they neglected what had actually

been effected by the Greek engineers. The Frank and

Venetian kings and dukes who divided Greece amongst

them had little motive for breaking down the barriers

between their dominions ; and thus there are few

mountain roads or bridges owing their origin to the

middle ages.

In 1833 the Bavarians found scarcely a single

carriage road in Greece ; and, for that matter, scarcely

a single carriage. The traffic, such as there was, had

long been carried on by means of horses and mules

;

but the tracks which they followed were generally those

which Nature had indicated to the earliest inhabitants.

The Government of King Otho immediately ordered

the construction of suitable roads from the capital to

Agrinion, and another to the Piraeus ; from Patras

to Gythion ; from Nauplia to Argos, and from the

same to Tripolitza ; from Loutraki to Calamaki, across

the isthmus of Corinth ; from Navarino to Corinth ; from

Thebes to Chalkis ; from Amphissa to Lamia ; and

from Missolonghi to Agrinion. The task was neces-

sarily a slow one, and it had not been completed as

late as 1870. At the present day it is reckoned by

A[. George Soutzo, the successor of !M. Manitaki as

Director of Public Works, that the roads of the main-

land have an aggregate length of 889,933 kilometres;

whilst those of the Ionian Islands are 375,000 kilo-

metres—more than a quarter of a million of the whole

having been constructed or improved since 1873.

There is but one railroad now at work in Greece.
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It unitps Athf'Tis and tlie Piranis, and is about seven

and a half miles in length, having a station at I'haleruni,

where it has already created a new town. The con-

cession for this railway was obtained by an English

capitalist, who sold his privilege to a company for

twenty thousand pounds. The company (also English)

laid the line, and then sold it to the Greek company

which now works it, at a profit of more than fifteen

per cent. Greeks are fond of quoting this fact as a

proof that foreigners have little difficulty in turning

their enterprise and capital to good account in Greece.

Another and more important line is projected from

Athens to Patras, and from thence southwards. The

concession is in the hands of Greek financiers ; and,

if well managed, the line would appear to have every

prospect of success. Its route passes through the

currant country, and through the well-wooded neigh-

bourhood of Pholoe. It would connect the capital

with some of the most important towns in the Morea,

and would give an alternative means of intercommu-

nication between the east and west of the kingdom,

which merchants, and even tourists, would frequently

prefer to the slower sea-passage of the Gulf of Corinth.

The seaports of Greece had been practically closed

by a long course of neglect. Sand and mud had accu-

mulated, breakwaters and sea-walls had fallen to decay,

and there were few harbours along the coasts of the

mainland, or in the islands, where the anchorage was

safe t>r convenient. It is surprising that, under sucli

disadvantages, the Greeks were able to retain any

portion of their maritime trade—much more surprising

that they were able to increase it, as the shipowners of

Hydra, Spetzas, and Psara increased it, even before the

yoke of the Turks was rejected. The reconstruction
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and clevelopment of the old ports were amongst the

first serious labours of the State ; and the country was

soon in a position to boast of good roadsteads and

ports, capable of receiving vessels of the first magni-

tude/ Thus Manitaki mentions seven restored harbours

of primary importance—those, namely, of the Piraeus,

of Nauplia and Coron, and, in the islands, of Syra,

Stauros (in Tenos), Naxia, and Thera. To these had

been added six others, A-irtually new— Kyparissia,

^Catacolo, Cyllene, Patras, New Corinth, and Andros.

The acquisition of the Ionian Islands enriched Greece

with two or three more valuable stations ; and down to

the present day the Government and the deniarchies

on the sea-board have constantly devoted their atten-

tion to the improvement of their harbours. It was,

indeed, to the energy of the demarchies in particular,

which paid heavy rates for this express purpose, that

the re-opening of many of the existing ports was due.

Thus the Piraeus, which in 1830 was "barely acces-

sible to fishing-smacks," has been rendered capable

of holding a large fleet, and is annually increasing

in commercial importance. At Nauplia a fine quay has

been constructed, which swarms with shippers and

sailors. Coron is the port through which much of the

oil and other productions of Southern Greece is carried

to foreign markets. Catacolo, at the mouth of the

Alpheus, is almost the only refuge on the rocky western

coast of the Peloponnese, between Patras and Nava-

rino, and is one of the principal outlets of the currant

and wine trades. At Patras, a busy town, where

there was no natural harbour, a mole was constructed

which had attained a length of 350 metres in 1809.

A complete list of these works is given by Manitaki,

and quoted by M. Moraitinis, who adds that " up to
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the present day sixty-five ports are already established,

either by special laws or by the general law of

December 2'Jth, 1SG5, respecting the construction and

repair of quays, lighthouses, jetties, and the streets

leading to them, and the cleansing of the harbours.

In most of them the works are carried out regularly,

or by instalments, according to the receipts of the

ports."

The lighthouses have not been neglected in recent

years, as for a long time they had been. In 1847 there

was only one (on a small island near S3'ra) over the whole

of the dangerous seas of Greece and the Archipelago.

There are now forty-six, including the revolving lights

of Andros (visible for thirty nautical miles), of Zea,

Psytalia, and Catacolo (seventeen miles), of Patras,

Antirhion, yEgina, and the Piraeus.

These evidences of the industry' and enterprise of

the Greeks in the material reconstruction of their

country should be sufficient to clinch the argument

that they are worthy of a better endowment than any

they have yet received from Europe, and capable of a

higher political mission than that which the jealousies

and "policies" of the Great Powers have hitherto

permitted them to discharge. And they will prove,

at the same time, that the achievements of the nation,

creditjible and valuable as they have been up to the

present day, have been limited entirely by the want

of greater resources, and not in any sense by the

sloth or incompetence of Government or people. Add
to Greece a few millions of inhabitants, a safe fron-

tier populous towns, harbours, and fertile valleys—all

her own—and who will doubt for a single moment
that her enterprise will be stimulated, her industry
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rcdoubk'd, her prosperity increiised, and her beneficial

influence widened, to a remarkable degree ?

We have glanced, in a very cursory manner, at the

actual condition of the Kingdom of Greece, and con-

sidered the Greeks of to-day as they aj)pear to lookers-

on from the outside, prejudiced neither for nor against

them by residence in their midst. We have seen how

they estimate the value of education and refinement,

to what ambitions on their own part, and hopes on

the part of their friends, the genius of the Hellenic

race has given birth ; we have reviewed the liberal

Constitution under which they live, the enlightened

character of their Government, the unfortunate state

of their finances. AVe have marked the progress

effected during the past half-century, in the restora-

tion of public order, in the purer administration of

justice, in the extension of trade and commerce, of

jnanufactures and maritime industry, of agricidture and

public works We have found, moreover, that much of

the best of this progress has been achieved within the

last twelve or fifteen years— although from the very

day of their emancipation the former slaves of the

Turks have been laboriously plodding, year after year,

to redeem their country from destruction. And, not-

withstanding all that has been actually done, in spite

of the advance which has been made, we have detected

at every step, interfering with every forward move-

ment of Greece and the Greeks, some stumbling-block

in the path of national progress, some obstacle to

popular development.

What is the origin of these drawbacks to the pros-

perity of Greece ? From whence has she received the

fatal inheritance of lil)erty without the power to bi'

free ? Under what circumstances did Europe impose
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upon her the conditions which have fettered and

restrained her ?

Greece has been rendered impotent by the Great

Powers, wliose " policies " and " interests " in the East

Iiave been supposed to require her perpetual restraint.

Her liberation from the Turks has been stultified by

t he espousal of Turkey's cause by England and France

;

and more especially by our own obstinately cherished

idea, that the defence of the Porte is necessary to the

defence of the British Empire. History tells the tale

of the establishment of New Greece in terms which,

with slight modifications, would apply to the events of

yesterday as aptly as to the events of fifty years back.

Reading this tale in the light of contemporary facts,

it is possible that we may not only gain a clearer

comprehension of the motives of Europe in 1S7S, but

also unfold a reasonable plea for a wiser and more

generous treatment of Greece.
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CHAPTER I.

TOE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY.

The Right of Interyention—Recent Interventions, by Concert and by Single

Nations—The Con}^c8«e8 of I^ybnch and Verona—National Enthusiasms

—Intervention in Turkey—The Reconstruction of Turkey—The Claims of

Greece.

WiiKN we speak of the right or claim of Europe tv

make new dispositions of any part of the territory \vhich

composes this particular quarter of the globe, little else

can be intended than that the Powers, acting in concert,

may deal with facts and situations as they arise, in such

a manner as may seem most for the benefit of the people

aifcctod by their decisions, or lor the common benefit of

the nations. These two objects are generally, but not

always, coincident. In the very rare cases in which it

might seem right to overbear the will of a nation in

determining its future lot, we must at least expect to

find a practical unanimity amongst all the remaining

nations : and even then the ultimate advantage of the

people thus constrained must be manifestly implied and

assured in the advantage of the majority. The con-

straint of an individual nation for the common weal of

an economy of nations rests upon the same sanction as

the constraint of the liberty of an individual for the

common weal of a human society. No words can be

needed to show that, without this practical unanimitv,

and without this sanction, any interference with the
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freetlora of a people, uninvited or unprovoked, is a crime.

It cannot be maintained tliat one or two Powers, or even

a coalition, would be justified in assuming the control of

a nation's destinies for no better reason than that the

nation in question was weak, whilst its possessions were

coveted by its neighbours.

But if, up to a certain jioint, the complete indepen-

dence of a people within its own territories must be

acknowledged, and if every people may justly claim to

be " master in its own house," this cannot preclude the

right of a community of nations to intervene in the

affairs of any one member of the community, when either

this member is disturbing the general peace, or its Govern-

ment has become clearly and indisputably impotent. It

is no doubt fairly open to question how far the collec-

tive authority of a community like Europe ought to be

systematised, or whether we should be doing wisely to

set up an international court, extending its jurisdiction

over nations, and an international police in order to

carry out its decisions. But the rights of the majority

must necessarily be paramount, however they ought to

be exercised. There is probably very little difi'erence of

opinion as to the right which the Powers possessed in

1870, for instance, to intervene in the aflairs of the

Ottoman Empire, so long a,s they intervened in concert,

and for the benefit of the several nations which consti-

tuted the subjects of the Porte in Europe.

It is, perhaps, possible, in the ab.sence of any distinct

international agreement, or in times when the mutual

understanding of the Powers has been weakened by the

independent action of one or two of them, to justify the

conduct of a single Power, or of a coalition, which in-

tervenes in the affairs of a notoriously ill-governed

State, in so far as its intervention is directed solely to
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tho benefit of the oppressed nationalit}', and not in any

respect to its own exclusive interests. Sucli justifica-

tion, however, is only possible on the ground that the

intervention is beneficial to the nationality relieved,

and, through it, to the cunununity of nations whereof

it is a member. The principle of the mutual depen-

dence of the associated nations is not necessarily violated

by an intervention of this kind, even though the inter-

vening State has acted nominally outside the general

concert.

Of the interventions in Europe during the past cen-

tury, the present generation would probably be agreed

that the majority were unjustifiable ; whilst there are

instances in which it wuukl hardly now be denied that

the intervention of the European concert, though re-

fused, was extremely desirable. The history of the

suppression of Poland furnishes examples of interven-

tion and non-intervention which seem to be almost

ecjually destitute of justification. The partition of the

State by Russia, Austria, and Prussia, in 1772, rendered

more effectual in 1795, was the source of many of the

subsequent crimes and misfortunes of Europe ; whilst

tlie later history of that ill-fated nationality has fur-

nished a dozen opportunities for the restraining influence

of the European concert, which have been either ne-

glected or u.sed in a fashion too mild to be eftectual.

Tiie settlement of ISlo, which had left Cracow a free

republic, and central Poland a kingdom under the pro-

tection of Russia, was set aside in 1846 by the three

parties to the treaty of 177~ ; and on this occasion it is

true that the conscience of England, France, Sweden,

and Turkey revolted at the open theft. These four

Powers protested ; and perhaps they would have done

more to vindicate the right of nations if the swords of

M
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the plunderers had been less heavy in the scale. luter-

veiition might have been renewed in 1 803 with more

apparent hope of success, for Russia was comparatively

isolated. But England, for reasons which seemed to

her sufficient at the time, stopped short of an effectual

assertion of the authority of Europe ; and the Poles

were once more left to their fate.

The intervention of Europe in the afiairs of revolu-

tionary France was certainly unjustifiable in the first

instance, and brought with it its own expiation. It was

justified from the moment when the Republic became

wantonly aggressive ; but in its origin it had no better

excuse than tlie scandalous intervention of the Allies in

Naples (1821) and Spain (1822). After the final defeat

of Napoleon the victorious Powers conceived a scheme,

admirable from the point of view of the monarchs and

stiitcsmen of the time, by which the well-being of

Europe was to be assured through their united action.

It was, in fact, just such a scheme of European concert

and international police as theorists in every age have

recommended for our adoption ; and its results may
probably be accepted as a sufficient condemnation of

the specious doctrine—specious, at all events, under

such conditions as then existed. The Allies agreed

to meet in Congress, from time to time, in order to

take concerted action wherever it might seem advisable

in the common interest. At Laybach, accordingly, in

the year 1821, the representatives of Russia, Austria,

Prussia, and France, determined to suppress the Liberal

( iovernment of Naples, and to assist the worthless

Ferdinand in violating the Constitution which he had

sworn to maintain. England had already growTi sick

fo the compact into which she had entered, but her

representative went no further than to wash his hands-
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of the decision of his coUeagues, simply demanding that

no idea of self-aggrandisement should enter into the plans

of the Powers.

Austria gladly became the mercenary executioner of

Italian freedom—Austria, the tool of so many European

crimes, the mock umpire and betrayer of Napoleon in

1813, the jailer of Greek and Slavonian patriots, whose

hollow empire would long since have crumbled to pieces

but for the perlidies whieh still prop up her tottering

rule.

A year later the Congress of Verona pronounced the

fate of Spain. The Spanish Ferdinand had shared the

fate of his Neapolitan namesake—his subjects had dared

to proclaim a Constitution, and the crowned heads of

Europe saw in this fact a rebellion against the first

principles of government, and a menace to civilisation.

Such was the language of European statesmen little

more than half a century ago; and the representatives of

the Powers at Verona decided on another benevolent in-

tervention. This time England spoke more boldly.

Canning had succeeded Castlereagh at the Foreign

OfHce, and, so far, the honour of the countr}- was sate.

The Duke of Wellington—himself a conscientious oppo-

nent of popular reforms—declared that England would

have nothing to do with an intervention in the internal

affairs of other nations which would be more likely to

prejudice than to promote the interests of those whom it

professed to benefit. But the Congress proceeded without

the concurrence of England, and France was made the

instrument of this new oppression. The Duke d'An-

goulenie, with his anny of IdO.dOO, over-rode Spain, set

the king on his throne, and lelt him 5(),()U(> troops to

keep him there. The result-s of this intervention—the

greatest blot on the scutcheon of modern France—were
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lamentable in the extreme. In the wake of the army,

which contained thousands of Liberal Frenchmen, the

Spanish ro3alists turned upon the champions of popular

freedom, and slaughtered them without mercy. The

outbreak of murderous passions was incomparably more

fierce and sanguinary than the White Terror had been

in France ; and, worse still, the unhappy country was

doomed to half a century of impotent struggles for

liberty, which, but for the Congress of Verona, it might

have been to a great extent spared.

It may be observed that the flagitious acts of these

two Congresses prove nothing absolutely against the

wisdom and value of a European concert, systematised

into a kind of international court of arbitration. The

concerted action agreed upon in IS 15 was made an in-

strument of oppression in \'6'2.\ and 1S~2; but it had

succeeded in ISIS, when the allies met the representa-

tives of France at Aix-la-Chapelle, and anticipated the

evacuation of that country by several years. ^Moreover,

it was not the action of the European concert which

failed at Laybach and Verona, but the concert itself.

Such a concert, indeed, could not have been held to be

broken by the wanton and inequitable abstention of a

single Power, any more than the judgment of a court

in batico could be vitiated by the withdrawal of one of

the judges, lint a European concei't in 1S2:2 without

the concurrence of England was an absurdity. The
decisions taken at Verona in the autumn of 1822 were,

therefore, so far as they referred to Spain, anything

but the decisions of a concert. They amounted, virtually,

to a mere pact between the representatives of four

crowned heads, who resolved to trample on a whole

nation in the interests of an impotent king.

And, again, if it is attempted to argue from these
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examples that a ser\'iceable European concert, establislied

for anythint^ more tlian a sinfjle specific object, is im-

practicable, and doomed to failure beforehand, it is

sufficient to reply that the compact of 1 SI 5 was a compact

in which absolute nionarchs had the predominance, in

obedience to whom the veterans of a quarter of a century

of constant war stood ready to dragoon Europe at a days

notice. It might be very ditVerent witli a concert ot

free nations, of enlightened republics like France and

Switzerland, and of constitutional monarchies like Eng-

land and Italy, in which the royal prerogative, when

opposed to the will of the people in Parliament, is no

stronger than the voice of a child. A concert of nations

would rarely be deserted except by a Power an.xious to

engage in war ; and the worst motives and incentives to

war are unknown in a land which has set its mind

upon self-government. The self-government of an

economy of nations demands much the same qualities as

the self-government of a single nation, or of an indi-

vidual. As these qualities are developed in individuals

and in single nations they will become more and more

applicable to economies ; and the main tendency of our

time, however counteracted by reactionary lusts of war,

is to develop these qualities in the fullest and widest

sense.

Of interventions by one State, or a coalition of States,

in the internal afl'airs of another, it would be far more

difficult to define the justifications ; but no doubt the

strongest one of all would be that the step should be

taken in each case for the benefit, and at the request, of

an oppressed nation struggling against an oppressor.

Moreover, it must be taken only with the sanction of the

community of nations, or after such sanction has been

frankly and unreservedly asked. Indeed, we are com-
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prlk'd to fall back once more upon tlic hroadcr question

of the intornatioiuil concert ; ior thou'rli a sinjjle State

may under certain circumstances be justified in inter-

vening, it cannot claim to be so justified until it tias at

least solicited a sanction of this kind. The solidity of

European interests, for instance, plainly forbids the idea

of an intervention against the will of the community of

nations, if for no other reason than because such an in-

tervention must necessarily affect the trade, the property,

and the legitimate influence of each particular Power.

The practical wisdom of stipulating for the sanction of

the community of Powers is manifest. The responsibility

of deciding between a nation and its Government is

occasionally very great. It is better that this responsi-

bility should rest on the concert of nations than on a

single State, or even on a powerful coalition.

It is barely possible to conceive a case of justifiable

intervention on behalf, and at the request, of a dynasty

or Government against its people. A people cannot

o]ipress its rulers ; in the event of hostility it is the

privilege of monarchs and Governments to put them-

selves out of the way. The most familiar recent

instances of such intervention by a single Power are

those of Russia in Hungary (ISl!)) and of France in

Home (1S4S), neither of wliich, we may su})pose, would

lind many palliators in the present day. As the world

progresses tyrants have fewer opportunities of crushing

their subjects, whether by their own strength or with

the aid of a neighbour. In place of these benevolent

interventions of royal cousinship we occasionally meet

with a somewhat novel ])]irnomenon in history—the

intervention of one crowned head on behalf of the

revolted subjects of another. It is a little remarkable

that the same tyrannies which butclu-rcd the Hungarians
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and supprossod the Roman Republic wore amongst the

first 1(1 turn their hands to work of a directly opposite

character. Louis Napoleon cast ofF the Austrian yoke

from Italy, and the son of Nicholas severed the chains

of the Turkish rayahs. There is, indeed, nothing new
in the fact of one monarch espousing the cause of another

monarch's subjects. AVhen wars were mainly dyna.stic

or religious, the pretext of national deliverance was

very commonly put forward, and with more or less of

a])parent justice. But the spirit of the age in which

we live is peculiarly favourable to the assertion of

popular liberties, whether by internal revolution alone,

as in France, or by the combination of internal revo-

lution and external aid, as in Italy, or mainly by

foreign instigation, as amongst the subject races of

Turkey.

The distinguishing feature, as well as the justifica-

tion, of most modem interventions on behalf of oppressed

nationalities consists in the generous enthusiasm of one

people for another less free than itself ; and the intrigues

of a Government can scarcely be justifiable when they

are not based upon, and do not spring directly from,

such a national enthusiasm. A nation has much the

same right to deliver a nation as an individual has to

protect an individual ; and, when the nation speaks, its

Government is entitled—nay, bound—to act. But

without this popular warrant it is very difficult to

conceive a justification for the interference of a Govern-

ment ; for under such circumstances the Government

cannot be that of a free country, but must be actuated

by dynastic and selfish motives. The world very rightly

distrusts constitutions, and liberties, and deliverances,

which are the gift of autocrats. Such gifts, indeed,

must almost of necessity be immoral. Autocrats,
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tyrants, crowned heads in general, exist under a vir-

tual compact with each other; they logically stand or

fall together; there is an honour amongst them, so

that, when one departs from the recognised precedents

and traditions, he is guilty of a certain treachery toward?

all the rest. As no monarch can give his subjects a full

measure of personal freedom without making himself

the actual or virtual president of a republic, so no

autocrat can take forcible measures to give liberty to

the subjects of another autocrat without becoming a

traitor to his order, and practically forfeiting his title to

his own crown.

To come now to the illustration afforded us by the

history of our own generation, it may be observed in the

first place that the attitude of Eussia towards Turkey

is a peculiar one in this sense—that, if the present Czar

is still an autocrat, he began his reign by giving a

considerable increase of liberty to his own subjects,

before he turned his attention to the subjects of the

Sultan. The case falls between the two indicated

above ; for, though no one can call Russia a free

country, yet the Russian people have displayed a

geuerous enthusiasm for the Turkish rayahs, whicli at

least testifies to their own capacity for freedom. And
here we perceive a further complication in the problem

;

for it is fairly open to doubt whether the Slavophil

tendencies of Russia are not in great measure the

creation of previous intrigues on the part of the Govern-

ment. It is douljtful whether the former wars between

Russia and Turkey—at all events prior to 1828—were

incited or endorsed by any pronounced sympathy of

Russian subjects with the victims of Turkish misrule.

However this may be, the war of 187 7 had a better

justification than those which went before it, on the
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precise ground that it was a popular war, based, at least

in part, upon a gonerous popular enthusiasm.

Passing from particular to general justitications, for

intervention in the Ottoman Empire, and to the reasons

which seem to warrant Europe in endowing Greece

with a share, greater or smaller, of the possessions of

Turkey, it must be obsers-ed that the sanction for any

such interference must rest, in the first place, as already

indicated, on the existence of certain facts, and of a

certain situation, which could not by any conceivable

method be replaced by the facts and the situation of a

previous period. We could not, even if we would, re-

construct the Turkey of 1S75, obliterate the crimes and

repair the misfortunes of the Turkey of IS 76, undo the

victories of Eussia over the Turkey of 1S77. Assum-

ing that the voice of Russia in regard to the future fate

of the Ottoman Empire could be silenced, and sup-

posing that the Power which had silenced Russia's

voice were to invite Europe to revert, as far as possible,

to the state of affairs as it was established in 1S56,

what could Europe do ? What she would not do, what

the public opinion of Europe would not suffer to be

done, what the mind revolts from as an impossible

crime, is that she should restore the direct rule of the

Porte over the nationalities which it had failed to

govern justly. It would be supertluous to enlarge upon

the crimes of the Turkish Government, which it has

either committed of its own volition or allowed to be

committed through its impotence. As well might the

United States attempt to restore the institution of

slavery lus Europe to rehabilitate the sway of the Porte.

The thing is physically, as well as morally, im-

possible. The Turkish system is destroyed throughout

the provinces atYocted by recent wars—that is to say.
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thnmi^hout tl»o lar<^(.'r portion of tlie empire. The

valis, tlic inutossarifs, the cainiakans, the mudirs, have

fled, or have been driven away ; the whole civil adminis-

tration of the vilayets, the whole military organisation and

])olice of the country, so far as the Turkish authority is

concerned, are at an end. Not a pasha, not a bey, not

a zaptieh, could return to his post and resume the power

which he was wont to exercise. The rayahs have realised

their freedom from and their supremacy over the Mus-

sulmans. They have had arms in their hands, and have

used them. The old spell has been broken—a Bulgarian

legion has fought and bled ; and the first lesson in liberty

which the Slavs have received is of such a kind as can

never be unlearned.

Moreover, what Europe at large demands in the south-

east is, above all, finality. It recognises the impossi-

bility of such finality under the integral and indepen-

lent sway of the Porte, it despairs of re-constructing

Turkish credit, it has lost all confidence in Turkish

solvency, and it has thus arrived at the conviction that

no successor of Abdul Aziz can ever again hold sway

over the Turkey of 1S75.

The Powers of Europe, therefore, have had to face

these facts and this situation. They were called upon

to devise, in concert, a new equilibrium in place of the

old instability. It was a task not for one Power but

for all. Unless this task had been undertaken by the

European concert, and unless the Powers had agreed in

looking uj)on intervention as a dut}', rather tlian as a

matter of option, there could have been no reasonable

prospect of finality in their deliberations.

If any further justification had been needed for the

constraint and control of Turkey by the Great Powers,

beyond that which springs from the actual condition ol

T
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the empire, and the impossihility of restoring its former

t,'overnmcnt, we might find it in the appeal made to

Europe by all the subject nationalities, which (the ^lus-

sulmans of course excepted) demanded their liberation

from the Turkish yoke, basing their demand on the plea

of oppressive and unprogressive government, which

morality and history approve as a sanction of revolution.

An impotent government, revolted subjects of half a

dozen nationalities, the absolute need of pacification

from without, more than justified the statesmen of

Europe in their acts of intervention.

How, then, were we bound to intervene ? Who is

to rule where Turkey has failed to rule ? What ought

to be the limits of our interference ? And, ha\-ing

regard to the desired finality, to what eventual dis-

position of South-Eastern Europe ought we most to

incline ?

The territory comprised in what was recently known

as Turkey in Europe—the territory, that is to say, be-

tween thf Alediterranean and Austria, between the

Adriatic and the Black Sea—must be governed in the

future either in one dominion or in several. A little

consideration will show that a single Power could not

hope to wield authority over the various races of this

wide tract of country, forced a]iai-t as these races are bv

irreconcilable creeds, by antipathies of history and

character, by dift'erences of language and habits, by

animosities which have become inveterate through cen-

turies of oppression. For the present, at all events, it

is impossible to sup])osc' that the Greeks, the Osnianli

Tm-ks, the Tartars, the Serbs, Bulgarians, Euthenians,

Koumanians, Albanians, Arabs, Jews, Armenians, Tcher-

kesses, and other families more or less numerous, which

were recently bestridden by the dynasty of Osman, will
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attain settle clown undiT any sinf^le kin^ or sultan.

What may coim.- iKToal'tor, and what may be eflecteel

under the influence of peace, prosperity, and a civilising

ruli', it is impossible to predict. But it seems most

natural to conclude, on a careful review of the whole

situation, that the best guarantee for the future peace

and stability of south-eastern Europe is to be found in

giving the fullest possible effect to the claims of the

Greeks—not in the sense of extending their dominion

over other distinct nationalities, but with the policy,

deliberately adopted and steadily carried out, of adding

to the existing kingdom of Greece, as occasion may
serve, and as speedily as a strict adherence to political

morality may allow, every province, every city, every

coast and island, to which the Hellenic race can estab-

lish so much as the semblance of an historical title.

I hope, in the pages which follow, to show a suf-

ficient justification for this policy, by examining

the nature and extent of the Hellenic claims. It will

be no part of our task to consider the future settlement

of those portions of the Ottoman dominions in Europe

which lie outside the sphere of Greek nationality.

The future of the Slavs is no doubt also an urgent

European question ; but it is a question of secondary

importance as regards the ultimate equilibrium of

the south-east. This equilibrium will be practically

secured when we have established a single dominant

Power on the yEgean, and a keepiT of the Dardanelles.

^Ve need not set out by assuming that the master of

the iEgean and the holder of the Dardanelles must

be one and the same Power. It would be useless to

advocate any policy or cause which cannot be main-

tained with the strictest regard for international justice.

But it may safely be contended that it is from the
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Greeks, amongst all the rival nationalities in the

south-east, that Europe must expect the most efficient,

tlie most stable, the most enlifjhtenetl, the most inde-

pendent rule, with a view to the elimination of weak-

ness, to the speedy exclusion of foreign interference, to

that Ji/ifi/ify, in short, without which this long-troubled

region will continue to trouble us, for decades and cen-

turies to come.

Briefly expressed, the claims of Greece to a definite

predominance in south-eastern Europe may be described

as resting upon the following arguments, which will be

found expanded in the remaining chapters of the present

work :

—

Europe should espouse the cause of Greece

—

(i.) Because Greece has a strong historical title to

the eastern shores of the Mediterranean, based both upon

formtT possession and upon existing nationality.

(ii.) Because, if we do not promote the advance of

Greece towards Constantinople, as the Mahomedans
recede there is a danger lest the Slavs should occupy the

ground.

(iii.) Because Greece, already established on the

yEgean, has no rival in her claims to the remainder

of the coast, even as far as Constantinople, except the

Mussulmans, whose power is declining in Europe.

(iv.) Because the Greeks initiated the movements

which have led to the partial dismemberment of the

Ottoman empire, and which bids fair to put an end

to Turkish misrule.

(v.) Because Greece wavS raised to her present position

by Europe—by England, France, and Russia, especiall}

—and has thus been encouraged to hope that Europe

would complete the work of her restoration.
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(vi.) Because Greece, being now independent, would

remain less bound to any one of lior benefactors, and

would speedily assume the strength and dignity of a

" Great Power."

(vii.) Because Greece, in spite of great drawbacks,

is already a strong nation, with an orderly and developed

Government, and has proved lier capacity to rule.

(viii.) Because Greece has the traditions of greatness

and refinement ; and the Greeks of to-day have shown,

at their best, that they retain the faculties of their

ancestors.

(ix.) Becau.se the estabUshment of Greece on the

iEgean as a Great Power would be a menace to no

other Power—would not in itself contain the germs

of future troubles, but would tend distinctly to avert

them.
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It is not sufficient to consider the question of

restoring Greece as one affecting the whole of Europe.

There is a Greek Question for each particular Power

;

and the Greek Question for EngHshnien is one which

stands in close relation to all our paramount interests

in the East. The wardenship of the Straits and the

possession of Constantinople can never be matters of

indifference to a great commercial nation whose

merchantmen perpetually swarm in the Levant and

the Black Sea, whose manufactures constitute fully

one-half of the freights carried along the trade-routes

of Asia Minor/ whose traffic with the Turkish and

llussian ports, and the towns of the lower Danube, is

so vast, and whose sea-route to India would of necessity

be menaced if the command of the iEgean and the

Levant were in the hands of a hostile Power. And, in

particular, England has every reason for desiring to see

the Straits and Constantinople in the keeping of a

friendly or neutral Power, or Powers, rather than

under the influence of a confessedly aggressive empire,

' Tliis, at all event.s, is the oa.se with tlie Persian tradi" hy way of

Batouni and Bayaxiil. The jiroportion may ho ftnialler in other caso.

though it IK nut easy to see why it should be so.
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which has boon hostile to us before, and whose Interests

umluubteiUy chish, in several important respects, with

our own.

There can be no hesitation for Englishmen as to the

direction in which their desires and their policy ought

to tend. Between strong and independent Greeks, with

no other aim for a century to come than to build up

their commercial prosperity, and weak Slavs, virtually

dependent upon Russia, it is impossible to balance for

a single moment. JJut when it appears that not onlv

our material interests, but also the loftier interests of

justice, impel us to use our influence in favour of the

Greeks, the whole question as between these two nation-

alities passes out of the domain of controversy.

Now, however strong in their justice the claims of

the Greeks may be, it would be puerile for Europe, and

above all for England, to sit down as mere spectators in

the great drama which is to be played before them, and

expect that the right would trium])h as a matter of

course. That great principle of energy and motive-

power which, under the name of Panslavism, is alleged

to have instigated the Russian attack upon Turkey in

1877—an allegation which is, indeed, a proved fact

—

is of necessity antagonistic to the cau.';e of Greece. The

antagonism may not yet be openly declared, but it

exists, without the shadow of a doubt ; and its existence

was revealed in the abortive treaty of San Stefano,

wherein the Russians, in the first glow of their military

triumph, carried the boundary of Bulgaria to the very

shores of the yEgean. That extravagant demand seemed

to give the key-note of Panslavism, and opened the eyes

of every friend of the Hellenic cause to the full extent of

its danger.

I'anslavism and Panhellenism have found their point
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of collision, and it is one of the problems of the present

{Toncration to trace out their common bounrlary. It may

be well to contrast the two with a certain attention to

details.

It is barely a third of a century since Panslavism

had its birth as a new element in European politics ; and

its origin constitutes one of those striking facts which

—

often trivial enough in themselves—illustrate the philo-

sophy of history ; which seem to exhibit history as a

distinct and sentient organism, self-conscious and self-

avenging, exacting the expiation of every crime, and

visiting the sins of fathers upon their children.

So far as can be ascertained, the word Panslavism.

or Panslavonianism, was first used by the Polish insur-

gents after the revolt of 1S4G, in the hope of converting

it into a weapon of revenge against Austria. A French

historian' narrates the circumstances in which this

fatal instrument of a nation's vengeance was forged.

" The Marquis Wielopulski," says RI. Martin, " had

started in life as a patriot. In ls:31, despatched to

London by the Polish lievolution," he presented several

remarkable diplomatic notes to Lord Palmerston. His

efforts failed against the fixed policy of abstention adopted

by the IJritish Government. He returned to Poland,

sorely wounded at the desertion of his countrj- by the

whole of the AV'est. When the revolution was at an

end he did not emigrate ; and for fifteen years he re-

mained silent. In 1 ^4(5 the massacres of Gallicia occurred.

A document of sinister eloquence won the attention of

Europe—'A Letter from a Polish Gentleman to Prince

' Honri Martin : Poloyne et Moscnvie, p. 11, et eeq.

' Tlio Duchy of Warsaw hocaiuo a kinpdoiu of Poland, under the pro-

toctioii of till' ('/.ar. in tlip settlement of lSl."j. Tin) ten months' insnrree-

tion of 18:!0— :il omled in the conversion of the kingdom into a Ru»iau
province.

N
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Motternich.' It was by him. The oponin<T was an out-

burst of in(li<j^nation and vengeance against Austria.

The conclusion was this: that Poland, abandoned by the

West, cannot deliver herself from her three oppressors

;

let her give herself to the one who is Slavonian like her-

self; let her abdicate, disappear in a vengeful suicide,

and punish Europe by creating Panslavonianism."

AVielopolski was faithful to his idea, and discounten-

anced the rising of his fellow-countrjnien against Russia

in 18G1. For two years he presided over the Adminis-

trative Council under the (Jrand Duke Constantine, and

contributed to the failure of an attempt which would

have destroyed his subtle edifice of revenge. No man
can say how deeply his weapon was destined to wound.

The Pole hirasell' could scarcely have foreseen the use to

which Russia would apply it.

The Panslavonian movement, of which Russia has

undertaken the direction and guidance, affects one of

the larfjest families of the human race. The Arvan

tribes from whom the modern Slavs are descended took

possession of the bulk of Eastern Europe ; and it is

therefore reasonable to conclude that they formed the

great vanguard of the Asiatic immigration, settling

down on the first plains which they discovered on the

hither side of the Caucasus, and gradually spreading

over the countries now knowm as Russia, Eastern Ger-

man}', Poland, Northern Hungary, Northern Turkey,

Bohemia, Dalmatia, Croatia, and Transylvania.

The Slavonian peoples are capable of subdivision

into six principal classes :—1, Great Russians, or Musco-

vites; 2, Little Russians, Rusniacs, or ]{uthens ; 3,

Poles or Lekhs ; 4, Slovacs, including the Bohemian

Czechs, the Moravians, and other Carpathian i'ainilies
;

5, Sorabians and Obotrites of Lusatia and Brandenburg

;
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0, Illyrians, inclu(linj» the Wends, or Venets, the Bul-

garians, Servians, and Croatians.

Tlio hit,'hcst (Russian) estimate of the nuraher of

Slavs is as follows :

—

Russian Slavs 47,700,000

Austriiiii 17,000,000

Prussmii 2,4^:m).(X)0

Saxon :2W,000

Turkish 7,700,000

Total 75,000,000

The name of " Slav " is a comparatively new appel-

lation for the Spora;, or Serbs, and the Venets or Wends,

under which latter name, according to Professor Max
^Miiller, the older historians usually refer to the Slavo-

nian tribes. The Slavs probably owe their modern

name to the grammarians, if not to their successful

warriors ; the word " slava " or " slavitza," in their own
language, signifying "glory."'

Such are the peoples over whose destinies Kussia

has, during the past few years only, assumed the right

to ])reside ; and it is worth while, in days when so

much force is supposed to reside in the principle of

nationalities, to inquire how far this right may be fairly

based on the Slavunic origin of the Russian people.

M. Henri Martin's conclusion from the known facts of

the case will probably commend itself to the reader's

acceptimce:—

^

" The people whom we call Finns, or, under another

name, Uralians, appear first on both sides of the Ural.

. . . On the south and east, towards the Vulga

and the Don, appeared under various names another

' Soe, amongst tlu< l)ost aulliorities on tliis subject, Sohafarik, Sl^i-

vische Alttrthiiiiur; Cypriau Robort, /,« Moiulc SUive, nou l'll.^st, ..../»

Etat prenent, et son Aveitir; Louis Lcgor, Le Monde SUiw, ami Ktiulaa

Slaves.

^ Ucuri Martin, La Riusie et VEuropc, p. 21.
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Turaniim hranch, tliat of tho Turks, or western Tartars.

About the time of transition from antiquity to

the middle ages,' a new and great European race, that

of the Slavs, makes its appearance in opposition to the

Finns and tlie Tartars. . From their first place

of concentration on the Vistula, in the region where

Poland was to be, they diverge in every direction, absorb

the groups of analogous origin spread over eastern

Europe, overflow on the west as far as the Elbe, on the

north as far as Lake Ladoga, on the cast as far as

the Don, on the south-east as far as the Dnieper, on

the south as far as the Danube ; the}' then cross the

latter river, and flow like a torrent in the direction of

Greece.

" The name of Russians was unknown in this first age

of Slavonic history—namely from the Gth to the 9th

century ; it was introduced from without, in the second

half of the 9th century, by foreign conquerors. After

their wide expansion, the Slavs had in their turn sub-

mitted to a reaction from the peoples which surrounded

them, whereto their loose and shifting federation of

tribes was unable to oppose a suflicient resistance. In

the south they lost their Greek possessions ; in the west

the German peoples recovered large territories from

them ; in the south-east, on the lower Danube, on the

Black Sea, on the Don, the Turanian races robbed

them of their supremacy. ... In the extreme

north a Slavonic tribe, which the old chroniclers call

the Slovenes, and which had founded Novgorod, on

' I am quite unaWo to decide between suoli authorities as Martin and

Schafarilc. Tlie reasons of (he latter for assifrning an earlier peri. id

for tho Slavonic irruptions are very drlil)erately and forcibly given. M.
Martin, hoivever, may not wish to imply tliat the entrance of tho Slavs

into Europe win subsequent to the period of which we most frequently

s^joak as " antiquity."
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Lake Ilmen, found itself locked in between the Scandi-

navians, by this time masters of all the seas and rivers,

and tlic Finn populations. The most eastern of the

cis-Urulian Finns, the Pcrniians or Biarmians, who

possessed a kind of civilisation, and a trade with Central

Asia, seem to have disputed the supremacy with the

Scandinavians, and, like them, to have harassed with

their incursions the other Finns and the Slovenes of

Novgorod. The Finn tribes nearest to the Slavs . . .

as well as their neighbour Slavs of Novgorod and Is-

borsk, had been, about 85!), conquered by the Vareg

Russians." In the following year they had expelled

the invaders ; but, finally, " having fallen into an anar-

chical state, and being probably again attacked by the

Permians, they recalled the Vareg Russians across the

sea, and invited the latter to assist and govern them.^

" These Varo": Russians were nothintr else than Scan-

dinavians—this is a fact now beyond question. The name

of Russian, under the form of Ros, Rhos, Russ, was in the

ninth century sjTionymous with that of Scandinavian

or Norseman. It was in sufficiently general use to be

known at the same time by the Byzantines, the Franks,

and the Arabians ; and a passage in the Gallo-Frank

annals of St. Bertin for the year 839 testifies that the

Scandinavians themselves assumed that name, although

its origin was probably Finn. It is believed that the

Scandinavians thus summoned across the sea by the

Finn and Slavonian trilxs came from the Swedish

district called Ross Lagen, in the vicinity of Upsal.

Another hypothesis, less probable, fixes their point of

departure on the Russian coast, on the shores of the

Kurisclio HaiV and the Nionien, which were held for a

' M. Martin quotes as his authority the celebrated chronicle of Nestor,

combined with other historical monuments.
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time by the Varcg Russians, and retain a trace of their

name. . .

" Tilt' language uiidLTweiit a change with the lapse

of time, but not the mind, a phenomenon which has more

than once been observed in history . . . The Russo-

P'inns (the iluscovites) speak Slavonian, but they do

not think Slavonian. Slavonian and Scandinavian free-

dom could never be estabhshtd in Suzdalia, which

presently assumed the name of Moscovia. Never was

municipal bell sounded, or popular assembly periodi-

cally convened in the cities of Suzdal, Rostov, Vladimir,

Tver, and ^loscov."

After insisting on the fact that the founders of the

^luscovite dynasty had transferred their seat of govern-

ment from Kiev in disgust at " the turbulence of their

Slavonian provinces," preferring, in the words of Karam-

sine, " the docility of a people always ready to obey,"

M. Martin concludes that the Muscovite empire was

equivocal from the first, " with a prince of Scandinavian

origin, speaking Slavonian, and taking his base of opera-

tions amongst the Finns. . . . The basis of the Russian

empire is consequently Finn, or, to use a more general

term, Turanian. . . . Some Scandinavians and more

Slavs had evidently followed the Rurevitches into the

region outside the woods {zavolotchic). Others came after.

The Novgorodians, on their side, sent a colony to Viatka,

in the north-east. Need we weigh the drops of Sla-

vonian or Scandinavian blood in the veins of the great

Russian people, follow the series of the crossings, inquire

into the varieties of the pliysical type ? By no means

;

that is not the question. The question is this : In that

combination of a Turanian base with an adventitious

European element which has formed the Muscovite or

great Russian people, what spirit has always dominated.
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and is still predominant ? The Turanian or the Aryan

spirit? The Asiatic ur the European? The answer

cannot be doubtful."

M. Martin's conclusions—and they are those of the

majority of students—are of" considerable importance.

They would at all events dispose of the princi])al his-

torical and national ar^'uments by which the liussians

of to-day, and the ^luscovites in particular, seek to

establish their claim to direct the political destinies of

the Slavs. They strike at the root of Panslavisra, as it

has been preaclied and held up fur admiration within the

last dozen years. They prove that if the liussian

theory of Panslavism could be carried out, the result

would be a so-called Panslavonian empire, of which by

far the greater part—the whole of Asiatic Russia, the

northern, eastern, and southern provinces of European

llussia—would be inhabited by races which are not

Slavs.' And, beyond all question, if there is in the

centre and west of European Russia a fair admixture of

the Slavonic element, the Finn element predominates in

the north, and the ^Mongol in the .south.'-

Notwithstanding its weaknesses and absurdities, the

theory of Panslavism has set on foot a movement of

' Those argnmouts are fiiUy bomo out by the researches of M.
Durhinski of Kiev, on tlic iiiithr(>j)uloj;ical types of the Russian people.

' Tlio Enipre.s.'* C'litheriuo II. had lier owu uutions as to the origin of

the Rus.siaus. Accordiug to her, the liussians wen- descended from the

Boxohins. It was her owu Iiisforiographor, Miiller, who first demon-
strated the fact that the word " Hussiau " is of Seaudiuavian origin.

The discovery cost him dear, for ho wa.s imprisoned, and compelled to

Bcknowledgi) that liis mistress was right. Tredinkowski, .sei-retary of tlie

St. Petersburg Aeiidemy, fared still worse. Having ventured to agree in

the opinion of Mullor, lio received u liumlred blows with the knout, wliieli

gained one more convert to the Empress's views. When the CJennan

historiiin, Stritter, declared that tho Ku.ssinns were of Finnish origin

Oatherino rose to tho occusiou by issuing a siieciid ukase, wherviu the

desceut of her subjects was placed beyond further doubt
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considerable force, wliieli lias already jjroduced great

results, and which it would be a fatal mistake to treat as

though it must necessarily prove abortive. It may fail

in the end. AVielopolski's weapon of revenge may
])ieree the hands of those who would use it for their own
seltish purposes, but at the same time it may easily be

latal to victims who have had no part nor lot in the

oppressions of Poland. The later history of Panslavism,

which has all but destroyed the Ottoman Empire, and

which still menaces the interests of Greece, is well

worthy of a brief review.

The movement, at first promoted chiefly in Austria,

by the Bohemian Czechs—amongst them, especially, ^OI.

I'ulazki and Eeiger— found one of its earliest Russian

organs in the Moscow Gazette, edited by M. Katkoff.

This gentleman argued the cause which he had adopted

with a patriotic persistence; and it may be observed that

the fact of this persistence, which had its reflection and

its support amongst vast numbers of the population of

Russia before oflioial Russia would have anything to do

with the theory, strengthens the contention that the es-

pousal of the Bulgarian cause in 1877 was due in great

measure to a popular eutluisiasm, and was not a mere

pretext of dynastic ambition.

In 18G4, shortly after the suppression of the insurrec-

tion in Warsaw, the Moscow " Society of the Lovers of

Natural Science " proposed to form an exposition of

" Russian types," in order to celebrate the unity and

integrity of the empire. The idea had virtually collapsed,

when, in 1SG6, the battle of Sadowa gave the death-

blow to Austrian predominance in the German Con-

federation ; and the Panslavonians drew fresh courage

from the humiliation of the house of Ilapsburg. The

intended Russian exposition now assumed the form of a
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Slavonian exposition, and the Czar for the first time

gave open countenance to the movement. He, the Em-
press, tlie whole court and official world of" Kussia,

favoured the sclieme of the Moscow Society, the Grand

Duke Vladimir accepted the presidency of the Exposi-

tion, and Panslavonian Committees were formed in

every foreign country of Slavonian origin. Tlie import-

ance of these facts was manifest to everybody who heard

of them, and wlio was in a position to see the goal to

which they pointed. M. Katkoff enjoyed a legitimate

triumph in the columns of the Moscow Gazette. "The
new era dawns at length" (he wrote, on the 17th of

February, 1SG7), "and for us llussians it is of momentous

import. That era is ours ; it calls to life a new world,

kept to this moment in the dark, and in expectation of

its destiny—the world of Slavonians. After centuries

spent in sorrow and servitude, that world at la.st ap-

proaches the hour of its renovation. That which has

long been forgotten and suppressed once more comes to

the light, and prepares for action."

The Ethnologiciil Exposition was opened by the

Czar in person on May 5th, l>j(J7. There, dressed in

their national costume, and surrounded by their charac-

teristic weapons and domestic implements, were lay-

ligures of Great and Little Russians, Poles, Ruthenians,

Slovacs, Czechs, Moravians, Croatians, Dalmatians,

Servians, Montenegrins, Bulgarians ; and the visitors

were able to admire their numerous cousins gathered

from over half the continent of Europe, and to nourish

tlieir enthusiasm by noting the remarkable similarity of

ieatuif whicli the modellers in wax had succeeded in

imparting to the eflRgies.

On the same occasion, and also under official patron-

age, there was held a Panslavonian Congress. Repre-
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sontativcs of the various groups above named, with the

exception of the Poles, were invited to Kussia, and

entertained in most of the principal cities. The banquet

given to them at Moscow, with Prince Tcherkasky in

the chair, was naturally more eutliusiastic than any of

the rest, and betrayed the force already acquired by a

movement which, within ten years from its sanction by

the Court of Russia, was to carry the armies of the

Czar to the gates of Constantinople.'

The earlier propaganda of Panslavism was con-

ducted in the name of the Greco-Slavs ; but from the

year 18G0 we rarely meet \vith this conjunction of

nationalities. Was it one of the stipulations of the

liussian Government that the claim of Greek kinship

should be dropped, and that no Hellenic delegates

should be invited to the Congress? Was it jealousy or

a wise caution which prompted this modification in the

original programme ? Some light may be thrown upon

the subject by the successful negotiations whicli General

Ignatiefl' presently undertook, with the object of trans-

ferring the Bulgarian Christians from the bosom of

the Greek Church, and the authority of the Patriarch

of Constantinople, to the so-called " orthodox " national

Church of liussia.

Let us see, then, what cause for jealousy the Russians

might reasonably find in Greece. What is it that Hellas

can hopefully oppose to the theory of Panslavism ?

Wliat, in short, are the character and force of that Pan-

heileni.sm, as we may call it (for want of a better name),

vvliich may be brought forward as the rival and opponent

of Panslavism ?

Stated in broad and general terms, and with an

' CoDstantiiioplu itself, in the theory of the more adveuturous spirita,

is a Slavouiau city.
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assumption at all events no greater than that of the

Russian theorists in the assertion of their Panslavonian

claims, we may say tliat the Hellenes of to-day, whose

demand for complete re-unification and redintegration is

Iteginning to make itself heard, are spread over the whole

coast of the Ottoman Empire in Europe and Asia Minor

—that they hold the sea-hoard of the yEgean, from

the kingdom of Greece, from p]pirus and Thessaly, to

Macedonia, Thrace, Constantinople, and, with a few

exceptions, the shores of Asia Minor, and the islands

of the Archipelago. The entire group of the ancient

Greek colonies, the entire Byzantine Empire, is the in-

heritance of the kingdom of Greece, in a sense quite

as real and as forcible as that in which the Russians

can be held to have established the claim of the Slavs

to the reversion of Turkey. It is on no mere tradition,

no laborious a,ssemblage of texts and obscure references,

that we have to build up the history of the Greek ex-

pansion. Hardly a link is wanting in the records of

that peaceful and beneficent progress, and all the records

combine to show the thorough and genuine character

of the hold which the Greeks had secured upon their

colonies, before the paralysing irruption of Turanian

barbarism. When the Christian apostle Paul made his

journey from Syria to metropolitan Greece, he travelled by

far the greater part of the way through Greek-speaking

lands, which had been Hellenised (and therefore civilised)

for centuries. In Cilicia, Cyprus, Lycaonia, Galatia,

Pamphylia, Lycia, Phrygia, Troas, Samothracia, he was

constantly amongst Greeks. Up to the period of the

lioman conquests there was scarcely any authority

which could contest that of the Greeks in Asia Minor

and south-eastern Eurojjc ; whilst the barbarians, who
IVoin time to time had broken in amongst the lonians and
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otlior Groi'k colonists, luid become IK'Hrniscd almost

iinmediiiti'ly after their incursion. No schoolboy needs

to be remindrd nl' tliese facts ; but it does seem neces-

sary to bring them to the knowledge of Panslavonian

committcos, and of too enthusiastic Slavonian advocates

amongst ourselves, who are adventurous enough to

claim a foothold on the ^gean for tlie heirs of the

Finns and Scandinavians.

It may be objected that the progress of the ancient

Greeks was one of colonisation only, not of conquest

—

an advance of trade, confining itself to seaports, to a few

large inland towns, and to the trade routes connecting

these, rather than an advance of arms, which held entire

realms in awe. This is not a very accurate distinction

;

but, even if it were, it would be sufficient to answer

that such a peaceful and civilising progress is a more

real and stable conquest than any which can be reaped

by the sword. The foct is that the Greeks, like the

modern English, carried war in one hand and industry

in the other. What the conquerors won by force of

arms the colonists and merchants knew how to retain

by the arts of peace.

Nor were the legitimate conquests of the Greeks

limited, even in Europe, by the mere sea-board. The

geographical names of the Balkan peninsula prove how

widespread the Greek influence must at one time have

been, and how the Hellenic civilisation must have per-

meated the whole land, as far as and even beyond the

Danube. Sophia and Nikopolis are by no means the

only important towns north of the Balkans which attest

their Greek origin by their names. The testimony of

M. Elisee Keclus, an imjiartial authority, who is cer-

tainly actuated by no political bias in stating the result

of his researches, will assist us in appreciating the
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position of tlio Hellenic race in European Turkey.

"Setting aside the Turkish element," says this writer,'

"the one which has the greatest importance in the Bul-

garian regions is the Hellenic. On the northern slopes

of the Balkans the Greeks are not numerous, and their

influence hardly exceeds that of the Germans and Arme-

nians estahlished in the cities. But south of the Ha^mus,

although relatively few, they are more widely spread.

In every village there are one or two, living by trade,

and practising every handicraft. They are the indis-

pensahle men of the locality ; they know how to do

everything, are ready for any emergenc}', have a hand

in everything, and stir iij) the whole population with

their energy. Always bound close together, forming a

sort of freemasonry in the country, always eager for

knowledge, they obtain, almost invariably, an influence

infinitely superior to their numerical importance. No
sooner are they two or three iu number, than they act

as a petty council. On the other hand they constitute,

here and there, some considerable groups amongst the

Bulgarians. They are numerous at Philippopolis and

Bazardjik. In one of the valleys of the l\hodope they

have a large city to themselves, Stenimacho ; neither

Turk nor Bulgarian has been able to thrive there."

^

' Elisoe Roelns : Nouvelle Oeograpliie Universelle, vol. i. p. 223.

' Tliis slatfiiu'iit sooms to be controvortod by tlie tosliiiKiiiy of several

eorrespoiitli'uts (luriii;^ the war of 1877—)r>, who iiieutioiii'd Malioinrdans

and Bulgarians as lmvin<^ rosidiil in Striiinincho (Stiiimiukil and tho

uoighbourliootl. M. Synvet fjives tho numljor of Greeks iu Slonimacho at

10,182, a slijthtly liijjher total tliau that of Philippopolis. As for the pro-

portion of tlie Bulpirian and other elements of the populatiun south of tho

Balkans, whieli it had been propositi to aild to the new Bulpiriau Stale,

a sipiilieiint I'lMitinnation of the views above (|Uoted is to be found iu thu

couimuniratiour, of the same oorri'^poudents, whieh I have nov. liere een

coutriidii'ted. Tlius, it was staled in a telegiani dutiil May 10th, loS'S. t. I

forwardi'd to the Stiindurd newspaper from Constantinople, that " the Bul-

garian authorities at PhilipiK>polis and other places, after taking a census
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Aj^ain, the same authority bears testimony to the

Ilelk'nic character of the Turkish sea-board.' " By a

curious effect, wliich shows how the sea has been the

principal element in the distribution of the Mediter-

ranean peoples, and in the course of their history, the

Avhole iEgean littoral of Turkey belongs ethnologically

to the Hellenic race. As Greece proper extends, under

the sea, towards Egypt, through the island of Crete, so it

extends northwards to the Danubian regions, by a long

line of territory bordering the J"]gean. Thessaly,

^Macedonia, the ancient Chalcidice, Thrace, are Greek

countries. Constantinople itself is in the ethnological

Hellad. Hence a complete breach of concord between

the geography of races, by far the most important,

and that of mountains, rivers, and climates. Hellenic

Turkey, formed by so many different natural basins, has

no geographical unity, except in connection with the

waters of the Archipelago which bathe all its shores."

It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance

of this testimony, coutirmed as it is by every impartial

authority on the suljject. It serves to emphasise the

fact that the Greek race is the oviXy one whose right to

the shores of the -3<^gean is incontestable, and that, of

all the subject races of the Ottoman Empire, the Greeks

alone could claim the hegcmon}-, by virtue of former

predominance and of actual moral force.

three times, aud Irjniig to force (lie Greeks to deelaro themselves Biilpa-

riang," were so diHsatistied with the result tliat they brouf^lit men of their

own race across tlie Balkiuis, and lioiised tliem in the dwellings deserted by

the Muhi>iiiediui refugee.s, who had tied Ix'fdre the Russian advance. Similar

attenipts to weaken the Greek elenieut in Maectluiiia were attributed to tl;o

l<us.siaMs, who wem to luive enforced a conscription amongst the Greek.s of

the Uliodopo district. See the Times, May Vli.Hh, 1^>7?<, for a protest on this

subject, piesented by Greek delegatus iu Constantiuoplu tu the represeuta-

tives of tlie Powers.

' ibid,
l>.

Ui>.
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The superiority of the Greek geniu.s has led some to

ar^ue iu favour of a Greco-Slavonian State, which

should be independent at the same time of Turkish

misrule and of Kussian influence. The Slavs, it is

urged, whose blood is nowhere pure, are of specially

mixed descent iu Bulgaria and Albania; and these

would amalgamate with the Greeks more readily than

with the Kussians. The religion of the great mass

of Turkish Christians is that of the Greek Church,

and it is doubtful if Ignatie{l"s intrigue has definitively

weaned the Bulgarians from the Greek form of that

Church. Again, it would be better for Europe that

the Bulgarians should not be brought wholly and

finally into the hands of Kussia, as they will be if the

Panslavouian theory is established, and the chance of

creating a Greco-Slavonian State be thrown away. The
prevalence of the Kussian idea of Pauslavism would be

injurious, not only in a political sense, but also morally,

for it would substitute a Turanian and even Mongol
cast of thought for the Arjan genius, which has, under

the happiest auspices, become identified with the

civilisation of Europe.

The argument is strong, but I do not think that

we ought to be convinced by it. It is doubtless a

great temptation— always supposing that a le<;itiniate

and equitable reason had been found for excluding

Ottoman claims—to carve a strong kingdom out of

Eurc>pean Turkey, extending from the Morea to the

Danube, fronting the Adriatic, the .^Egean, the Sea of

Marmora, and the Black Sea, and strong enough to

hold the DardanelUs and the Danube mouths as the

mandataire of Europe. Equally great is the inducement

to check, whenever we have the power to check it, the

growth of an immense empire which, already holding
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some two-tliinls of tlio continent, and numborin"

7~,00U,U0() inhabitants in Europe alone, threatens to

absorb another 28,00(),flO() Shxvs, and thus bring uj)

the total of her population to 113,000,000;* an empire

wliich, by its law of eorapulsory service, passed in the

be<ifinninf; of 1S74, places nearly three millions of

soldiers at the disposal of one man, which is almost the

last refuge of autocratic power in the civilised world, and

which is credited, by men of considerable discernment,

with the desire of yet more sinister aggressions in

Europe and Asia than any 3et accomplished."

One can hardly avoid sa3ing that, if the dangers of

Europe from Russian aggression were really so great, no

Greco-Slavonian kingdom could do much to protect

Europe against them. But that which Europe may
reasonably expect from any new and solidly-constructed

State on the yEgean, namely, the safe wardenship of the

Straits, and a check to the southward impetus of

Panslavism, will in all probability be secured from a

strong Greece with more ease and prospect of finality

than it could be from a combination of Greeks and

Slavs. Russian statesmen and diplomati.sts have always

been conspicuous for their skill in intrigue ; and it is

easj' to understand what would be the prospects of a

Greco-Slavonian State in the presence of an ever-active

Panslavonian propaganda. The difficulty, i2 there is

' S. retvi-nburg Kalendar, 1876. The total lias since U^en increased.

* Tillers, in his H'mlnire du Con»ulat el de iEmpire, sofins almost to

have lost the balance of liis jiidgnient in writing of the future of Russia.

" When the Rns.si«u Colossus," he says, " shall have one foot on the Dar-

danelles and the other on the Sound, the Old World will have been reduced

to servitude, and freedom will have fled to Anieiica. A chimera still for

hhort-sijfhted ]Militieians. these sid previsions will one day Ix" painfidly jus-

tified ; for Europe, stn|>i(lly divided, as the Greek cities were in presence

of the king of Macedonia, is certain some day to suffer the same fate."

(Vol. viii., p. 44tl.j
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any momentous difficulty, arising from the vast extent

of tlie Ilussian Empire, and from its alleged desire to

absorb all the Shivonian race, must be met and dealt

with by Europe as seems best when the emergency

arises ; but it would be increased rather than diminished

by involving Greece in the same toils which enfold and

fetter Austria. New Greece could in no sense be

strengthened—least of all under existing circumstances

—by being saddled with the burden of four and a half

milhon Bulgarian Slavs. Her added force must come

from tlie same quarters which gave her her force in

the earlier ages—from the seaboard of the Eastern

Mediterranean, beginning with Epirus and Thessaly,

and proceeding, as just occasion offers itself, perhaps

with the Shkipetars of Albania, but certainly with

Macedonia and Thrace.

When we come to inquire what is the actual nu-

merical strength of the Greek element under Ottoman

rule, and of the Greek race in general, we are met by

difficulties which it is impossible wholly to surmount.

The population of the Greek kingdom, according to the

census taken in I "^70, was l,457,t?'J4 ; but, as the

increase had been at the rate of fi^ per cent, within the

previous ."52 years (more rapiil, with one exception, than

in any other European country).' the number is now
probably as high as a million and three-quarters. It

is when we turn to Greater Greece, and attempt to

reckon up the scattered Ilillenic family in Europe and

Asia, that wo iind ourselves baffli-d. Xo trustworthy

census of the Ottoman dominions has ever been taken ;

and the estimates made by Turkish officials, and by

foreign statisticians, ditl'er remarkably in respect of every

' Morniliuis: Ln dice Ttllc ijii' Etlc est, p. iS.
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portion of the empire. In 1807 the Turkish Government

estimated the number of the Sultan's subjects in Europe,

Asia, and Africa, at 40,000,000. Ubicini and Courteille'

reckon the population, not including the tributiiry

States, at 2S,r)()0,000, which is considerably lower than

the orticial reckoning. Of these twenty-eight millions

and a half the same writers count 3,520,000 Greco-

Latins, including the Greeks projjer, the Albanians, and

the Zingarians.

Some light is thrown upon the question of the Greek

jiopulation in Turkey, and especially in Macedonia

and Thrace, by a memorandum of the Syllogues^ in

I • Etat Present de VEmpire Ottoman.

' The Syllogues in Turkey, tliough uoiiiiually iustitutcd for l^jncvolent

purposes, and for tlio encouragcmeut of Helleuic letters, uatimilly anil in-

evitably take a deep interest in politics. W'p may suppose that they

are to some extent the counterpart of the old Hctairias. The memu-
randuin mentioned in tlie text is a fervid and eloquent plea against the

threatened absorption of {art of Macedonia and Tliraco in a new Bul-

garian state. After observing that in pre-Turkish times these two

j)ro\'inces were entirely in the hands of the Greeks, and tliat the descen-

dants of these ancient possessors are to this day iuoomparably superior in

intelligence to the Bulgarian settlers south of the Balkans; it dwells uimhi

the arguments against extending the frontiers of Bulgaria into territory

which is the legitimate inheritance of the Hellenic race. I cannot resist

the desire to quote the words with which this protest concludes. " It

would Ihi unwortliy of Europe to suffer this nursery of cinlisation to be

swept away to make room for a mere peasjint race. The philanthropic

and Christian principles invoked by Orthodox Russia—the verj- principles,

in fact, for the sake of which Russia made war—would l)o trampled under

foot. The world wonld belmld an abnormal government ^et >ip on a de-

testable ba.sis, while llie peoples of the East wonld perceive that the t^jrreuts

of blood shed till now in the cause of jnstice, truth, and civilisation, have

been poured out in vain. . . . And there is yet a last danger. Tlie

landed estate of Thrace and Macedonia is owned by Greeks and Mussul-

mans. Tlio Bulgarians are only labourers. To place thi'so latter in the

]>r>silion of masters is to introduce the principles of socialism ajid com-

munism ; to deliver the projirietor, trained in the virtues of civilisation,

into the hands of a labouring class, needy and uninstnicted—in a word,

it means pillage, deva-station, and niin ; and the communism thus

eitablished in the I'ast would constitute a menace to Europe."—See the

Tinicg, May 15th, lS78.
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Constantinople, addressed to the foreign representatives

in that city. This document contains statistical tables,

giving in detail the respective numbers of the Maho-

medan, Greek, Bulgarian, and other races in the two

provinces. The totals are as follows :

—

In Macedonia. In Thrwa.

Mahomedani 349,000 5o8,300

Grcoka 705,500 743,900

liulgarians 140,500 315,520

Armenians, Jews, &c. . . . 100,000 223,000

Foreigners 35,000 132,000

Total . . 1,330,000 1,972,720

That is to say, in these old Hellenic provinces the

Greeks are still almost one-half of the population,

whilst the members of the Greek Church are, probably,

more than three-tilths. And it may be here observed

that the pure Greeks are fully persuaded that the bulk

of the Mahomedanised Greeks in Turkey would at once

return to the faith of their forefathers if the Turkish

yoke were removed.

In European Turkey alone M. Elisee Reclus' esti-

mates the Greco-Latins at 2,S00,U()U, and the pure

Greeks alone at 1,200,000. It may be interesting to

([note his ethnological classification of the races of

European Turkey, in which ho rests upon the authority

f Lejean, Kranitz, and Crornig :

—

S/av : Serbs, Bulgarians, Kussians.

Pelaxgian : Shkipetars (Albanians), Hellens.

/ju/in : Roumanians, Zingarians, Italians.

Tiirnninn .- Turks, Tartars, Turkomans, ^lagyars.

And, mingled amongst the other races, Armenians,

Germans, Jews, Arabians, Tsiganes.

The same authority gives us the following distribu-

' .Voia'c//e Geographic VniverseUe (1875).

2

(>
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tiou of races and religions in European Turkey, including

the tributary states, in the year 1875.'
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absurd to suppose that the descendants of the ancient

Greeks, and ottlie colonists who settled on the yEjjean

and Ijevantine sliores.and over the whole region of" Asia

Minor, are included in the handful of men represented

by the foregoing figures. Under one name or another

the Greeks must be far more numerous ; and let it not

be forgotten that the suj)ple genius of the race has

prompted a certain proportion of the Sultan's Greek

subjects to adopt the turban, for their own greater free-

dom and security, as men have accommodated their re-

ligious professions to their circumstances in every age

and clime.

One more enumeration may be added ; and it is

drawn up with greater circumstantiality than any of

those above quoted. This is taken from a collection of

statistics recently made by M. Synvet,' a Greek gentle-

man resident in Constantinople, who has discharged

honourable functions as an Ottoman subject, and whose

testimony mu.st be looked upon as the result of a careful

and unprejudiced investigation.

M. S}Tivet reckons the Greeks under direct Turkislv

rule in the beginning of 1S78 at a total of •l,3~i,30U,

the summary of his census being as follows :

—

Turkey in

Europe

/Thraco 728,747

JIaccdonia .587,860

Epirus (il7,892

Thussaly 247,776

Dobrudska (forniprly Prcslava) and the towns on the
\

right bank of the Danube /
'

,Ma.>giu, liaxia, Metochia 40,000

ThoIsUnds 724,000

Turkey in ^ Asia Minor 1,188,094

Asia ( Xorthom Syria, Ccelesyria, Palestine, and Phoenicia . 125,000

Other Catholic Greeks, scattered 35,000

Total 4,324,369

' Let Grecs de FEmpire Ottoman. Constantinople, 1878.
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Tlie Turkish towns with a Greek population of G,000

or upwards are the following :

—

Constantinople .
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Slavonian theorists. The friends of Greece must not

strain at a gnat whilst her rivals are swallowing a

camel. Their Panhdlenism must be vigorous and

adventurous, if it would earn provinces and merit an

empire. It is young as yet, and has hardly dared to

expose its arguments and exhibit its " types." But in

the future which lies before it—a future wherein it may
have a wide Eurasian dominion for its goal—it may rest

a.ssured that its wildest dreams of empire, its boldei?t

flights of theory and assumption, will command a

deeper sympathy in Europe than the theories of Mos-
cow or the imperial ambitions of St. Petersburg.

Amidst the unavoidable uncertainty by which the

problem is surrounded, we seem to be in possession of

facts which fully justify the Greeks in their claim (on

this ground alone) to the whole littoral of the iEgean.



CHAPTER in.

GREEK NATIONALITY.

The Prinoiplo of Nutionalitj- ; its Monil Limitations—Rights of Nationalitj'

—

Distrust of the Principle—Its Application in the Case of Greece—Descent

of the Modem Greeks—The Theorj' of Fallmeruyer—Testimonies to the

contrary.

One principle is at the basis of both Panslavism and

Panhellenism, as it has been at the basis of almost

every recent pretext for war in civilised countries—the

principle of Nationalities. It is a keen weapon in the

hands of the oppressed, cleaving through the strong

arms of tyrants, and severing the bonds of mighty

empires ; but it is liable to great abuse, and may serve

the purposes of aggression as easily as the aspirations

of a struggling people. Before we avail ourselves of

it, even when instinct and judgment assure us that

the cause is just, it becomes us to inquire what are

the warrants, the sanctions, the limits of a ])rinciple

which has been made responsible for so many sangui-

nary wars.

The limits may be defined first of all, and without

much difficulty, since they arise in the nature of things,

and consist of recognised moral laws. The sense of

justice and duty, which admits of no rival in its

authority over the human mind, would have forbidden,

if it had not been suppressed, some of the most effectual

operations of the Principle of Nationalities during the

past half-century. The conversion of the kingdom of
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Poland into a Russian province, the annexation of

Schleswig-IIoIstein, the appropriation of Alsace-Lor-

raine, were abuses, not to say negations, of the principle

on which they have been nominally justified. The

publicists and theorists who have applauded these acts

have cited the name of nationality as though this were

an all-sufficient excuse for aggression ; but they have

not cari'd to illustrate the various sanctions of the

principle by applying them to the cases in point. They

did not, because they could not, show, in any one of the

instances referred to, that the peoples appropriated and

annexed had themselves initiated movements by which

the aggressors profited. They did not venture to assert,

that the free and spontaneous suffrage of those peoples

had justified their transfer from one crowned head to

another.
|

The necessity of initiation on the part of the people

themselves, and of a free suffrage for the expression of

the popular will, is the most important limit to the just

operation of this Principle of Nationalities. It includes

all others, and is the direct outcome of the abstract

principle of justice. This is in accordance with what

has already been said in regard to the justification of

interventions of every kind—that they must be based

on a state of things arising independently of the inter-

vening Power, and must be undertaken for the benefit

of the people interfered with. The universal suffrage of

a people, and of a people capable of exercising universal

suffrage, seems to be in general indispen.sable for the

sanction of an act of anjiexation. It may indeed be

admitted that the annexation of a cognate nationality,

notoriously oppressed, and having initiated a struggle

for freedom, might be justifiable, even if the nationality

were unable to express its will by a free and unfettered
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suffratjo. The initiation of the struggle might then be

accepted as a virtual suflrage ; but in any such case as

tliis the sanction of the concert of nations would

undoubtedly be necessary, in order to cover the respon-

sibility of the annexing Power. The question of simple

inU^Tvention is difforent. In that case no universal suf-

frage seems to be necessary, even in theory. The people

receives an accession of freedom, but is not asked to

dispose of its liberties, or to give them in pledge to a

new monarch. Whether it accepts a new government,

the same in kind as its former one, but with additional

guarantees, or whether it is left to form its own govern-

ment, under the protection of a friendly Power, and

guaranteed by treaty obligations, the intervention has

been entirely beneficial to it, and the necessity for

asking its sanction is excluded, lint when the liberties

of a people are vindicated against one monarch and

immediately placed under the direct tutelage of another,

then the popular vote is indispensable.

The ca.se in which it might be proposed to erect a

new State out of several provinces detached from the

dominion of a common ruler—such, for instance, as a

Greco-Slav State, or a Slav State including territories in

which the Greek element predominated—seems to fall,

for the purposes of the present argument, into the same

category as an ordinary case of annexation. There

would be forcible subjection of one race to another, a

^'^olation of the genuine principle of nationality, and,

consequently, a necessity for popular sanction. Now,

universal suffrage, freely expressed, is tlie only just and

adequate means of ascertaining the will of a nation.

]Jut the process of universal suffrage can only be

honestly applied in proportion as a nation is free and

enlightened. Therefore it is evident, as between Slavs
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and Greeks, tliat the will of the former could not be

justly porniitted to override the will of the latter. And
there is no question as to the fact that the Greeks

repudiate, almost to a man, the suggestion of a Greco-

Slav State. /

The idea of nationality itself is limited by certain

well-recognised principles, in the absence of which it is

impossible to build up a coherent and stable political

edifice. Publicists have formulated these principles for

us over and over again. Thus Eoetvos wrote :
" If it be

asked when' is the characteristic of a national indivi-

duality, we will answer, solely in the consciousness of

personal existence, and in the need of realising it."

IJuchez declares that " Nations are constituted by the

tendency of a population towards a common end." The

same thing was shrewdly e.xpressed by Prince Jerome

Napoleon, in a notable speech to his constituents at

Ajaccio, in the year ISGG. "What is a nationality?

It is an aggregate of conditions of origin, race, customs,

geography, history, language, religion, interests. It is

necessary tliat this nationality should e.xist in the will

of tho.se who desire it; it is necessary, in order that a

people should be worthy of acquiring a nationality, that

it should know how to cement it by sacrifices."

In what respects would these principles justify a

Greco-Slav State? In what respects would they not

justify tlie rehabilitation of the ancient Greek dominion

in Europe?

The world was, perhaps, first familiarised with the

word and the idea of "nationality" in the literary

manifestation of that great national movement which

raised the (u-rmans, at the beginning of the present

century, against the Napoleonic incubus. Little by

little it licianu" a potentiality, being introduced into the
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diplomatic vocabulary by tlie people against wbom it

was tirst cinployed.

Wlu-n Napoleon III. went to war " for an idea "—as

it used to be said—in 1859, the Austrian Government

formally put it to England whether she was pre-

j)ared to admit the novel claim, and to see it applied to

India, Canada, and Ireland ? Lord John Russell, then

Foreign Secretary, if he did not give a categorical reply

to the Cabinet of Vienna, at least acknowledged, in all

liis utterances and despatches, the full right of political

communities to combine and govern themselves (saving

the rights of others) according to their ^vill.

Does the Europe of to-day believe that the Europe

of 1S59 was in the wrong? And, if not, why is she

unwilling to accord to Greece the moral and phj'sical

aid which she gave to Italy? Or is she merely waiting

until the Greeks have sufficiently justified their claims

by insurrections and bloodshed? She has not been

asked, be it once more repeated, to commit an injustice

against 'J'urkey on behalf of Greece, but only to help

Greece to the utmost of her ability whenever a just

occasion arises. She has not been asked to accept the

Principle of Nationalities in the sense in which it has

been abused by more than one Continental Power, but

only to give it a generous interpretation when it can

be made the legitimate instrument of a righteous and

beneficial act.

The principle has fallen into something like disre-

pute amongst us, and especially amongst democratic

thinkers. Apart from its ha\'ing been used as the

cloak of great national crimes, it is alleged that its

operation tends to divert the poojjles from more im-

portant social reforms, that it checks the development

of personal liberty by excessive centralisations of jwwer.
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that it renders the fusion of races more difficult, and

tlio like. It may, however, be observed, in respect of

the fifeneral question, that the need of national unity

is often greater than, and antecedent to, all other

needs, as was the caiie with Italy ; and that the genuine

desire of approximation in cognate races is too strong

to admit of any other kind of advance until it has first

been satisfied. With regard to Greece in particular,

it will not be contended that her complete regeneration

will retard the acquisition of indiNndual freedom by the

race. Everything combines to show that the unifi-

cation of Greece would instantly and notably develop

all the best qualities of the Greeks. We are justified

in this belief by the actual development of the Greek

Kingdom since its establishment. We are justified

again by more general considerations, which alfirni it

as a necessary and invariable fact that the political

emancipation of any race whatever implies its im-

mediate advance in the capacity of self-government,

and its speedy promotion in the scale of national

power and dignity. No more striking illustration of

this fact could be found than in the noble example

of Italy, which, twenty years after the time when she

was a mere " geographical expression," destitute of

lil)erty and almost hopeless of re-union, has sat as one

of the Great Powers at the Congress of Europe, and has

raised an influential voice on behalf of the strujji'linir

nationalities of the Ottoman Empire. \

Perhaps the most forcible vindication of the Prin-

ciple of Nationalities in its higliest sen.se is contained

in the work of M. Maximin Deloche, published on

the morrow of Italian liberation.' M. Deloche sets

out by the observation that almost every war and

' Muxiniin Doloche : Du Principe des Nationalilrt.
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iiisurroctiun in Europe fur the past forty j'cars has

had for its cause the oppression or dismemberment of

a nationality. Greece, Belgium, Poland, Hungary,

Itoumania, Italy, Schleswig Holstein, the Ionian

Islands, had all exhibited, like the German and Pan-

slavonian movements, the irrepressible force of this

instinct of concentration. "The conception of tlu'

right possessed by every nation of re-raodelling itself

in order to live according to its natural instincts or

historical traditions, proclaimed by all the utterances

of the publicists, has already achieved rajiid progress,

and impressed itself deeply on the most inattentive

minds. True it is that the German is still isolated

in his Germanism, the Slavonian in his Slavonianism,

the Italian in his Itulianism. . . . But, none the

less, these several ideas, flowing from the same source,

expanding in the same historical phase, almost in the

same hour, and tending to the same goal, are appli-

cations of one and the same law. This law, which is

jiassing in our day from the speculative to the positive

category', which asserts itself so powerfully amongst

peoples and governments—this law may be called

' affinity of race ' when it assumes an ethnological

instinct, and advances from the origin onward, and
' nationality ' in the historical domain. Affinity of

race is the brotherhood realised amongst the descendants

of one and the same race of men, between tribes which

have the same physical and moral typo. Nationality

is the link between groups of men which have pro-

ceeded together in the paths of civilisation, have

developed their instincts in the same direction, culti-

vated the same aptitudes and contracted the same

habits, which possess a common tradition, a common

history, and in many cases a common language. In
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consequence of the division of these races or nations

—

w liicli has taken place, now in a I'ar-removed past, now
in comparatively recent times, by brute force and by

the ratification of diplomatic instruments—their frag-

ments have persistently laboured, first underground,

then in open light, to assemble themselves together

again, to renew the relations which were suspended

by violence, and to reconstruct their old union. This

spontaneous labour, directed and accomplished by what

is essentially intangible and irresistible—the conscience

and the will of human agglomerations—is eminently

worthy of respect and sympathy."'

Nationality, then, according to M. Deloche's expla-

nation of the word, is manifestly the operative energy

which has incited and promoted the Hellenic regene-

ration. Not simply the prevalence of a " physical and

moral type," though this is significant enough, but

also the common instincts, tendencies, traditions, re-

ligion, and even language, have re-converged (as yet

with only partial success) to build up once more the

old Hellenic inllueuee. The same region of the earth's

sui'face which was Hollenised two thousand years ago

strives now to re-assert its old Hellenic character, and

appeals, in the widest and yet the most legitimate sense,

to the great Principle of Nationalities.

The right of the modern Greeks to claim the

inheritance of the Hellenes by direct descent has been

contested by more than one theorist; especiallv, and

first, by J)r. Philip Pallmerayer, in a work, published in

1847, on the history of the Murca.- Fallmerayer's

notion, which has been eagerly caught at and maintained

' P. 29.

' Qcschichtc tier Hitlbin-icl .Vureii.
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by Russian writers, was to the cfll'ct that the Slavonic

iiuinit^ration, between the sixth and the fourteenth

centuries, had practically extirpated the Greek stock,

and that the present inhabitants were consequently a

race of Slavs. It is true that the Slavonian tribes had

jjcnetratcd at one time into the very heart of Greece.

Even in the fourteenth century, when the Turks first

entered Europe, they found a kingdom (not to call it by

Stephen Dushan's grander name, an empire) of Servia,

extending from Belgrade to the Gulf of Corinth. The
Byzantine Empire was at this time hard pressed by its

enemies. The Turks had robbed the Greeks of the

whole of Asia Minor except the dominion of Trebizond,

lying along the Black Sea, between the mouths of the

modern Tchouruk-su and Irmak rivers. The Servian

conquests fronted the iEgean between the Struma and

the island of Thasos. The kingdom of Bulgaria had

pushed its frontiers to the neighbourhood of Adrianople.

Venice had possession of Argos, of the south-western

promontory of the Morea, of Corfu, Crete, and Euboea.

The Duchies of Cephalonia, Achaia, Athens, Naxos, were

in the hands of various other Powers. The Greeks at

this moment retained in Europe only Byzantium, a

narrow Thrace and Macedonia, a contracted Morea, and

the promontory commanded by Thessalonica.'
\

The result of all this compression must have been to

weaken the Greek element, at all events in the towns,

and to produce a temporary eclipse of the Hellenic

influence. But even at the worst, when the Slavonic

incursions were at their strongest, the extirpation of

the Greek stock was not simply improbable, it was

' Mr. E. A. Frppman, in his Ottoman Power in Europe, gives nn

nut line map of south-casttim Europe at the time of the entrance of tV

Ottoman.^.
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impossible. The geographical character of the Pelopon-

nese forbids the acceptance of Fallmerayer's theory,

even if it were not discredited by other all-sufficient

considerations. The German theorist seems to have

been the victim of a reaction against the Philhellenic

movement of his time ; and, as a matter of fact, his

paradox has been scouted by most writers of authority,

until it is now defended, if at all, from purely political

motives.

Not only do the Greeks of to-day retain all the

features of their ancient nationality, but they exhibit

remarkably faint traces of the Slavonic occupation.^ If

their ancestors were decimated, oppressed, driven intd

the mountains by the invaders of the sixth and following

centuries, the most reasonable conclusion from existing

phenomena is that they rapidly recovered from the

check, absorbed and leavened the Slavs, and re-descended

from the mountains in order to govern their conquerors.

The modern Greeks, in fact, offer a very notable

instance of the persistence of type in the midst of

manifold influences which might have been expected

to destroy or modify it. Surrounded by Slavonians,

and Slavonised Albanians, they remain a distinct and

original race, and bear witness to their comparative

purity by their physique, their customs, their language,

their habits of life and thought. They do not " think

Slavonian " any more than they look or " speak

Slavonian.'" The Bulgarians, on the other hand, furnish

' FiiUincrayer montions the cxistoni-o of (•crtiilu Slnvoiiio names of

plnccs iu (Jrocco. Prohalily onoiifrh tlio Slavs diaupcd a iiauip liere anil

there, or jjave llicir own imme« to in'W places. But even if this arijiimeiit

wore wcirtli anything; at all for Falliiierayor's purpose, it would !><> destroyed

by the fael that, iu almost every instaneo where a Slavonic name survived

in Greece to a recent date, the true Greek name had survived also,

preserved on the spot by Greeks themselves.
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us with the true character of a Slavonised race. Pro-

bably of Ugrian origin, like the Huns, havinfj entered

Europe from the East, and being undoubtedly Turanians,

they have become merged in the Slavonian type. They

are at this day as much Slavs, in customs and in language,

as the western Russians or the Serbs themselves. But

all recent travellers in Greece have been struck by the

distinctness of the Hellenic character. From Byron

and Leake to M. About and Mr. Mahaffy, all have

recognised in modern Hellas the true descendants of

the Greeks of old.

Far more important than the authority of Fall-

merayer, whose theory was based on little else than an

hypothesis, is the consensus of modem ethnologists and

anatomists, which decides clearly in favour of the

identity of the ancient and modem race of Greeks.

Thus Dr. Friedrich Miiller,' to take but one example,

includes in his classification of the Indo-European family

the following distinct branches : the Thraco-IUyrian

(Albanian) ; the " Greek—ancient and modern ;
" the

Celto-Slavonian, including the old Slavs, Bulgarian

Serbs, Slovens, Russians, Polaks, Czechs, Poles, Old

Prussians, Lithuanians, and Lettonians.

It would be possible, if it were necessary, to multiply

authorities on this point almost without end. Probably,

however, there are very few persons in the present day

who seriously contest the descent of tlie Greeks ; and

we may he content to let M. Edmond About conclude

the argument for us in his lighter vein. M. About

spent a couple of years in Greece a quarter of a century

ago. He had been one of the most distinguished Greek

scholars at the Paris University ; he spoke Greek in its

modern colloquial form, and was eminently fitted to

' Allgetneine Eihnonraphie, Yieniia, 1873.
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arrive at a just and impartial view of the Hellenic

question. He erred, if at all, in severity against the

modem Greeks ; and certainly he lost no opportunity

of ridiculin<; the foibles of the national character.

"The Hellenic race," M. About wrote in 1S54,'

" constitutes the great majority of the population. This

truth has been questioned. According to a certain

paradoxical school, there are no longer any Greeks in

Greece ; the whole population is Albanian, that is to

say, Slavonian " (for which we may read Shkipetarian).

" It is easy to perceive the aim of such a doctrine, which

makes of the sons of Aristides so many compatriots of

the Czar Nicholas. But it is sufficient to have eyes in

order to distinguish the (ireeks, a refined and delicate

people, from the rude Albanians. The Greek race,

indeed, has degenerated very little ; and these tall

youths, of supple gait, oval face, bright eye, lively

spirit, with whom the streets of Athens swarm, are

undoubtedly of the same family from which Phidias

took his models. It is true that the War of Indepen-

dence destroyed a large portion of the population ; but

since her deliverance, Greece has ropeopled herself bv

the accession of ftimilies of Greeks. Some of them came

from Constantinople, from that famous Phanar which

has so long conducted the affairs of Turkey. It is well

known that a part of the Byzantine nobility remained

at Constantinople after the conque.st. !More learned and

more clever than the Turks, these Greeks, some of whom
descended from imperial blood, set about re-conquering

by craft what the fortune of war had robbed them of.

They became the interpreters, the secretaries, the

counsellors, of the Sultans ; keeping modestly in the

background, in unambitious po.sts, they knew how to

' La Gr'ece CotUemporaine, p. 40.

p2
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govern tlieir masters. More than one of tliera rose to

tlie rank of liospodar, that is, governor of a proWnce ;

and those who did not attain such eminence busied

themselves simply in making their fortunes. There are

at the Phanar more than fifty thousand Greeks who
confidently await the re-establishment of the Byzantine

Empire, and who become rich men whilst waiting.

After the AVar of Independence, when the Greek father-

land was born, several Phanariot families gathered

round the King. Tliey were attracted by freedom,

no doubt, but 2)erhaps also by the creation of a court,

and the hope of occupying the principal posts. The

first Athenian families, the Murusis, the ISoutzos, the

^laurocordatos, the Argyropulos, &c., are Phanariot

families."'

The Greeks of to-day, then, are practically the same

as the Greeks of the classical age. The permanence of

tN-pe is established, and, with it, the right of inheritance.

Granted, only, that the Ottoman power in Europe is

declining, and that sooner or later, in part or in the

aggregate, some other nation will have to take up the

ro/c of government in which the Asiatic hordes have

failed, the modem kingdom of Greece is designated for

the succession alike by the justice of its claims and

by its deserts. Not onh' do we find throughout the

Ottoman Eniijire, clinging to their ancestral patrimony,

and refusing to merge their existence in that of their

conquerors and fellow-subjects, the lineal descendants of

the ancient Greeks, but we find them, wherever they

' " During the sevenlceiith century, the increased iiuportaueo of the

dii>1nmBtic relations of the Porte with the Christian Powers ojicned a new

political career to the Greeks, and gave rise to the formation of a class of

(itficials in the Ottoman service called Phaiiariots, from their making the

(juarter of Constantinople around the Patriarchate, called the Phanar, their

place of residence."—Finlay, v., 241.
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have won tlieir fR-i'iloin, or avoided the worst evils of

an oppressive rule, a prudent, a prosperous, a progressive

race. We have gathered this already, from the testi-

mony of more than one competent witness, and we shall

presently collect it yet more distinctly by reviewing the

recent history of liberated Greece./
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The existing Greek Question in Europe arose more

than a hundred years ago. It is a usual thing to say

that it was created mainly by Russian intrigue. There

can be no doubt that Russian agents were busy with

the Greeks even as early as the time of Peter the Great;

and incitements to rebellion amongst the subjects of

the Porte were continued under the Empresses Anne,

Elizabeth, and Catherine II., and, speaking generally,

by aU their successors. But Russia could not have

created the discontent of the Greeks, and could not have

initiated their desire for independence. It is needless

to seek in foreign intrigue an explanation of what is

more than adequately accounted for by Turkish misrule.

The main cause of the struggles for freedom which,

after nearly a century of failure, were destined to be

successful at last, is to be found in the vitality and

energy of the Hellenic race, in its superiority to the

race of its oppressors, and in the constant intellectual

activity which had its natural issue in revolt. Russia

took advantage of a weapon which she found ready to
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lier hand ; but that weapon wa>; forged by liumanit}'.

not by intrii^ue.

The Turks themselves contributed not a little to the

triumpli of the subject race, by employing large numbers

of Greeks in the public service, by according increased

privileges to the (ireek Church in Turkey, and by

raising the more able Phanariots, and others of their

countrymen, to the highest offices in the State. Under

the Kuprilis, grand viziers in the seventeenth century,

honourable and responsible posts were conferred on the

Phanariots, and on several natives of the island of

Chios—one of the most enlightened, because one of the

least actively oppressed, jwrtious of the old Byzantine

Empire.^

The opening up of these new political duties and

dignities would necessarily stimulate the ambitions of

the Greeks, and make them more impatient of the

Turkish yoke. As Finlay observes,- " Some degree of

literary instruction was necessary to enable the depen-

dants of a great Phanariot official to attain many offices

in his gift. The desire of learning was consequentlv

• Tlio civation of two posts in particular, thoso of Drapomaii of the

Porte and Dragoman of tlie Fleet, is a reinarkaliln iiistanee of tlio discern-

ment of the Grand Viziers; thou;;h thrre can be little doubt flmt it was an

unwise act from the point of ^-iew of a tyrant who could only jjovem by
the sword, and who oupht, therefore, to have oru.shed. instead of using, his

most enlightened s-ubjects. These two Dragomans were a sort of Secre-

taries of State for tlio Greek population of the Ottoman Empire, as the

Voivoiles of Wallaehia and Moldavia were a sort of Viceroys. All these

offices were fillwl by Phanariots, whose inflaonce, founded especially bv
the Maurocordatos. Kallimakis, Hyi)silantes, and Karadjas, rose to a

great height at the beginning of the eighteenth ceuturj-. Is it possible

that the Turks of that age recognised at least one asjieet of the Greek
Question as it reveals itst'lf to us in the present day? Perceiving the

intellectual superiority of their Greek subjects, both to themselves and to

the aggn'.ssive races of the north, did they seek to plant them in the Trans-

danubian provinces as a monil barri(>r against the Russians and Austrians?

Such statesmanlike instincts are not rare amongst the Ottoman Turks.
' Hiatonj of Greece, \\ 215.
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extended among the people, but, unfortunately, the very

object for which it was sought prevented its producing

any moral improvement on the national character.

Fortunately for the Greeks, other contemporary' causes

tended also to disseminate education from a purer

source, and by revealing to the people some idea of the

vicious nature of the society by which they were

governed, whether Christian or Z\Iahomedan, awakened

a conviction that, until the national independence was

established, no permanent improvement could be effected

in the moral condition of the people."

The influence of which Finlay speaks was hardly

needed to encourage education amongst the Ottoman

Greeks. It is, in fact, one of the greatest boasts of

the race, and one of the strongest arguments which can

be urged in their behalf, that they had maintained, in

an almost unbroken line, the reality as well as the

traditions of Greek learning, throughout the centuries

of Turkish rule. The literary productions of their

most learned men, written within this period, and pub-

lished in various European towns, were both numerous

and valuable.' The loss of their political and social

freedom seems to have inspired the Greeks with an

ardent love of letters, which they cherished all the more

jealously because of the ignorance of their oppressors.

We have abundant evidence of the existence of

libraries and schools, of literary and scientific research,

of vigour and continuit}' of thought amongst the

continental and insular communities in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries. The first care of a

wealthy Greek, anxioiLs to contribute towards the re-

generation of his fellow-countr}men, appears to have

' Cf. A. P. Vrcto, Xeohellenike Philologia ; also the chapters on Educa-

tion and Literature in the firsit part of the present volume.
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been to found a school, or to onricli a library, or to

increase the sphere of influence of the derjjy.' It is

natural that the chief depositories of learning should

have been the ecclesiastical authorities, or the teachers

of schools under ecclesiastical guidance ; and it is

equally natural that the bulk of the instruction given

in the schools should have been based upon the style

and matter of the Greek Christian fathers. This was,

indeed, the only condition on which education could

have been imparted to the children of the subjected

race ; and the clergy perfomied their work so well

that, as Finlay says,'- in spite of the political degra-

dation of the Greeks, probably " a larger proportion of

them could read and write than among any other

Christian race in Europe."'^ One more proof of the

permanence of the type ; one more justification of the

neo-Hellenic claims.

It would be impossible to exaggerate the importance

of this salient fact. It is the gist of the whole matter,

and there would be no difficulty in showing that

Greek independence has sprung virtually from Greek

education. If the race had nut preserved the traditions

and the chai-acteristics of its best days, and placed the

' M. Schuyler, in a lotter from Constantinople to the Aihenaum. May
18, 1878, mpntions the ca.se of the Evangelical bchool of Smyrna, founded

by Pantoleon Sevastopoulos, in 1743, " who left it his library and small

estate."

' Hintoi-y of Greece, \i., 16.

' Tlie evidence of others is less favourable ; at least, in ouo resi)ect.

Tlius Gervinus (v., 80) writes:

—

"As early «s the siiiteenlh or seventeeuth

centuries the (ancient) Greek language had been taught in various .sohools

at Constantinople, Chios, Janina. A:c. ; but only for ecclesiastical pur]>osos;

and even amongst the clergy tlie knowledge of ancient Greek was limited

to such a narrow circle that Touruefiirt could tell us (in his Voyage dans le

Levant, letters, 1717) tliat not a dozen jiorsous in the country pos.sessed

it." 1 think that established facts warrant a presumption more favourable

to Greek learning than the endouco of Touruefort.
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samo value on loarnins:^ in the eighteenth century as it

liad done wlien in the zenith of its power, it would

inevitably have sunk to the level of the most degraded

subjects of the Porte, and would never have recovered

its liberty, except, perhaps, as the vassal of another

Power. The Greeks have entered upon the path of

liberty because they have steadfastly clung to the

dignity of education. They have found that education

means power, in the best and widest sense, for they

can trace their regeneration, step by step, from the

school to the kingdom. A nation which, under the

oppression of a grinding tyranny, could prove itself

more enlightened than many of the mightiest States

in Europe has deserved more than a partial emanci-

pation ; it has earned the full reversion of its ancient

patrimony.

The earlier Greek struggles, previous to the TVar

of Independence which finally shook off the Turkish

^•oko, were immature and abortive attempts, instigated

by Russia, and having for their result to delay rather

than to hasten the effectual movement.' Great national

upheavals have their natural periods of evolution, and

cannot be precipitated by spurious and artificial en-

thusiasms. So long as the Greeks themselves were not

thoroughly ripe for revolt, so long as the genuine fire

burned only in the hearts of a few pioneers and martyrs

of liberty, the intrigues of Russia were hopelessly im-

potent. The futile war of 1770-4, undertaken by

' There had iiulcpd been other desultory attempts to raise tlio Greeks,

incited by agents from Western Europe. Tlins Pliilippe de Comines

records an abortive resurrection in the north of Greece, fostcre<l by the

emissaries of Cliarh's VIII. of France. Tlie Sultan was warned of the

mischief from Venice, and nipped it in the bud. After that Charles de

Gonzagnc and Clevcs, Duke de Nevers, and seventh in descent from

Andronicus the Old, Emperor of the East, made an equally unsuccessful

attempt. See Vreto, Life of Kolokutrones, p. 11.
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Catherine II., on the advice of her favourite, Gregory

Orloff, and in direct violation of existing treaties

between Russia and the Porte, was little better than

a filibustering adventure, in which the Greeks bore

but an insignificant part. Something more was neces-

sary before Hellas could arise as one man, with an

irresistible resolution, and with such a moral force that

the European concert of nations (or what was equivalent

to it) was compelled to intervene in its favour. The

intellectual battle had to be fought out before the

battle of material force could be attempted ; and the

crisis of that intellectual battle was to be brought on

by the French Revolution.

Of all the enduring benefits conferred upon Europe

by the Revolution of 1789, none was more auspicious

than its development of the cause of Greece. Not only

were the Greek i>atriots stimulated to renewed hope

and vigour by the grand spectacle of a nation shaking

off its chains—I speak especially of the first three years

of the Revolution, and of the period immediately

antecedent to the meeting of the Assembly—but simul-

taneously, and throughout Europe, the ideas of the

Philhellenes assumed the conviction and the force of

maturity. From the French initiative we may trace

most of the conquests of liberty which signalised the

earlier decades of the present century ; and if the fruits

of that glorious new growth were not to be reapeil in

Greece for thirty years after the seed had been sown,

this was only because the Greeks had to wait and

suffer, in common with the rest of Europ(>, until the

terrible recoil from that great shock had passed away.

It was barely six years from the signature of the

Treaty of Paris when the Greeks threw down the

gauntlet. Naples and Spain, as we have seen, claimed
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tlu'ir liberties about tbe same time, and wore slaus^btered

into silence by truculent Austria and reactionary France.

But with Greece and Turkey the case was different.

The self-constituted vicegerents of fate, who met at

Laybach and Verona to protect their own tyrannies

by perpetuating those of others, were no longer of one

accord in dealing with this question. Russia had an

interest in the weakening of Turkey, and without

Russia, Austria and Prussia were not likely to interfere.

England, who had protested mildly at Laybach, and

firmly at Verona, against the .sujjpression of a nation's

liberty, was not hard to persuade when the question

was one of popular emancipation. Never for many

years together has England tried to assure herself

and the world that she is an3-thing but the most liberal

and democratic of nations. She has allied herself with

despots, and truckled to tyrants ; but only in unworthy

moments of reaction and self-forgetfulness. Herself

indissolubly wedded to the supremacy- of the popular

will, havnng always rejected, without hysterical jxission

or undue violence, the presumptions of monarchical

prerogative, her generosity has rarely been appealed to

in vain by a nation struggling again.st its oppressor.

Appealed to now by Greece, she listened soberly* to

her claim—not by virtue of, but in spite of, Russia's

advocacy.

The question presented to Europe was one between

the tyranny of Turkey, hated by all freemen, which

had never cared to make itself friends amongst its

fellow-tyrannies, and Greece, the land of the Hellenes,

of a race which had renewed its youth with the reju-

' Very soberly, it is trne. Tbe ppooh was one of reaction, so far as our

Government was coneemwl; but the jteople heard the voice of the Greeks.

It was the ago of Castlcreagh and Wellington ; but it was also the age of

Canning.
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venescence of Europe itself, and which demanded to

be free amongst the first of the liberated peoples. It

WU"; impossible not to recognise the justice of this

demand. There was a solidarity between new Greece

and new Europe which every enlightened man, every

man whose mind had Ijeen emancipated by the revo-

lutionary ideas of the epoch, felt and acknowledged

as a matter of course. Europe, in fact, was passing

through a new Renaissance ; and in this Renais.sance

Greek and Italy had a special right to participate.

The si.xteenth century had witnessed a Renaissance of

letters; in the nineteenth century political action was

to take the place of learning, and the new birth was

to regenerate nations instead of literatures. None the

less was this second Renaissance preluded and ushered

in by a new revival of letters. It had been so in

France ; it had been so, after a difTerent fashion, in

Germany and England ; and it had been so in Greece.

The political revolution was preceded by a literary

revolution ; but this last was practically a fresh literaiy

Renaissance. Evolved in England, where men revolted

against a spm-ious dogmatism and a feeble Teutonic

classioalism—against the vapidities of a Pope and the

puerilities of a Johnson—the new ideas were destined

to come to maturity in France, and there to be trans-

lated into the language of action.' In Greece, the

' "Altliough born iiiEnglaml, the philosophy of thu eighteenth century

conld not <h'V('h)p itself in Engliiud; the fever for demolition and recon-

Rtruction remained superficial there, and momeutary. Dei^m, atheism,

materijilism, s<'i-]iticism, ideology, tlie tlicorj- of the return to nature, the

proclamation of the rights of man, all the temerities of Bnliiighroke, Collins,

Toland. Tinilal, and Mandoville, the bold ideas of Hume, Hartley. Jamos

Mill, and Bentham, all the rovoliilinnary doctrines, wert' so many conser-

vatorj- plants, pmdnced here and there in the isolated studies of a few

thinkers; in the open air they proved ab prtivc, after bk>omiug for a little

time under the too rigoroua competition with the old Tegclatioii. . . .
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pivludo of political resurrection was more distinctly

a literary lienaissance than a revolution of ideas. It

was so, at all events, as far as the outward expression

of these ideas was concerned. The schools, the printing

press, the ecclesiastical teaching, the Hetairias, displayed

a literar}- rather than a philosophical activity ; hut their

activity in the eigliteenth century was unquestion-

ably cognate with the activity of English and French

ideas. /

Gervinus, centering his attention on the revival of

letters amongst the Greeks, and perhaps making too

little of the southward revolutionary current, maintains

that " neither the efforts of Latin Christianity during

two hundred years, nor the dreams of the Greek Church

fur more than a century, nor the French Kepublicans,

nor the French Imperialists, nor the Italian carbonari,

were to give back their freedom to the Greeks. . . .

We shall see at work the savage and anarchical resist-

ance of the Albanians and the Suliots, the strength

of the klephts amongst the Greeks themselves, the

audacious ambition of the Phanariots, the power of

Ali Pasha and Mehemet Ali, which operated sometimes

in favour of, and sometimes against, the Greeks. But

all these causes would not have had a decisive bearing

on the success of the insurrection ; everything depended

on the recovery to an intellectual and moral life of that

nation which, after its political ruin, had already made

the European world young again, and which now

compelled Europe to take an interest in its political

On tlio contrary, in Franco, the scod imported from Enirland takes root

and hiireadst with extraordinary vigour. . . . This i» owing to tlie seed

having fallen on suitable (rrouuil, that is to say, on the patrimony of the

'la-isic spirit. In this land of the raiion rnisonmititc it no longer

eneoanters the rivals that impeded its growth ou the other side of tho

channel."—Taine, L'Ancien Regime, bk. iv., eh. 1 (Durand's Translation).
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resurrection. In their essential parts, that recovery and

that rejuvenescence were potentially present in the inner

and roniarkable development of the Greeks which had

displayed itself for the first time during the reforms of

Mustapha K(jeprili, but which became a splendid tree

only when the weather favourable to the growth of the

revolution supplied its offspring with a more abundant

nourishment."' A little further on, Gervinus strikes the

true note. " Since the French Revolution the common
aim and centre of action had been found which had

been lacking before, and towards which every movement

in the moral and material progress of the nation was

to be directed. It was the idea of the political recovery

of the fatherland which, like an electric spark, touched

all the isolated elements, with their divergent forces,

suddenly fused them, and made of them a homogeneous

whole. 'Y

In 1770 the Greeks had failed, because they were

fighting (or were not fighting) for Bussia. In 1821

they succeeded, because then, for the first time, they

fought fur each other.

Throughout the last decade of the last century, and

the two earlier decades of the present century, the

friends of Greece were impatiently looking forward to

her deliverance. Young Greeks at the universities of

Europe, or travelling in almost every foreign country,

were cheered by the generous fire of sympathy, and

returned to their homes with renewed confidence. At
Jena, Schiller challenged his Greek hearers to strike

a blow for national treedom. Men hoped that the

wide conllagration of the revolutionary wiirs would

reach Greece also, where " the landing of a single

French regiment would have roused the whole land to

' Oeschichte det Neutuehnfcn Jahrhunderts, y., 79.
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revolt."' Tho confla;;ration died out at last, and the

Treaty of Vienna had nothing to say to Greece except

by placing the Ionian Islands—bandied about from

Venice to France, from France to Russia, and back

again—under a British protectorate. Even this the

Greeks were fain to accept as a happy augury ; for

they began to look to England for their deliverance.

It was during this period of thirty years that Phil-

hellenism became a mighty moral power, more especially

in England. Greece was one of the few places on the

Continent which English travellers could safely Aasit,

and they resorted in considerable numbers to the Morea,

the Ionian Islands, and the Archipelago, as well as to

Albania. " Athens," says Ger\inus, " became a rendez-

vous for foreigners, and a colony of scientific men. By
the side of the archont Logothetis, called the modern

Pericles, on account of his charming and witty conver-

sation, Lord Guildford^ was for some time the centre

of society. Later on, he used his large fortune, and all

the resources of his mind, for the purpose of stimulating

the national spirit amongst the lonians ; and he won

amongst the Greeks themselves the title of ' greatest

and thrice greatest of Philhellenes.' J

Greek \vTiters were not idle in this preparatory

movement. Amongst them was the savant Corais,

who, in 1803, read before the Society of the Observers

' I am here followinjf Gervinus.—Dnrinp tho Napoleonic wars the

iufluence of Ruasia was rather sinister than favourahle to the Greeks. The

Czar Alexander liaU ciuarrelled with Turkey iu 1805, thus driving the

Sultan S«'liiii into the arms of the French. Napoleon had already seized

Illyria ; it would have been easy for him to overrun the Ottoman dominions
;

and, indeed, he had at one time entertained the idea. But in the lonp run

the enemy of Rus.sia was his friend ; and this may have Bcemed to him h

cliLssfij' 'A\)i/'.''"'*°"
^'"' l^'l'"'? Turkey alone. The Greek armntoles did

fneouuters the \rrection; hut it was ill supported and easily suppressed,

channel." Taine jjmmissioner of tho Ionian Islands.
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of Man, at Paris, a memoir " on the present state of

civilisation in Greece," which contained one of the

earliest direct assertions of the necessity for national

emancipation. But it was in the Hetairias especially

that the intellectual activity of the Greek patriots and

the Philhellenes found its full and free expression. The

first of these societies, the " Hetairia of Philomuses," was

I)erhaps founded with a genuine, though not with an

e.xclusively literary, aim. It was inaugurated at Vienna,

by Count Capo d'Istria,' and its object was described

as being the creation of schools in Greece, and the

cultivation of a taste for classical art by the opening

of museums and libraries. The head-quarters were

removed to Athens in the year IS 14, under the

patronage of many of the distinguished persons of every

nationality who had assembled with the Congress at

Vienna. Another similar association, under the name

of the" Literary Society," had been founded in ISIO by

the metropolitan Ignatius, at Bucharest, which was

specially promoted and assisted by Russians. Bucharest

was already the home of Greek learning, thanks to the

Phanariot Voivodes, who, whatever their faults may
have been, had left this amongst other proofs of the

su])oriority of their race. Here also, in ISll, Anthimos

(iazis had started the Zear//e^ J/crctfry,- a magazine of

modern Greek literature, in which the neo-Hellenic

spirit was vividly displayed. I

At the l)egiuning of the nineteenth century, the

opinions of Europe on the true character of the relations

' Capo d'latria was a native of Corfu. A< au early ape lie entered

till" RiinHiaii (liploinatio service, and was employed ou arranjriuff the details

of tlie Treaty of Paris. Ho is a prominent tigure in history of Greek

regeneration.—Soo ou the Hetairias, G«r\-inus, v., 123; Fiulay, vi., 97;

Boug«>ault, iii., 525 ; Philemon and Xauthos amongst Greek historians.
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between Russia aud Turkey were very much the same

as they are to-day. The suspicion of Russian motives

was perhaps not quite so pronounced ; but then, as now,

it was steadfastly believed that the Government of St.

Petersburg was aiming at the dismemberment of Turkey,

at the possession of Constantinople, at a Mediterranean

frontier ; and then, as now, the majority of statesmen

perceived in the constant interventions and intrigues of

Russia few better motives than the advancement of a

selfish ambition. It was not surprising that the less

enthusiastic minds, starting with this idea, saw the

hand of the Russian Government in the new literary

as.sociations of the Greeks. The hand of the Russian

Philhellenes was undoubtedly there ; and in respect of

another society, the Philike Hefairia of Odessa, it is

placed beyond question that official Russia gave it

countenance and support. That tiic active propaganda

carried on by the Hetairists contributed not a little

to the outbreak of the insurrection of the Greeks, in

ISiJl, can hardly be contested.' Strange to say, the

English consuls in the Levant were the only foreign

agents who, having had the opportunit}^ of watching

this propaganda, shut their eyes, as late as 1S~0, to the

approach of an inevitable Russo-Greek attack upon the

Porte.

There was a large and prosperous colony of Greeks

at Odessa in the year 1 SI 4, when the Philike Hetairia

was founded.- Finlay tells us that the first members

' The semi-political semi-literary clul>s of rcvolntiouar)- Paris very

probably, a.H Finlay observes, siigpestod these societies, secret or open,

of the PhillieUcnes. The name of the Odessa Hetairia, iXiirJi 'ZToipia

(subaudi TTit 'EWririKTis JwayaoTiirtaii), carries us back to the Socieiedfs Avtin

du Petiple, and the like.

- The oriKiiiatiuu of tbc scheme is credited to Xicholas Skupha.t, a

native of Arta.
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were " bankrupt nuTcliauts and intriguing adventurers,

possessed of some cunning and great enthusiasm ;" and

few historians have found anything better to say of the

wilder and more restless spirits who made themselves

conspicuous in the earlier conduct of the association.

Russian and even Greek writers have naturally said all

that it was possible to say on behalf of these men ; but

the wiser patriots of the time knew that little was to

be gained from the assistance of harebrained fanatics

who talked of burning Constantinople, assassinating

the Sultan and his ministers, and exterminating the

Mahomedan population. Desperate remedies of that

kind come of overheated passions, and in the emergencies

of revolutions. They are not calmly plotted bofdrehand,

except by the enemies of human society.

(jrers'inus' shows how much reason there is to con-

clude that the Russian Government was at an early

period cognisant of the existence and objects of the

Odessa Iletairia. In 1 SI fi its head-quarters were

removed to Moscow, whilst its very existence was

unknown to all save a few of the Greeks resident in

Turkey. The members were recruited from the Hellenic

communities in Odessa and Moscow, and from travellers

passing through these cities, who were initiated by the

leaders of the association, and taught its watchword

—

" the armed union of all the Christians of the Turkish

Empire, for the purpose of making the Cross triumph

over the Crescent." A Thessalian, named Perrhaibos,-

was thus initiated, 2is he was on his way to St. Peters-

burg. In 1^17 he presented to the Czar Alexander,

through the good offices of the diplomatist Stourdza,

' GcKchiehte, t., 123.

' Ho Imd incil.il tl»< Suliots to rovolt in 181 1; snd in the following

year he publiithed a lii^itory of that bravo and unfortunate race.

q2
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" a new scheme for a rising of the Greeks." One of the

companions of his voyage, also initiated in the secrets

of llotairia, was Nicholas Galatis, vi Ithaca ;
" a vain

swindler who gave himself out for a count, and a

delegate of the Greeks, and who opened his negotiations

with so much impindence that he was arrested by the

police, and conducted to Moldavia. On the same night

Perrhaibos was likewise arrested. J3ut—a significant

fact—not only was the latter immediately set at liberty,

after receiving a compensation in money, but the

consul-general at Jassy, Pini, was directed to give his

protection and pecuniary help to the swindler Galatis,

so that, ' as a member of an association which aimed at

shaking the Ottoman yoke,' he might not suffer at the

hands of the Turks." This looks as though the

Hetairists already had powerful friends at the Russian

court ; and, at all events, from that moment the propa-

ganda received a wide extension in Southern Eussia and

the Danubian provinces. The sham Count Galatis was

worth appeasing. The first thing he did at Jassy was

to win over the consul's interpreter, George Leventis, a

Peloponnesian. Leventis was not content with adopting

the idea of an insurrection ; he wanted to make it forth-

\\ itli a reality. ]}y way of a beginning he .set himself

to promote a rising in Servia, and for that purpose

invited Kara George, the expelled prince of that country,

to Jas.sy, where he managed to supply him with means.

The attempt was made, in connection with a more

serious movement in Moldavia, and proved abortive.

This " tragical prelude of the Greek Revolution," says

Gervinus, " a prelude put upon the stage and enacted by

the Piianariot llypsilantes, who had submitt(.'d himself

to Russian inspirations," ended in "the atrocitii -

inseparable from every Turkish occupation or triumph
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From this moment all eyes were turned upon the

Greeks ; for it was understood that the next act

in the drama of emancipatiuii was to be played in

Greece^

Before proceeding to pass under review the events

of this War of Independence, and of the establishment

of the Greek kingdom, it may be well to glance at the

actual condition of the subjected Hellenic race imme-

diately before the insurrection. It may be at once

admitted that the Greeks in Turkey were by no

means specially or universally oppressed at the begin-

ning of the present century. We have already seen that

their intellectual superiority and industry had gained

for them many exemptions and privileges which were

not enjoyed by any other subject race. They had

honourable careers thrown open to them ; they had

the opportunities of making and enjoying large

fortunes ; their religion was treated with toleration by

their Mahomedan rulers ; their right of self-education,

and in some cases their right of self-government,

was generally respected. In certain parts of the

empire the Greeks were in a better material condition

than their Mahomedan fellow-subjects. No doubt

this fact was due principally to the Greeks them-

selves, and in part even to the loose and ill-organised

system of Turkish government ; but it was something

that, amidst the characteristically blighting despotism

of Ottoman rule, there could exist here and there a

j)ractically independent district or community. One
cause more than any other contributed to produce this

result, and it was that the collection of the taxes was

chiefly managed for the Porte by Greek officials. From
the Phanariots in the capital to the humblest clerks and

farmers of taxes, the administration of the empire was
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largely carried on by the shrewd, methodical, business-

like and foirly trustworthy Greeks. Not only in this

respect, but also on account of the ecclesiastical authority

wielded by the Patriarch of Constantinople over the

great majority of the Sultan's subjects, the Government

found it advisable to leave consideraljle jjower in their

hands ; and thus the Greeks throughout the enijjire

enjoyed a general immunity which they would certainly

not have retained if the administration had been

confided wholly to Mahomedans.

Again, the Porte saw in the Greek population

something more than a recruiting ground for adminis-

trators and clerks. Commerce, agriculture, the naNy,

were crowded by skilful and successful Greeks. The

Greek merchants and farmers of Southern Turkey and

the Archipelago paid a considerable share of the

revenues of the empire. Tlie pashaliks of the Morea,

of Thessalonica, of Crete, and of the Coast were amongst

the most valuable districts of the whole of Turkey,

and it was not worth the Porte's while to interfere

(except by occasionally increasing the imposts) with

such lucrative sources of its annual income.

Another fact helps to account for this comparative

prosperity and immunity of the Greeks. llussia

had imposed upon Turkey, in the famous treaty of

Kainardji (1774), her right of protecting the Christian

subjects of the Porte. By the seventh article of that

treaty the Sultan undertook to permit the free exercise

of the Christian religion, and to listen to the special

representations of the Russian Government on behalf

of the co-religionists of llussia. The constant in-

terference of the Eussian embassy between the

Mahomedan rulers and their Christian subjects—an

interference which was soon emulated by most of the
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otluT European Powers—has done more than anythinji;

else to lia-sten the decline of the Ottoman Government.

/ If, however, the Greeks in Turkej' had some reason

to coiif,'ratulate themselves on the fact that they were

not often, or as a race, subjected to the brutality of

their semi-barbarous masters, they were never able to

forget for a long time together that they were at the

mercy of the cruel caprices of a tyrant. The very-

uncertainty and inequality of their condition prevented

the most prosperous amongst them from being content

with their lot. " At Constantinople," Finlay observes,*

"the Greek was a crouching slave; at Bucharest and

Yassi, a despotic tyrant ; at Chios, a happy subject

;

and at Psara, and in the villages of Mount Pelion, a

free citizen." The fact is instructive, especially when

read in the light of subsequent hi.story, which shows us

that it was precisely in the most well-to-do portions of

the empire—in the Morea, in Crete and other islands

of the ^gean—that the most desperate struggles have

taken place to cast off the Turkish yoke. It is another

proof of the statement that the education and elevation

of the Hellenic race have been the principal causes of

its recovery of freedom. It is not when the victims

of oppression are most abject, and most bitterly crushed,

that they are ripest for insurrection and deliverance,

but when the dignity of humanity exerts the strongest

dominion over them. Not the crouching slave, but the

man who has found it impossible to remain a slave,

deserves and is able to be free.

Finlay reproaches many of the wealthy Greeks with

supineness at the moment of the national struggle

for liberty. " Great as the ecclesiastical, literary, and

commercial influence of the Greek race really was

' History, vi., 7.
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in European Turkey," lie says,^ " the events of the

Greek devolution showed that the influence of Greek

nationality had been greatly overrated by the Greeks

themselves. ... A large part of the Greek nation

made but feeble efforts to aid their countrymen when

struggling for indepi-ndonce. The literary powers of

the learned created a loud echo of patriotism ; but

thousands of wealthy Greeks continued to pursue their

own schemes of interest and profit, under the protection

of the Sultan's Government, during the whole period

of the Greek Revolution." Finlay would probably

have rejected the suggestion that an impartial histor}-

of the Greek Eevolution could have been written in a

spirit of generosity towards the Greeks ; and he certainly

does not err in that direction. His depreciation of the

national sentiment was probably based upon his own

observation ;
- but we are fairly entitled to question

the accuracy of his deduction from the particular ca.ses

of indifference which may have come under his notice.

After a war of several years' duration, maintained

against every effort which the Ottoman generals could

put forth, it may be questioned whether any foreign

observer can bo justified in reproaching " a large

part of the Greek nation " with lukewarniness, or in

stigmatising the circumspection of prominent Greek

subjects in other portions of Turkey, whose situa-

tion would necessarily be precarious, as the grossest

selfishness.

We have every reason for concluding, from indis-

putable facts, that the Greek nation as a whole deserved

the warm sympathy which it commanded throughout

' HUtory, p. 8.

' Unlosfl, n» Mr. Tozor says in a note to Finlay's antobiograiiliy, it was
the result of }iis disappointment witli the progress made by the Kingdom
of Greece after 1830.
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Europe, as soon as it Iiiul committed itself to its

desperate stru<,'ijle with the Turks. And if we consider

the iiiequahty of this struiji^U-, the vast sacrifices wliich

it imposed upon the entire population of Greece proper,

the paralysing brutality of the Ottoman troops wlien-

ever chance brought them a temporary ^nctory, and the

danger incurred by all Greeks outside the limits of

the actual insurrection, it is impossible not to admire

the gallantry of the movement, and an ungrateful task

to fix our eyes upon isolated instances of abstention.

Europe unquestionably hailed the promise of Greek

regeneration with enthusiasm ; and England, though

perhaps the slowest of the Great Powers to give the

struggling nationality her countenance and hearty

support, was eventually the most efficient instrument

in assuring its success. There are, indeed, several

reasons which explain the first reluctance of the English

Government to take part in the liberation of Greece.

Distrust of Russia, a doubt whether Greece would ever

be strong enough to use her power in an independent

manner, and an unwillingness to weaken Turkey in the

important position which she occupied in the East,

were motives already iuHuential with English states-

men, though far from being as potent a.s they have

since become. The Philhellenes of the earlier phase

were mostly liberal-minded scholars, poets, and travellers,

whose ideas asserted themselves in literature, but were

slow to exercise an influence over politics. Up to

the death of Lord Castlereagh, in 1S22, it was use-

less for the Greeks to expect any assistance, direct or

indirect, from the English Foreign Olhce ; and even

the influence of Canning was exerted for little else than

the patching up of a peace between Turkey and her

rebellious subjects. Public opinion, which had begun
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to express itself very foreibl}' in fiWour of popular

liberties in England, was not yet instructed and trained

up to the point of enthusiasm for foreign liberties.

Our grandfathers knew next to nothing of Greece.

For the mass of the nation there was no such thing as

an Ea.stern Question ; whilst tlieir knowledge of the

relations e.xisting between Turkey and Greece might

have been summed up in a sentence. Even those who
made some effort to discover the truth, and who for

that purpose consulted the records of travellers, must

have been puzzled to know whether their s}'mpathies

ought to be with the Turks or with the Greeks, so

sorry a picture was drawn by many writers of the

patriots in their owTi country. The battle of Navarino

itself was not generally approved in England ; and it

contributed largely to the fall of the Canning-Goderich

Administration, and to the return to office of the Duke
of Wellington, with his blank negation of popular

claims.
|

How little the English Government, in the time of

Castlereagh's greatest influence, was disposed to assist

the cause of the Greeks may be seen from the history of

Parga, the surrender of which tovra to the Turks, in

1S19, reflects anything but credit on the perversely

scrupulous foreign policy which was responsible for it.

The Ionian Islands had been ceded by Venice to France

in 1797. Three years later they were seized by a

combined force of Russians and Turks, and a special

convention nominally gave back to the Ottoman

dominion all the ft>rmer Venetian possessions on the

coa.st, including Prevesa and Parga. Ali Pasha, of

Janina, alternately a servant and a rebel to the

Sultan, had already occupied the places in question,

with the e.xception of Parga. The Porte's jealousy of
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Ali Pasha induced it to wink at the resistance offered to

him by this town, and to leave it in the enjoyment of

its liberal institutions ; so that, in effect. Parga was

undisturbed up to the peace of I^lu. At that time the

French garrison in Corfu, being called upon to surrender

the island to the English, secretly invited Ali Pasha to

enter Parga, on the opposite coast. An English force

from Zante, however, lost no time in occujjying the

town ; and the English Government, being called upon

by the Porte to carry out the terms of the Russo-

Turkish convention of ISOO, raised objections, and

protriK'ted the negotiations for four years.

The inhabitants of Parga themselves protested

\'igorously against being handed over to the Turks, and

especially to Ali Pasha, whose cruelties had rendered

him an object of aversion. They declared that they

would leave their homes rather than exchange their

independence for the tyranny of Tui-kish rule ; and

when the cession was actually resolved upon, the bulk

of them fulfilled their threat, and emigrated to the

islands, under circum.stances " of the most tragical

character,"' England was able to secure for them a

compensation from the Porte of £150,000 ; but this did

not prevent bitter complaints and reproaches being

levelled against her. England's destiny made her

the last Power in Europe to deliver a territory into the

hands of Mahomedans, as she was thereafter to be

the last Power to contend for the independence and

integrity of the Ottoman Empire. In regard to Parga,

there was evidently no reason why the convention of

ISOO, between llussia and Turkey, which dealt with

territory belonging to neither the one nor the other

of thum, which was set aside by the Treaty of Tilsit,

' Fiulay, v., 227 ; Perrhaibos, Alison.
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in 1 ^07. which had iiover been acted upon b}' the Porte,

and wliich was in any case superseded by the cession of

the Ionian Islands to Enghmd in 1815, should have been

considered binding upon Great Brihiin. I'arga seems

to have passed to and fro, with Corfu—and it certainly

did so in the year IsOU. We find the French claiming

to dispose of it on the occasion of the surrender of Corfu

to the English. It was probably the jealousy of the

Continental Powers, who were unwilling to leave

England in possession of a fortress on the mainland,

which prompted the Porte to insist upon the surrender

of Parga. It might have been infinitely better for

Europe, and for England in particular, if Castlereagh

had steadfastly declined to abandon a position command-

ing Epirus and the whole of the Greek peninsula. Such

a course was dictated by justice and policy, and was

certainly not forbidden by international probity. If it

had been followed, there would have been something

to hand over to Greece, in 1S()4, more valuable to her

than the Ionian Islands.

One result of this lamentable cession was that the

refugees of Parga, settling chiefly in the Ionian Islands,

there formed a nucleus of discontent, or at all events

added largely to the discontent already created by the

arbitrary rule of the English Government and their Lord

High Commissioners.' The soreness never wore off,

from that moment until the plebiscite of 18G4 declared

enthusiastically for reunion with the mother country.

Finlay says,- in reference to the cession of I'arga,

and to the general indignation provoked by it :

—

' Tlie first of these, Sir Tlioinas Maitland, uioknameU " King Tom,"
was ext ri'iuely luipopular. Lord Guildford was a goiiiiiiio Fhillielleuo, and

did much to rwoucUo tho inliiibitnnts to tlieir in-w inastors.

' HUtory, v., 277. Fiulay's work was last revised by tho author in

18G3.
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" Perhaps public opinion is not unjust when it blames

the acts of a free government for violations of the

principles of abstract justice, which it would praise as

wise and politic measures if they were adopted by

a despotic prince. Men habitually arraign the free

before the tribunal of equity ; slaves and depots they

judge by the exigencies of expediency and policy.

Truth and justice ought always to penetrate to the

hearts of free men, but they are not expected to find

an echo in the breasts of princes and statesmen. The

severe criticism of English policy is the eulogy of

English liberty. The conduct of the English Govern-

ment in the Ionian Islands has, however, neither been

wise nor liberal : though it has administered justice

with equity, and protected industry and commerce, it

long opposed the liberty of the press. The chief ground

of its unpopularity nevertheless is, that it has checked

the movements of those who desired to cause an insur-

rection of the Greeks in Turkey. . . But the

inhabitants of the Ionian Islands have no good reason

to complain, for if the English Government has not

performed its duty, the nobles and the people of the

Ionian Islands have completely neglected theirs. They

liave not availed themselves of the liberty they have so

long enjoyed for improving their moral condition, and

for attaining a moral and intellectual superiority over

the other Greeks who were subject to the Sultan. All

foreign domination appears to have exerted a baneful

influence on Greek morality." The reproach hardly

seems to be deserved. Mr. Finlay is, at least l)v

implication, bitter again.st both the inhabitants of the

Ionian Islands and tho.se of the Greek mainland

—

against the first because they disliked English rule, and

against the last because they plotted to cast off the
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Oppression of the Turlcs ; and yet in botli cases he

admits the domination to have been baneful. He
condemns the Greeks for being corrupt under foreign

tyranny, l)iit lie is unable to sympathise with them

when they insist on demanding their freedom. Greece

is entitled to appeal to a more generous tribunal.

England owes to Greece a reparation for the wrong

done to her children at Parga. In 1819 she subjected a

prosperous community to the worst of all tyrannies,

with the sole alternative of exile.' The time is

approaching, if it has not fully arrived, when she may
assist in drawing together the Greeks from the .."Egean

tu the Balkans, from Parga to Macedonia and Thrace.

Autonomy may serve the ends of compromise ; but the

nineteenth century can hardly pass away without

e.xtending the sceptre of the Greek kingdom over all

the Greeks in Europe.

Amongst the clearest symptoms of the fitness of the

Greeks for independence was the condition of their

commerce during the half-century preceding the estab-

lishment of the new dominion. It was not only by an

intellectual, but also b}' a moral and a physical supe-

riority to their oppressors that the rejuvenescent race

were to earn their freedom. The industry of the

Greeks, Jit the end of the last century and the beginning

of the present, was phenomenal ; it has been admitted

and described by many writers, by no means partial to

the nation as a whole.- Their manufactures, their

agriculture, and their shipping, responded to a common
stimulus, due partly to the Kussian protection after the

' Tlio £'1.50.(Xhi wont to the owucrs of proiwrty— not to tlip mass nf

Ihp people who liad no title-deoils, but only patriotism, and iiidepeudeiife.

and other unmarketable possession.-!.

' Fiulay, v., 2S1 ; and (as quoted by him) Beaujour, Clarke, Leake.
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Treat}" of Kainardji, and ])artly to tlie natural genius

and power of recovery in the race. By the terms of the

comnicrcial treaties entered into between Eussia and

the Porte, in the years 1771) and 17*53, the right of

Russian interference on behalf of the Greek Christians

was supplemented by the immunity of Greek property

under the Russian Hag ; and thus the Greek merchants

were enabled to carry on a large trade in the !Mediter-

rancan, in the Black Sea, and even as far as Engli>h

ports, under both Russian and Turkish ])rotection.

During the long European wars, vast profits were in

this way secured by Greek exporters, and by the

mercantile navy plying between the mainland, the

islands, and foreign ports. This industrial development

was wofully interfered with by the long War of Inde-

])endence ; but it contained a promise which has since

been fulfilled in the commercial records of New Greece.

It is not to Englishmen that one need insist upon

the large influence which this extended commerce must

have liad upon the aspirations of the Greeks for an

independent national existence, nor upon the manner

in which the machinery of trade would avail the cause

of regeneration and freedom.

It would be superfluous, as already pointed out, to

look for the causes of the Greek insurrection with the

expectation of finding evidences of desperate crueltv on

the part of the Turks, or desperate suffering on the

part of the Greeks. Both these things we should un-

doubtedlv meet with in the Greece of 1800 to 1820, but

they were not the immediate causes of the outbreak.

These causes were, first, the regeneration of the race,

the influence of modern ideas, the elevation and en-

richment of thousands of Greeks ; and next, the

fomentation of all such causes bv Philhellenism and
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Hotairism, by a propafjanclism exortcd l>otli from within

and from without—most actively from Kussia, which,

in so far as lier motives were selfish, saw her own
advantage in any limitation of the Ottoman power,

even if it resulted in the aggrandisement of a nation

whereof she had every reason to be prospectively jealous.

But it cannot be too often repeated that much more

is necessary, in order to stir up a national insurrection,

than the intrigues and money of foreign agencies. No
influence and no bribes would suffice to create the

animosity of a race, much less to plunge a country into

civil war, if there were not, to begin with, the two

conflicting and irreconcilable elements of oppressors

and oppressed, and if the wrongs of the oppressed

were not already deep enough to have forced them to

the brink of desperation. That this was so with the

Greeks, as it has been so with all the Christian races

subjected to Ottoman rule, it is useless to deny.

One form alone of the tyranny exerted by the

Turks over their victims—although it had disappeared

more than a centuiy before the outbreak of the Greek

War—would explain any insurrection, however ruth-

less, and after however long an interval of time. The

tribute of children, exacted by the Ottoman conquerors

when they could not extort a tribute in money or in

chattels, surpassed in subtle cruelty almost every dia-

bolical device which it has entered into the mind of

a tyrant to conceive. "Whatever the jnirpose to which

the ravished Christian children were put—and it was

not only the Janissaries who were recruited from this

source—the life-blood of the subject races was drained

from them by Sultan Orkhan's obscene institution.

Tims to the barbarous cruelty itself were added the

enervation and emasculation of the race. The Greeks
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ill coininuii with the JJiiIfj^ariaus and the Slavs, were

held in honda<,'e by their own children and brethren.

The kid was seethed in its mother's milk, (feneration

after generation there was scarcely u house in which

there was not one dead—dead, at least, to the tics ol'

home and kindred, and to such honour as could subsist

under these denaturalisinj^ conditions. Were injuries

like this capable of bein;^ forgotten? To put a loftier

and wider question still— Is it possible for such crimes

to be committed without bringing punishment on the

heads of the criminals? Surely not, if there is any

.system or law in the development of history. As
inevitably as the quickened seed becomes a plant, or as

the dropped stone falls to the ground, so certaiul}', and

by the operation of an immutable law, does tyranny

beget the death of tyrants, and oppression the freedom

of the oppressed.'

There was in (Jreece, under the Turkish rule, an

aristocracy of wealth, and partly of talent, which went

by the name of the kodja-bashis, or primates, corre-

sponding somewhat to the pnhlicani of the Roman
tributary provinces. They farmed the taxes under the

Turkish beys, generally subletting them to petty

authorities in the several communities within their

districts. The taxes fell, as a rule, nominally upon

the whole population ; but the Maliomedans were

' Till! frilmto of childron was abolislii'tl in form, it is true; but the

rssouoo of tlu> fiix rcniHiiii'il. To this ilny, accordiiif; to ri'coiit travcllors,

tlip Turks have ccinlinuiMl to draw ii]ioii (hi> Christian iiojndatioiis of tho

pMi]iir<' for thi' sn|>p1y of tluir liarcnis; and it would apjirar that the kid-

iiai>iii'rs and shivi'-di-iiii>r» drive a \m-\. traiii- in tin- human o.iniinoditv

amonj|;st thi- jioorcr cla.ssos of Grrck-i, Arinrn-aii-, ami oth.-r MiKji-ctod

races. Turkry is, in farl.onoof Iho ffroati'sl slavchnldin^tand slave-dialing'

countrii's yet unroni|Uered liy <'ivili<ati<in. The reader may judye for him-

self eoneerninj; the aeliial eondilion of aff.iirs from a jiajaT ou tho subject

ill llio Gcnileman'g Maguzinc for June, 1ST3.

U
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iisually stroni^ enouj^lj to throw the burden upon thoir

Christian frllow-subjects, who were thus mixde to

support, by their unremitting hiboui-s, the entire edifice

of phinder and extortion, from the lazy Mussuhnan

farmer to the cadis, the kodja-bashis, the beys, the

metropolitan ollicials, and tlie Sultan liimself. The two

^reat divisions of tax-payers were the rural and the

lU'ban populations—including the shepherds, the moun-

taineers, the muleteers (who, in a country destitute

of canals, navigable rivers, and almost of roads, were

a numerous and important class), the tradesmen of the

municipalities, and the merchants of the seaports.

The taxes consisted principally of the levy of

tenths In kind on the gross produce, which of course

became far more than tenths when the stipulated tax of

a given district had to be supplied by a limited number

of Christian tax-paj-ers ; an additional le\y of grain for

the provision of the capital ; and the haratch, or poll-

tax, which, as a matter of course, frequently gave rise

to the most galling tyranny.

There were two other classes of the Greek popu-

lation which played a prominent part in the history of

the country—the klephts and armatoles. The klephts,

or brigands, who had established themselves in the

mountainous districts, were not simply robbers, urged

by greed and ferocity to turn their hands against their

fellow-men. They included most of those who Hed

from the cruelties of the Turks or the brutality of the

tax-gatherers ; and it is not to be wondered at that

I hey gradually came to be regarded with a feeling of

romantic Interest and admiration, as patriots and

popular champions rather than as the scourges of

society. The national songs of the War of Independ-

ence, and of the generations preceding It, give ample
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cviclcnce of the existence of such a feeliiii^. Guartled

us their lan<,'ua(,'e usually is, and concealing quite as

imich as it reveals the ])atriotic sentiment of the

writers, there can he no douht that they were sung b}'

tliousands of Greek men and maids with a full appre-

ciation of the spirit which dictated them.

The arwalofoi, or men-at-arms, were instituted in

various localities in the old IJyzantine Empire, in order

to insure that protection against anarchy or invasion

which the later emperors were powerless to provide for

tlii'ir subjects. Alter the Ottoman incursions many of

the mountain districts submitted to the Sultans only

on condition of being allowed to retain their local

])rivileges,' which, it would seem, were not unlike the

fiii'ros of the Basque provinces in Spain. It was in

JOpirus, Thessaly, and Macedonia, especially, that the

armatoles were tolerated by the Turks, h)ng after they

had been suppressed, or had died out, in other districts
;

but towards the end of the eighteenth century a deter-

mined effort was made to destn^y the system. The pashas

of Janiiui were apj)ointed from amongst the Albanian

Mussulmans with a special view to this end. Ali of

Tepelen, who became dervcudji pasha- in 17!?7, was

cruelly efficient in the work ; and amongst his devices

was the secret encouragement of the klephts, in order to

provide a pretext for introdiuing Albanian mercenaries

anu)ngst the armatoles, nominally to strengtheu, but

virtually to assimilate them. At the same time he

appointed the bravest klephts to conmiands amongst his

Christian guards; whilst, on the other hand, his policy

drove iiiaiiv armatoles to fall back into the ranks of the

' Fiiilay. vi.. 'JO.

' Oiiu uf his (irineipal diilios boiii;; to guard thu Jorvi'iiiN, ur monutaiu

passes, from the ravu-jes of the klepliU.

11 1
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kleplits. Thus it liapponod that klophts and arniatoles

came to be confoundfd by the Greek p(Ji)uhition, wlio

began to look on lioth alike as representing the spirit

of opposition to Turkish rule. These two classes of

(Jreeks were subsequently notorious for the part which

they took in the AV'ar of Independence, x
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TIIK WAR OP INDKPEXUENXE.

WealcnosB of Turkey—Ali of .Titnina—Thp Danubian Revolt—The Massatrp in
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Progress of the tireeks—Declaration of Independence—The Greolu disavow

the Foreign Intriguers.

TuuKKY Las been fallin<j to pieces any time during the

])ast century ; antl, since the Treaty of Vienna, there

liave been few statesmen who believed it possible that

the empire of the Sultans in Europe could endure. ^>'ot

only had the Porte I'ailed to obtain a place amongst the

European community of nations ; not only had the Great

Powers at Vienna and Paris left Turkey outside the

scheme of reconstructed Europe ; not only had the

Mahomedans shown themselves incapable of assimi-

lating, or being assimilated by, their Ciiristian fellow-

subjects, but the oppressed races had learned a lesson

from France which the more capable of them were

quick to put to the proof. Self-respect and self-reliance

were all that was needed to give liberty to the Servians,

the Roumanians, tlie Greeks. The sacred right of

rebellion had come almost as a revelation to the victims

of Turkish misrule ; and no .sooner had they recognised

that the easting oil' of a ^oke was a solenm dut}-,

justifying insurrection and slaughter itself, than they

l)ecarae, from that very moment, practically free. What
had bieii an underhand intrigue, nourished by money
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;iii(l lii's, was thcncefortli a noble struggle and a lioly

war.

With the Turks it was altogether different. Tlicv

had been steadily declining, even before they were forced

to admit the right of foreign interference. They had

lost in moral strength as their Christian subjects had

gained. It was by sheer force of arms that they had

been able to carry on their mockery of government, to

extort their imposts, and to hold their enemies at bay.

They would have fallen or been broken to pieces if they

had not retained .some of the sjjirit of Orkhan, Amurath,

and Mahomet II. But now, even their physical force

was deserting them. Their obstinate exclusion of

Christians irom their armies had the natural effect of

diminishing the ^lahomedan preponderance after every

war; and the Asiatics occa.sionally introduced in order

to redress the balance were necessarily inferior, in many
important respects, to those whom they replaced. If

the Turks had foreseen what was to happen, and

resolved to hold their conquests at any cost, they would

jirobabiy have thought twice before they abandoned

the plan of recruiting their ranks from tribute children

and renegades. Criminal nations, like criminal indi-

viduals, should have the courage of their crimes, or they

are sure to ruin themselves by petty remorse. The
'J'urks have lost their empire by trying to be civilised

by halves.
\

In such circumstances, and with such a race as we
know the Greeks to have been, we cannot wonder that

the year 18~U found them on the verge of rebellion.

Pretext and opportunity were found in the commotion

created in Albania by AH Pasha of Janina, whose over-

weening ambition had at last compelled Sultan Mah-
moud to nuike war upon his too powerful subject. There
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can l)c no doubt that Ali's rebellion assisted, if it did

not hasten, the insurrection of the Greeks. One of his

(Irst acts, as soon as he knew that his old enemy Isniael

had been sent against him from Constantinople, was to

summon the armatoles to his assistance; and after that

he made a direct appeal to the Greeks. By the advice

of his Greek secretaries he assembled a divan of Albanian

a<,'as and Greek bishops, whom he addressed in the

CJreek lan"ruaife, assuring them that be had made an

enemy of the Government by espousing the cause of

the Christians. lie promi.sed them a Constitution in

the event of success, and exhorted them to rouse their

countrymen to action. The bait was not taken so

fi;recdily as Ali had hoped, but the opportunity was not

thrown away by the Greek patriots. One of these,

Odysseus, who had been brou<ifht up in Ali's household,

C(jmnianded a body of Christian troops in the interests

of his master; but, on the other hand, a considerable

number of the armatoles adhered to the cause of Sultan

Mahmoud, having an old grudge to settle with the

i'asha of Janina.

The Greeks of Thessaly secured arms in a like man-

ner, but I'rom the other side. Sulieman Pasha, appointed

to the pashalik of Larissa in place of Ali's son Veli,'

invited all the Sultiin's faithful subjects to take up arms

against the rebel. At the same time he addressed a

circular to the armatoles and privileged Christian com-

munities, urging them to unite in the general movement.

It has been said that Sulieman's Greek secretary,

.\nagnostes, who translated this circular into Greek,

made it read as if it were a simple authorisation for the

' VpH liail providiisly Ih'imi jmslia of tlio Mort-a. wlicro ho liail oiiitilati'd

his father's viws and cniolly. and hud douo much to exhaust tin- patiein'o

of the Orooks iu tbo Pelopuuiicsc.
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C'liristiiins to take up arms " fur thoir own protiction.'"'

It may have beeu so. Such literary oversiji-hts have not

infreiiuently occurred in similar circumstances ; and the

patriots at all events availed themselycs freely of" the

permission.

In one other respect Ali's difiiculty profited the

(Jreeks. Nineteen years before, the bloodthirsty pasha

had driven the brave Suliotes from their homes ; and

the refugees, hospitably received by the Kussians in

Corfu, had remained on the island, under its successive

masters, up to the present time. llemembering the

indomitable courage of these old foes of Ali's, Ismael

now in\'ited them to return to their homes. Perhaps

they came all the more readily because their confidence

in and gratitude to their English protectors had been

rudely shaken by the cession of Parga in the preceding

year. Their fighting men, to the number of about two

hundred, joined Ismael's camp, but they soon found

that there was very little to be expected from the in-

capable commander. He not only failed to put them in

]>()ssession of their old homes, but left them almost

without the necessaries of life; and as Ali himself

intrigued with tin in at the same moment, and offered

to restore to them the strong fortress of Kiapha, they

made terms with his agent, and thus recovered their

heritage. No doubt the Suliotes were already pledged

to assist the Greeks in their projected movement. The

Hetairists had been busy in the Ionian Islands, in spite

of the repressive measures of the Lord High Commis-

sioners ; and it is only reasonable to conclude that the

refugees were amongst their most willing converts.

-

' Finlay. wlioso imrrntivo of llio War of ludrpendcuce I am now

fiillowinfj, sidi- by m<1i> witli that of GtTviiius.

• McikIoIshoIiii Barlholdy. Gerchichle Gnechetihivdn. a.s quoted in Mr.

Tozcr's note to Finlny. vi., S:5. Finlay expressly says tliiit tlie SiiUnn
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One of the successors of Vcli, son <>f Ali, in the

)>ashalik of the Morea, was Khurshid I'asha, a stern,

licentious, and reniorseU-ss Turk. He had already held

other important coniniands, and had acquired a high

reputation for energy and ability. In Kgypt he had

originated the policy of enrolling negroes in the ranks.

At Xish it was told of him that he had built a tower of

the heads of the Servians. In the month of March,

1S21, this man was removed from Tripolitza to the

army before Janina, Ismael having made nothing of his

opportunity. The Moreotes, relieved of the terror

inspired by Khurshid, and emboldened by the weakness

of his successors, were now ripe for an outbreak ; and it

required but a triile to light the conHagration. The
new Seraskier had scarcely settled to his work in Epirus

when he heard that the Morca, the Islands, and a large

])art of the mainland of Hellas itself, were in open

revolt. I^ievertheless, he did not abandon the siege of

.lanina, whicli continued up to Febi-uary, 1S:?2, and

then ended with the familiar Turkish drop-scene of

treachery and cold-l)looded murder.

The Kaders oi' the Greek movement may be broadl}'

distinguished as Hetairists and non-Hetairists. There

were Greeks and foreigners amongst both, but the most

worthy of the two classes of jiatriots were imdoubtedlv

to be Ibund amontrst those who shunned the intrijrues

of the secret societies, and who felt that Hellenism was

strong enough at last to work out its own deliverance.

It would bo difficult to say in which of these categories

iiiilliorisrd I.Kinai'l to rostoro tlio Suliotes. and tliat Ismael tliproiijwn .tout

iiii npi-nt In Irciit with lliom in Ccirfn. This statenipnt is not ineonsinti-iit

witli Hart)ii>l>ly°M a!<Miriinfo that liio return of tho Snlintcs nai connccti'il

with thi- (triM'k insnrri'otion, and diu' to tlic notion of tho Holairists. Tho
fuot may lio that llicy had voiuutoorod thoir »or\icos to liioTurks in tho

iir!«t instauee.
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we oui^lit to place (.'<mnt Jolin Capo dTstiia. AVlun

the Iletairists caiiu" to otler him the leadership ot" the

insurrectiouaiy inovcnient (so far as they had it to

offer), he ostentatiously declined to listen to them ; and

it was subsequently maintained on his behalf that he

know nothint,'' of the political intriifuos of the Philike

llctairia. J5ut he referred them to Prince Alexander

Ilypsilantes, son of the deposed Hospodar of Wallachia,

a major-general in the Russian army,' and Hypsilantes

closed with them at once.

Meanwhile an insurrection had taken ])lace in the

Danubian provinces, almost simultaneously with the out-

break in (ireece ; and, in order to assume the direction of

this movement, Hypsilantes abandoned his career in the

Russian service, and crossed the frontier, with his court

of Phanariots and his comijany of comedians, to proceed

to Bucharest. The times were not ripe in ^loldavia

as they were In Greece, and the insurrection failed.

Ilypsilantes, too, though a genuine patriot, was not a

born leader of men ; and, moreover, the stars fought

against him. The Holy Alliance hapiiened at the

moment to be in session at Laybach, and the Czar

could not well desert the cause of tyranny in Turkey

whilst he was supporting it in Na))les. He therefore

sancti(med the crossing of the Danube by a Turkish

force, dismissed Hypsilantes from his service, and bade

Nesselrode and Capo d'Istria to warn him against

proceeding with his project. At the same time the

Greek patriarch in Constiintinoplo anathematised the

rebels, at the imperious command ol' the Sultan ".

' Aooordiup to Gcrviniis, Capo d'Istria nilvispd Hyiisilnntos to nccopt

tlio offiT innfl"' to him, and a.-Mturi-d Liiii tliat RiiiMia would loud the niove-

niciit )ii-r open support.

' Sto IVicoupi, i., 106.
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Laybach diploniacy and patriarchal anatliomas woukl

have been as straws ajj^ainst a thundcrstorin if the niove-

iiKMit Iiad been insj)ircd by a genuini', ri])(', and rt-solutc

])atriotisin. Patriots there were in abundance, but they

were fettered by the company of self-seekers and mer-

cenaries ; nor was Hyjjsilantes the man to guide a

patriotic movement. He continued the struggle for

some time, and egregiously failed ; then, abandoning

his followers, he took refuge across the Austrian

frontier. A pistol-shot would have been a happier

and more dignified ending to his career; for Austria,

the cats])aw of tyrants, liaving first offered to deliver

him up as a deserter from the llussian army—an otter

which the Czar politely declined—kept him a close

prisoner for six years, and only released him when he

was at the point of death.

There remained the genuine patriots of this unfor-

tunate movement. These, to the number of a few hun-

dred—and a few hundred besides had already died in

battle— refused to surrender. Under Georgaki and

Pharmaki they took their stand where the Turks hemmed
tiiem in, and sold their lives with the greatest heroism.

A handl'ul escaped across the Russian frontier. Another

haiidriil were persuaded to capitulate to the Ottoman

commanders, iinder a promise that their lives should be

sjjared ; and these were accordingly beheaded.' The
remainder, Georgaki amongst them, fell where thev

fought. Their story is well worth telling ; but there

are still more honourable episodes in the history of the

ne.xt few years.
\

"In the month of April, l^~l," says ^Mr. Finlay.'*

"a Mussulman jjopulation, generally of the (ireek race,

' Plinnimki, aflor umlcrguing turturp nt Cuutjtaiitinojilo.

- Hintonj, \\., I'M.
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iiin(iuiitiii<; to upwards uf 20,000 souls, was living dis-

persi'il in Greece, employed in agriculture. Before two

months had elapsed the greater part were slain—men,

women, and children were murdered on thiir own

hearths, without mercy or remorse. Old men still point

to heaps of stones, and tell the traveller, ' There stood

tlie pyrgos (tower) of Ali Aga, and there we slew him,

his harem, and his slaves ;
' and the old man walks

calmly on to plough the fields whidi once belonged to

Ali Aga, without a thought that any vengeful fury can

attend hi.s path. The crime was a nation's crime, and

whatever perturbations it may produce must be in a

nation's conscience, as the deed by which it can be ex-

piated must be the acts of a nation."

The judgment is not an unfair one, though it may

be questioned whether the whole responsibility for this

slaughter, the whole perturbation of conscience, does not

properly belong to the nation of the oppressors rather

than to the nation of the oppressed. Revolutions, it li;

been said, are not made with rose-water ; they are madi ,

as a rule, with the same machinery as that of the tyran-

nies which call them foiih. In England we sign u

monster petition, which requires two honourable membei-s

to carrA' it up the floor of the house ; in France, a poet

makes a speech, and the students raise a barricade. In

the Greece of 1821 there was a terrible accumulation of

wrongs to be revenged—from the kidnapping of the

tribute children to the cruelties of Vili niid Khwrshid,

and the e.\tortions of the gypsy -hanililKT. The revenge

springs from the injury, the responsibility rests with the

oppressor. AVe need not justify the extermination of

the Turks in Cireece, but we may fairly turn to tlif

Ottoman Government for its expiation.

It would be useless to discuss the question where tlie
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Greek revolution fii-st broke out. The general uprising

liiul been appointed for the 25th of March (0th of April),

but many nuissacres and revolts took pla^e during the

preceding days. The initial chapter in the history of

New Greece was written simultaneously throughout the

countr}'. \i\ the mountains of Achaia, especially at

Bersova and in the Krathis valley, at Kalavryta, at

Patras and Vostitza (Aigion), in the Maina, and other

parts ofM('s.sene, in short, throughout the peninsula, this

vindictive passion burst all bounds. The Greeks went

alwut singint^ a song of slaushter, which has been

imitated on more than one occasion since

—

TovpKot; fit) fieiii] '? rbv Mcoped

Mr)Be \ Tov KocTfioi' o\ov

—" Neither in the Morea nor in the whole world." It

was a sudden energy of instinct, a concentration of the

pasbion of centuries. Over and over again a militant

Christianity has exhibited such a paroxysm of blood-

thirsty rage, matching the murderous fury of the

followers of the Prophet. No one can wonder at it

who remembers how obstinately the later apostles of

Christianity have insisted upon the Hebrew Scriptures

as an indispensable section of the Christian evidences.

How was it possible to say to the worshippers

of the just God of Israel that they shijuld not

avenge themselves, that they should not " slay God's

enemies," should not " hew them in pieces," " smite

them hip and thigh," "end them utterly," "kill

every male, and let none escape," " slay every man
his companion, and every man his neighbour," "take

the heads ' of the Turks, and "hang them up before

the Lord"? AVho is there, consistent in the belii-f

wliieli has been tatii^lit him in nurserv and Ironi
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])ulpit, who can lorrically deny that tho slaui,'htcr of

Uud's onomics is justilit'd by a divine sanction? This,

at all events, was in substance what the Christian

priests taught the Greeks of lSi!(). Tt is a question not

of the morality of the patriots, but of their logic*

The Greek war, as was inevitable, was a war of

ffucrrilleros and franc-lireurs, of raids and reprisals, of

klephts and brigands. The Hetairists had no great

military leader at tlieir service, and those who began

by shunning the Hetairists were in no better position.

One of the most prominent chiefs was Theodore Kolo-

kotrones,^ who, up to the time of the outbreak, had

resided in one of the Ionian Islands, where he had

attained the rank of major in the English army. It

was told of his father, who died at Kastanitza in 17S(),

that he had killed with his own hands no fewer than

seven hundred Turks. Major Kolokotrones had done

his best to persuade the English authorities that the

cause of his countrymen deserved their active sujjport
;

but, failing in this endeavour, he had no hesitation

about throwing in his lot with the Hetairi.sts. He had

been in constant communication with both Capo d'Istria

and Hypsilantes, and wheu tho latter embarked on his

ill-lilted expedition in the Danubian provinces. Major

Kolokotrones set out for the ^laina, in company with

another notable Hetairist, Anagnostaras, formerly a

klephtic hero in tlie band of Zacharias.^ Petros Mauro-

miehaelis, bey of the Mainotes—the bold and independent

inhabitants of the central promontory of the Morea

—

' At the same liiiic! it is x'vfM. to suy that miinl)orlcss inst-anccs ocrnrrtJ

tlirnnghout the oomiln- in wliich tlie lives of Miissiihniiiis were saved from

the ]>i>|iiiliir fury hy iiiHiieiitial Greeiis.

' He has K'ft an nceouut of his life iu his AiTJ^Tiffij Su/i/San-wi' ti\s

'EAAtjui*^* 4»uA^j, diro 1770 iwf 1^3G.

' Gerviiius.
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was generally cxpect<?d to take the lead of his country-

man in their strufjft^le for freedom. Another prominent

patriot at the outset of the insurrection was (lermanos,

aichliishop of Patras, who had heen initiated iu the

Philike Hetairia, and who has left a narrative of many
of the events which came under his observation.' The

initial act of the revolution is held to have been the

raisinj^ of the cross by Archbishop Germanos at the

monastery of Laura, whither he had fled on beini;

summoned to Tripolitza, ^Marcli 25th (April 0th). This

day is still celebrated by the Greeks as the anniversary

of their restoration to independence.

The history of the six years' ^V'ar of Independence

has been written often enough, and, if it needed re-

writin<j, it would not be in these pages that its details

could be satisfactorily discussed. It will be sufficient for

our ])urpose if we glance at the genci-al character ol' the

struggle, the circumstances under which it attained its

end, and the attitude of Europe in respect of it. And,

as regards this last point, it may be observed that Greece

had to wage with Europe a struggle more dilfieult and

more protracted than its struggle with the Turks. It

had to iHMSuade the Great Powers—the Great Powers of

the days of Laybach and Verona, of Metternich and

Castlereagh—that it deserved its independence. Not
only so, but it had to overcome the inditlerenee, the

sellishuess, in some instances the direct hostility, of these

Powers, and to enlist them actively on its side. It was

not enough to gain the ear of England, the favour of

Kussia, the consent vf France. Turkey must be smitten

by Europe, as well as by her CJreek subjects, before she

would be willing to resign henself to the lo.ss of the

peninsula. Who could be sanguiue, in I'^'Jl, that all
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tliis would ever be accomplished ? With Naples and

Spain drai,M(ined into slavery, with the Wallachiaii

patriots iVowned down by Russia and anathematised by

their t)wn patriarch, who could have foreseen Navarino ?

The Greek outbreak was, in its first stages, a war of

despair, and its most entliusiastic champions could

scarcely tell how the sacrifice of their lives was likely to

avail their cause. Men of discernment of course per-

ceived that the freedom of Greece, though it depended in

the first instance upon Greek patriotism, could never be

definitely established without European aid ; and it was

for this aid that the best friends of Greece abroad were

continually working and waiting.

The Greeks had almost done their part by the sum-

mer of Is21. On the 8()th of June they defeated the

second attempt of Kburshid Pasha to force an entrance

into Acarnania through the Pass of Makronoros. At

this moment they had liberated the whole country, from

Cape Matapan to the Gulf of Arta and the Euboean

Sea. The few remaining Turks were blockaded in

Athens, Lepanto, Tripolitza, Patras, Corinth, Navarino,

and half a dozen other fortresses ; but the bulk of Hellas,

the Morea, Euboea, Hydra, Spetzas, and other islands,

were in their possession. They paid no more taxes,

sufl'ered no more opi)ressions from the Turks. They

were in an incalculably better position than that which

the\' occupied six years later, when the victories of

Ibrahim Pasha and his Egyptians had reduced them to

the verge of submission. If l-hirope had been as ready

to assist them at tlie beginning of their struggle as at

the end, it would have been better for all concerned. It

would have prevented a vast amount of bloodshed, in-

cluding that of the sanguinary war between Pussia and

Turkcv ; and it is very dillicult indeed to admit that
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true stiitesnianship was exhibited in delayinf]^ the settle-

ment of such a que.stiun.

A statesman may easily doubt whether JiulL,'arians,

lor instiince, are ready for independence. 2so man

worthy of the name could doubt the existence, amongst

the Porte's Greek subjects, of qualities out of which a

free nation might be made. But Europe either failed

to see this, or preferred to wash its hands of the struggle,

rather than connive at the success of an insurrection.

It was necessary for the Greeks to prove their title to

freedom with arms in their hands, and to bear, unsup-

])orted, the whole brunt of Sultan !Mahmoud's power, for

a period of six ti-rrible years.

Every reader of history, be it only the contemporary

annals of newspaper history, knows something of the

Turkish method of fighting, and can conceive how thej-

set about the work of "stamping out" the rebellion.

The cruel business of repri^als soon began. One of the

first Turks to enjoy the luxury of revenge was Issub

Pasha, who, liearing at Missolonghi of the outbreak at

Patras, fell upon the Greeks as they were laying siege

to the fortress, and dispersed them, afterwards treating

the town with great severity. At Levadia, in western

Hicotia. the Christians had besieged a body of Mussul-

man Albanians in the castle, and, after a blockade of

three weeks, had taken tin- ])lace, and slaughtered the

garrison. At their head was Diakos, furmerly a lieu-

tenant of armatolcs under Odysseus. Within a fortnight

after this, as Diakos was engaged in forming a company

of Levadians, he was captured by the Turks and impaled.

These are but two i.solated instances amongst a thousand.

It was iwf rlr/i.i from that time forward, as between

Greek and Mussulman, both in Greece and in other parts

of the Ottoman Empire.

s
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In Cmi>tantinoi)le itself the Sultan's repressive mea-

sures ho<jan hi'foro the massacres in Greece. The exist-

ence of tile Philike llctairia had long been concealed

IVom lilt' kMo\\li'dL,'o of the Porte, and even when its

desif^ns were made known to the Sultan and his minis-

ters they wen- treated with contemjjt. The outbreak of

the Danubian insurrection, however, suddenly awoke

the Ottoman Oovernmeut to a sense of its danger, and

roused !Mahmoud to fury. The JIussulmans were im-

mediately summoned to arm ; and as many Greeks as

were able to do so now fled from the capital, foreseeing

the storm which was about to burst. On the 3rd April

a number of Hetairists, or alleged Pletairists, were

executed ; and about ten days later, the Sultan having

received news of the massacres in the Morea, many
])rominent Greeks were put to death—amongst them

being !Murusi, dragoman to the Porte. On Easter

Sunday, the Patriarch himself, being accused of com-

])licity with the Hetairists, was deposed and hung.

His bod^', after swinging three days from the gate of

the patriarchate, was dragged through the streets of

Constantinople by the Jews, aud thrown into the sea.

Thus encouraged, the rage of the ^Mussulmans

throughout Turki>\- began to assuage itself in the most ter-

rible cruelties. Seven bishops, a large number of priests,

and crowds of Christians of all ranks, were put to death

in Constantinople. At Adrianoj)le and in many otiior

parts of Thrace, in Thessalonica, at Smyrna, in Crete,

Cyprus, lihodes, and a hundred other towns, provincial

districts aud islands, wherever the ^lussulmans were

mf»re numerous than the Greeks, the latter were plun-

dered, outraged, and murdered. A sanguinary revenge

was taken for the slaughter of the Turks in Greece. As

Fiulay writes, '"For several mouths during the year 1821
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<irtTCC and Turkey presented a succession of scenes so

atrocious that no pen could venture to narrate their

liorrors. Tlie Turks have always been a bloodthirsty

race, indifferent to human sullerin<j, and they had now

terrible wrongs to aveui^e. The Greeks had, by lon-^

oppression, been degraded into a kind oi" Christian Turks.

It is inijjossible to form a correct estimate of the num-

ber of Greeks who were massacred by the Turks ; some

have considered it as great as the number of Mussul-

mans murdered in Greece."

Sultan Mahnioud was drastic in his methods, and

whatever he undertook was done, or at least attempted,

thoroughly. Hardly a single prominent Greek was left

undisturbed in the capital. In addition to Gregorios

and the seven bishops, the Phanariots Khizas, Photinos,

Manos, and others, were arrested and beheaded ; and

trom that time the aristocracy of the Greeks in Con-

stantinople was almost entirely merged in the race as a

whole. Some of the old notables, then or a few years

later, espoused the fortunes of New Greece, and became

the leaders of a royal court and the founders of a new-

nobility. /

In the Divan it was proposed to massacre tlie Greek

population throughout the empire, and the Sultan him-

self appears to have entertained the project. Said

Eft'endi induced Mahmoud and his colleagues to consult

the njufti, who declared that the Koran forbad the

slaughter of the innocent with the guilty. This struck

the Divan as a new reading of old te.\ts, and the multi

was banished. Several of Mahmoud's ministers met

the same fate. The grand viziers, Ali Hhiza Pasha and

Ali IJi'iiderli Pasha, were in turn disgraced. The Sultau

could trust no one save himself ; but his consciousness

of power seems to have I'airly justilied the preference,

s 2
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Mall iiK Hid had nursed schemes of reform f<jr several

years past, without confiding them to any of his coun-

sellors. To curtail the power of the Pashas, to centralise

tlie authority of his empire, to gather into his own

hands the reins of government, to have a strong army

at his disposal, and for this purpose to humble the pride

of the janissaries—these were amongst the principal ob-

jects of his solicitude: and the Greek rising oii'ered him a

chance of carrying his purpose into etlect. He issued u

lirman and a hatti-cherif, on two successive days, in

which he pointed out that the Osmanlis had too long

indulged in the sloth, luxury, and inactivity of town

life. He urged them to throw aside their ellcminacy,

to adopt the life of camps, to become once more a

militaut race, as their ancestors had been. The appeal

was evidently intended to pave the way for the sup-

pression of the privileges accorded to the janissaries,

who had grown to be a source of embarrassment and

danger to the Sultan.' In the meantime the decrci

])roduced an immediate effect, serious enough, as it

proved, to involve the Porte in new and still gravel

perils. The ^Mussulmans took arms with alacrity in ever\

part of the empire. At the same time every Christian

was compelled, even through the medium of the

l)atriarch and the priests, to give up his means of sell-

defence. Then it was that the massacres were redoubled,

and that all Europe was alarmed b}- the frenzy with w iiieli

the Turks began to slake their thirst for blood. Tic

Giaours were hunted down in the streets of the capital

like veritable " dogs," the janissaries exercised no re-

straint whatever, either on themselves or on the ariueil

populace, every Mussulman had his gun or his yataghai

and brought down his quarry when and wheresoever li

> The slaughter of the janissaries took pkco in June, 1826.
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clianccd to fall in with him. Not even foreigners were

safe. The Kussian and Spanish embassies were tlirrat-

ened hy lawless UKths ; and when the representative of

the Emj)eror of Austria was on the point of proceedint;

to an interview with the reis-effendi, which had been

arranged by tlie dragoman Alurusi, he learned that the

latter had been beheaded on a charge of intriguing with

the enemies of the Sultan.'

As might have been expected, these massacres of

Christians awakened a strong sympathy with the Greeks

amongst the Christian nations of Europe, who were not

disposed to consider the Greek initiative as affording a

justification for acts of the Turks. The hanging of the

I'atriareh, in particular, aroused the deepest indignation,

and gave more and more of tlie character of a crusade to

the War of Independence. The liussian Government,

the prescriptive patron of the Sultan's Greek subjects,

whose right of interference had been admitted in recent

treaties, addressed the strongest remonstrances to the

Porte. liussia had a better title than any other Power

to take the lead on this occasion, by virtue of her partial

community of religion with the Greeks ; and the murder

of some of her sailors during the massacre added

another motive for independent action on her part.

Hut the representatives of the Christian Powers could

hardly avoid being unanimous in exercising a forcible

pressure u]ion the Porte, and compelling it, if not to

])unish, at least to put an end to the butcheries which it

had instigated and encouraged. A meeting of the di-

l)lomatists was held for tiie purpo.se of taking into

consideration the desperate condition of Constantinople,

the extremity of the Greeks, the common danger of all

' Gorviims.
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the Christian rosidonts. Various measures were pro-

posed, and unanimity was almost, but not quite,

secured. One Power saw fit to withhold its con-

currence, and to render inellectual the protest addressed

to the Porte.

That Power was England !

\

The student of history, suddenly confronted by a

fact of this kind in the annals of his own country, finds

himself startled and annoyed, like a sensitive man who
has had a mirror thrust before his face. He is chilled

back from the cosmopolitan to the insular aspects of

history, and falls from the higher philosophical regions

to the lowest levels of fiict. An Englishman scarcely

knows what to say or think of such a broach of concert,

such an interruption of dii)k)matic unanimit}-, as that

which occurred in 1821. An act which he would roundly

condemn, without hesitation, in the Government of any

other European Power, he cannot hastily and unhesitat-

ingly condemn when it has ])roceeded from an English

Government. It is true that, with respect to our policy

in 1821, he remembers the character of Lord Liverpool's

long Administration, especially in its middle phase, when

Castlcreagh was at the Foreign Office. He knows too

well how England was dratrijed throufrh the mire of

European politics at the tail of the Holy Alliance,

and how the better and nobler aspirations of the

jieople were stifled and violated by its rulers. But,

at the same time, he knows that Lord Str.mgford, a just

and honourable man, represented the country at Con-

stantinople, and he is aware that no English diplomatist

is absolutely compelled to be unjust, even at the direct

bidding of a Castlcreagh. Unable to approve, unwilling

to condemn, he is disposed to fall back upon the easy

compromise of believing that the circumstances of the
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time justified a step which, taken hy itself, and apart

IVoni its surroundings, would appear tn be without

justification.

What circumstances could possibly excuse L(u-d

Strangford in refusing to bring efficient pressure to bear

u])on the Purte, in conjunction with the other ambas-

sadors? It is certain that this refusal encourag<d

Turkey to turn a deaf ear to all remonstrances. The
embassies, it must be observed, had already spoken, and

the excesses of the Mussulmans were actually beintr re-

strained. The Grand Vizier at the moment was Ali

Renderli Pasha, and he had taken stern measures to

bring the massacres to an end. Some attention had

been paid to the representations of IJaron StrogonotV,

the liussian ambassador, as well as to those of Lord

Strangford himself; and, perhaps, our ambassador con-

ceived that enough had been dtme in the way of inter-

vention. At any rate, he was in a minority of one on

this point ; and the disastrous eflect of his refu.sal to act

with his colleagues seems to prove that he woidd have

done more wisely, on a question of simple humanity, if

he had allowed himself to be persuaded by the majority.

Xo sooner had the Porte learned that the representatives

of the Powers would not agree to protect the Christians,

than it sent a flippant answer to the note of the Russian

ambas.sador (April Xl7th), excusing "the impulsiveness

and zeal, perhaps excessive, of the soldiers." At the

same time Ali Benderli was dismissed, and his successor,

Tludji Salik Pasha, was enjoined, on the day of his in-

stallation, not to follow the example of his j)redeeessor,

" who had, in his folly, prevented the |tuiiishment «»f the

wretcheil (J reek nation, and thus cooled the zeal of the

.Mussulmans."' Thereupon the massacres broke out

' Gcn-imis, v., '215, ct acq.
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with new fury, and the arrests and executions were

resumed.

Historians will draw a striking parallel between 1821

and 187(). They will be able to show, not only that

the acts and occurrences of the two periods were alike in

many important respects, but also that the same arixu-

ments have been employed to justify the polic}' of Lord

Castlereagh and of Lord Jieaconsfield. Amongst these,

the principal one is to the effect that the English Go-

vernment had just cause to suspect the sincerity of

llussia, and th;>t it was highly desirable to make British

intlucnce supreme at Constantinople. This was certainly

the poUcy of Lord Strangford ; and the traditions of hi--

ambassadorship have been studiously respected by his

successors. It is impossible to deny that England

has an interest in maintaining her ascendancy over her

rivals at Constantinople. She has a similar interest in

every other place where she supports an ambassador, a

consul, or an agent of an}' kind ; but it may be admitted

that her interest at Constantinople is a specially valuable'

one. The only question, then, is as to the best mod
of defending that interest, and as to the steps which

oujjht to be taken, and the sacrifices which oui^ht t"

lie inade, in order to preserve our advantage over other

nations. The Governments of Lords Liverpool and

Jieaconsfield have taken extreme steps, and have niadi'

enormous sacrifices for this purpose. AVe need go

no further than the points at which they both

separated themselves from the European concert

;

and, on this evidence alone, we are entitled to ask

whether a most lamentable failure of English diplomacy

was not ascertained and confessed from the moment ol"

that se])aration.

Jt is ea.sy IVir a nation commanding great material
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resources to hold aloof from its allies, and to suggest

that each one should iollow its own devices for the main-

tenance of its special interests. That is not diplomacy.

It is easy to let the common interests of a continent, or

of humanity, follow the hazard of events, whilst we,

hiding our time, and observing our conditional neutrality

whilst our friends fight among themselves, seize at last

the op|)ortunity of making a good market. J5ut Ihat is

not diplonuicy. The diplomacy which is valuable and

indispensable in a community of nations is that which

contrives to secure all that is worth having, both for the

community and for the individual member, without

breach of concert, and without arriving at a poict at

which it seems necessar}' to pursue a course of isolation.

The difKculty of the art lies precisely in this. If our

statesmen are unable to gain just ends and satisfy legiti-

mate ambitions in the council-chamber itself, if they find

themselves in danger of being outwitted, and therefore

cut themselves adrift from their allies, the}- may be bold

and resolute and honourable men, but they cannot be

diplomatists. The policy of each for his own interests

is one which succeeds occasionally, and partially, and for

brief periods ; but it almost invariably inflicts grievous

wrong upon the community, and it utterly paraly.ses the

growth of that national concert which, theoretically,

leads the world forward to the substitution of the

methods of peace for the nu-thods of war. ( )ur need is

for statesmen and diplomatists who can win victories

inside the congress of nations, not outside.

It must be allowed that Baron Strogonotf was far

from conciliatory in his attitude, whetiier towards the

Porte or towards his colleagues; and though he had

all but Lord Strangford with him in jiroposing a com-

bined expostulation with Turkey, he was otherwise less
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inllucntial in tlic diplomatic college than the ambassador

of King George. This fact increases Lord Strangford's

responsibility on the special occasion referred to, but it

certainly strengthens the contention of those who hold

that he was justified by Russian intrigue.
)

The rupture between llussia and Turkey- to which

the Greek revolution ultimately led was delayed for a

few years by the conduct of the Czar Alexander,

who, as a member of the Holy Alliance, could not

bring himself to assist rebels, even when they were

Greeks, or to contribute to the defeat of a tyrant,

even when that tyrant was the " butcher Mahmoud."
But it was by no fault of StrogonofT's, or of his fellow

diplomatists, Capo d'Tstria and Pozzo di Borgo,' that

the war did not immediately break out. The masterful

Ministers of Eussia played fast and loose with their

country in that generation, as their successors have

done in this ; and the insufficient restraint exercised

over them by the Government led to many wrong

conclusions, and caused the Czar to be blamed for

much over which he had had no control. Xo doubt

individual Russians had promised an army to Hypsi-

lantes, to Kolokotrones, and to other Greek patriots,

and it was not surprising that the latter should havi-

considered the Government pledged to assist them.

But the probability is that the Czar himself never

seriously contemplated a war on behalf of the Greeks.

The Russian Government contented itself by des-

patching a note to the Porte, wherein it dissolved the

question in a stream of generalities. It condemned alike

the zeal of the Mussulmans and the zeal of the Chris-

' Pozzo (li Borpo was n Corsicnn, who piitcroil tlio Riissinn sprvico in

1S03. Hi< sul)-«»(iiiciitly |1S37— !') rppri'si'iitod his Govprnnipnt at tln'

Court of St. James's.--Tho couusel of Nessclrodo was strongly on tin'

other side.
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tians ; dwelt upon tlio principles of humanity and the

duties of civilisation ; a])])Paled to the growth of public

opinion ; and declared that the settlement of the quarrel

was a question for Europe at Iar<:fe. The Porte replied

liau<;htily, asserting that all the Greeks who had

sufl'ered at the hands of the Government had been

punished for crimes committed, and according to the

rights exercised by the authorities of every State ; that

the Greek churches had been desecrated only by the

(Iri'gs of the population ; that the arming of the

^lussulmans and the formation of camps were measures

calculated simply to maintain order within the Sultan's

dominions; and that as soon as trancjuillity should have

been restored, and the refugees in Russian and Austrian

territory should be delivered up to justice, the Porte

would engage to re-appoint the Hospodars in the

Danubian provinces, and to observe the treaties and

conventions into whicli it had entered. Shortly after

the receipt of this note Strogonoff removed himself and

his staff from Constantinople ; but the declaration of

war which might have been expoctiHl to follow Avas not

made. Lord Strangford employed all his influence with

the Porte to prevent a rupture ; and it was England

herself, under the guidance of Canning, who eventually

asked Nicholas to do what Alexander would not ! /

Meanwhile the rising of fhe Greeks had already

prc)duc('d important results. Within three months, as

we liave seen, a large part of the Peloponnese was

liberated; the islands of Hydra, S])etzas. and Psara, had

proclaimed their union with the mainland ; all the

Cyclades and many of the Sporades were following suit

;

in Euluea, in Crete, in Samos, in parts of Macedonia,

the example of the Morea was bearing fruit. A large
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licet of small vessels was at once devoted to the purposes

t>r what was looked upon as a holy war, and the (iret-k

sailoiN took a noble part in the struggle.' Tricoupi -

gives an interesting account of the tactics pursued by

the combined fleet of the Hydriotes, Spetziotes, and

J^sarians. It was under the command of .Takomiki

Tombazis, who, having fallen in with a Turkish man-

of-war (the ^fovi>lff Mountain, 74 guns) off the north

of Chios, pursued it to the roads of Erissos, and fired

upon it without eft'ect. He then determined to have

recourse to a device which his countrymen had formerly

found serviceable—the use of fire-ships. The plan wa^

to take an old hulk, and fix upon its fore-deck and along

one side three or four large cases of pitch and other

combustible materials. A train of gunpowder connected

these cases, and in addition the sails and rigging of th'-

ship were soaked with turpentine. When the time cann'

for action, the prepared vessel was driven upon the enemy,

and fixed to her side by means of grappling-irons. Tl:

hardy crew would then fire the train, and escape by tli'

port-holes into a small boat, taking their chance of sur-

viving. In the case mentioned, one Pargios of Psara had

the honour of making the first fire-ship in the War of

Independence ; but his effort was unsuccessful. On the

following day (June ISth) he constructed two more;

' " Tlie following appears to be an accurate account of the naval foi'

of Greece iu 1821 :

—

Hydm contiiinuJ 4,000 families, with 1 l.j ships exceeding 100 tons.

Spitzas „ 1,000 „ 60 „ „
I'suni „ 1,200 „ 40 „ „

Kasos „ l,oOU „ IS „ ,,

Trikiri „ 400 „ 30 vessels of various sizes.

Galaxidhi „ 600 „ CO „ „

The nuinlier of vcs.icN between tiO and In" tons in all Greece was supposed

to amount Ut 2oO, ami there were many decked boats iu every isLiud and

port."— Finlny. Hinliiiij, vi., ItiT.

" History, i., 27o.
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one of which bunicd without injurin<^ the Turk, whilst

tlie other set her on fire and utterly destroyed iier, very

few of hiT crew contriving to escape.

Tiie remainder of the year ls;21 brought both good

and bad fortunes to tlie Greeks. A Turkish fleet under

Kara Ali penetrated to the bottom of the Gulf of

Corinth, and laid Galaxidhi in ashes ; whilst the patriots,

on their ))art, under Kolokotroues, Anagnostaras, Gia-

trakos, and I'etrobey, captured Tripolitza after a long

siege, and butchered the inhabitants with almost incredi-

lile ferocity.' But perhaps the most significant events of

the first year of the revolution were the assembling of

the Greek notables at the Convent of Valtetzi, ou the

7th of June, and the Declaration of Independence on

the 27th of the following January. From Valtet^i this

first Greek senate removed to Stemnitza, near Caritena ;

and it busied itself, in the summei' and autumn months,

chiefly in levying taxes and supplies for the army.

Committees were appointed to Ije chosen in the towns

and villages, which were to manage the afiairs of eacli

locality, to undertake the collection of the imposts, to

provide recruits lor a national guard, to institute a force

of police, and to charge themselves with the support of

the widows and children of those who fell ou the field.

Thus the instincts of the Greeks recurred at once to

the old autonomous institutions of the country; but,

l)efore there had been time to act upon the plan of tin-

Senate, a new element was introduced into the govern-

ment by the arrival at Astros of Demetrius Hvpsilantes,

the younger brother of Prince Alexander, who had come

to assume the direction of aJfairs. The Greeks, most of

' K(il(iki)tiom's liimsi'lf, wlio lim llir full cnuriijji" of hU convii'tiuiii.

liimsfs that tin- niimlxT sliiiii, aftiT oniiitiilntion, was ;J2,CH)U I Oue-tliird

iif that iiuinbcr sceinii to bu a more roasuiiaiilu nstiuiate.
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whom Ix'lk'vc'd liiin to have been sent by the Czar,

TLcriveil Prince Demetrius with acchimations, hailini,'

him as their deliverer. Tlie leaders, who were toe.

ambitious and jealous to welcome the new-comer with

complete satisfaction, concealed their sentiments for

a time. ny])silantfs had an excellent opportunity of

establishing his autliority over the country. He pos-

sessed, as Gervinus saj's of him, qualities more valuable

thau those of his brother. He was an ardent patriot,

unsflfish, and ready to sacrifice his own desires. " IT

was a gallant soldier, . an honest, upright,

and humane man. But, i)liysically, he could

scarcely have been less favoured by Nature. Short,

bald, speaking through his nose, timid and awkwai'd in

his manners, looking forty years old at twenty-five,

requiring much sleep, he had, in addition, neither elo-

quence nor the art of dealing with men." The last

failing out-weighed all the rest. Demetrius gradually

lost his popularity; and when the news arrived of lii^

brother's defeat and flight, his chance of ruling tlu'

Greeks was practically gone.

Tlie Senate of Stemnitza had been constituted only

for tlie duration of the siege of Tripolitza : and when

that event had taken place, Hy])silantes issued a high-

llown document, convoking a National Assembly in tli'-

captured town. He described himself as " the iiither «

the people, whose complaints he had lieard in the heart

of Itussia." He declared that he had come to fight for

the Greeks, to give them laws and institutitms, and t"

protect them both against the Turks and against tin

" would-be oppressors of the peojile." An instmment

of this kind was not ill calculated to give oflence to tin

more ])rominent patriots, who had already found cause

of annoyance in the assumptions of the four or five
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dozen Greeks whom tlie Prince had bruu<,'ht witli him,

and who had imbiht-d lofty ideas of" what a new Greek

Government should be durini^ the course ofaEuroj)ean

education. Nevertheless, the Assembly was elected,

and met, under the mandate of Hypsilantes ; but not

without revealing symptoms of that unfortunate lack of

harmony which was to militate so greatly against the

di'finitive triumph of Greece. At Missolonghi an

Assembly met under the direction of Maurocordatos

(Nov. 11th, 1S~1), which constituted a Senate to exer-

cise authority until the creation of a central Government.

Another Asseml^Iy met at Salona, under the presidency

of Negris ; whilst the Archonts of the Peloponnese

summoned a thinl.

The Assembly of Tripolitza—moved thence to Argos,

and from Argos to Piada, near Epidaurus—met on the

1st of January, 1S~2 ; and, in spite of much irregularity

in the mode of its election, it received the general recog-

nition of the country. Maurocordatos, notwithstanding

his independent action at Missolonghi, was ap])ointed

jji-esident ; and he had the satisfaction of formally pro-

)>osing the disuse of the Hetairist emblems—the black

Hag and the phaniix. The Chamber voted the substitu-

tion for these of the figure of Minerva as the national

device, with a flag of blue and white stripes. Hypsi-

lantes protested in vain, and raised his black banner

amidst the calm contempt of the delegates. The
iletairists, in fact, had done their part. The nation had

always been coldly disposed towards them, and the

Assembly of Epidaurus virtually- discarded them.

After proclaiming the inde])endence of Greece, dis-

cu.ssing a constitution, and nominating a government of

live members for one year, the Assembly selected Corinth

as the temporary capital, and adjourned. The govern-
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iiiont was cuiiiposed of Maurocordatos, Lo;,'()tlit'tis.

Orlandos, Klianakaris, and Anaguostis Papayaiiuippuuki^

(Delyannis).'

The Declaration of Independence, signed at Epi-

daurus on the ~7th of January, bears the signatures of

sixtv-seven members of the Assembly. In this instru-

ment the (J reeks justilied their revolt on the highest

and most sacred grounds, and took special pains to con-

vince Europe of the worthiness of their cause.

" The Greek nation," so runs the text, " calls heaven

and earth to witness that, in spite of the terrible yokt-

of the Ottomans, which threatened it with extinction, i;

still exists. Burdened by acts as unjust as they wcrr

ruinous, which these ferocious tyrants, after violating-

their capitulations, together with every principle {rx/jri/j

of equity, were rendering continually more oppressive,

and wliich aimed at nothing short of the completr

annihilation of the subjected people, it fouTid itself

under the absolute necessity of taking up arms for

its self-preservatiou. After having repelled violence by

the unassisted courage of its children, it declares this

day, before God and men, by its legitimate representa-

tives, united in this national congress convoked by thr

people, its political independence.

"Far from being based (m principles of demagogy

and rebellion, far from having i'or its motives the special

interests of a few individuals, this war is a national anil

xacrccl war ; it has ibr its sole object the restoration of

the nation, and its re-endowment with the rights of j)ro-

perty, of humanity, and of existence—rights which are

the pos.session of neighbouring states, but which were

torn from the Greeks by a despoiling Power."

The first words of the second paragraph of this

' They wore to bo re-electoJ, like llie Assembly, every twelve iiiuiith:^.
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Declaration were doubtless intended to disarm those

who had already reproached the Greeks for their revo-

lutii)iiary violence, and condemned the insurrection as

being I'ounded upon forei<,'n intrii^uo rather than upon a

genuine patriotism. The cause of the new State would

clearly have been vitiated from the beginning if it had

been raised on no stronger basis than the plots of a few

Russian diphmiatists, or the wild schemes of the

Hotairists. The Greeks had shown, on several distinct

occasions, that this was far from being the ca:5e. The
jealousy entertained by many of the popular leaders

against the Philike Hetaira and its busy emissaries was

disj)la3-ed in an unmistakable manner before Hypsilantes

had proved his incapacity. The unfitness of Prince

Demetrius had become more and more manifest as the

time went by. It was to his weakness that the terrible

scenes in the sack of Tripolitza must be attributed ; and

his want of tact and authority was in a large measure

accountable for the formation of the provincial senates in

Eastern and Western Hellas, and for the reapjiearance

of the senate of the Peloponnese. True, it was he who
had convoked this general senate of the entire nation,

and he had done so in res})onse to a general demand of

the people. But the result of this convocation was to

show lor how little the Hetairists, and the supposed

nominee of the liussiau CJovernment, counted amon<rst

the Greeks. Jioth in the election itself, and during the

windy debates of the delegates, it became a])pareut that

foreign inlluence, when it pretended to txercise an

authority over the political aspirations of the Greeks,

was practically a dead letter.

The fact is one of the greatest importance, and goes

far to prove the ability of the Greeks to do all that

Europe can require ol" them. They were independent

T
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from the first moment when their political individuality

was defined. They were not forced, or even drawn, into

the assertion of their national rights (as they were drawn

into systematic massacre) by the enthusiasts of a Russian

secret society. They stood up by themselves and for

themselves, repudiating the tutelage of Russia. This

was the spontaneous action of a National Assembly,

elected in an imperfectly-liberated country, by universal

suffrage, almost without the possibility of preconcerted

corruption, and on the morrow of a virtual slavery.

A free nation sprang mature into existence ; and it is

doubtful whether the history of the world affords a

parallel to this remarkable phenomenon. Greece may
have disappointed her friends by the slow progress which

she has made since her establishment as a kingdom.

Her sloth may or may not be her own fault ; but, at all

events, the germs and capabilities of greatness were

conspicuous in her patriots from the beginning.

The Declaration was not all that ^laurocordatos

and his colleagues effected. The Constitution of 1822,

drawn up no doubt by theorists who had imbibed the

ideas of Western Europe,^ was yet fully discussed and

voted by the Senate ; and it laid down several practical

principles of political action which figure to this day

amongst the guarantees of Greek freedom. The Declani-

tion of Independence, calculated to appease the Govern-

ments of the Great Powers, spurns at the unpojiuhn

"principles of demagogy and rebellion "; but the Con-

stitution is evidently founded upon the democratic ideas

of the French Revolution. It was " very similar," says

Alison,'^ " to that of the Directory, which for a few years

' Finlay says tliat it wa.s the work of the Flianariots, Maurocordato-

Bixi Ncfrris, ii.4.sist4<d by an Italian rofupfoo named Galliua.

' Hiitory of Europe from 1815 to 1852, ii., 381.

i
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governed France—civil and religious liberty, security to

person and property, ecjual eligibility to office, the inde-

pendence of the judicial body, were duly provided for.

The supreme legishitivc power was vested in a Senate

elected by the people, conjointly with an executive

council appointed by the Senate, lliis council, in whom
the entire direction of affairs was vested, consisted of

five members ; it declared peace and war, and was

invested with the supreme direction of affairs ; but its

members were elected only for a year, and were amen-

able to the Senate for misconduct."

T 2
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Maurocordatos was a stronger man than Demetrius

Hypsilantes ; but even he was not able to control the

undisciplined spirits of his fellow-countrymen, or to

combine their divergent forces into a single resultant.

His own assembly at ilissolonghi, and that of Negris at

Salona, were duly subordinated by their presidents to

the central authority at Corinth. But the Pelopon-

nesian Senate, unjustifiably resturcd, wont far to stultify

the constitution of Epidaurus, and perpetuated the

anarchy by which the country was distracted for several

years to come. Archbishop Germanos himself employed

his influence in endeavouring to form at Patras a con-

gress of leading men in the Morca, for the .separate

government of the Peluponnese. The notion of some

of these men seems to have been that the ancient Gretk

system of local self-rule might be at once revived ; and

thus each ardent theorist was anxious to see his own

views carried out, at a time when every Greek ought

to have contributed his lieartiest endeavours towards

the expulsion of the Turks. These assemblies, in-

stead of promoting the success of the insurrection,
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nitlirr helped to retard it. They claimed the right to

maintaia bodies of armed men, in order to enforce obe-

dience to their decrees ; and the evil eflect which this

must iiavo produced upon the armies in the field may be

judged from the fact that the Peloponnesian Senate alone

kept one thousand soldiers in its pay.

This discordance amongst the civil officials was

matched by the disagreements of the military com-

manders. Not only were Hypsilantes and Maurocor-

datos in open rivalrj' for the supreme command, but the

minor chiefs were perpetually at variance with each

other. Odysseus, for instance, aimed at a separate

government in Eastern Hellas ; and his example was

followed in other provinces, and at various periods during

the wiir. To such an extent was the ambition or the

greed of individuals carried that the country was con-

tinually torn b}- intestine quarrels. Greek met Greek

on many a shameful battle-field, whilst the Turks were

regaining the ground which they had lost, and preparing

even for the recovery of the Morea. The faction-fights

stirred up by Kolokotrones (Xovember, lSi23, to June,

lb24), and alter that by the primates of the Morea, dis-

tracted the nation up to the year 1825. The second of

these movements, being successfully opposed by the

lloumeliot military party, established the government

of Kondouriotcs and Kolettes—Maurocordatos still

remainin"' the nominal dictator of Greece. Koloko-

trones, Delyannis, and others, were taken prisoners,

whilst Zaimes, Niketas, and Londos, three of the lead-

ing primates, escaped into Acarnania, where they con-

trived to hold themselves safe. The Eoumeliots

suppressed this attempt to overturn the legislative

assembly and the executive with almost as much

cruelty as the Turks were wont to employ against their
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rt'liollious subjects. And it was ovor tho very cn"f>""<l

rava','od ami devastated by Kondouriutes and Kolettes

that Ibrahim Pasha, a few months later, made his vic-

torious march.

The liistory of the Greek War of Independence is a

painful one, and we may congratxdate ourselves on not

having to follow it closely. If the historian had merely to

recount the patriotism of the masses and the enthusiasm

with which the Hellenic cause was defended, both by a

large proportion of the industrial classes in Hellas and

the Morea, in southern Albania and the islands, and by

the foreign volunteers who flocked to the assistance of

this national regeneration, his task would be light and

pleasant. But it is impossible to make oneself a spec-

tator of the struggle without being continually reminded

of the selfishness, the cruelty, the vanit}'^, and, to crown

all, the incompetence of the men who might have led

Greece to an earlier and happier victory. Hypsilantes,

Maurocordatos, Zaimes, Kondouriotes, all who had the

chance of guiding the new State, whether in a military

or in a civil capacity, were found unequal to their task,

or unworthy of exercising authority. The nation had

been so long under the yoke that, when at last it burst

its fetters, it had no statesman, no general, no skilful

organiser, able to command the ccmfideuce of his fellow-

countrymen. The jirimates and Phanariots, amongst

whom we might have expected to find a capable leader,

had been trained only in the arts of extortion and

deception. The able men were frequently dishonest :

the honest men almost invariably weak. Italy, ha])pi('i

in her time, foiiiul lur Cavour and her Garibaldi; but

Greece had no Piedmont to build her a bridge between

oppression and liberty. It would be idle to draw a

paralli'l between the emancipation of Greece and that v(

I
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Italy, except for the purpose of showing under what

widely dilTtrent auspices the two great nations of clas-

sical anti(|uity were destined to recover their indepen-

dence. Greece became a European State in spite of a

thousand adverse circumstances. Italy, nobly as her

children struggled, renewed her youth amidst a con-

spiracy of favouring chances.

"With more skill'ul leaders and more competent and

honourable administrators the successful caui])aign of

1822 ought to have sealed the triumph of the Greeks.

The splendid revenge reaped by Miaul is and Kanares

for the diabolical massacres of Chios, the capture of all

but a few fortresses in the ^lorea, and of Xapoli di

' Kanares. a Psariaii. wlin survived to tlio year 1877, destroyed more tlian

3.0OO Turks diiriiijj tlie first year of the war. One of his most l>rilliant

exploits wn.s ]>erforine<l on llie 9tli of November, iu the Bay of Tenedos,

wlieretho Turkish fleet was lyinp at anchor. Two barques, (lying Ottoman
colours, suddenly hove in sight, followed by two Greek brigs. "The
cha.sed vessels," says Alison, " were fire-ships, one of which was com-

manded by the intrepid Kanares, and the other by a Hydriot hero, manned
by seventeen of the seamen who lia<l bunied the admiral's vessel at Chios,

dressed as Turkish sailors. Not suspecting the ritse. the Turks, with great

interest, watclnd tlie chase, and opened their line, with loud cheers, to

admit their supposed countrymen into safety. In an instant Kanares was
upon them. Tlic> Hydriots ran aboard of the admiral, and the Psariots

fastened their bark to another ship of the line containing the treasure,

while Kanares called out, ' Turks, you are bunied, as at Chios I
' The

Capitan Pacha, by cutting his cables, narrowly escaiM-d destruction; but

the other two-decker wa-s so strongly grappknl by Kanares that it canglit

the flames, and, with l.lifH) persons on boanl, blew up soon after with a
terrific explosion. In utter cimsteniation. the whole Turkish vessels cut

their cables, and made fur tlie nanlanelles; two frigates ran a.shorc, and
were wrecked in the flight, and the entire command of the sea was
abandoned to the Greeks So daring did they b«'come, that

not only did they entirely intercept and ruin the Turkish commerce, but
they made prizes of thirteen ves.sel8, including one with a million piastres

on boanl, in the harbour of Daniietta. This glorious result is mainly to bo

a-scriU'd to the ctnil daring and pemonal prowess of Kanare.s, who, after he
had left the fire-ship and descended into his liark, seeing that it was not

properly intlanii'd. went on boanl again alone, and set it on tire."

—

llMory of Eurupt from 1815 to 1852; ii., 'iM'l.
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Eoniania (Xaujtlia) in particular, had sufficed to prove

that tlic luudoni lldlciu's wore the true descendants of

the heroes of Thermopylae. AVhat might not a Gari-

baldi ha\e made out of the heroes who were capable of

such deeds ! Here were all the materials of a gallant

war of liberation—a war of half a million against thirty

millions—in which the few would have prevailed, with-

out Navarino, if only the leaders had been equal to the

rank and file.

From that day to the present, through two genera-

tions, the weakness of Greece has been in her lack of

strong and efficient leaders. Those who have been pro-

vided for her by her friends abroad have been scarcely,

if at all, more serviceable to her than her own eminent

men. IJarely in the world's history has a State so sorely

needed a hand to rule and a head to direct.^

It was not, however, from lack of great leaders that

Greece suffered most during her revolutionary war. The

discord and anarch}' in which she was plunged for several

years, and which very nearly caused her struggle to be

abortive, were due in large measure to her want of the

moral support of Europe. Perhaps it was too much to

expect that the Great Powers should, as early as 182:?,

have exacted Greek independence from Turkey at the

j)i)int of the sword ; but if they had had the grace to

show the Porte a united front, and to regard the

quarrel with the natural sympathy of Christians lor

Chri.stians, or even with the strictest impartiality, the

hands of the Greeks would have been incalculably

strengthened. Instead of this, Christendom frowned at

the efforts of this Christian race, and practically backed

the ^lussulman in his attempt at suppression.

The coquetry of the great I'owers over the Eastern

' "Doliraut regea, miseri plcctuutur AcLivi.''
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(Question of 1S22 is both entertaining and instructive,

especially when taken in connection with subsequent

phases of the same political problem. The anxiety

which was apparently ielt by every prominent statesman

in Europe to settle the quaiTel between Turkey and

Greece spoke well for humanity (to all ingenuous

minds). It must have been through very excess of zeal

that the efforts of diplomacy failed, and that the Greeks

were left to work out their own emancipation by more

than six \ears of bloodshed. Let us see what Europe

wished to do for Greece—since she did nothing—in the

days of her direst need.

On the ;21st of June, l'^21, liussia had addressed the

other Powers in a diplonuitic note, wherein the Czar

j)ropounded to his allies the two following questions :

—

(I) What would be the attitude of the Powers in the

case of a war between Russia and Turkey ? (2) "What

system would the Powers suggest in lieu of the Turkish

rule, supposing that rule to be determined by such a

war ? This note was accompanied by three exegetical

documents ; one from the pen of Baron Strogonofi",

giving his version of the complications which had arisen

between the Porte and the llussian embassy ; another

pointing out at considerable length that the Powers Lad

committed themselves to the protection of the Christian

subjects of the Porte; and the third recapitulating the

transactions between liussia and Turkey since the

treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji, and dating from that

treaty the claim of Russia in j)articular to take an in-

terest in the fate of Greece.' The Czar, to quote the

words of a des])atcl> addressed to Count Alopeus, the

Russian ambassador at Berlin, did not desire to advance

' I am fiiUowiug Gcrviuus's account of this diplumatio episode. Book
v., 3TT cl geij.
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any private ends, or to act without comiii<^ to an under-

stan(lin<^ witli his allies. " On the other hand, the

Russian army was prepared and ready to execute the

decisions of the Powers. Now, as of old, and as in the

future, it would not march for the purpose of extending

the limits of l{u.ssia, but in order to maintain peace, and

to .stren<,'then the equilibrium of Europe."

Russian diplomacy, it may be observed, is very

scrupulously built upon tradition and precedent. Almost

identical words have been employed, on more than one

subsequent occasion, for an almost identical purpose.

The Court of Berlin alone responded to the evident

wishes of the Czar. The Prussian Chancellor, Prince

Hardenberg, replied to Count Alopeus, after a month's

delay, that he hailed with satisfaction the disposition of

Ivussia to treat the Greek question as a European con-

cern. He concurred in invoking the concert of the

Powers, and suggested a Conference—a Conference, he

added, which would not secure the desired end unless

France and England openly and unreservedly partici-

pated in it. Jiut France and England were by no

means enthusiastic at the prospect opened up by Russia

;

whilst the Austrian Government could not conceal its

alarm at the notion of a member of the Holy Alliance

contributing to the emancipation of an oppressed race.

The parties to this Holy Alliance were not wanting

in cynicism—sufficient, at all events, to absolve them

from the reproach of being mere religious visionaries.

The Czar wrote an autograph letter to his imperial

cousin at Vienna, in which he hinted that the gratifica-

tion of Francis in Naples had merited a return in kind.

That wius just where Austria's ditticnlty lay. She might

have understood a Russian ex])edition to subject the

Greeks to Turkey, but her construction of the Holy
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Alliance liad not made allowance for the encouragement

of revolutions.

Castlcrcaf^h—a marquis by this time, but still best

known by the name under which lit.' had become so

unpopular with the majority of Englishmen—did for

a subsequent generation precisely what the Russian

iliplomatists had done—he established precedents both

by action and by language. lie saw in the question

which had now arisen a problem in which England

had a very special concern. British interests in the

East revealed themselves to his mind with all the dis-

tinctness of sudden conviction, and he perceived that

tlie designs of Itussia were incompatible with those

interests. He was right in his conclusion, if not in

the inductions which led him to form the conclusion.

The issue which had been raised involved the rehabili-

tation of (rreece ; and it would have been an incalcu-

lable misfortune for Europe if Jiussia had gained a

permanent footing in Hellas and the Morea. Canning

saw the matter in its true light, when he maintained

that Eni,dand had a direct interest in restoring Greece,

and giving it the reversion of south-eastern Europe.

As for Castlereagh, he, in common with AVilIington,

saw little more than the necessity of thwarting Russia.

He instantly made advances to the Coui-t at Vienna,

he liade Lord Strangford unite with the internuncio in

nominally supporting the Russian di'iiiands at Constanti-

nople—on the principle of avoiding a rupture by backing

tlie stronger against the weaker party—and, above all,

li(> enjoined him not to allow himself to be drawn into

an}- collective action.

Austria now made a ])roposition of her own for a

Conference at Aicinia, for the express purpose of pre-

venting a rupture between Russia and Turkey. England,
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as in lS7fi, adhiTod to tlio Vienna " note," in proforcnce

to the Jierliu " nieniorandum."* But nuw it was Kussla's

turn to hold back, and the suggestion of Metternicli

came to nothing. Tliere was an amusing by-play of

diplomacy over this invitation. After the despatch had

been sent to St. Petersburg, and when the court of

Vienna was expecting a reply to its note, a bag of

documents duly amved in the Austrian capital. By a

separate communication Metternich was informed that

the bag had already been sealed when the invitation

was received, and that it was sent oS' " without a minute

having been found for the purpose of reading the new

despatch." The excuse was clumsy, but sufficient; and

it extorted a rejoinder to the effect that the contents of

the bag were left unread.

-

Notes and memorandums failing, Castlereagh, who

had the warm personal support of his sovereign, invited

Metternich to meet him in Hanover ; and there the

two statesmen arrived at an understanding, l)v which

the shadow of an Anglo-Austrian alliance, with the

qualified concurrence of France, was made to eclipse

the European concert proposed by Russia and Prussia.

The object of the English and Austrian statesmen

being to do nothing, and to bring about nothing, their

new policy entirely succeeded. They wrote a joint

note to St. Petersburg requesting that Eussia would

unfold her plans in the East. This was of course im-

possible ; or, so far as it was possible, the question had

been anticipated and answered in the liussiau note of

June 21. On the present occasion a few generalities,

strung together by Capo d'lstria, explained that the

' Metternich wrote to Nessolrode that lie had rcasou to think that

En^rlaiid would take port iu the proposed Coufereuce.

- UtTviiius, p. 3y-i.
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Czar did not desire, and had not desired, to act without

tlie sanction of Europe.

Moanwhilo, at Constantinople, the ambassadors, who

had been unable to agree together in bringing pressure to

bear upon the Porte, were discussing the advisability of

urging the Greeks to fight in a more humane manner.

There was room for such advice, but the suggestion, as

we have seen, fell through, ])artly from a fear lest the

intervention .should be interjjreted as a sanction of re-

volution. It was then proposed that the (ireeks .should

i)e recommended to accept an amnesty from the Porte,

but this suggestion also came to nothing. As Ku.ssia

ob-served, if the Greeks declined to listen to the appeal,

she would be deprived of her right to uphold their cause

with the Porte ; whilst the Greeks had good reason to

distrust any amnesty not accompanied by guarantees.

Towards the end of 1S21, however, a change came

over the spirit of European diplomacy. The instincts of

Austria had Ijeen right. The Czar Alexander could

never have persuaded himself to make war upon a tyrant

on behalf of a rebellious race, and the Powers were soon

convinced that liussia did not mean to fight. Lord

Strangford and Count Liitzow received instructions

from Hanover to use the firmest language with the

Sultan's ministers ; and the latter did not fail, whilst

making light of the re])resentations, to twit the Powers

willi their " aljject submission to the will of liussia."

On the stb of March, 1S22, the same two ambas-

sadors presented a joint note to the Porte, strongly

urging compliance with the Russian demands. The
negotiation was interruj)te(l by the news of the (ireek

movement in Chios, which, as the Porte alleged, ap-

parently with reason, bad been openly assisted by the

Kussian agents at P.sara. The eflect of the news was
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favourable to Turkey, but the scale wa-s once more

turned decidedly aijainst lier by tlie inhuman butcheries

with which she took her revenge on the devoted

island. These butcheries, in fact, caused a profound

sensation in Europe, and especially amongst the

English people.' The public conscience was fairly

' Cobden's obsorvations on the massacre of Chios, or Scio, aro well

known, but tlicy are worth quotinj; onco more. They wore printed in

ISU, from a letter written by Ci)b(len to a friend :

—
" Having a few years

njri). partly at your suggestion, embarked in a eontroversy upon the Eastern

Question. I became so far interested in the sul)ject as to be induced to pay

a brief visit to Turkey, Egypt, and Greece, in the s|)ring of 1837. for the

purpose of making inquiries on the spot as to the actual state of things in

those countries, the result of which effectually opened my eyes to the

amount of misrepresentation that had been for years industriously spread

ri'spccting the alleged reforms and improvements going on in the Ottuman
Emjiirc. Seio is an island about double the size of t)ie Isle of Wight, like

it presenting to the side of the open sea a wall of precipitous rocks, and
offering tn the sj)ectator, who sails along the narrow strait which separates

it from the mainland, a series of sloping hills and picturesque valleys.

Tlii> island, with a jiopulation of lOO.OUO Greeks, was a kind of appanage

of the sultana mother ; and although ruled nominally by a governor and a

garrison of two or three hundnnl Turks, the latter were, in fact, treated

rather as their guests than their masters, and the inhabitants governed

themselves by their own laws. Scio became the garden of the Archipelago;

tlie wealthy Greeks retired there after a life of succes.sful commerce.

Thither the aged and timid flocked fur security; and the widow and

orphan, that they might enjoy that protection and means of instruction

which no other part of their enslaved country afforded. There, tmi, was
congregated all that was refined, intelligent, and captivating, of Greek

society—the very name of Sciofe, when apjilied to females, implied fascina-

tion and beauty. To complete the picture, schools, colleges, and libraries,

were established in this happy island. Such were the fruits of exemption

from Turkish visitation. 'J he disnuil reverse of this picture remains to be

told. Upon the breaking out of the Gre<'k revolution the Beiotes, con-

scious of their defenceless situati(m, renounced all iiarlicipalion in the plans

of the insurgents, and the heads of their Church, and a uuMd)er of the

princi|ial inhabitants, voluntarily became hostages for the g(«)d conduct of

tJLcir felloW'citi/.eiis. 'the struggle between the Mussulman and the

Christian— the tyrant and the slave— became a religious war; and the

haples.s inhabitants of S<mo were at h'ugtli given over, by a mandate from

Cimstantinople, to the fanaticism of the faithful. There was immediately

a rush fn>m the ea|>ilal, and from the large towns on the coast of Asia

Minor towards Tehesmo, the nearest point of embarkation to Scio. One
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aroused, an<l tlic Opposition forced upon the Cabinet,

and upon the " self elected" majority of the House of

Commons,' a sense of their responsibility. Lord Strang-

furd, who, in his blind contempt of the Greeks, and his

aversion to Russia, h:id been pursuing a course whicli

rendered his country more or less answerable for all the

acts of Turkey—alternately scoldint^ and flattering the

ministers of the Saltan, and maintaining confidential

relations with them when all his colleagues had orders to

avoid unnecessary intercourse with the Porte—received

fresh instructions from Lond(jn. Greece, both by what

she had done and by what she had suffered, began to

make an impression \i\Hm Europe ; and the ambassadors

now demanded that the mediation of the Powers should

be employed, not only to put an end to the insurrection

of the Greeks, but also to decide upon their future fate.

Lord Strangford exhibited the adroitness of a

genuine diplomatist in effecting his sudden change of

cniinot l)cttcr iiictiire tlii< horrors tli;it followed than by imag-iniiij^ that the

Islo of Wijrht. wiili its ha]>]>y ami (ultivali'd poinilalion, wero suddenly

fjivcn over to Ihe lawless violence of fifty thousand of the most desperate

characters of London, Portsmouth. Southampton, and tlie other large

towns of tlie south, armed with knives, pistols, and guns. Imagine the

worst that could arise from the unbridled cruelty and lust of such a mass;

imagine fields covered with wounded fugitives, streets filled with mangled

corpses, the churches lieapejl with slain, and the rooms of every mausiou

and villa, from the nursery to the kitchen, reeking with the blood of men,

women, and children. Not one house, excepting those Ix-longing to the

Consuls, escaped destruction. Fire, sword, and the still more deadly

]>assions of fanaticism and lust, ravaged the island for three mouths, during

which such horrors were enacted— relatecl to me by eye-witne.sses— as quite

mock all human credulity. Of U)0,(KMI inhabitants not .i.lHK) wer»> left alive

upon the island. Forty thousand of both .sexes were sold into slavery; and

the harems of Turkey, of Asia, and Africa are still fiile<l with the female

victims. Such was the ma.ssacre of S4'io, unparalleled in nuidern history (a

tragedy compared by the Hrilish Consul, an eye-witness, to the destruction

of Jerusalem), which thrilled the public miud uf Europe aud America with

horror."

' The phrase was Lord John Rassell's.
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front. Djanib, the reis-Effendi, protested against the

extravagant demand tliat the Porte should guarantee

the safety of the Greeks, and thus admit itself to be in

the wrong. " Am I not entitled," he e.vclaimed, " in

my own house, to rule with a light or with a heavy

hand ? " " True," replied our ambassador ;
" but if the

cries of your wife and children, ill-treated by you, dis-

turb the public peace, I may first in a friendly way
desire that you will abstain from your practices, and

then, if you refuse, I may apply t6 the cadi. Such

things ha])pen every day in your capital." One of the

Turkish Ministers laughed heartily at this ; but the

Porte was not convinced.^

It was in the month of August, 1S22, that the

Congress of Verona met—the last of a remarkable series

of meetings in which the tyrants of Europe attempted

to do the work of freemen. The plenipotentiaries had

assembled in the first instiince at Vienna, but on the

death of Castlereagh they adjourned to Verona;- and

there, on the 9th of November, Nesselrode opened the

Eastern Question. The Czar, he declared, was ready to

renew his diplomatic relations with the Porte, provided

that the latter would either discuss the guarantees suit-

able to be given to the Greeks as an inducement to accept

an amnesty, or prove, by a " series of facts," that it was

disposed to " respect the Christian religion, placed under

the protection of Russia," and establish peace in the

Greek peninsula. The Austrian, Prussian, and French

representatives concurred in this suggestion ; but

Wellington hesitated. It was necessary for him to

consult his colleagues at home ; and, after a fortnight

' Gervinns.

' Canuiiif; was on tlio eve of departure from Eiif^land to a.s<inme the

post uf Uovcnior-Gi'iieral of India ; hut piililir <i]>iuiou at uuce tixod upon

Liin aa the successor of Castlerea^jh at the Foreigu Office.
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had elapsed, he was prepared with his reply. Acknow-

ledf,'in<,' the " ma<;^nanimous moderation " of tlie Cziir, he

declared that, in the opinion of his Government, the

Porte had already displayed, hy its partial concessions,

a " series of facts " which would warrant Russia in

re-openinj^ diplomatic relations. At the same time he

undertook that the pressure of England should still be

brought to bear upon the Porte, in order to confirm it in

its good dispositions.

Next day (November 27th) Tatischeff read to the

Congress a document in which the Czar declared that

"the friendship of his allies inspired him with such a

sense of security, that he entirely confided to their wis-

dom tlie direction of all future negotiations." It was

evident that Turkey had nothing to fear from the Powers.

It was" at this fatal moment that Metaxa and Jour-

dain, the delegates of the Greek provisional govern-

ment, arrived in Italy with the first formal appeal for

recognition. The Declaration of Independence had not

been without its effect on the public opinion of Europe,

which grew more and more favourable to the Greek

cause with every new success over the Turks, and with

every month which saw the Peloponnese practically

free. Opinion was doing its work ; but it was still far

from being strong enough effectually to demand the

liberation of Greece. The Senate, which included many
men of considerable ability, must have foreboded the

uselessness of its ap])lieation to the Great Powers ; but

tlie Greeks, prt)ud of what they had already accom-

plished, and sanguine of ultimate victory, addressed the

sovereigns with a lofty humility, and perhaps also with

a certain degree of pardonable guile.

In an age when constitutions were smothered by the

paternal severity of a Holy Alliance, it became a young
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aspirant for freedom, born of rebellion and popular self-

assertion, to employ the approved formulas, and to

minLjle statecraft with religion. The Senate therefore

addressed the Allied Sovereigns in a document which

bristles with the phnxses of an ecstatic piety, and which

must have deeply stirred, for a double reason, the emo-

tional heart of tlie Czar Alexander.' In this document

Greece demanded her re-admission into Christendom,

together with the protection of Europe against the ven-

geance of the Porte. Neither the justice nor the fer-

vour of the suppliants prevailed ; and it was scarcely to

be expected that the hypocritical tyrants who decreed

the slaugliter of Spanish freemen would avert the

foulest massacre and outrage from the Christians of

Greece. The fate of Chios must have branded the true

character of militant Islani upon the heart of every

European monarch and statesman ; but the practical

effect of that unparalleled atrocity was no greater than

if the impression had been stamped on running water.

The heart of Europe was dead, or callous from a quarter

' " Lcs sentimens de piete, d'hnmanitc, et de justice, dont la rennion

des Souvcrains est aiiimee, font csperer au <jouveriii"ni<'nt do la Grcoe que

sa juste demaiule sora oouvonablomeut aocui'illio. Si, coutro touto atteute,

I'ofPro du gouToruement vcnait k Otn- rejptci'. la prfseute deolaration cqui>

vaudra a uue Protestation formelle que la Grece ontidro depose eu ce jonp

au pied du troiie de la Justice Diviuc— Protestation qu'uu peuplo Clirdtieu

adros.se avec contiance a I'Europe et h la prande faniille I'e la Chr<5tienf6.

AffaiWis et delaisses, les (ireos n'esp^rorout alors que dans le Dicu fort.

Soutenus par sa main toute-puissante, ils ue tieohiront pas devant la tyrannic.

Chretiens j)erseeute3 dopuis quatrc siecles pour etre re.stcs fideles i notre

Sauveur et a Dieu notro Souverain Maitro, nous defeudrons, jnsqa'au

di-rnier. sou eglise. nos foyers, et nos tomheaux ; henreux d"y descendre

libres et Chretiens, ou de vaiuere, couiine nous avons vaiuou jusqn'ici, par

la seule force de notre Seif;neur Jesus-Clirist, et par sa divine puissance."

—Annuaire HUtorique. v.. 4<I5, as quoted by Alison.

Maurooordatos had alri'acly. in tlie suiunier of 18-'2, made overtures to

England, or at least to Lord Guddford, Lord High Commissioner of the

Ionian Islands, suggesting tliat Greece might bo established under the

protectorate of one of the jrreat Powers.—Gcrviuus, v., 374.
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of a century of war. Even Enfjland, who would not

have the blood of Spain upon her head, found not a

word to say for Greece. Canning had not yet felt his

power ; the l)anoful infhience of Castlereagh over-

shadowed his country from the tomb.

Tlie reply of the Congress to the appeal of the Greeks

contains nothing which need surprise us ; and, indeed, it

affords an adequate e.vplanation of the change which

appeared to have come over the policy of the Czar

Alexander. The decision of tlie European concert of

tyranny was made known in a Circular issued at Verona

on the 11th of December, which declared that "the

coincidence of the Greek rising with the revolution at

Naples and in Piedmont left no doubt as to the identical

origin of those various movements ;" that the leaders of

the Greek revolt had erred in tliinking it possible to

sow discord in the councils of the Powers ; and that the

Sovereigns had determined to repel the principle of

revolution, without inquiring in what shape or in what

country it made its apj)earance.'

Admirable harmony of oppressors ! One scarcely

knows whether to praise most the political shrewdness

of this solemn assembly of statesmen, who discovered

the complicity of the Greek rebels and the Italian

secret societies, or the religious fervour of the old Czar,

who sacrificed a noble ambition to the more sacred duty

of maintaining tyrants on their thrones, or the consis-

tency which made Wellington, on behalf of the Liverpool

Ministry, concur in abandoning the (ireeks to the

brutality of Turkey, whilst he protested at the same

Congress against the dragooning of Spain.

Such was the diplomacy of Europe in 1S~2. In the

remarkable parallel which the reader will not have failed

' G«rvinus.

V 2
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to draw between the events of that epoch and the events

of 187(5-"^, thoro arc discorniblo a few points of dis-

tinction in principle and actiun, by no means always

favourable to our own age. The art and practice of

diplomacy seem to be chiefly learned by the careful

study of such j)arallels ; and I suppose that, if existing

traditions of statesmanship are maintained, some new
phase of the Eastern question, arising towards the end

of the present century, will be laboriously conducted

aud determined after the models of 1822 and 1878.

The blindness of Europe in 1822—hardly greater, it

may be thought, tlian her blindness in Is78—caused

her to throw away an opportunity which she seized, on

no better pretext, five years later. Surely it would have

been wiser, even from the tyrant's point of view, to

establish Greece in 1822, when the massacres in Chios,

and throughout the length and breadth of the Ottoman

dominions, had made such an intervention in Turkey both

just and politic, than to wait for another lustrum, until

oceans of blood bad been shed, millions of money spent

on both sides, humanity sickened and wearied by these

rank harvests of tyranny, and when, moreover, the

actual intervention (albeit partly the result of an acci-

dent) became a reward of successful revolt

!

We may dwell upon this phase with the more

advantage because Europe's treatment of the Greeks

in 1822 was the fountain-head of all her responsibility

towards New Greece, and deposited the capital of a debt

which has been increasing ever since at citmpound inte-

rest. The greater part of our conduct towards Greece,

for more than half a century, has been marked by an

injustice amounting almost to positive cruelty. We
have made her a State, it is true ; but a State in fetters,

and saddled by conditions under which no race of men,
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howovcr intrinsically capable of self-government, could

be expected to prosper. The injustice began from the

moment when \vc rofusod to liberate her, though she

liad shaken otl' her bonds, and stood at bay before the

tyrant who would have re-imposed them. We con-

demned her to a bitter struggle, after her first battle

had been successfully waged—a struggle in which not

only thousands of patriots fell year bv year, not only

her land was desolated and her fleets and towns destroyed,

not only the worst elements of a long-oppressed people

rose to the surface, and dragged her through countless

humiliations, not only her young life was burdened by

usurious loans (and indemnities—to Turkey !), but her

whole subsequent existence was embittered by the

remembrance that the help of her friends had cost her

more than the deadly ferocity of her enemies.

The miserable Congress of Verona poisoned the very

founts of Europe's generosity to Greece. We have been

generous with one hand and unjust with the other.

The debt of 1822 still remains unpaid, and the shame of

Verona unexpunged.

Well might Kolokotrones, hearing the result of

this appeal to the Powers, warn his men that they must

tru.st entirely to their guns and their swords. He, in

common with many other leaders, civil and militar}-,

had already taken the measure of European diplomacy

;

and they saw only too plainly that, if Greece would be

free, she must enfranchise herself^ They were doing

it, in spite of every obstacle and every relapse. Tlie

' " Hereditary bondsmen ! know ye not

Who would V' fri'o thi'mgolvos must strike the blow ?
"

So Byn n had writton, apo8troplu.sing Uie Greeks, in 1811.

—

Childe Harold,

ii., 7().
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uuinbor of self-sacrificing (irooks—like Miaulis and Kon-

douriotes, two merchants of Hydra, who spent more

than a hundred thousand pounds to equip a flotilla—was

A'ery great ; and, considering the slender population of

the peninsula, the magnitude of the forces which faced

the Turks, both on sea and on land, was especially

striking. Comparatively few of the inhabitants of

Hellas or the Morea can have shirked at the call of

patriotism; and their ranks were continually recruited

from that Greater Greece, spread over the whole shores

of the yEgean, which alreaxly looked to Athens as to its

Mecca.

Finlay, who grudges praise to the Greeks in any

shape or form, almost does justice to the race who freed

themselves without a leader, and broke their bonds by

the universal instinct of a regenerate people. From
some circumstance, he says,^ " which hardly admits of

explanation "—though it has seemed to later writers

that the explanation was simple enough—" and which

we must therefore refer reverentially to the will of God,

the Greek revolution produced no man of real greatness,

no statesman of unblemished honour, no general of

commanding talent. Fortunately, the people derived

from the framework of their existing usages "—the sur-

viving communal system—" the means of continuing

their desperate struggle for independence, in spite of the

incapacity and dishonesty of the civil and military

leaders who directed the central government. The true

glory of the Greek revolution lies in the indomitable

energy and unwearied perseverance of the mass of the

people. But perseverance, unfortunately, like most

popular virtues, supplies historians only with com-

monplace details, while readers expect the annals of

' History, ri., 231.
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revolutions to bo filled with pathetic incidents, surprising

events, and heroic exploits."

There are various kinds of perseverance, as there are

various kinds of patlios and heroism ; and it is impossible

even for the readers of ^Ir. Finlay's history to avoid the

conclusion that everything, however pathetic or heroic,

becomes commonplace in tlie eyes of a man devoid of

generous enthusiasm. The story of Botzaris, and his

defence of Missolonghi in the autumn of 1823, which is

only one out of a hundred similar instances, might satisfy

the most exacting reader. Greatly reduced in strength

by a sanguinary campaign, having barely three thousand

men wherewith to hold his ground in southern Epirus,

Botzaris found himself threatened, towards the end of

August, by more than eight times his number, under

the Pa.sha of Scodra. Unable to attack the enemy after

any of the ordinary fashions of war, he resolved upon a

desperate stratagem. Not the first Greek who had been

known to take a similar resolution, Botzaris selected a

hundred and filty Suliotes, all as brave as himself, and

fell by night upon the Turkish advance guard of five

thousand men, encamped in a valley near Carpenitza. The

sudden incursion of these heroes produced the desired

ett'ect. The Albanians were surprised, and scarcely

knew where to strike. It is asserted that they recog-

nised the voice of Botzaris, as he called upon his com-

panions to smite home; their fire was concentrated upon

him, and he was wounded in the abdomen. That made

no change in the behaviour of the gallant Greek, who

fought and exliorted still. Meanwhile the remainder of

his three thousand, as arranged belurehand, had attacked

at other points ; and the Turks, thoroughly beaten,

were dispersed in all directions. " Eight hundred men,"

says Alison, " were slain on the spot ; a thousand
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prisoners, eighteen standards, seven guns, and immense

military stores taken by the Souliotes, who did not Uise

one liuiulred and lilty men. JJut they sustained an irre-

parable U)ss in ]\Iark IJozzaris, who was shot through

the head as day began to dawn, and soon after expired.

He was borne off the fiekl by the weeping Souliotes, in-

terred with the highest military h(mours at ^lissolonghi,

and the Governmout published a decree in his honour."^

The heroism of the Greeks cannot be seriously con-

tested. AV'^ith or witlioiit efficient leaders, they fought

as though the whole struggle depended on each in-

dividual ; and their valour was well seconded by the

volunteers who began to flock into the country from

various parts of Euro])e. The sorry business at Verona

stimulated the Philhellenism of all who had " dreamed

that Greece might still be free." In England, France,

Germany, Russia, public oj^inion began more and more

distinctly to favour the Greek insurrection
; public

meetings were held, appeals were made ; money, arras,

and men were sent to the Peloponnese. The Greek

Committee in London was particularly active, and its

labours were shared by men eminent in every rank of

life. Amongst the more notable Philhellenes who per-

sonally ofiered their services to the Greek Governmect,

in addition to the Russian subjects already named, were

Colonel Stanhope (son of the Earl of llarringtou),

Colonel Napier,- Gordon, Abney Hastings, Kaybaud,

Blaquiere, and Lord B3ron.

It was on the 5th of January, 1S24, that Lord

' Tho jlecrec was sipiied by SIaiiromidm<'li«, anil l>o(;aii, " Beloved

Grcpks ! lo. anotluT Looiiidas fipures in your history."—Alison, ii.. 400.

' Byron wrote to Mr. Bowrin:; lOrt. III. 1^-3), introducing Colonel Sir

Charles Na])ic'r: " A better or a braver man is not ea-silj- to be foniid. Ho
is our man to lead a regular force, or to orgauiae a national quo for the
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Byron landed at ^lissolonghi ; and on the following

I'.ith of April ho died in that town, havin<^ accomidished

his mission, and happy in the consciousness that he had

done so. \iy (its and starts the poet may have con-

ceived himself to be a possible great administrator, and

he even coquetted with the idea that he might be called

upon to occupy a very exalted position in Greece. At

times he thought himself a soldier. On his thirty-sixth

birthday (January i'l) he wrote one of his last poems,

which illustrates this more martial mood :

—

" The sword, the banner, and the field,

Glory iiml Greece around mo see !

The yjiartun, bonie upon his shield.

Was not more free.

" Awake ! (not Greece—she is awake !
)

Awake, my spirit ! Tliink through whom

Thy life-blood tracks its parent lake.

And then strike home ! . . .

" If thou regret'st thy youth, why live ?

Tlie land of honounible death

Is liere : Up to the field, and give

Away tliy breath !

" Seek out—less often sought than found

—

A soldier's grave, for thee the l>est

;

Tlicn look around, and choose thy gi'ound,

And take thy rest."

But Byron's real mission did not depend on his success

as an administrator or a soldier, nor was it abortive

because he died in his bed so soon after his arrival in

the land to whieh he sacrificed himself. It was this

sacrilice by wliieli he performed all that he could expect

Greeks He is, besides, n personal friend of both Priiiee

Mavniconlnlo, (Jolmu'l Stniihupe. nuci inysilf, and iu surli ((lUODrd with sll

three, tlint wo sliould nil pull toyothor— nu indisjiensabie, as woU as a rare

point, especially iu Greece at present."
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to perform ; and one cannot doubt, reading the letters

and journals written by him at the time, that he hail

at least an intuitive sense of the true value of his work.

" He but looked upon liimself," says Moore,' "—to use a

favourite illustration of his own—as one of the many
waves that must break and die upon the shore, before

the tide they help to advance can reach its full mark.
' What signifies self,' was his generous thought, ' if a

single spark of that which would be worthy of the past

can be bequeathed unquenchably to the future ? ' Such

was the devoted feeling with which he embarked in the

cause of Italy ; and these words, which, had they remained

only words, the unjust would have pronounced but an

idle boast, have now received from his whole course in

Greece a practical comment."

The name of Byron was a greater power in his own day

than it is at present, and it would probably be impossible

for us to realise the effect jjroduced by his example and his

fate, not merely upon the Greeks themselves, but upon

all the friends of Greece throughout the civilised world.

He shed a lu.stre on the idea of Philhellenism, and at

the same time he did much in a very practical way to

advance the cause of the insurgents. From the moment

of his embarkation at Leghorn, with Trelawny, Hamil-

ton Browne, and Count Gamba,- through the months of

his sojourn in Cephalonia, and up to the day of his

death, he worked incessantly to provide the combatants

with the sinews of war. Not satisfied with urging the

English Philhellenes to persevere with the scheme

which had been set on foot to raise a Greek loan, he

spent much of his own fortune in anticipation of the

money from England. He had entered upon his new

' Leltert and Jovmah of Lord Byron (Murray, 1832), vi., 80.

' Brother of the Countess Guiccioli.
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Tindertaking with a decided prejudice against the Greek

character, and a distrust in the Greek leaders ; but his

enthusiasm to a great extent overcame at least the first

of these feelings. And he had common sense as well as

enthusiasm. He saw that nothing but hard fighting

would secure the independence of the Greeks, and that

this fighting must be done by the Greeks themselves,

and in their own fashion. His constant effort was to

promote the armament of ships and the equipment of

soldiers ; and he laughed at the philanthropic designs

of Stanhojjc, who represented the Greek Committee in

London, and who wanted to Tnodel a new State on the

basis of the American Constitution, even while the

Turks were threatening to regain all that they had lost.

The rival chiefs in the Morea and the mainland did

not succeed in deceiving Byron, as they succeeded with

many other Philliellenes. Trelawny and Browne had

gone straight to the Morea, in order to ascertain the

views of the leaders, and at Tripolitza they met

Kolokotrones, who, knowing the friendly relations

between Bvron and Maurocordatos, plainly assured the

Englishmen tliat if the latter persisted in his intrigues,

he would set him on a donkey, and have him whipped

out of the country. The crafty Odysseus assumed

another tone. He studied the character of his visitors,

and contrived to please them all in turn. He was a

democrat with Stanhope, a sportsman with Humphreys,

an athlete with Trelawny,' and eventually, let it be

added, a traitor to his fellow-countr3'men. The influence

of Kolokotrones and Odysseus upon Stanhope and Tre-

lawny was that they set to work " to detach Lord

Byron from Maurocordatos ;
"'' but Byron was too wise

' Gorvinus, vol. vi., j). 21 it scq. Mr. TrtOawny married tlu» sUtcr of

OJyssous. ' Moore's Ltttert, &c., vi., li»l.
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to suffer himself to be moved by the petty jealousies of

the chiefs. IJefore his arrival in Greece he had written,

frt)in Coi)hii!()nia, to the " General Government," urtj^ing

on them the supreme importance of union ; and this

letter may be quoted to show what the nature of his

intluence actually was.

" The affiiir of the loan," he wrote,' " the expecta-

tions so long and vainly indulged of the arrival of the

Greek fleet, and the danger to which Missolonghi is

still exposed, have detained me here, and will still

detain me till some of them are removed. But when

tlie money shall be advanced for the fleet, I will start

for the Morea ; not knowing, however, of what use my
presence can be in the present state of things. We
have heard some rumours of new dissensions, nay, of

the existence of a ci\-il war. AVith all my heart I pray

that these reports may be false or exaggerated, for I

can imagine no calamity more serious than this ; and

I must frankly confess that, unless union and order are

established, all hopes of a loan will be vain ; and all the

assistance which the Greeks could expect from abroad

—

an assistance neither trifling nor worthless—will be

suspended or destroyed ; and, what is worse, the Great

Powers of Europe, of whom no one was an enemy to

Greece, but seemed to favour her establishment as an

independent Power, will be persuaded that the Greeks

are unable to govern themselves, and will, perhaps,

themselves undertake to settle your disorders in such a

way as to blast the brightest hopes of yourselves and of

your friends.

" Allow me to add, once for all, 1 desire the well-

being of Greece and nothing else ; I will do all I can to

secure it ; but I cannot consent, I never will consent,

' Moore's Letters, <fc., ri., 95.
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that the Knglish public, or English individuals, should

be deceived as to the real state of Greek aHairs. The

rest, gentlemen, depends on you. You have fought

gloriously—act honourably towards your fellow-citizens

and the world, and it will then be no more said, as has

been repeated for two thousand years with the Roman
historians, that Philopceraen was the last of the

Grecians. Let not calumny itself (and it is difficult, I

own, to guard against it in so arduous a struggle)

compare the patriot Greek, when resting from his

labours, to the Turkish pacha whom his victories have

exterminated.

" I pray you to accept these my sentiments as a

sincere proof of my attachment to your real interests."

The first Greek loan was contracted on behalf of the

Provisional Government in London during the spring of

1824. The nominal amount was £S00,0()0 ; it was issued

at 59, and was secured on the revenue accruing, or ex-

pected to accrue, from the customs, tisheries, and salt

works. The Greeks received about £300,000 net, for

which they engaged to pay a nominal five per cent.,

which meant an actual thirteen and one-third per cent. It

would be dilKcult to say which side in this bargain dis-

played the greatest shrewdness or the greatest ingenu-

ousness. The loan has never been repaid, for the simple

reason that Greece has never had the money to pay it

with. The debt ought to bo, and no doul)t will be,

liipiidated; but one can hardly sympathise with the dis-

apjHiintment of Philhellenes who lent money to an

infant and penniless borrower at so exorbitant a rate.

The English Philhellenes were by no means the only

foreign friends who rendered not;ible assistance to the

Greek cause. In Germany there were committees which

worked in accord with that of London. In America, a
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President's Message expressed the desire of the nation

to see Greece obtain her independence ; whilst material

aid was sent both from that country and from parts of

the world as distant as India and Australia.

In Franco, as soon as the Egyptian Hoot had set sail

for the Morca, an association was formed for the succour

of the Greeks, and numbered amongst its members such

men as Larochefoucauld, Lafitte, the Duke de Fitzjames,

St. Aulaire, and Dalberg. Chateaubriand wrote a " Note

on Greece," which, as coming from an ex-minister of

Louis XVIII., scandalised many of his friends. The
good effect of Chateaubriand's advocacy was soon ex-

perienced ; and the Greeks received from France several

valuable cargoes of arms, ammunition, and monev.

Switzerland, too, and the Italian States, furnished

ardent sympathisers ; and there was, perhaps, not a

single civilised country which did not hold out to the

struggling nation an earnest though unofficial support.

The significance of this constant encouragement and

assistance is chiefly this—that the Greeks were backed

and fostered in their revolt, from the very beginning, by

the public opinion of Christendom ; and that consensus

of enlightened and energetic sentiment in Europe, cos-

mopolitan and continuous, virtually created a responsi-

bility which could only be discharged by the constant

moral support of Greece in her subsequent difficulties.

There are circumstances in which the man who gives

incurs the duty of giving again ; and this vmdoubtedly

was the ca.se with the Philhellenes of 1S20-30. It may
have been the fault of the Greeks themselves that so

many of them interpreted the English loans and the

English volunteers as the first instalments of assistance

from the English Government. But it was not their

fault that the succour of their friends was so unwisely
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bestowed, tliat the luans were made to them under

unjust conditions impossible to be fulfilled, and that

they were fooled by the hope that money sudicient for

all their needs would be constantly forthconiin;^. The
Greek leaders were undoubtedly misled by the too great

zeal of some of their foreign counsellors ; and it was

most unfair to abandon their cause, a-s a few IMiilhellenes

did, because they failed to repay these loans, or to dis-

play the characteristics of a great nation immediately

after their escape from a ruinous seven years' war.'

' Mr. Fiulay was one of the friends who thns abandoned Greece.

Within four pap»s, iu wliioh he speaks of the empli)yiueut uf the English

money, he descrilies Kondouriotes and Kolettes a.s " two ignorant and

incajMiblo persons
;

" ho says of Maiiroeordatos that his conduct " was

neither honourable to himself nor advantaijeous to his country "
; of John

Soutzos tliat he was "stigmatised as the most corrupt and ra|iacious

Plianariot in Greece ;
" of Zaimes that he was the author of au " iniquitous

movement," "neither energetic nor courageous; " of Londos that he was
"addicted to riotous debauchery." Some of these judgments are more
warranted than others; but no repmaoh can Ik" accepted without hesitation

from an historian who has a snri-r (in almost every page. It would have

been well if Finlay could have aote<l on the principle of Byron, who, in a

letter written slmrtly l)efore his death, says, '•
I have heard a good deal of

Sissoui, but not a deal of good ; however, I never judge from report,

particuhirly in a revolution."

With regard to the clmracter of the two English loans, and the light

in which they were looked upon during the earlier years of the reign of

Otho, I may quote a passage from a statement made by the Greek Minister

of Finance in 1B36 (cited iu Mr. Strong's Greece ws a Kingdom

:

—" The
financijil affairs of Greece may l)e divided into three principal epochs.

The first commences from the ilay when the trumpet of lilx>rty was first

Bounded, and comes down to the year 18'J*^ If we turn onr

attention to the first epoch, we shall endeavour in vain to find any order or

regular system in the finances of the nation. That was the period of

universal nirivement, uncertainty, and war. Government rapidly succeede<l

govornmeni, and their short duration was not calculated to build up solidly

the great national edifice—the finances of the country. It is true there

existed at that time a finance. ministrj-. by whom n-gisters and accounts

were kept ; but the confusion which existed in the financial operations of

that period were so vast, through the pres.sure of cirt-unislances. that even

now, after a lapse of so many years, it is scarcely possible to check them.

On the one hand, immense sums are charged for extntordiuary exi>enses of
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Yet more impressive in the eyes of the insurgents

was the recognition by the English Government of the

effective blockade by the Greek fleet of various Turkish

ports—a recognition which, if not actually premature,

was at least a significant illustration of the inconsistency

of our conduct towards the Greeks. The reverses of the

latter between the summer of 1824 and the end of 1825

—the destruction of Kasos and Psara, the sanguinary

ravages of Ibrahani Pasha, at the head of the Egyj)tian

contingent in the Morea,^ the capture of Navarino,

Missolonghi, and other towns, the defeat of Kolokotrones

by land and of Miaul is by sea, decidedly overshadowed

the victories of the Greeks ; but they clung throughout

to the conviction that England, if not Europe in

concert, would step in to relieve them. And it must

be confessed that they had reason for their belief.

the state, purclinse of warlike stores, preparations for military expeditions,

arming and manning the infant navy, and the payment of the troops ; on the

other we find revenues arising from the tithes raised on the produce of the

land, from the sale of national property, from foreign and domestic loans,

subscriptions, presents, and other pecuniary assistance. But to determine

llie precise amount of these receipts and expenses, even supposing that the

former were duly paid into the treiw^uiy of the provisional government, and

pro))erly a<-counted for, is a work of tinu-, and must be left till the

laborious investigations on the subject are completed." See also j). 108,

Part I., of the present work.

' Sultan Malimoud was so near the end of his resources tliat he was
driven to call upon his most powerful and dangerous vassal, already

meditating a rebellion on his own account, to sujipress the insurrection in

Greece. Mohammed Ali responded with alacrity, and embarked 8,000

men and 1,000 horses at Alexandria on the ll'lli of July, 1624.
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That the Greeks had been taught to look to EngLnnd

for their ultimate emancipation is rendered sufficiently

manifest by their renewed appeal for an English pro-

tectorate in 1S24, and by the circumstances under

which this appeal was made. That the English

Government, or rather the English nation, made itself

specially and permanently responsible for the due

establishment of the Greek State will be found to

follow directly from the second series of negotiations,

which occupied the twelve months preceding the death

of the Czar Alexander (December 1st, IS25).

During the year 1823, which was distinguished

by man}' important successes on the part of Greece,

a dozen dill'erent suggestions were made as to the

future government of the country. The Legislative

Assembly—which occupied itself in constant delibera-

tions on constitutional and legal topics, whilst the

Executive struggled with the enemies of the country

abroad and at home—at one time conceived the idea

of ollVring the crown to Dom Miguel of Portugal

jS'^egris suggested the ex-king of Holland, Jerome

V
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IJuuaparte, whilst otliers turned their 03-08 to the

Duke of Leuchtenberg ; but suHiciontly strong objec-

tions were founil to all these ideas.* A Russian scheme,

attributed to the brain of Capo d'Istria, was ]iublished

in Pai-is, in the course of the following year, and was

much canvassed throughout Europe. This plan" pro-

posed to deal with the Greek mainland, including

Thessaly and Epirus, with the Morea, Crete, and the

islands. Leaving to the latter their ancient democratic

institutions, it would have created three distinct prin-

cipalities, under the suzerainty of the Sultan, with

Turkish garrisons in certain fortified towns, and with

a guarantee of this new constitution b}- the (treat

I'owers.

It is probable that the Czar himself had agreed

to this proposal, which at all events went as far as he

could have been expected to go in the direction of

Greek liberation. English diplomacy in that age,

under the influence of Canning, was more robust ; and

the circumstances offer a curious contrast to those of

the present day. Now it is Russia who would show

the least reluctance in stripj)ing Turkey of her dominion

in Europe, and England who deals most tenderly with

her.

Canning had no notion of allowing Russia to settle

the question in her own fashion ; and in this respect

his policy was identical with that of his successors

half a century later. He seems to have resolved, not

only to assist the Greeks in their struggle, but also

to maintain the superiority of English over Russian

influence in the East. J He knew that the Hetairists,

though they had been regarded with suspicion by the

' Geninus, vi., 114.

' Printed by Trikoupi, UUtjria, iii., 385.
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patriots, had still their representatives and their pro-

pa},'andists in (Jreecc. He iinist have heard, for

instance, of" the mission of Varvakis, a rich (Jreek

merchant from Odessa, who combined with a princel}-

benevolence towards his fellow-countrymen an ardent

desire to create a strong llussophile party. Up to his

death, in the beginning of 1825, Varvakis constantly

advocated the selection of Capo d'Istria for the presi-

dency of the State ; and his elforts may have had some

effect upon the eventual choice of the Russian diplo-

matist for that post.

Stimulated by the knowledge of these Russian

intrigues. Canning began to move the wires which

were destined to set himself in motion. The Greek

leaders, imderstanding that England was willing to

assume the charge, resolved to place themselves under

her protection.'

They prepared a declaration to this effect, and

invited the signatures of the leading men in the

country. At the same time they sent an agent.

Spaniolakis, to lay their views before Canning, assuring

him that a monarchy was necessary for the good

government of the country, and declaring their

readiness to accept any one who should be nominated

by Great Britain. It was thus early understood that

the choice had fallen upon Prince Leojxjld of Saxe-

Coburg. A protest against the Russian scheme of

simple autonomy accompanied this direct ajipeal to

' About the samo tiuio tlieru had I)oen a Frpncli project, for confcrriiijf

tlic iTown iiimii tlio .socdiid son of tlii" Diikp d'Orli-ans. Tlic iiitrijjui-s in

Russia won' rarriod on inilojH-nili-ntly. and cvnu in dofiancc. of llie Czar

and liis iiiinistuns ; for AlpxandiT clun^ to his noii ponnuinun. But so

atronjf was the jiublie opinion of the Empire growing in favour of the

coereion of Turkey that a hostile demonstration was matle in the Ciar's

prosouoe, in S-ptomber, 1821, at a grand review of the Guards.— Alisou,

ii., 12::.
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England ; and Canning is said to have been " better

pleased by this act than by anything which the Greeks

had done since the time of Epaminondas." This protest

was received on the 4th of November, 1S24; and on

the 1st of the following month Canning wrote directly

to the Greek Government at Nauplia, giving them to

understand that, if the Greeks, at a subsequent period,

wished to have recourse to the good offices of England,

and if they should formally express such a desire, they

would find her ready to accept the duty.

Observe how the responsibility of England towards

Greece accumulates with every new phase of these

negotiations. Canning's letter was little short of a

recognition of Greek independence, and it was un-

doubtedly construed in that sense by the Greeks.

The responsibility was doubled and trebled by the

open assistance rendered to the Government of Nauplia

by English subjects, and even by English vessels in

the yEgean ; and still more by the conduct of Sir

Frederick Adam, the new Lord High Commissioner

of the Ionian Islands,' and of Commodore Hamilton,

commanding a ]iritish squadron in the Levant. It

was at Zante, and under his auspices, that the com-

mittee had been formed which drew up the request for

an Engli.sh protectorate, the Government of Greece

remaining in the background.

Meanwhile the Czar, perplexed between his desire

to pursue the traditional ])olicy of Kussia as against

Turkcv, on the one hand, and his resolution not to

encourage the rebellion of the Greeks against a crowned

head, on the other hand, had conceived the idea of

opening a new chapter in the history of the Holy

Alliance. He proposed in lS;23 a Conference of the

' He had married a Greek lady of Corfu, and was a hearty Philhcllene.
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Powers at St. Petersbur<» ; and Canninfj; was obligi-d

to weifjfh the chance of rendering Greece an iinniediate

assistance against the disadvantage of appearing to

move in tlie matter at tlio instance of Russia. It was

hardly possible for him to hesitate. He wrote to the

liussian Government to the effect that, in face of

protestations both from the Porte and from the Greek

headers, England considered it useless for her to attempt

a mediation. Nothing more was needed to excite the

wrath of the Continental Powers against the English

Foreign Minister, and a storm broke over the head

of this misplaced Liberal. The members of the Holy

Alliance haughtily denied the value of representa-

tions proceeding from the leaders of a rebellion,'

and they made no effort to conceal the disgust with

which Canning's policy inspired them. Mettemich

went so far as to write to Nesselrode that England

ought no longer, even if she should desire it, to be

admitted to the Conference ; and he began to suggest

hostile measures on the part of " the true alliance
"

against the friend and protector of rebels.*

In the 3'ear 1825, in view of the successes of

Ibrahim Pasha, the Russian Government renewed its

proposal for a Conference, and this time Canning had

nothing to say against it. He saw tliat no result

could come of deliberations in which the Powers prin-

cipally concerned had diametrically opposite interests.

' Alidiit this timo Camiiiip t'lirnpoil many of liis own fi'llowcouiitry-

iiioM, HM «oll hh till- ixrt'tit iiinjiirity iif Ci>utiiii-ulHl statosiiii'ii. l)v nvopiising

tlio Simtli Aiiii-rioan Ri-iiiihlics. Ho lia.s liimsi'lf told u.s llint ho " oallod

tlio Now WiprUl into oxistoiioe, to rodross tlio lialnuoo of tho Old." His

instincts woro now loiuliii); liim to call a Xow Greece into existence, in

order to rodross tho luihuico of Eaiiteru Europ»>.

' Gorvinns, vi., 120—12ti.
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lJus^;i;i wankHl to bi' the maiidatairc of Europe,

or at least of tlie Holy Alliance, for the forcible

coercion of Turkey ; but she was (officially) inimical

to Greek independence. Austria, on the other hand,

did not desire to see Turkey attacked or weakened,

being far more inclined to help her to crush her

rebellious subjects
;

' and it was thus by no means

likely that Metternich would go out of his way to

promote the objects of Nesselrode. The Conference

was held ; but it was little better than a conclave of

the Holy Alliance (February 24th, 1825). Russia,

assuming the necessity for intervention, proposed that

the Powers should at once demand a cessation of hos-

tilities, under the threat of recalling the Ambassadors.

Whereupon the Austrian plenipotentiary, demurring

at a step which seemed to lead up directly to the

employment of force, suggested, inconsistently enough,

that the same end might be gained by a threat to

' Austria, whoso uncliivalric tendencies the stndout of history is

constantly having forced upon liis attention, was at this very moment
enlisted in the cause of the Turks. "On the tM\ May. the Capitan Pasha

put to sea frciin the Dardanelles with the Turkish squadron, consisting of

a ship of the line of sixty-six g-uns. two frigates, six corvettes, and fifty

brigs and transports, many of which bore the Auslrian colours. As they

had on board a vast quantity of ammunition, shells, projectiles, scaling-

ladders, and platforms, it was sui>posi'd thi'ir destination was Hydra or

Samoa. In reality, however, they were intended for the siege of Mis-

solonghi, on the vigorous prosecution of which the Divan were now intent.

Sakhtouri no sooner lieard of the approach of the Ottoman fleet than ho

set sail for Hydra, and came up >vith thi>m !is they were beating throngh

the straits between Andros and Eub<ea; and. instantly breaking their

line, sent the dreaded fire-ships among them. Two of them grajipled the

sixty-.six gun shii>. and blew lier up. with eight hundred men on board, the

whole treiLsure of the fleet, and the Capitan Pa.slia's flag. He himself

narrowly eseape<l by getting into a smaller vessel a few minutes before the

explosion took place. Another frigate of thirty-four guns was at tho same

lime burnt by the firo-ships on the left. Upon this the Turkish fleet fled

in all directions; twenty found refuge in Carysto and Suda, but five

Auntrian tnins])orts were taken, with thirteen hundred barrels of gun-

jKiwder and great militar)' stores."- Alison, ii., tl3.
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acknowk'dgo the iiiJepciidence of Greece. The fact is,

Metternich knew that the Russian Government wouUl

never assent to such a plan ; and thus it came aljout

that the Conference fully answered Canning's exj)ecta-

tions. It drew up a " remonstrance " with the

Ottoman Government, and the Porte, seeing that the

Powers were ho])elessly divided, naturally replied in a

cool and contemptuous tone (June '.U\\, l^^o).

In the meantime, the wholesome intrigues of

England in Greece were bearing good fruit. The
declaration asking for English protection had been

>ign('d by nearly all the leading men of the country,

including every part of the ^lorea. Hydra, and other

islands. The signatures numbered about two thousand,

the only notable refusals having come from Hypsilantes,

Kolettes, and Kond(^)uriotes. Armed with this general

sanction of the nation, the promoters of the scheme

brought their declaration before the representative body

in Nauplia, and the Assembly formally ratified it. The

instrument was short, simple, and conclusive :

—

(I) "In virtue of the present act, the Greek nation

places the sacred deposit of its liberty, independence,

and political existence under the abmlitte protection of

Great liritain. (:2) The President of the Council shall

immediately e.vecute the present law.—Napoli, July

-Mst (August 1st) 1S;25."

Demetrius Miaoulis, son of the famous Greek

caj)taiii, Itrouglit this act to London, and presented it

to the Foreign Secretary ; but Canning did not jump

at the oifer. Much had happened since he set the

intrigue on foot, and since Sir Frederick Adam began

his work in the Ionian Islands. Metternich and his

friends had not been able to undermine the influence

of thf English Minister, as they had con.stantly
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laboured to do, but they had found access to the ears

of the Eiif^lisli Tories, includiuijj Kintj George and

the Duke of Wellington ; and Canning had apparently

become more cautious. Besides, it is to be observed

that he had practically obtained his object in the mere

formulation and presentation of the appeal to England.

Metternich had thought himself happy in having

administered a check to Russia and a snub to England
;

but Canning saw further than Metternich, and knew

that the confidence of the Greeks was not misplaced.

For the present, however, he was obliged to bid them

wait. He openly told the Greek delegates that their

oflFer could not be accepted ; that its acceptance would

involve England in a war with Turkey, and would give

cause of complaint to the Powers. He recommended

them to look not for a single protectorate, but for the

common mediation of the Powers. " There might be a

point in the contest," said Mr. Canning, " in which

Great Britain might exert her influence to promote a

compromise between the Greeks and the Porte ; not for

the entire independence of Greece, for that would be

asking everything, and could not be the subject of a

compromise (if they could conquer it, it was well, and

that was their alFair), but for anything short of

independence which might fonu the basis of an arrange-

ment with the Porte."

This was diplomatic language ; but the Greeks

were not deceived. Nor was Europe deceived. It saw

that England was gradually gaining her ends, whilst

the Holy Alliance was gradually breaking up. Then,

as many times before and since, in a good or an evil

cause, the triumphs of diplomacy went to the wielder

of the greatest material power, and to the most resolute

and self-reliant Minister. The conduct and the fate
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of the Eurojwan Courts may be described wathout

further reference to history and state papers, as the

pli^siologist is able to draw a complete animal from

one of its bones. Kussia frankly accepted the situation,

and showed a desire to effect an understanding with

Eni^land. Prussia, not greatly concerned in the future

of Turkey and Greece, had no intention of moving

without the co-operation of botli Russia and Austria.

France, of whom Metternich had boasted that he

held her in his pocket, being liberally inclined to

Greece, in spite of her reactionar}- king, preferred the

alliance of England and liussia to the continued

concentration of power in Eastern Europe. Austria,

frop fine, was bafHcd everj-Avhere, and to almost every-

body's satisfaction.' Henceforth London, instead of

St. Petersburg, was the point to which the friends

of Greek liberty turned their eyes.

Of course it was incalculably better for Greece to

be served by England than to be served by Eussia

;

and it was incalculably better for Europe that the

new State should not owe its emancipation to a Power
whose influence on the yEcrean woidd have beeji a

-•ft^

' Tho annoyance of Metternich, wlien he found Canning master of the

situation, was .so great tluit ho drew uj) a despatch, to l>e sent to the

Austriiin representative at tlie court of St. James's, directing the latter

to put tlio following ((uestions to the English Government :— 1. Whiit were

the intentions of Canning in the business which, with the co-ojM'raticiu of

the Lord High Commissioner of the Ionian Islands, hail liecii entered

upon Ix'tween Hamilton and the relK>ls ? 2. Had Hamilton acted wilh the

consent of his Government ? and, if not, was he to be punished with

death? .^. In the opj>osite case, the Imix'rial Cabinet would decline to

have any further dealings with the British Cabinet, which did not know
how to keep its sulxirdinates mthiu the liuiits of obedience ((iervinus, vi.,

ll"2). Tlu> terms were toned down l)eftiri> thi> despatch was sent; but

something of the kiud was comnuuiii-atecl by Esterlm/y to Cauiiing. The
latter made a conciliat^iry reply, ami Metternich did not insist ou au
explanation.
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(liintTiT to the community of nations. No country

«)Ui,'lit to have seen tliis more clearly than Austria

;

and yot no country showed a more absurd jealousy of

Canninif's increasinej power. The humiliation of the

Russian intris^uers was alone sufficient to have made

the (loveninient of Vienna offer its co-operation to

England ; but, instead of this, Metternich held aloof,

and pn-ferred to liave no part whatever in the estal)-

lishment of New Greece. There were, indeed, other

questions at issue between the courts, in addition to

the question of Greece ; and Canning never succeeded,

up to the day of his death, in persuading the statesmen

of the old rryimc of the soundness or safeness of his

views.

The policy of Canning in the autumn of ISO 5 was

natural enough ; and it was the only policy which he

eould have taken, under the circumstances, with any

hope of success. He doubted the sincerity of Russia's

advances. He was determined to settle the Eastern

Question in his own way, and not in Russia's. Of

one thing he was quite convinced, namely, that the

e.Kclusive intervention of Russia in the affairs of Turkey

must tend, sooner or later, to the disadvantage of

England. On this point (though on few others) he

was in harmony wth the Duke of Wellington; and

liis recent reconciliation to the King and the Court

party would incline him to jjursue an anti-Russian

cour.se with all the greater willingiu-ss. His idea was

that an understanding between England, France, and

Austria was necessary, in order to strip Russia of her

last pretension to act independently against the Porte ;

and this, in fact, was the line which the Russian

Government, in a circular note of the 18th of August,

had expressed its resolution to take. Therefore, when
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Count Ijieven, tlic Russian Ambassador in this country,

communicated a frosli memorandum (October 24th),

rcciuostini^ En^'Iand to take tlie mattor in hand, as

being " the only I'ower able to briu<j it to a satisfactory

issue," Canning was not thrown off his guard. Writing

to Lord Liverpool on tlio following day, he expressed

an opinion that the time for action would not have

arrived until both Austria and France should have

given England their mandate to deal, first with Russia,

and then with the belligereuts in Turkey.

This was the view of the English Cabinet in 1S~5 :

and the development of their policy was only inter-

rupted by the death of the Czar Alexander, which

occurred on the 1st of December in that year. The
event wa.s of tlic utmost importance. The new Czar,

Nichola.s, at once undertook to settle the Eastern Ques-

tion ; and his zeal precipitated the action of Canning.

Whilst the fortunes of Greece were thus canvassed

by the diplomatists, the insurgents themselves had been

hard ])resseil by their enemies. TIjrahim Pasha, having

occupii'd Koron, ^lodon, and Navarino, made the

western promontor)' of Messene a strong base of

operations, from which, drawing on Alexandria by sea.

he gradually overran the Morea. Kolokotrones,

Hypsilantes, and other chiefs made a bold stand against

the Egyptians, whenever a favourable oj)portunity

offered ; but the disciplined forces of Mohammed Ali

—though they numbered, at the time of their greatest

successes, barely eight thousand men—were more than

a match for the (Jreek levies in the open field. After

the autumn of l^i't the chiefs were never al)le to face

the iiivadtr in the plains. They carried on the contest

from the mountains, where they could not easily be
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pursued, ami trnm wlience they occasionally descended

upon detached bodies of the Egyptians. During the

occupation of the country by Ibrahim Pasha, tlie

Greeks experienced the full bitterness of their struggle

for liberty. They had had their day of success, when

the whole Peloponnese appeared to have shaken ofi'

the incubus of Ottoman rule ; and on more than one

occasion their day of defeat had been equally glorious

—as when the last defenders of Psara destroyed more

in their death than they had destroyed during a long

siege, whilst the Psariote women cast themselves into

the sea, rather than flill into the hands of the blood-

thirsty foe. But Ibrahim Pasha fought with other

weapons besides the sword and gun. " A market was

opened at Modon," says Alison, " for the sale of captives

of both sexes, who were crowded in dungeons, loaded

with irons, unmorcifidly beaten by their guards, and

ol'ten murdered in pure wanton cruelty during the

night. Such, indeed, was the severity with which they

were treated that, in comparison with it, the old

Turkish system of beheading or blowing from the

mouth of a gun ever}' male prisoner above sixteen

years of age might be considered as merciful."

It was the ultima ratio of Mussulman warfare, with

which a subsequent generation has made us still more

jiainfully familiar. The details may have changed, and

for tiie worse; but the spirit of the Ottoman armies,

and the thoroughness with which the Ottoman Govem-

menl is wont to suppress its insurrections, remain what

they have always been. The Asiatic hordes have been

wise in their generation. The effect of their mode of

lighting has been to paralyse all who were not strong

enough to beat them back in the first instance. They

had paralysed the Greeks of the fourteenth and fifteenth
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centuries ; and they (with their African allies) all but

paralysed the Greeks of the nineteenth century.

By sea the insurj^ents reaped many glorious victories,

especially by the constant use of tire-ships, whereby

they destroyed thousands of their enemies ; but, even

on the element on which they w^ere almost as much

at home as Englishmen, they could not permanently

maintain the supremacy. At Missolonghi a pro-

tracted siege was endured with incredible braver)-,

under circumstances which entitle it to be considered as

one of the most famous sieges of modern times—a siege

which did as much as anything else to give irresistible

force to the growing enthusiasm of Europe. In 1S:2()

the fortunes of the Greeks were at their lowest ebb, in

spite of European sympathy and their own heroism.

The Turks invested Athens, and defeated every attempt

to relieve it. Fabvier, Sir Riehard Church, General

Gordon, Burbaki, Heideck, Hastings, Cochrane, and

other foreign volunteers, came to the assistance of the

besieged ; but they all signally failed. The battle of

Phalerum, fought on May 0th, 1827, when Sir Jiichard

Church cast his army of three thousand Greeks against

the positions of Keschid Pasha, had l<>r its i.ssue one of

the most signal disasters which the insurgents had

suffered during the whole war ; and the English

generalissimo " was so much discouraged by the aspect

of affairs that he ordered the garrison of the Acropolis

to capitulate."' The garrison refused to follow this

counsel ; but Church left them to their own devices
;

and on the 5th of June, taking advantage of the

presence of an Austrian and a French vessel at the

Pineus, which a.ssured them an honourable capitulation,

Fabvier and his companions evacuated the fortress.

' Fiiilav. n.. 432.
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Moanwliile the death of the Czar Alexander had

put an end to man}' of the diplomatic trains liitherto

pursued by the Russian and English Cabinets in

rei^ard to Eastern affairs. The known opinions of

Nicholas rendered it certain that he would have less

hesitation or compunction in dealing with either

Turkey or Greece. More than ten years had passed

since the Russians and English had met as allies in

the streets of Paris, and there were symptoms that

the two Governments would not long be able to main-

tain even the semblance of amity which had latterly

been restored between them. These and other reasons

convinced Canning, and those with whom he acted,

that new efforts were necessary in order to secm-e and

maintain the ascendancy of English influence in the

East.

In the autumn of 1S25 Mr. Stratford Canning

(cousin of the Foreign Secretary), afterwards Lord

Stratford de Redcliffe, was despatched on an embassy

to the Porte. His instructions were to persuade the

Sultan to bring the war in Greece to a close, and at

the same time to prevent the war between Turkey and

Russia, on which the latter was known to be bent.

But he had another mission. On the 'Jth of January,

1S2(), off" the island of Hydra, he had an interview with

Maumcordatos and Zographos, the former of whom
Euglishnieu had persisted in regarding as the most

responsible leader in Greece. An arrangement was

come to at this meeting, whereby England was

authorised (so far as Maurocordatos could authorise

her) to suggest to Turkey a basis for the inglorious

]iacitication and future government of Greece. On the

strength of this understanding the English Cabinet sent

the Duke of Wellington to St. Petersburg, in order to
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bring about tbo co-operation of the two Governments.

Nicholas, unable to contest the right of" England thus

to take the first stop in the renewed negotiations,

agreed witliuut dillieulty; and tlie more readily because

at the same time he refused the mediation of England

between his own Government and tliat of the Sultan.

There was a little confusion and hesitation, not to

say double-dealing, in the policy of" more than one of

the Great Powers during the negotiations of lS2(i.

Lord Stratford de RedcliHe has recently recalled some

of the incidents of the mission which had been entrusted

to him ; and it is evident from his narrative' that the

English Government was, at all events, using a weapon

with a double edge. Mr. Stratford Canning, who had

left for Constantinople in the beginning of October, did

not reach his destination until the :27th of February,

and it was only then that he heard of the accession of

the Czar Nicholas, of the Duke of Wellington's mission

to St. Petersburg, of " Lord Strangford's iniauthorised

suggestion to Count Nesselrode of England's readiness

to join the other allies in conference for the pacification

of Greece, and the positive disavowal of that notion by

the British Government." There seem to have been

no iitw instructions for the English representative.

" The instructions," savs Lord Stratford de Kedcliffe,

" which I took with me from London still held jrood.

' Soe an iirtii-U> in tln> Xiiflfiilh Cviitiinj, Auffust, 18TS. The incident

of Mr. Canuintf'.-i intcrviow witli ilaurocordatos in Hydra apiicars ti>

rcfjuiro I'liieidatiuu— whirh it may not l)e possible for Li«rJ Stratford to

pive u.-i. Ho di'i'lartvi that this interview " had east a de<'ji shaile on my
diiiloiimtic prospects." If tiiis means tliat Maiirooonlatos and Zo^raphus

were too ready to come to an uiiderstaudin); with Turkey.and tlms iiotually

llireatened to make En^'laiid's olTev of meiliiilion effcolivo, overvthinj; is

eleiir. It is (|uit<> intelli;;ilile that Weiiinjjion and Stranjjford shouhl have

iH'cn ]iulling one way, and the Cannings another. Tlio Eastern Cjiientieu

lias never found a thorouglily unanimous English Cabinet to deal with it.
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England was forced to act alone on the subject of

Greece, and resolved, in virtue of her unfettered position,

to make a single-handed effort in order to obtain the

desired pacification."

A protocol was signed on the 4th of April, 1826,

by Wellington on the part of England, and by Nessel-

rode and Lieven on the part of Russia, according to

which the two Powers in concert were to make the

following propositions to the Porte :—That Greece

should be a dependency of Turkey, papng her an annual

tribute, the amount of which was to be " permanently

fixed by common consent
;

" that the Greeks " should

be exclusively governed by authorities to be chosen

and named by themselves, but in the nomination of

which authorities the Porte should have a certain

infiuence ;
" that they " should enjoy a complete liberty

of conscience, entire freedom of commerce, and should

exclusively conduct their own internal Government ;

"

that, " in order to effect a complete separation between

indinduals of the two nations, and to prevent the

collisions which must be the necessary consequences

of a contest of such duration, the Greeks should

purchase the property of Turks, whether situated on

the continent of Greece or in the islands ;
" that, in

case of present failure, the two Governments (or, as

the j)rotocol has it, " His Britannic Majesty and His

Imperial Majesty ") would still consider the above

terms as " the basis of any reconciliation to be effected

by their intervention, whether in concert or separately,

between the Porte and the Greeks ;
" " that, moreover,

His Ijritannic Majesty and His Imperial Majesty will

not seek, in this arrangement, any increase of territory,

nor any exclusive influence, nor advantage in commerce

for their subjects, which shall not be equally attainable
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l)y all other nations;" and "that His Britannic

Majesty and His Imperial Majesty, being desirous that

their allies should become parties to the definitive ar-

rangements of which this protocol contains the outline,

will communicate this instrument, confidentially, to the

Courts of Vienna, Paris, and Berlin, and will propose

to them that they should, in concert with the Em-
peror of Russia, guarantee the treaty by wliich the

reconciliation of Turks and Greeks shall be effected,

as His liritanuic ^Lijesty cannot guarantee such a

treaty."!

This was the first approximation towards the

establishment of a Greek State; and it is to be observed

that the Governments were already sufficiently sanguine

to think of saddling the Greeks with an absolute impossi-

bility—the "exclusive" conduct of their self-govern-

ment by authorities in whose nomination the Porte

was to have a "certain influence." And it nuiy be

further observed that the English Government was not

at this time at liberty to guarantee the observance of a

treaty between Turks and Greeks.

But nothing, in the first instance, came of ttiis

protocol, although the Greek Assembl}- ratified the

engagement entered into between Mr. Stratford Can-

ning and Maurocordatos. Both Bussia and England

iiad their separate interests to pursue elsewhere ; and

neither Government had much confidence in the

other. In October, Bus.sia obtained IVom Turkey the

convention of Akerman, whereby her influence at the

Porte was restored ; and in the following December

England sent her expedition to Lisbon, at the request

' 1 quote from " Papers rolatiii); to the Establisliiiieut of the Kiugdu
of Greece," presented to the House of Common.s iu lt<7S. The Freneli

version ouly was presented iu lS'J8.

W
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of the Princoss Regent, and without asking for the

sanction of Europe. Tlierefore, wlien the two Govern-

ments at last offered their mediation to Turkey, the

Porte luid no hesitation in rejecting it (June 10, 1S27).

In the meantime another Great Power had duly

qualified itself for intervention between Turkey and

her rebellious subjects. France had fallen out with the

Dey of Algiers, which was a dependency of the Porte

;

and thus it was that the Government which had sup-

pressed liberty in Spain allowed itself to assist in the

emancipation of Greece.

On the Gth of July, 1827, a formal treaty was

signed at London, between the Governments of England,

France, and liussia (represented by Lord Dudley,' the

Prince de Polignac, and Lieven). The recitation

declares that " His Majesty the King of the United

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, His Majesty

the King of France and Navarre, and His ^lajesty the

Emperor of all the Pussias, penetrated with the neces-

sity of putting an end to the sanguinary struggle which,

while it abandons the Greek provinces and the Islands

of the Archi]>elago to all the disorders of anarchy, daily

causes fresh impediments to the commerce of the States

of Europe, and gives opportunity for acts of piracy,

which not only expose the subjects of the High Con-

tracting Parties to grievous losses, but also render

necessary measures which are burthensome for their

observation and suppression ; His ^lajesty the King of

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and

His Majesty the King of France and Navarre, having

' Canning Iwraiiio 1'rpniicr (April 30tli, 182") on tlio resijniation of

Lord Livf-rpool, and Dudley suoi-eedcd liini at the Fon'ign Oftieo. Tlio

Duke of Wellingtim refused to take ollicc under the pojmlur commoner;

and, indeed, he liad eonscientiously objected to much of Canning's iwlicy.
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moreover received I'roiu the (freeks an earnest invitation

to interpose their mediation with the Ottoman Porte

;

and, together with His Majesty the Emperor of all tlie

Kussias, being animated with the desire ot pntting a

stop to the eftusion of blood, and of preventing the evils

of every kind which the continnance of such a state of

allairs niiiy produce ; they have resolved to combine

their efforts, and to regulate the operation thereof

by a formal Treaty, for the object of re-establishing

peace between tlie contending parties, by means of

an arrangement called for no less by sentiments of

hunumity than hy a concern for the tranquillity of

Europe."

The formal initiation of the treaty, it will be per-

ceived, came from England and France, so far, at least,

as the solicitation of Greece was concerned ; and the

Itussian Government was careful to have it understood

that it acted in this matter on the invitation of England.

It was cultivating good relations with the Porte, and

was not unwilling that its old rival at Constantinople

should take the lead in what was certain to be an un-

welcome and (for the time) futile step. As for the

interruption of cimimerce in the Mediterranean and

Li'vant, this had been felt chiefly, and very seriously,

by England and France ; especially in consequence of

the great increase of piracy during the Greek war (in

which Greeks, amongst others, had naturall}- played

tlieir part).

The first article of the treaty pledged the Contract-

ing Powers to renew their offer of mediation to the

Porte, by means of a joint declaration from the ambas-

sadors at Constantino])le ;
" and," continues the article,

" at the same tinu', a demand for an immediate arnii-itiee

shall be made to the two contending parties, as a

w 2
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preliminary and indispensable condition to the opening

of any negotiation."'

The next five articles comprised the substance, and

almost the exact words, of the Protocol of 1S50 ; but,

in place of England declaring her inability to guarantee

the observance oF the treaty, the sixth article provides

that " the arrangements for reconciliation and peace

which shall be definitively agreed upon between the

contending parties shall be guaranteed by those of the

Signing Powers who may judge it expedient or possible

to contract that obligation." The point was left open

;

and there is no difficulty in understanding that the

objection of the English Cabinet to enter into a

guarantee, prospectively operative against Turkey, in

conjunction with Russia, was partly removed by the

introduction of France into the compact.

There was, in this same Treaty of London, an
" additional " and secret article, providing tor the actual

recognition of Greece as an autonomous State, and for

the attainment of peace by (at the least) a menace of

coercion. It is important to note the precise terms of

this secret clause—the tinder to which the blow struck

at Navarino presently set fire. It was by this Treaty of

1^:27, confirming and extending the Protocol of 1826,

that Greek liberty was secured ; and from the secret

clause the complete independence of Greece followed by

a natural sequence of events.

"(1.) It shall be declared to the Porte . . .

that the inconveniences and evils described in the patent

Treaty as inseparable from the state of things which has

for six years existed in the East, and the termination of

' Tliis iloiimnil wius duly inaili", ami aroftltxl to by tho Greeks alone.

Tlic Turks subsiMjiU'Utly cimtcnilecl that tlu' iusurjfcnts liarl been gruilty of

a breach of fnitli by altaekiiig them liu the uaval Ijuttic of Salona) after

agreeiug to suspend hostilities.
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whicl), by the means at the command of the Sublime

Ottoman Porte, appears to be still distant, impose upon

the Hif^h Contractini,' Parties the necessity of taking

immediate measures for forming a connection with the

Greeks.

" It is understood that this shall be effected by

establishing commercial relations with the Greeks, and

by sending to and receiving from them, for this purpose,

Consular Agents, provided there shall exist in Greece

authorities capable of supporting such relations.

"(2.) If, within the said term of one month, the

Porte does not accept the armistice proposed in the 1st

Article of the patent Treaty, or if the Greeks refuse to

carry it into execution, the High Contracting Powers

shall declare to either of the contending parties which

may be disposed to continue hostilities, or to both

of them if necessary, that the said High Powers intend

to exert all the means which circumstances may suggest

to their prudence for the purpose of obtaining the

immediate effects of the armistice of which they desire

the execution, by preventing, as far as possible, all

collision between the contending parties ; and, in

consequence, immediately after the above-mentioned

declaration, the High Powers will, jointly, exert all

their etiorts to accomplish the object of such armistice,

without, however, taking any part in the hostilities

between the two contending parties.

" Immediately after the signature of the present

Additional Article, the High Contracting Powers will,

consequently, transmit to the Admirals ctmimanding

their respective squadrons in the Levant conditional

instructions in conformity to the arrangements above

declared.

" (3.) Finally, if, contrary to all expectation, these
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measures do not prove sufficient to procure the adoption

of the proj)ositions of the High Contractin<r Parties by

the Ottoman I'orte ; or if, on the otlicr hand, tlie (ireeks

decline the conditions stii)u]ated in their favour by the

Treaty of this date, the High Contracting Powers will,

nevertheless, continue to pursue the work of pacification,

on the bases upon which they have agreed ; and, in

consequence, they autliorise, from the present moment,

their Representatives at London to discuss and deter-

mine the future measures which it may become necessary

to employ."

It is probable that the Contracting Powers did not

yet contemplate the entii-e independence of Greece, even

as a contingency of the next few years. Nothing in

their conduct at this time accuses them of so much
robustness of mind a.s would bo implied in that supposi-

tion. The Greece with which they desired to " form a

Connection " was perhaps a simple autonomous State,

somewhat on the model of Servia, which, though practi-

cally self-governing, should remain a portion of the

Turkish P]mpire. The " integrity and independence of

Turkey " were thought as important in the eyes of most

English statesmen in 1827 as they were in the eyes

of one or two of their successors just half a century

later ; and at both epochs the Porte threw away its

opportunity of preserving its suzerainty intact. It

rejected the otter of July as it had rejected the otter of

February, and on the same over-subtle plea that the

interference of foreign Powei-s in the internal govern-

ment of its empire was unjustifiable.

The words had been written down, and the se(juence

of events followed more quickly than the most sanguine

could have hoped ; though it must be admitted that

one of the means which " circumstances suggested to
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tlu> prudence " of tlie Powers for enforcing an armistice

tended very happily to produce a rupture. The allied

fleets of p]nglan(l, France, and Russia (twenty-six sail,

1,270 guns), unwilling to give the Turkish and

Kg3'ptian fleets (eighty-two sail, 2,000 guns) the chance

of escaping from the Bay of Navarino during the

winter months, and unable to find shelter at the

mouth of the bay on the outside, coolly entered the

harbour (October 20th, 1S27). The Turks naturally

thought themselves on the point of being attacked, or

at all events they declared this to be their impression.

They therefore opened fire upon the Allies from their

own vessels, and from the batteries on Sphakteria,

before the Russian fleet, which was in the rear, had

filed through the entrance of the bav. The Allies

needed no second invitation. They returned the fire

of the Turks and Egyptians, and with such effect that,

by the following morning, of the eighty-two vessels

which had ridden safely in the Bay of Navarino on

the eve of the battle, only twenty-nine remained aHoat.

The battle of Navarino may be fairly described as

a happ3' blunder. It was not contemplated in the

instructions given to the allied fleets. Sir Edward

Codrington, the English admiral, was blamed at home
for exceeding his orders, and taking a step which

necessarily resulted in an engagement. But there can

be no question as to the wholesome character of the

punishment inflicted upon the butchers and slave-

dealers of the Porte, or as to the advancement of the

cause of freedom, and the actual decrease of bloodshed,

which was the consecjuence of the blow.

The ambassadors of the Allied Powei-s at Con-

stantinople made a last otter of mediation to the Porte,

but it was refused ; and they withdrew from the capital
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in the month of December.' There was, however, no

imnii'diuti' ilcelaration of war. Turks and Greeks still

carried on their unequal contest ; and, even after the

victory of the Allies, an Ej^yptian fleet sailed from

the jMorea to Alexandria, with Greek slaves on board,

unmolested and unchallenged.^

Thus slowly grew the idea of extorting Greek in-

dependence from the Porte by force of arms. Towards

the end of 1827, after England, Russia, and France

had apparently determined that the insurgent race

should be added to the family of the European States,

Reschid Pasha was assuring the Sultan, not without

reason, that he had re-subjected the continent of

Greece, from Missolonghi to Athens. Meanwhile the

destitution of the Greeks who had not fallen into the

hands of Turks or Egyptians was of the most desperate

character. The Asiatic and African invaders (including

many who were brought into the country for the sole

purpose of devastation) had laid waste all the fertile

districts over which the blight of their presence had

passed. A wholesale famine had settled down on the

devoted land. The starvation of Greece was not

figurative, but actual ; thousands died of absolute want

of food. Private charity alone ])reserved the life of

a vast number of Greeks, amongst whom were many

' " III concert with my coUeai^ics," says Lord Stratford do Rtvlcliffe,

in the article al)ovc i|Uotod, " I ciiiphjycd the month of Xoverabcr in occa-

sional efforts to obtain a more favourable hcarinp at the Port«. Explana-

tions were piven. arpinients wore urged, waniinps were rei)eat<'d to no

inir])ose. The lamcnteil decease of Mr. ( 'anning' in Auffust had been followed

at home by those rather hesitating counsels which are apt to accompany

an uncertain tenure of office. Nothinj; in the sha|>e of instniction liad

reached me since the astounding inciilent of Navarino."

' It was ostensibly fur this neglect that Sir Edward Codrington waa
recalled.
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persons of culture and position. If it had not been

for the tardy inti-rference of the civilised world, Sultan

Mahnioud would have most effectually vindicated his

authority over his subjects, by creatin<j a wilderness

which he might have called a peace.

At the end of 1820 the Executive Government,

which had fled from Xauplia to /Egina, had some

si.\teen pia.stres left in the public treasury. The
revenue had sunk from five-and-a-half million piastres

in isio to little more than a quarter of the sum in

182(5. The armies, such as they were, were supported

only by voluntary efforts. After the surrender of

Athens, Lord Cochrane wished to hold a review of

the Greek fleet at Poros ; but, as he was unable to

pay the wages of his sailors, the vessels, which ought

to have been ready for action, set sail and dispersed.'

Demoralisation had increased in every department,

and in connection with every authority which professed

to speak and act in the name of Greece. The wretched

Greeks had been made the football of fortune, and,

before relief came to them, they had sunk to the vcrj'

depths of misery and humiliation.

Let us, in the present day, ascertain and realise

the degree in which our fathers and grandfathers con-

tributed to the misfortunes of the struggling race, in

order that we may ap])reciate the responsibility which

undoubtedly rests upon us. Let Englishmen in par-

ticular face the items of the long outstanding account

between this country and Greece, which unquestionably

leaves the balance of debt on our side. He it observed

that, if it was England more than any other country

which helped Greece to obtain her independence,

it was right that England, before all. should have

' Fiulav wa.s with Lord Cochraiip at the time, and relates the circumstance.
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|)rcventod that independenci' from becomino^ a mockery.

We cneoura«;ed the Greeks from the very outset. We
—that is to sav, public opinion in Eni^land, ratlier than

the Enjrlisii (loveninient—bade the insurgents persevere

against the most hideous forms of suppression, and look

ti> u> t"(ir the moral force and aid uhicli their cause

(Irmamlcd. We helped them with money and arms.

When their own resources were insulHcient for their

needs we raised loans for them ; and when their chiefs

were found to be incompetent we sent them leaders.

That is the bright aspect of the picture ; but it

is not the only aspect. This was how England en-

couraged Greece ; but what did she actually do for her ?

After seven years, our moral aid—assisted by the

splendid blunder of Navarino—converted the rebels

into a State ; but with that one fact our positive

beneficence towards this ill-starred people may almost

be said to have begun and ended. Not a third of the

money subscribed in England for the Greeks ever

reached them. Not a tithe of it assisted their struggle

for indej)endence. The officers whom we sent to

command their armies and their fleets—one of whom
alone made his paltry bargain lor fifty-seven thousand

pounds—were as incompetent as the Greek leadei-s whom
thev thrust aside. The circumstances of the siege of

Athens were such as might well make every English-

man blush for shame. It was but a scurvy service

that England rendered to the heroic little nation—

a

nation which, under the black night of tyranny, con-

sefpient upon a military n'gimc of a quarter of a

century, held out the torch of liberty, and was the

first to justify the assertion of popular rights. We
have been wont to over-estimate the value of what

England, and especially the English Philhellenes, did
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for Greece in the secoml ik-caile of tlio nineteentli

century. It is timo that we should undeceive our-

selves. That which we actually did was to call upon

the Greeks lor tremendous sacrifices ; to .stimulate thi-in

to resistance until their land had been devastated and

their race decimated ; to press upon them usurious

loans, dehisory aid, injudicious counsels ;
' to set up

an emaciated and penniless State ; to mock it with a

President who became an oppressor, and a Kin«.f who

became a selfish tyrant ; and then to exact unlimited

gratitude, and load it with ungenerous reproaches.

Who that reads and considers the history of the

time can doubt that we are still in debt to the Grct-ks?

They have never had the chance of growing into a

great and powerful natiim, or of developing the genius

' No part iif Fiiilay'.s HlMonj is more conrnrfcoiisly or pnnpentlv

written tlian tliiit iuwliich ho lashes the conduct of the pseudo-Philliolloncs,

who transmitted to tin- present gi»noration so heavy a biinlen of resjwnsi-

bility. "It was by those wl;o called theinselvos Philhellenes," he says

(vi., 43'?), "in England and America, that Grw'ce was most injured.

Several of the steam-ships, for which the Greek Government paid large

sums in London, were never eeiit to Greece. Some of the iield-artillery

puri-liivsed by the Greek deputies was so ill-constructed that the carriages

broke down the first lime the guns were brought into action. Two
frigates wore contraeti'd for at New York ; aiid the business of the eon-

tractors was so managed that Greece received only one fritjate afff r jmyiny

the coat of two . . . It will bo seen that waste and (wculat ion were not

monopolies in the hands of Greek statesmen. Albanian .shipowners, and
captains of arniatoles anil klcphts. Emjliah polilicitinn and American
merchants /i(i(/ (i/«<) //k'iV >7i((i>' . . . The persons j>rincii>ally responsible

for this waste of money, and tlie.se delays, were Mr. Hobhouse. now Lord

Broughton; Mr. Kdwanl KUici' ; Sir Francis Burdett ; Mr. Hume; Sir .John

Bowring. the .Sceretary of tlie Gn-i'k C'ommitt(>e; and Messrs. Ricardo,

the contractors of the second Greek loan. Sir Francis Burdett was tloating

on the crean\ of Radicalism, and Lord Broughton was siip|Hirting himself

above the thin milk of Whiggi-ry by holding on vigorously at the Imronet's

C(Mit-tail. Both these gentlemen, however, though they wert- guilty of

negligence and folly, kept their hands pure fnim all money transactions

in Greek bonds. The Right Honourable F.ilwanl Ellice was a contrai'tor

for the first Greek loan, but was not a bi^ar, at lea.st of Greek sttn-k. In

a letter to the I'l'mcM he made a plain stateuicut uf kis positiou, and owue«l
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for self-government and the civilising energy which

are their natural inheritance. They were exhorted to

be free with their chains half severed, to run in the

race with shackles on their feet, to be a model for the

very Europe which had demoralised them. Europe

demanded an impossibility of Greece ; and to that

injustice she has added the greater one of condemning

and neglecting the half-emancipated race for what has

been, not its crime, but its chief misfortune.

candidly tliat lie had been guilty of ' pxtreme indiscretion in mixing

liimself up with the Greek deputies and their affairs.' What ho said was

no doubt i«'rfoetly true ; but we must not overlook that it was not said

until Greek affairs had ceased to diseount the political drafts of the

Whigs; and a less friendly witness might perhaps have used a stronger

j)lira«e than 'extreme indiscretion.' The conduct of Mr. Hume and Sir

John Bowring was more reprehensible, and their names were deeply

imbiylded in the financial piustry which Cobbett called 'the Greek pie,'

and which was served with the rich sjiuce of his savonry tongue in the

••elebrated Wnvkly Register. Where there wa3 both just blame and much
calumny, it is difficult and not very important to apportion the exact

amount of censure whicli the conduct of each individual merited."
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Canning died ou the Stli of August, 1S27;' and in

him the Greeks had lost their most powerful friend.

If he had lived, it is probable that the establishment

of the Kingdom of Greece might have been efl'ected

under happier auspices, and with greater chances of

securing immediate good government. Canning was

an indifferent Tory, but he was a bold and capable

statesman, who had shown that he undei"stood the

true mission of the Hellenic race in south-eastern

Kurope. He was held cheap by Wellington, by the

King, by sticklers for the old and unprogressive

traditions of dijjlomacy ; but he had known how

to make his viiws ])revail over those of ]Metternich

and Nesseliode. He miL'lit have done incalculal)lv

more for Greece than Wellington or Aberdeen was able

or willing to do. He could hardly have done less or

worse.

' Ho wa,H succoe<l«>(l in tlio proiniorsliip liy Lord Go«lorioli, wlioso lonnre

of (iffioo ondotl on tlio loth of Jnuuiiry. 1.S2H. From tliis time until tlio

llilh of Novomhor. ISHH. tho Duko ot" \Vollinf;t<)n prosidod over the

C'atiinot, his Forr-ign Soorotnry iM'ing Lord AlH-rtlwii. From 18J0 Earl

tiroy was Premier, witli LonJ PaJiuerstuu at the Foreign Oflioo.
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When Canning died, all Europe felt that it liad

lost a mastcr-iniiul. Within twelve months the under-

standiiifi^ betwoeu En^'laud, France, and IJussia was

virtually at an end. Russia had declared war against

Turkey on her own account, the Eui"opean concert was

more a dead letter than ever, Greece and her friends

had almost abandoned the hope of assistance from

England (or from any one else, unless it were Eussia\

and the influence of the Czar was once more predomi-

nant in the Mediterranean. " In the protocol of the

15th of June, 1S2S," says Finlay,' "Lord Aberdeen,

with the diplomatic inaptitude wliich cliaracterises the

proceedings of Great Britain at this period, allowed

the clauses to be inverted, and by this inversion the

claim of Kussia to an exceptional position with regard

to Turkey was in some measure ratified. England,

as protector of a Greek population in the Ionian

Islands, ought to have insisted on equal rights.

Russia was not driven from the claim she set up to an

exceptional position until Sebastopol fell."

This is what Europe lost by the substitution of the

Wellington-Aberdeen policy for the ]X)licy of Canning.

Canning felt no admiration for the conduct of Russia;

lie did not accept Russia's views; but on the other

hand he formed an alliance with her, and by this very

means took the lead and gained his end. Wellington,

as soon as he found himself at the head of affairs in

England, was careful on every occasion to dwell upon

the ambition and (hqdicity of Ru.ssia ; he almost drove

the Czar to pursue an independent course ; and the

consequence was that he lost the lead, and sullVred

Russia to gain her end.

Our policy in the Eastern Question in 182S was the

' History, vii.. i'i.
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same as our ])uliey just fifty years later; and, indeed,

the one is professedly based upon the other. It starts

off with the eonviction that Russia is anta<^onistic to

us, is pU)ttin<j for supremacy in the Ka.st, and employs

incessant duplicity in labouring for this end. This

conviction being firmly entertained (and it may be

thoroughly warranted by facts') a weak school of

diplomacy proceeds—how? To diplomatise? By no

means. It proceeds to hold aloof, to interfere at the

wrong moment, to emphasise its suspicion, to boast

what it will do if Russia does so and so ; and thus,

in the end, either to give the virtual triumph to

Russia, or to fight her that we may prove our physical

superiority. These are the bad traditions of English

policy in the East. They are not traditions arising out

of the policy which Canning had begun to pursue.

Canning would never have allowed Russia to go to

war with Turkey without at least establishing on the

spot an indejjendent Greek kingdom, on the widest

possible basis, capable of weighing down the scale of

iulluence into which Russia had cast her sword. He
would never have allowed a French force alone to

sweep the Turks out of the Morea, and to occupy the

country during five years. In short, he would have

led Russia and Europe, not have been led or pu.shed

aside by them.

A grand opportunity' presented itself at this moment
to substitute trreece for Turkey (prospectively) as the

warden of South-eastern Europe, as the keeper of the

Straits, and as a counter])oise against the undue influence

of Russia in the Mediterranean. ^Ve ciinnot be surprised

if the attainment ol" this object appeared impossible

to the Rowers in ISiS; but we have rea.sou to regret

' Cniiniiig. at all ovfiifs, outvrtaiiiotl it.
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that more was not done towards an end which every

statesman must have perceived to be advantageous in

the highest degree. The Duke of "Wellington was a

great soldier, but he was not a statesman. Almost

all his political acts were inspired by an ambition to

defend his fellow-creatures against the insidious dangers

of reform. His instincts in European affairs were

identical with his instincts iu English domestic ipies-

tions. He had no enthusiasm for Greece ; and it is

a question whether he so much as appreciated the

possible value of that country in the political economy

of Europe. His correspondence during the years 1828

and 18:29 is penetrated by suspicions of, and reproaches

against, Eussia ; but it hardly occurred to him to

counteract Russia in Greece.

Thus, writing to the Corate de la Ferronays (February

26th, 1S2S) he refers to the policy of the Allies in

respect of Greece as "a course of measures commenced

with the view of pacifying " that country, " and of

preventing the warfare which has existed there for

.seven years from spreading to the rest of Europe."

And again, " We are all interested in the continued

existence, in a state of independence, of the power of

the Porte in Europe. We are not prepared for its

destruction . We ought to direct our eflPorts

steadily to attain our or/\/i/ifi/ object, the parificntion of

Greece, without injury, or at least with as little injury

as possible, to the power of the Porte."' That was

written before Kussia's declaration of war. On the

2sth of August, lb2'J, he wrote to Lord Aberdeen:

—

" We mean to maintain the power of the Porte; and

although we were ready to agree to the adoption of a

' Correspondence of the laU Duke of Wellington (Murray), under tl^e

dates givou.
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mode of executing our purpose in Greece, consistent

with the respect due to that Power, our concurrence in

that mode was founded upon Ike neccsnili/ of coming to

some settlement in Greece for the sake of the Porte

itself"

Tlie " we " includes Canning ; but nothing is more

certain than that Canning himself would have repu-

diated such a construction, or such a limitation, of his

motives.

In a conversation between the Duke of Wellington,

Lord Aberdeen, Prince Lieven, and the Count de

Matuscewitz, held at the Foreign Office on the 4th of

September, 1829, the lAike "entreated" the Russian

representatives " to warn the Emperor of the danger of

establisliing in Greece a focus of revolution. Such an

establishment," he said, " may give this country a little

more or less of trouble. But revolutionists in Greece

will not limit their efforts to the Ionian Islands. They
will turn their attention to other countries, and will lay

the foundation of fresh wars, and of misery for mankind."

Here was a spectre almost as chimerical as those of

Verona, which the Duke himself, at the instance of Mr.

Canning, refused to combat. And, in di'ead of such a

spectre, the Wellington Cabinet threw away an excellent

cliauce of precluding " fresh wars," and averting much
" misery for mankind." The same chance has again

returned, and again been thrown away. To .><ay nothing

of the chance of 1854, the Congress of 1S7S has com-

mitted itself to another patchwork "settlement" of the

Eastern Question, which leaves the whole difficulty

unsolved, and condemns the next generation to fresh

wars and misery.

The memorandum of the conversation in (juestion

was written by the Duke himself, and enclosed to Lord

X
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Aberdeen in a letter dated " Strath fieldsaye, 5th Septem-

ber, ls~!)." It is right to say that the fears of the

Duke may be held to have been partly justified by the

conduct of Capo d'Istria ; but at all events they

appear to have been greatly exaggerated. At this

same interview a question arose as to the boundaries of

the new State, on which considerable difference existed

between tlie Governments of England and Kussia. The

Duke declared that "the opinion of this Government

was not altered upon that subject." Whereupon Count

Matuscewitz retorted, " That is to say, as far as possible

from the boundaries proposed by us." The Duke
replied " that we had stated our reasons, and were more

than ever convinced that the limits proposed by us were

those best calculated to secure peace."

Here we have another proof that the Wellington

Ministry acted throughout rather as the advocate of

Turkey than as a friend of Greece. Its aim was to take

from Turkey, and to give to Greece, as little as possible.

The chief responsibility of endowing the new State with

a lamentably insufficient territory rests, therefore, upon

ourselves. It was we who would have clipped out a

Greece limited by the mouth of the Aspropotamos, in

order that the Ionian Islands might be faced by a

Turkish mainland. There was, be it obsers'ed, a better

and more generous way of relieving ourselves from the

fear of insurrection in these islands— a fear which

actually led the Duke of Wellington to talk of " sustain-

ing a revolutionary war against a Russian subject placed

in Greece as President under the protection of the

Powers." This way was to hand over the islands,

where we had no business to be at all, to their natural

possessors, and thus to give Greece a little better chance

of paying her debts. But it took us tive-and-thirty
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years to perceive our duty iu that respect, though a

revohition was menacing us during the whole time.

Much would be gained if the public conscience of

England could be sufficiently aroused to make it resolve

that, on the first opportunity which may hereafter arise,

the emancipation of the Greeks shall be completed, and

the Eastern Question settled by their establishment as a

first-rate Power. The Congress of 1S78 has done little

more for Gretnie than was done fifty years ago. The

true policy of England and of Europe is yet too

advanced for adoption by our statesmen—even if it be

not too advanced for bold acceptance by our publicists.

Capo d'Istria was elected President of Greece by a

National Assembly meeting at Troezene, on the 14th of

April, 1S27. He was selected, for a period of seven

years, " because he possessed a degree of political

experience which the Ottoman domination had prevented

any native Greek from acquiring."' But he was really

selected because he was a Russian subject, and because

the English Government, even at that date, had not

sufficient firmness to put its veto upon such a manifestly

injudicious choice. A hundred Greeks might have been

found who would have governed their country better.

On the 30th of August, 1828, a French army of

fourteen thousand men, under General Maison, landed

at Petalidi, in the Gulf of Coron. They expelled

Ibrahim Pasha, drove the last Turk and Egyptian out

of the Morea, and occupied the country until the year

1834. As early as the 10th of August, 1829, the Duke

of Wellington wrote to Lord Aberdeen, " We must cull

upon the King of France distinctly to perform his

' Aoounliuf; to the docroo of the Assembly by which he was chosen.

Soo Fiulay, vii. 30.
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|)roiiu.sc to withdraw his troops from the Moroa." He
ought never to have allowed the French alone to

undertake this service for Greece.

The influence which Canning had carefully nourished,

and which had led the Greeks in 1825 to throw them-

selves upon the " ahsolute protection " of England, had

been wantonly squandered. Greece had passed out of

our hands. We had not merely lost an opportunity

;

we had inflicted an injury, and incurred an immense

responsibility.

By the tenth article of the Treaty of Adrianople

(September 14th, 1829), Turkey gave its adhesion to the

])rotocol of the Conference of London, which had been

signed by the plenipotentiaries of Great Britain, France,

and Eussia, on the 22ud of March in the same year.

Another Conference became necessary, in view of the

Russo-Turkish treaty, and, in anticipation of this, the

Porte had entered into a separate agreement witli the

representatives of England and France at Constantinople,

in these terms :
" The Sublime Porte declares, that

having already adhered to the Treaty of London, it now

further promises and pledges itself to the Representa-

tives of the Powers who signed the said Treatv to

subscribe entirely to all the decisions which the Con-

ference of London shall adopt with respect to its

execution."

The triumph of the Russian arms had thus brought

tlie Ottoman Government to a mood of complete sub-

mission to the will of the three Powers. Let us see

what it had efiected for the Greek nation.

The Conference of 1829 had based its decisions

upon a series of conclusions, arrived at by a previous

Conference, held at Poros on the 12th of December,
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1S28, '.vliicli latter Conference acted upon " informa-

tion supplied by the Greek Government," and "after

frequent communications with Count Capo d'Lstria."

The Conference of Poros had fully discussed the

questions relating to the "continental and insular

boundary" of the proposed new Greece, to the "tribute"

and "indemnity" which the liberated State was to

pay to Turke}^ and Turkish subjects, and to the

" suzerainty " which it was intended to give to the

Sultan in place of his forfeited sovereignty. Upon
the conclusions which had been arrived at in the

course of those discussions, the plenipotentiaries at

the first London Conference (Aberdeen, de Polignac,

and Lieven) determined to " propose to the Ottoman

Porte " that Greece should pay it a million and a

half of Turkish piastres as an annual tribute, and

an indemnity on behalf of Mussulman proprietors and

other sutl'erers in Greece ; that the new State, under

the suzerainty of the Sultan, should enjoy the rights

of self-government ; that the Porte should " participate

in tlie choice " of an hereditary " chief of Greece,"

who should receive his investiture at Constantinople
;

that the arrangements to be entered into should be

placed " under the guarantee of such of the signing

Powers as shall think it advantageous or possible to

contract that obligation ;

" that " the guarantee in

question shall assure the Ottoman Porte against every

hostile enterprise or act on the part of the Greeks,"

and vice versa. With regard to the boundaries of

the new State, it was " proposed to the Porte that

the point of departure for the continental boundary

shall be near the entrance of the Gulf of Volo ; from

whence the line, ascending to the crown of the Othryx,

sliall follow its whole range as far as the summit,
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situated to the east of Agnipha, which forms its point

of junction with the chain of Pindus. From this

summit it will descend into the valley of the Aspro-

potiimos, by the south of Leontitos, which it will

leave to Turkey ; crossing afterwards the chain of

the Macronoros, it will include in the Greek territory

the defile of that name, which leads from the plain

of Arta, and will terminate in the sea at the Ambraciot

Gulf. All the provinces situated to the south of that

line shall be comprised in the new Greek State. The

islands adjoining the Morea, the island of Eubcea, or

Negropont, and the islands commonly called Cyclades,

shall form part of that State."

Such was the proposal of March, 1S29. Eleven

months later, on the 3rd of February, 1830, after a

declaration from Russia that her Treaty of Adrianople

did not " invalidate the rights of the Emperor's allies,

nor clog the deliberations of the Ministers assembled

in Conference," the plenipotentiaries came to the

following decisions, which form the basis upon which

the Kingdom of Greece was built up.

" Greece shall form an independent State, and shall

enjoy all the rights, political, administrative, and com-

mercial, attached to complete independence.

" In consideration of these advantages granted to

the new State, and in deference to the desire expressed

by the Porte to obtain the reduction of the frontiers

fixed by the protocol of the 22nd March, the line of

demarcation of the limits of Greece shall take its de-

parture from the mouth of the river Asprojjotamos,

ascend that river as far as the latitude of Lake Angelo

Castro, and traversing that lake, as well as those of

Yrachori and Saurovitza, it shall strike the Mount
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Artolina, from whence it shall follow the ridge of

Mount Oxiis, the valley of Calouri, and the ridge of

Mount CEta, as far as the Gulf of Zeitoun, which it

shall reach at the mouth of the Sperchius.

" There shall likewise belong to Greece the whole

of the Island of Xegropont, with the Devil's Islands

and the Island of Skyros, and the islands anciently

known b}' the name of Cyclades, including the Island

of Amorgo.
" The Greek Government shall be monarchical, and

hereditary according to the order of primogeniture.

It shall be confided to a prince, who shall not be

capable of being chosen from among those of the

families reigning in the States that signed the Treaty

of the 6th July, 1827, and who shall bear the title

of Sovereign Prince of Greece. The choice of that

Prince shall form the object of subsequent communi-

cations and stipulations."

After which, and after further arrangements for

the pacification and immediate settlement of Greece,

" the tliree Courts sincerely congratulate themselves on

having come to a perfect agreement, in the midst of

the most serious and delicate circumstances. The

maintenance of their union during such a period offers

the best pledge of its permanency ; and the three

Courts fiatter themselves that this union, as firm as it

is beneficial, will not cease to contribute to the con-

firmation of the peace of the world."

These self-congratulations are affecting ; but the

friends of Greece might have appreciated the mutual

complaisance of the three Powers still more if it had

not been for the fact that the infant kingdom was

made to pay a somewhat hea\'j' price for its inde-

pendence. A glance at the map will show how large
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a slice of Continental Greece was cut out of the new-

niado State " in deference to the desire expressed by

the Porte." Tlie Powers had created a cripple, and

then, in their compunction, and at the desire of a

tyrant, who liad " subscribed entirely to all their

decisions beforehand," they mutilated their sorry

creation.

It is true that on a subsequent occasion, in the

arrangement signed at Constantinople, on July 21st,

IS32, between Great Britain, France, Russia, and

Turkey, the limits of Greece were again advanced, so

as to approximate to the frontier assigned by the

Conference of Maixh, 1S29. The "definitive boundary-

line " was now settled as it is drawn in the map of

Greece which accompanies the present volume ; but

only on condition of the payment to Turkey, by the

unfortunate country which the Turkish mercenaries

had rendered a desert, of as much as forty million

piastres !
^ The mutilated cripple was partially healed,

and then made to pay more than it possessed for the

operation.

The final arrangement of the boundary, as settled

in 1832, was as follows:
—"On the eastern side, the

extreme point of separation of the two States shall

be fixed at the mouth of the little river which Hows

near the village of Gradiza. The frontier line shall

ascend this river to its source, shall thence reach the

chain of Mount Othryx, leaving to Greece the passage

of the Klomo, provided the crest of that chain be

not passed ; thence it shall follow in a westerly

direction the crest of the same chain along the whole

extent thereof, and especially the Peak of Varibovo, in

1 The piaotre was then worth about 2Jd. The forty millions may be

reckoned at £462,500.
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order to attain the hei^Mit wliicli, under the denomina-

tion of Vehichi, forms the point of connection of the

throe groat chains of mountains of the country. From

this height the Hne shall continue, adapting itself

as much as possible to the salient features of the

country, across the Valley of the Aspropotamos to

the Gulf of Arta, terminating at that gulf between

Coprina and ]\Ienidi Nevertheless, as the

representatives, /'t/il of deference for the wiah which has

been expressed in the name of his Hiyhncss relative to

the portion of the district of Zeitoun, situate to the

loft of the Sperchius, have agreed that reference

should be made on the subject to the Conference of

London, upon the express condition that the decision

and execution of the measures consequent thereupon

should not be retarded thereby, it has become ne-

cessary to provide for the contingency of that portion

of the territory of Zeitoun remaining to the Ottoman

Empire. The boundary-line to the east will in that

case commence at the mouth of the Eiver Sperchius,

and will run up its left bank to the point of contact

of the districts of Zeitoun and of Patradjik ; thence

it will reach the summit of the chain of the Othryx,

following the common boundary of those two districts,

and the most direct line, in the event of that common
boundary not attaining the summit of the chain of

the Othryx. It will continue in the mannor Ijofore

mentioned, in order to terminate at the Gulf of Arta."

This arranged, the plenipotentiaries of 1832 wound
up with fresh solf-congratiilations. They " declared

"

that, " considering the arrangements recorded by com-

mon agreement in the present instrument, the object of

the Treaty of London of the Gth July, 1827, and of the

Protocols under diflerent dates which relate thereto, is
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completely attained ; that the prolonfjed negotiations to

whifli those stipulations have ^iven rise are terminated

in such a manner as never to be renewed ; in fact, that

the Greek Question is irrevocably settled."

" Irrevocably settled ! " The whole history of

Greece, from that moment to the present, bears witness

to the fatuity of the assertion.

It can hardly be necessary to say that the Greek

nation was not consulted in the striking of these

bargains, or that it was not particularly grateful for the

mode in which Europe had secured its independence of

the Porte. It may be pleaded that there was no very

practicable method of consulting the nation, which

remained more or less turbulent during the whole term

of Capo d'Istria's presidency, and which, in the year

IS32, was in a condition of general anarchy. But, at

all events, the attempt was not made. Greece was in.

tutelage to Europe, and Europe knew no other way of

treating her ward than by taking its government

entirely out of its hands, and enforcing her decisions at

the point of the bayonet.

As for the payment of the forty million piastres, it

was known to everybody concerned that Greece had,

practically speaking, no resources from which to meet

the obligation imposed upon her. Europe therefore

provided the money b}' raising a loan, in the name of a

country which was virtually a stranger to the whole

transaction, and which was bound down to the liquida-

tion of capital and interest before it was even ascertained

what its revenues Avere likely to be.

A king was sent with the money. That is to say,

at the same time with the papers representing Greece's

debt of honour, contracted by foreigners for the fictitious
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purchase of a portion of Greece's own territory, there

arrived a youn<^ hid of seventeen, absolutely ignorant of

kinfjcraft, utterly incompotcnt to govern, capable of

nothing but the indeliiiite increase of the national

debt, and escorted by an army of hungry Bavarians

(November 1st, 1832).

Tlie business was flagitious from beginning to end.

The young kingdom was stilled in its birth. No nation

whatsoever could have flourished under such conditions

;

and, if Greece had not been maintained by the Powers

for their own purposes, she would inevitably have fallen

a prey to her old enemy, or to the anarchy which was

perpetuated by foreign misrule. The very founts of

national life were dried up. The establishment of New
Greece was a jjatent mockery.

These words ought not to be used lightly ; but they

are justified by the facts of the case. The Powers

borrowed on behalf of Greece three series of a loan of

sixty million francs'—raised, under their guarantee, at

94 for the 100, bearing interest at five per cent. The
disposal of the first two series, of the nominal amount of

4l,G7~,00U drachma*), was as follows :

—

Dr..

Six j>or cent, on the prioo, commissinn, &e. ... ... 5,298,<109

IndiMiinity to Turkey, fur extension of frontier, forty

niilliou piiLstres, etjuivalent to ... ... ... li.OiO.OOO

Interest unil sinking fund for first year, kept back

l)y Roth-schiULs +.>«t2.tX>0

Paid into the Greek treasury" UViliOOO

•t4,()72.000

And the greater part of the third series of the loan was

employed, as soon as received, to liquidate the interest

' AlH)ut 67,000,000 drachma.s. or £2.400,000.

' It may be incidentally n-ninrked tlint the sum six'nt on the (BavarLm)

army aU>ne during the years 1833-o wils stated by the Minister of War,
Schmaltz, in 1836, to have been 20,087,'I78 drachinas.—Strong, p. 287.
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and sinking fund of" the first two series, already in

iUTear !

This was surely a crushinij weight to lay on the

shoulders of the new-made kingdom. No one can be

surprii^ed that, by the year 1846, this debt alone had

reached the amount of seventy-two million francs, now

charged at six per cent. ; whilst new loans have since

been contracted, all virtually necessitated by the usurer's

legacy wherewith New Greece was endowed.'

Nothing more can be needed to complete the con-

demnation of those who undertook, in such a niggardly

spirit, to found the new Hellenic State. Forced to

action bj- the indomitable resolution of the Greeks, and

anxious at the same time to establish a kingdom on the

/Egean which should be independent of foreign influence,

they had set up a practically bankrupt State, restricting

its boundaries with a cynical indiii'erence to the claims

of nationality, compelling it to pay a heavy price for a

few extra miles of territory, excluding from its govern-

ment the patriots whom a brief period'of freedom would

have converted into statesmen, saddling it with an army

of rapacious foreigners, and forcing upon it a selfish

young tyrant, whom it eventually became necessary to

drive out by a new revolution. Few greater cruelties,

if such a word can be ap})lied to political blindness and

incompetence, are recorded in the pages of history.

There were many better things which Europe might

have done with Greece, short of the most drastic remedy

of all—the liberation of the entire Greek coast in

Europe, from Epirus to Constantinople, and from thence

to Cape Emiueh, where the Baltic chain overhangs the

' Soe, also, tlie clia|)ter on Greek Finance, Part I. Of course the

countrj' liuii otlicr heavy expenses to meet ; as for instance, in conuection

witli the indemnity of its own population, ruined by ten years of war.
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Black Sea. That would have been a great and a bold

deed, possibly requiring another Navarino, and another

canipai;;!! in Thrace ; l>ut it could have been done, there

was a just pretext, and it ought to have been done. It

miglit have involved the dissolution of Turkey in

Europe, Vjut this would have been accomplished amidst

the applause of all far-seeing men. It would have

advanced civilisation in a notable degree. There would

have been a price to pay, in life and money ; but the

cost would not have been a tithe of that which Europe

has had to expend in maintaining the barbarous rule of

the Porte. There would then have been no Crimean

War to look forward to; no Bulgarian insurrections and

massacres
;
perhaps no Servian and Monteucgriu wars

;

no liusso-Turkish war ; no dangerous conflicts of rival

diplomacies, such as those which have since cast their

shadow over Europe. Bussia might not have been

absolutely excluded iVom interference across the Danube;

but the troubles of Bulgaria would have been trifling by

comparison with what they actually have been ; and at

all events the presence of Greek garrisons in the Balkans

would have robbed them of almost all their danger to

the Mediterranean Powers and to Europe. A strong

Cireece, a Greece such as she has yet to be made, a

(iiceco in Epirus, Thessaly, ^Macedonia, Thrace, would

have been a bulwark against all possible aggressions,

incalculably stronger than that broken reed of Ottoman

corruption on which English statesmen have chosen

to lean.

As it is, the partial establishment of New Greece

was the crisis of liberty in modern Europe ; but what

wouKl not her complete estal)lishnient have been ! For

England and for Russia it would have been the har-

binger of a happier future, and the pledge of a more
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endurinc; peace. For Italy it might have implied

regeneration in 1S48, instead of in 18G0. For France

and Austria, it might have signified at least one war

the fewer, iiut for Greece herself, it is impossible to

exaggerate the benefit which it would have conferred

upon her.

All this was too heroic for times still in thraldom

to the leagued saints of the Holy Alliance. From

then until now Europe has been learning, by national

liumiliations, by vast armaments, by the slaughter of

her bravest men, and by the arrest of popular progress,

a lesson which is not even yet im])ressed upon us, that

heroic deeds, boldly conceived and sternly executed,

mean less blood, less money, less slaughter in peace

and war, than the policy of making many nations wait

on the convenience of one, and of patching up by

compromise what ought to be determined by timely

and resolute action.

Tliis was too much for the Europe of 1829, as it

proved to be too much for the Europe of 1878. But

what can be said of the policy which refused Thessaly

and Epirus to the Greeks, and which made a penniless

State buy its oppressors out of the valley of the

Aspropotamos ? " Policy " is too grand a word to be

wasted on such a petty and mischievous job. One is

almost inclined to suspect that the very object of the

Goveniments, in this and every other arrangement in

connection with the " settlement " of Greece, was to

render it absolutely impossible for her to become strong

or self-dependent. H' so, there is no difliculty in de-

ciding which of the parties to the bargain had most

cause to congratulate itself.
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The protocol of 1830, which, whilst it abolished the

suzerainty of the Porte, deprived Greece of Acaruania,

was of course bitterly complained of throughout the

country; and Capo d'Istria seems to have taken care

that this feeling should l)e kept alive, and brought

prominently before the notice of the Great Powers.

His chief object in the management, or rather in the

mismanagement of the State, was apparently to pave

the way for his own accession to the throne ; and

accordingly, when the crown had been offered to and

accepted by Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg (February

nth, 1830) he set to work to throw obstacles in the

Prince's way, and to disgust him beforehand with the

task which he had uiKlertakeu. He did not want to

be deprived of his power ; and he therefore did all

lie could to persuade the Prince that he would not be

well received in Greece. No doubt the dislike of

many of the Greeks to the monarch who had been

chosen for them was spontaneous and sincere ; but it

must be admitted that Capo d'Istria took advantage

of the dislike, and made the most of it.
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Leopold made a good King of Belgium, but it is

questionable whother he would have made a good

King of Greece. The virtue of a crowned head, in

a settled country, consists in holding aloof from public

affairs, and allowing the work of Government to proceed

without the slightest interference. Society is becoming

so thoroughly organised that it is a matter of com-

parative indifference Avhether a State chooses to main-

tain the furni of royalty or not, so long as the monarch

is wise enough to let his subjects rule liiiu. Leopold

possessed this wisdom in a notable degree; and there-

fore the pruljubiUty is that he would not have displayed

the special qualities desirable in the ruler of Greece.

In Greece society had been disorganised, and the

future subjects were not quite prepared to rule their

king. The nation was still in a condition of anarchy,

and it required above all things a fimi, just, and

judicious Government. It was almost impossible for

the Great Powers to supply the new State with that

of which it stood so much in need ; but the selections

which they actually made were unfortunate in the

extreme.

The chief faults of Leopold, in connection with

the Greek sovereignty, appear to have been timidity

and vacillation. Eight days before accepting the crown

be wrote to Lord Aberdeen that he could imagine no

effectual mode of pacifying Greece without including

Thessaly, Epirus, and Crete in its territories. That was

very wise to begin with ; and yet he yielded to thi'

temptation of ruling over a State which he could not

imagine it possible to pacify. For three months he

trilled with the duties he had so lightly undertaken, and

then resigned his short dream of ambition. It may be

that if he had gone straight to Greece, and formed a
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council of the ablest and most honest men in the country,

he would have established at once a powerful State and

an enduring dynasty.

Tlio oiler of the crown to Prince Leopold was made

in a joint note from Lord Aberdeen and the PVench

and Russian Ambassadors in London. The Prince

made certain stipulations in accepting " the useful and

honourable career opened to him by tlie High Powers ;"

and the plenipotentiaries, in a protocol of tlie Con-

ference of February 2Uth, 1830, undertook as follows :

—

To guarantee Greece against foreign aggression ; to

guarantee a loan " to be applied exclusively to tlve

maintenance of the troops of the Sovereign Prince
;

"

and to leave at the Prince's disposal, for one year, the

division of the French army still remaining in Greece.

At the same time they declined to interfere with

Turkey, e.vcept by dii)lomatic representations, in respect

of its treatment of the Greeks in Saraos and Crete ;

and they spoke of " insurmountable difficulties " in

regard to the extension of the Greek frontier on the

mainland, which Prince Leopold had suggested.' The

' TLero is a short summary of tliese Notes in the Examiner of May
1 jtli, 18:10. It is iiitiTi'stitig to noto tho tone of public opinion in those

ilays on the sulijeot of this nppointinout. The Examiner of April ISth,

1830, lias somo romiuks which arc far nioro pun);ont than wi> should dare,

or caro, to i-inphiy iu the jfresi-nt (jcncratiou. Only two or thrw .scntonces

are capnhh" of qnotatiou:—"How inoxplicabio is the silonco which has

prevailed iu tho press and iu Parliamout, respecting the api>oiutiueut of

Prince Leopold to the Sover(>ignty of Greece, one of the most impudent

and impolitic measures that have ever disgraced tlio councils of the country.

. . . Tho occasion which made tho name of tho Princo of Saxe-Coburg

known to tho world was tho favour which his person found in the sight of

a young Prini'ess . . . England would seem to have s»>izi'd the first

opportunity of ninking a King of him. at no other risk tliau that of

plunging herself into wars for the maiuteuanco of his throne, and with no

other violation of justiei^ than giving away a people without their consent,

or a care about their opinions . . . The injustice and impolicy, however,

of tho appointment in qaestiou pass without remark, while writers and

Y
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appropriation of the loan contemplated by the Powers

is significant. It was for the support of the king and

his army that our grandfathers lent Greece their money;

and tliis was an additional reason why greater care

should have been bestowed on his selection.

Meanwhile Capo d'Istria had been gradually forcing

the country into fresh anarchy and bloodshed. His

tyranny grew from day to day. He had contrived to

secure an Assembly entirely subservient to himself.

" Most of the ablest and most influential men had

been driven from the public service, and e.xcluded from

the Assembly of Argos. The Senate was composed of

the President's creatures. The Government had not

received a permanent organisation. No administration

of justice gave a sure guarantee for life and property

to private indi\'iduals." ' A law was passed to limit

the freedom of the press ; and Capo d'Istria was even

able to obtain, through the Eussian Ambassador at

Constantinople, an order from the Ottoman Govern-

ment to the editor of a Smyrna paper " to ab.stain from

criticising the conduct of the President of Greece." '

The consequence was that the whole country soon

became overspread with a network of revolutions. Capo

d'Istria engaged in a civil war, in which he was assi.sted

orators are novor weary of iuvcipliiii<r ajjaiiist the iisnrjiatiou of Mi^ncl

;

so tme it is, that wiiat lea.st concerus tlie cuuutrj- most interests our public

men." On the other hand, the Standard of that day, ^vTiliug after the

resignation of Prince Leopold, declared tliat it had " never expressed

the slightest interest in this question of the Sovereignty of Greece. We
believe firmly in the burden of our natioual song, that we should ' rule the

waves,' and as long as we can do tliat, tlie Mores, no matter by whom
governed, is in our power to use as we ]>lea.-ie." lliis was, apparently, the

spirit in which many Englishmen then regarded their responsibilities

towards Greece.

' Finlny, vii., 56.

' Ibid., p. (jl.
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l)y the Itussian fleet ; and that was the net result of the

first government wliich Europe had imposed on Greece.

The assassination of Capo d'Istria, at Nauplia,

occurred on the Dth of October, 1831. The Senate

imnu'diately appointed a Commission to carry on the

:.rovemment of the country, which consisted of Agostino

Capo d'Istria, brother of the late President, Koloko-

trones, and Kolettes. This body was, of course, bent

on continuing the tyrannic ntyime of the pa.st. All

attempts at conciliation wore fruitless. The Capo-

distrians, who commanded a sufficient force of troops

tiirough the influence of Kolokotrones, and who were

backed up by the Russian ships, intimidated the new

National Assembly wliich met in the autumn of 1^31,

and forcibly excluded the deputies from Hydra, the

Maina. and other constituencies, in order to weaken the

Opposition. The Commission (piarrelled with the Frencli

oiiicers, whom they compelled to retire from their posts ;

and there is evidence to show that the influence of the

Itussian Government was directly employed in shaping

the course of the Capodistrians. The Opposition, to

which Kolettes soon made up his mind to adhere,

repudiated the conduct of tlie majority in the National

Assemldy ; and as both sides were supported by an

armed force, a new civil war broke out.

It was just at this time that Sir Stratford Canning

landed at Nau})lia for the purpo.se of informing the

Greek authorities that Otho of Bavaria had been selected

by the Powers as King of Greece. IK- made strong

representations to Agostino Capo d'Istria and his

su])]iortcrs respecting the dangers of the policy which

they had adopted. He pointed out to them that the

eyes of Europe were fixed upon Greece, and that he was

now on iiis way to Constantinople in order to secure the

Y 2
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assent of the Sultan to the definite establishment of the

royal dynasty ; and he urged them to put an end to the

civil war, and to convoke a National Assembly from the

entire co\intry. But, in the meanwhile, the plenipoten-

tiaries of the Powers, imagining that the Assembly of

Argos was legitimately constituted, sent directions to

the residents in Nauplia, authorising them to recognise

the Pro\4sional Government ; and their protocol appears

to have crossed the report sent home by Sir Stratford

Canning. Thus all was in confusion, and the more

moderate Greeks may be excused for hesitating as to

where their allegiance was due. The majority of the

moderate party probably adhered to Kolettes, who,

driven back with his Roumeliot troops upon Megara,

was now preparing to return to Argos, in order to

recover his authority, if possible, before the arrival of

the Bavarians. He was strong enough to effect his

purpose. He entered Argos, accompanied by Kon-

douriotes, Maurocordatos, Mauromichaelis, and Miaoulis;

and on the 9th of April, 1832, Agostino quitted the

country in a Russian vessel.

But the civil war -was by no means at an end. The

Capodistrians rallied themselves, and unhapp}' Greece

was once again ])lunged into xiniversal anarch}'. The

Great Powers had given her two rulers at least. They

had signed treaties, arrangements, protocols without

end. They had " settled " Greece over and over again ;

and yet they proved themselves absolutely incapable of

restoring peace to the distracted nation. Almost as

long a period had pas.sed since Navarino as that which

intervened between the outbreak of the "War of Inde-

pendence and the destruction of the Turkish fleet. In

the meantime France had exchanged Charles X. for

Louis Philippe, England had been busy over the new
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kingdom of Belgium, and Russia had a Polish insurrec-

tion on her hands. The incompetent diplomatists of

the tlirce Powers did, indeed, iind time for Conferences

and diplomatic notes ; but they were impotent in every-

thing beyond this. For five years they left the Greeks

frying in their own fat ; and, possibly as a salve to their

uneasy consciences, they complained that the discords of

tlie country (for which they were themselves largely

responsible) prevented Europe from carrying out her

benevolent intentions. The existence of an evil pre-

vented the Powers from discovering a remedy 1

If ever there was a clear ca.se for intervention—for

intervention of a thorougli and effective kind, such as a

competent statesman might have planned, and European

benevolence might have carried out—this was one. It

is absurd to say that there was any serious difficulty

about it. Any diplomatic secretary in his first noviciate

might have drawn up a scheme. A joint Provisional

Government and a joint military occupation would have

sufficed to rescue Greece from civil war, to establish

order, to organise tlie public service of the country, and

to initiate the ablest Greeks in the art of constitutional

self-rule. It may be urged that this was impossible for

the Europe of 1827 or 1830. If so, nothing more is

needed to prove the political incapacity of the men of

that day, and—most important fact of all—our o\\'n

responsibility for the failure of our grandfathers.

The last National Assembly elected before the

arrival of Otho was dispersed by a riotous mob of

unpaid soldiers (August 2Gth, 1S32);' and this act of

' In counectiou with this riiit, PajMulopoulos Vrefos relat<<.-* au nuec-

doto wbicli lio profosscs to liavo heard fnnu the mouth of Mr. Dawkins, the

Eii^rlish rosiilcnt in Urcoco—and wliii-h, if porrwtly ropcatinl, uiay Ik>

oddi-d to the l<iu|if list of En^flisii rospouiibUitios. Ho tells us that he

diuod with the Rusisiau rouideut uu the day after the dispersion of thv
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violence, apparently prompted by the English represen-

tative in Greece, thou<,'h |)robaljly without anticipatinij

the fatal effects of his conduct, proved to be the crisis of

the anarchy by which the country had so long been

afflicted. Eleven weary years were to elapse before

another Greek Assembly met. Of course the suppres-

sion of free institutions was not due to the riot of Pronia,

which was, after all, only an isolated phenomenon. It

was the JJavariau boy-king, as the instrument of Europe,

who suspended the liberty of Greece.

This Otho of Bavaria "was the second son of King

Louis. He was sixteen years old when the Greek

crown was offered to him by the three Powers (February

13th, 1832). The election was ratified by the Assembly

at Pronia (August 8th), which at the same time

abolished the Senate. On the 4th of October the

new king was recognised by the sovereigns of the

Germanic Confederation. On the 1st of the following

month King Louis concluded a treaty of alliance with

his son, by which he agreed to provide three thousand

deputies, and fliat Mr. Dawkins oallod aftiT diimer. and told tlie following

story:
— " As I was riding out yesterday with Griffith, wo were surrounded

by a crowd of filthy palikaria. shouting and gesticulating like demons. All

spoke at the same time, and all appeared to be delivering set speeches, so

that the road wa.s an oratorical ])andemouium. AVlieu I could find an

opportunity to make myself heard. I asked Griffith what was the play they

were acting for our private edification. After many vain efforts he

obtained a partial hearing. The soldiers declared they had no bread, no

clothes, and no money. It would have been superfluous for them to have

told any one who looked at them that they were without credit. I saw

that instantly. They wished my Excellency to take their case into con-

sideration, and provide for their wants. I stated to them that my functions

did not allow me to become their commissary ; but. pointing \vith my whip

to the hall of the National Assen\bly. I said that I believed there were

many persons in that building who pos.sessed great experience as commis-

saries and jMiyinasters. Tliey seized my hint with wonderful alacrity, and

sot off running and whooping like wild Indians. Griffith and I took a long

ride, and when we returned in the evening we heard of the groat event of

the day."—Sec Finlay, vii., 95.
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five hundred Bavarian troops ; but the elder monarch

cautiously declined to take any part in j^uaranteoing

the Greek loan, out of which the troops were to receive

the first instalments of their pay. It was not until

the 1st of February, iS;j3, nearly one year after his

acceptance of the crown, that Otho arrived at Nauplia;

and his arrival had been preceded, a fortnight before,

bv a battle in the streets of Arcfos, between the French

troops and the Capodistrians under Kolokotrones.

With a boy of seventeen, one can never predict

very confidently what he is likely to do or to become.

It was natural that the advent of Otho in Greece

should be hailed with enthusiasm by the more sanjjuine

of his subjects, as well as by all those, in every country,

who anticipated that Greece would now be happy and

united, prosperous in herself and serviceable to Europe.

But these happy forecasts left one thing out of con-

sideration which ought not to have been forgotten.

However Otho might hereafter develop himself, it

was certain that he was not yet able to rule ; and

Greece required above ever3thing a strong and ex-

perienced ruler. This was a fatal blot in the arrange-

ments of the Great Powers. England, France, and

llussia must bear the whole weight of responsibility

for the failure of their unfortunate, their insane ex-

periment. They were directl}' answerable for the faults

of their nominee, and for the misfortunes of the infant

kingdom. And we, in the present generation, are

indebted fourfold to Greece for the short-sighted act of

our forefathers.

The king being at best a cipher, it was necessary

to look to his Ministers for a pledge and promise of

national liberty. A Council of Regency was appointed

by King Louis, in accordance with the terms of the
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Convention signed between the three Powers and the

Court of Bavaria (February 13th, 1832).' Not a single

member of this Council was a Greek. The incoherent

elements of the new-made State, forced asunder by a

dozen years of discord, and yet needing only a strong

an<l just Government to weld them into a compact

nation, were delivered into the hands of a boy-king

who could not rule, and of a foreign triumvirate who

had no conception of their character or requirements.

Count Armansj^erg was a Bavarian nobleman mIio

contented himself with setting up a mimic Greek

court ; and he offended even his colleagues by his haughty

assumption of superiority. Maurer was a professor of

law, whose sympathies hardly extended beyond the

technical labours which devolved upon him. General

Heidcck was the only one of the three who had been

in Greece before, and he knew next to nothing of the

people whom he had to govern. The Council never

worked harmoniously together ; and their individual

acts showed so little wisdom that it might possibly

' The following articles of this Convention (which was signed for

Enghiiid by Lord Palmorston) define the authority of King Lonis

during liis sun's minority :

—

"Article 9.—The majority of the Prince Otho of Bavaria, as King of

Greece, is fixed at the period when he shitU have completed his twentieth year

;

thatia to say. on the let of June, 1835. Article 10.—During ihe minority of

the Prince Otho of Bavaria, King of Greece, his rights of Sovereignty shall he

exercised in their full extent by a regency composed of three councillors, who

shall be appointed by his 5Iajcsty the King of Ba^-aria. Article 11.—Tho

Prince Otho of Bavaria shall retain Vtio full iwssession of his appanages in

Bavaria. His Majesty the King of Bavaria moreover engages to assist, as far

as may be in his power, the Prince Utho in his position in Greece, imtil a

revenue shall have bc<>n set apart for the crown in that State . . . Article

16.—As soon as possible after the signature of the present Convention, the three

councillors who are to be associated with his KoyaJ lliglmess the Prince Otho,

by his Majesty the King of Bavaria, in order to compose the regency of Greece,

shall enter upon the exercise of the functions of the said regency, and shall

prepiux' all tliu measures necessary for the reception of the Sovereign, who on

his port will repair to Oreecc with as little deky as possible."

I

I
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liave been worse for the unfortunate Greeks if they

liad been of one mind about their duties.

The history of the fii-st ten years of Otho's reign

is a history of broken pledges, violated rights, and

abused privileges. The King of Bavaria had engaged,

amongst other things, that a National Assembly should

be summoned by the regency to assist in drawing up

a Constitution. The promise was never kept. The

Greeks were practically excluded from participation in

the government of their country ; the regency was

invested with unlimited power; and it was only by

a revolution, at the end of ten years of tyranny, that

the nation was able to recover the fundamental rights

of freemen. Considerable attention was naturally paid

by the Bavarian administratoi"s to the organisation of

the army ; and a great service was rendered to the

country by the partial suppression of the in-egular

bands who had begun to make civil war a trade by

which they earned their living. Beyond this, and one

or two salutary acts of Maurer, it would be diihcult to

mention any special or enduring advantage which the

people received from their new rulei-s.

We need not stay to examine the system, such

as it was, by which the Council of Regency attempted

to govern Greece. The impotence of the attempt

was manifest long before the popular impatience dis-

played itself in action. One evidence of original and

independent talent on the part of the Bavarian trium-

virate was atlbrded in their rejection of the very

forms of administration which were most chanwteristic

of the political genius of the Greeks. They dispensed

with the valuable assistance which they might have

derived from the municipal institutions of the race,
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and set up a framework of centralisation which the

humblest of Greek secretaries could have shown them

to be impracticable. They issued their fiats, and

expected uature itself to bow to them. They were

as rational in establishing their system of government

as they were when they talked of rendering the Greek

rivers navigable. If they could have Haussmanised

the country in the first instance, they might have

made their brand-new machinery work. As it was,

their failure was worse than ridiculous.

Nature mapped out Greece for the home of a

democracy. Its thousand vallej^s, cut asunder by

trackless mountains, watered by precipitous rivers, and

almost destitute of roads, must be self-governed, or

not governed at all. Even under the Turks the Greek

race had been characteristically democratic ; its muni-

cipal institutions had survived because they were a

physical necessity. The Bavarians retained the Turkish

system of taxation, even to imposts in kind, and to

exactions by brutality ; but they attempted what the

Turks had never done, to destroy the indestructible

fabric of local self-government. They divided the

kingdom into ten nomarchies, which were subdivided

into eparchies ; but even this arrangement was so

arbitrary that it was modified twice within the first

five years. Eparchs and nomarchs, moreover, were

strictly subjected to the caprices of the central

Government.

It would be a long task to enumerate the evidences

and symptoms of misrule by the Council of Regency.

The press was gagged ; brigandage increased ; the

development of the country languished ; unjust or

oppressive taxation ruined whole districts, and con-

verted peaceful shepherds into marauding klephts.

1
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The natural consequence was tluit plots and conspiracies

began to multiply, and these were encouraged by the

quarrels of the regents themselves. The ablest member

of the Bavarian Council was uiiduubtedly Maurer,

whose legal institutions were especially creditable and

beneficial to the Stiite. The jealousy which had sprung

up between him and C(junt Armansperg, or rather

between Count Armansperg and the majority of the

]Javarian ulVicials in Greece, came to a head in 1S34,

when the King of Bavaria, taking the part of the

Count, suddenly recalled Maurer, together with the

experienced Secretary to the Council. From July in

this year until the beginning of ls37 the whole

government of Greece was practically in the hands of

this vain, presumptuous, incompetent, but amiable

aristocrat. One act of the Count's during this period

of tyrannic rule may serve as an indication of his

general disposition. The So/er newspaper having

offended him by the freedom of its criticism, he de-

termined to punish it. In order to secure a verdict,

" two judges were removed from the bench in the

tribunal before which the cause was brought, imme-

diately before the trial." The editor was fined 2,000

drachmas (about £72), and sentenced to one year's

imprisonment. But now Maurer had his revenge on

his rival, by virtue of the fair legal system which

he had set up and caused to be respected. On an

appeal being made to the Areopagus, the sentence

of tlic inferior court was annulled, and " the attacks

of the press became more violent and more personal."'

' Fiiiliiy. vii., 1 W. .\ci'oriliiig to tho same authority, .\riiian-'iH'rg " t»H)k

caro tliat all tin- Ministers slumid never l)« alilo to spoak the same

lnn>;iiagi'; and he deprived the Cabinet of its eoutrul over tho fiuanco

departniont, by keeping the plaeo of Minister of Finance vacant for a

whoK> yi«r. His lavish exi>cndituro at last fillwl all Greece with

complaints."
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Arniansperg was rocalletl in February, 1837, and

was succeeded in the presidency of the Kin<;'s council

by Itudhart, another Bavarian. Rudhart was driven

to resign at tlie close of the year, and Zugraphos, the

Greek representative at Constantinople, was appointed

Premier. The foreigners had failed one after another

;

and at length, after ten years of Russian and Bavarian

oppression, a Greek was allowed to try his hand at

the government of Greeks.

Let us mark the responsibilities underlying this

series of facts. Europe had lightly set up a Govern-

ment in Greece which the Greeks were morally certain

to dislike, aud eviiitually to destroy. It had required

an emancipated race, intensely proud of its nationality,

and of its recent exploits, to submit to the rule of

aliens, foreign to them in blood, in religion, in habits,

and in tendencies. It had made Munich the source

of authority for Attica and Arcadia. The power

which England, France, and Russia delegated to the

King of Bavaria, the latter delegated to feeble and

presumptuous individuals, who had no qualifications

for their work, who boasted that their authority was

above the law, and who refused to the Greek nation

all voice in its own government. There was no

crime or blunder committed by the Bavarians for

which Europe itself may not be called upon to

answer.

More than this, the residents of the three Powers

in Greece intensified the original wrong. The affairs

of the unhappy kingdom seem to have been regarded

as by no means a monopoly for one set of foreign

officials. The Bavarians were constantly reminded of

tlie presence of the residents, and especially of the
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Enf^lisli representative. We have seen liow Mr.

Dawkins interpreted the duties of liis position in

1832. A year hiter we find ]\raurer vainly askinfj

for his recall, on the <;round that he persistently

thwarted the acts of the Regency. Mr. Dawkins may
or may not have been justified in the course which he

took ; but it is difficult to perceive what justification

he and his colleagues can have had for their active

espoTisal of Armansperg's quarrel against Maurer and

Aliil. It is still more difficult to justify the English

and Russian Governments for urging King Louis to

recall the most efficient members of the Council, and

to leave a virtual autocracy in the hands of this

arrogant German Count. England went even further

than this. When the viciousness of Armansperg's

financial measures was realised by France and Russia,

and when the two Governments hesitated to guarantee

the third series of the loan, on the ground of

the Count's unsatisfactory explanations, the English

Cabinet saw fit to defend the Bavarian. Lord Palmer-

ston was so enthusiastic in the matter that he applied

to Parliament lor power to guarantee the English

portion of the third series, independently of the action

of France and Russia. AVhether this was done to

curry favour in Greece, or whether Lord Palmerston

had been convinced b}- Admiral (afterwards Lord)

Lyons, who had succeeded Mr. Dawkins, and who
warmly supported Count Armansperg, there can be

no question as to the impolicy of the act, or as to

the responsibility of the Engli.sh Cabinet. Almost

at the very time when Lord Palmerston was re-

commending his fellow-countr3men to accept this new

burden, and to hand over another large sum of money
to a man so utterly incompetent, the King of Bavaria
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and his son found it necessary to recall the Count,

whoso {"aihirf could no longer be -concealed.'

Admiral Lyons was an energetic asserter of British

dignity abroad. There could have been no better

exponent of the spirit implied in Lord Palmerston's

famous boast—"Civis Britaunicus sum." He made the

Greek Government, or rather the King himself, humbly
apologise to him, after permitting him to stand outside

the royal circle at a theatrical representation. He was

not liked at Athens ; and yet for years together he

contrived to make Court and Ministers follow up each

act of annoyance with a fresh apology. This may
have been spirited, after the true spirit of English

foreign policy in that age ; but it was surely impolitic

in the highest degree. At all events it sufficed to

cause and maintain a breach between England and

Greece, which has scarcely been closed to the present

day. But there "were other reasons, at the same time,

which contributed to alienate the two countries from

each other.

Greece, partly through England's fault, was now-

overrun with brigands ; and pirates by sea were almost

as active as the brigands on shore. Our unfortunate

retention of the Ionian Islands brought it to pass that

a number of English subjects suli'ered injury from

these marauders ; and Admiral Lyons was instructed

to demand redress. We had insisted on investing our

money in Greece, and we now insisted—no doubt

' Tlie vast responsibility incurred by English iuterforence in Greek

affair.s is impressed upon us at every turn, and can srarccly be exaggerated

by any words which we may see fit to emidoy. When King Otho attained

his majority he seems to have been on the point of making Kolettes his

chief Minister. Tlie hopes of the Greek statesman, as Fiulay candidly

as.serts, '' were frustrated by the influence of Great Britain at the Court of

Bavaria."
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rii^htly—upon tlio indemnification of injured " British

citizens." But tlie ni;v.nner of our insistence made the

very name of Englishmen to stink in the nostrils of

the Greeks. AVitli his " spirited foreign policy," Lord

Palmerstun would not be satisfied until lie had

humiliated King Otho, exasperated Greek merchants

by seizing private property for the debts of the Govern-

ment, and finally, after a dozen years of recrimina-

tion, compelled the Greek Cabinet to make a second

restitution.'

Thus the English influence in Greece, ^visely fos-

tered by Canning, had been wasted and frittered away

by the clumsy diplomacy of a too spirited age. The
country which might have done so much for the Greeks,

which might have helped them to develop their great

resources, and to become strong and solvent in a single

generation, was really contributing to the paralysis by

which their national life was stunted. The conduct

of England towards Greece is only partially explained

by the fact that our statesmen and diplomatists were

supremely ignorant of the condition of the country.

Admiral Lyons was continually assuring Lord Palmers-

ton of the freedom and tranquillity which had been

establislied by the King's Government, though, as

Finlay points out, " not one of his assertions was

true."-' The whole land was infested with brigands,

' Tlipii only by the intorvoutiiiu of Franco, in 18.50.

• " On the 2ttli of February, l!S3t!, Lyons wrote to Loril Palmerston

tliiit ' the communes in Grceee liave tlie entire direetion of tlieir own
affairs ; the jiress is unslinokled ; tho tribunals are completely iuile]H'ndeut

;

private property is scrupulously resjieetcd; tho p«>rsoual ami religious

liberty of the subject is iuvioliible.' Yet not one of these a.'^sertious was
true."

—• Finlay," vii., 1(>4. Admiral Lyons seems t^i have taken his facta

from Count Armansperp. He caniiot have taken them from tho news-

papers of the day, nor from the critics of the Government, nor from

eye-witnesses of the phenomena which he describes.
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wliom tlio Bavarian Executive was unable to liold in

cliock. Tlie authorities were openly defied, life and

property were unsafe, the press was gagged, the law

was strained in order to secure convictions, agriculture

and commerce were almost at a standstill. The worst

of all the injuries inflicted upon Greece by her sub-

jection to the feeble rule of the Bavarians was that

the bulk of the wealthy and energetic Greeks abroad,

who had contemplated a return to the land of their

forefathers, stayed away. Twenty years after the first

blow had been struck for independence, Greece was

still no home for the merchant, the farmer, or the man
of private fortune.

It must be admitted, in common fairness to the

Bavarians, that they had little encouragement from

Europe to develop such capacity for government a.s

they actually possessed. We have seen how Maurer

and Abel were dismissed, whilst Armansperg was re-

tained, and how the specious promises of the Count

secured him for a time the countenance of the Great

Powers. When Armansperg was dismissed, Eudhart

attempted a vigorous and stern administration ; but he

contrived to quarrel with the English representative,

and in ten months he was obliged to resign. By this

time King Otho had attained his majority, and he took

it into his head to govern virtually without a council.

This at least displayed some vigour of mind in the

young monarch, and men waited to see if the new

promise would be fulfilled. Otho's personal rule was

a thorough failure, ile had never made himself loved

;

but now he made himself hated. His despotism had

already been pushed to extremities when the three

Powers began to press him for payment of the interest

on the guaranteed loan. Otho was driven to exact
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more grievous taxes than ever from his unfortunate

subjects ; Ijut within six months it was found necessary

to rehix the severity of ;m impost whicli was found to

be absohitoly intolerable.

By this time (1843) Greece was more than ripe for

another revolution ; and Europe took no pains to

conceal its opinion that a revolution under the existing

circumstunces would be quite jtistifiable. Kint^ Otho

was not only urged to provide for tiie payment of his

debts, he was reminded that his father had accepted

the kingdom on his behalf with a distinct pledge that

Greece should be constitutionally governed ; and it was

plainly intimated to him that his subjects had a right to

exercise a voice in tiieir own government. The Greeks

knew that Europe had remonstrated with their king

;

they knew that they were expected to revolt ; and in all

probability they had their revolution managed for them

from without. At any rate, they had good reason for

their rebellion against a despotism which was fast

ruining, if it had not already ruined, the countr}'.

On the 15th of September, 1843, a bloodless revolu-

tion got rid of Bavarian absolutism, and compelled Otho

to assume the rdic of a constitutional monarch. Without

much trouble the young king was induced to dismiss

his Bavarian Ministers, to appoint a new Ministry com-

posed of Greeks, to summon a National Assembly, and

to engage beforehand to abide by its decisions. The

Assembly met in November, and, about four months

later, on the 30th of March, 1S44, Otho took an oath

to the Constitution. It is needless to examine this

imperfect instrument, which was replaced, twenty years

afterwards, by another and a bett*;r charter of popular

liberties. It seems to have been drawn up \vithout

much premeditation ; and it was, at all events, the work

z
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of men who liad had little or no practical experience in

the methods of constitutional freedom.

The iiilorferi'nco of the Powers in the affairs of

Greece can hardly be said to have grown less frequent

or less imperious under the constitutional regime ; and,

indeed, the exercise of supreme political authority by

men like Maurocordatos, Kolettes, Tricoupi, and

UJavellas, young in the art of government, and often

rash from a novel sense of power, was calculated to

afford grounds for more or less reasonable intervention

on the ])art of England, France, or Russia. Cor-

responding with the distinct policies of London, Paris,

and St. Petersburg, there were political parties in the

Gi'eek Assembly wliich went by the name of English,

French, and Russian, and which were undoubtedly

encouraged by the action of the three Governments.

This rivalry for diplomatic supremacy at Athens had

the effect of checking tlie growth of independent states-

manship ; and it swells the aggregate of responsibility

incurred by Europe towards the kingdom of Greece.

In 1'54G Lord Palmerston roundly accused Kolettes

of winking at the existence of brigandage, and of

granting impunity to certain individuals or bands from

interested motives. The accusation has been made on

many subsequent occasions, and in connection with

other equally prominent men. It appears, however, to

have been made too lightly, on an inadequate basis of

facts, and with an insufficient knowledge of the special

character and history of brigandage in Greece. Kolettes

indignantly denied the justice of Lord Palmerston's

complaints, and declared that life and property were

sale in the provinces, especiidly amongst the labouring

classes, as indicated by the progress of agriculture and

commerce. There was apparently more truth in the
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assurance of Kolettes than tliere liad been in the similar

assurance of Adniinil Lyons to Lord Pahnerston a few

years before ; and the statistics of the country prove

that its commerce made great strides at tlie period of

which Kolettes spoke.

In 1847 the English Government renewed its

demand for the payment of interest on the guaranteed

loan. The Greeks complained, not very reasonably,

that this was an unfriendly act on our part, especially

since France and Russia declined at that moment to

concur in the demand. The debt was unquestionably

due from Greece ; and it was not necessarily an

unfriendly act to urge her to pay her just liabilities.

If she could have made the effort, and paid off the loans

of 1824-5 and 1832-6, Greece would have occupied a

stronger position before Europe, and would have

received a warmer support from her friends abroad.

IJut it is to be considered that the kingdom was actually

bankrupt when Europe gave it birth, and that it had

ever since been labouring in vain to make its revenue

exceed its expenditure. Kolettes did not repudiate the

debt, but he pointed out that the Chamber of Deputies

was devoting all its energies to the reduction of ta.vation,

which had been most oppressive, both in character and

in amount, for many years. He suggested a plan by

wliicli the Government might hope to begin by paying

one-third of the interest in 1S4S, and gradually in-

crea.se until the full amount was paid off in 18(50. The

(jovernments had apparently no confidence in the Greek

Cabinet, for they do not seem to have accepted this

offer. But, unfortunately for Greece, Kolettes died just

a week after the despatch of the note, and %vithout

having had the opportunity of proving the sincerity of

his intentions.
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The immediate difficulty was got over by the princely

generosity of M. Eynard, of Geneva, who supplied the

Greek Government with half a million francs wherewith

to satisfy the English demands. But it was not long

before new difficulties arose. In 1850 Lord Palmcrston

set about maintaining, or restoring, the English

influence in Greece by blockading the Piraeus, and

seizing Greek vessels, in order to enforce the settlement

of claims by ^Ir. Finlay, by the notorious Don Pacifico,

and others. The spirited action of Lord Palmerston on

this occasion nearly upset his Ministry, and quite

destroyed his influence in Greece. The unjustifiable

blockade of the Pira?us, suddenly renewed after nego-

tiations had been entered into, naturally gave offence to

France and Russia. The latter country protested against

our breach of international law ; and it must be admitted

that the protest was warranted by facts. The conduct

of England on this occasion is the more to be regretted

because our demands included a claim for the two islands

of Cervi and Sapienza, as belonging to the Ionian group

—a claim which could not be enforced, and which it

would scarcely, under any circumstances, have been

creditable to us to put forward.

The most intelligible and beneficent interventions

in Greece after her establishment as a kingdom were

undertaken for the purpose of preventing a rupture

of diplomatic relations between Athens and Constan-

tinople. Twice at least before the Crimean War the

Powers had reminded Greece that their guarantee of

the State against foreign invasion made it incumbent

upon them to demand that she also should abstain from

provocations. In 1854 the case was diflerent. Then

the Greeks found one of the guaranteeing Powers

engaged in hostilities against their old oppressor, and
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it was only natural that the country should have been

tempted to cast in its lot with Russia, in the hope of

securin<^ a further instalment of its legitimate patri-

mony. But England and France, having the command
of the sea, were able to awe Greece into an unwilling

neutrality. The combined fleets occupied the Pirieus,

after an abortive invasion of Thessaly and Epirus ; and

troops were landed on Greek .soil in May, lb54, which

remained until February, 1857.

This was a terrible blow to the hopes of the Greeks,

as well as to their pride. Their invasion of Turkey

had been almost ridiculous by its inconsiderate rash-

ness, and by its absolute want of success. The King
and his Ministers could not for a moment have expected

that the Western Powers would permit them to take

up arms against the Porte ; and it was only by the

most absurd miscalculation that they could imagine

the time to be suitable for the forcible extension of

their borders. The result of their ill-advised move-

ment was to humiliate the country by a foreign

occupation, to discredit several prominent politicians

past recovery, to increase the burdens of the State,

to bring the idea of Greek aggrandisement into dis-

i'avour with those who were best able to promote it,

and, generally, to check the advance of Greece towards

her i'uller emancipation.

The fortunes of the Greeks were at their lowest ebb

during the latt<?r years of King Otho's reign. That

they were bankrupt was not their own fault ; but they

did little or nothing to extricate themselves from the

quagmire of debt into which Europe had plunged them.

That the land was infested with brigands must be

regarded rather as the misfortune than as the crime of

the Greeks as a nation ; and yet we find under the
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iiiisorablp Eavarian rule that the curse of brigandage

increased instead of diminisliing, and tliat the Govern-

ment became less and less able or willing to suppress

it. These were but two of the causes which fanned

the discontent of the nation into a Hame. The revolu-

tion of 1802, which drove Otho from his throne after

a failure protracted over nearly thirty years, was the

natural outcome of the popular despair of good govern-

ment. From the very beginning of the national re-

generation, it had been popular Greece—Greece without

leaders, and submitting by compulsion alone to the

yoke of the foreigner— which had kept alive the

flame of genuine patriotism. It was the people which

had believed in itself, and which had retained the con-

lidi'nce of others through a hundred ])hases of public

disgrace and dishonour. And it was a spontaneous up-

heaval of the people in 1862 which shook off the incom-

petent monarch imposed upon it by the three Powers.

The Greeks held themselves justified in taking their

affairs into their own hands ; and the right was hardly

contested by any Government in Europe. There was

at that time presiding over the English Foreign Office

a statesman with all the matured love of popular

liberty, and all the courage in giving expression to

his ideas, which had distinguished Canning himself.

Earl llussell had spoken boldly and imperiously to

Austria on behalf of the Italian patriots, and he now
spoke boldly in defence of the Greeks.

" During a long course of years," he wrote to

Mr. Scarlett, the English representative at Athens

(November Gth, 1862), " the British Government en-

deavoured to impress on King Otho the mistaken nature

of the system of government which he pursued, and

the necessity of adopting a system better calculated
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to conciliate the affection and confidence of his subjects,

and to promote the prosperity of Greece. The

Kin<^dom of Greece having, by the transactions of

1832, been acknowledged as an independent State,

the people of Greece are entitled to exercise the rights

of national independence ; and one of the rights which

belong to an independent nation is that of changing its

governing dynasty upon good and sufficient cause.

"Her ^lajesty's Government cannot deny that the

Greeks have had good and sufficient cause for the

steps they have taken."

Words like these on the part of an English

Minister did much to wipe off the reproach of Verona.'

Still more was done in the same direction by the cession

of the Ionian Islands in 1864, and by the less dicta-

torial tone which has been employed in despatches

from London to Athens since the Revolution of 1 8(52.

It will be interesting to see what has been done

for Xew Greece by this Eevolution, and what progress

has been made by the nation during the reign of

King George towards the realisation of its ambitions.

' It is strange, coasidoring tlio bclmvionr of Earl Russell in 1862, to

mark what nliiiiist sociiis to Imvo been a studied omission of any inuutiou of

Greece in liis Lordsliip's Ricollcctioiis tinJ SiKjgegtion^ (1S75V By con-

tiuunily subordinating Greece to Turkey, our statesmen would appear to

liave dulled or destroyed somo of their own noblest a.spiratiou$. Never-

tiieless, wo have it on very good authority tluit Lords fiussell and Palmerstou

took, at all events up to a certain point, the most statesmanlike view of the

position of Greece. Mr. Gladstone declares it to 1h> witliiu his knowledge

that his former colleagues were '• nu)st desirous ... to retrieve the

error connnittc<l at the inception of the Hellenic State by the deplorable

restriction of its territory. In no spirit of unfriendliness to the Porte,

they wished fcjr the assignment of Thessaly and Epirus to Greece, subject

to the conditions of snvereignty and tribute. Our own surrvnder of the

Protectorato gave us, in a uiea-sure, occasion to consider what arrangements

might Ix) most conducive to the general tranquillity of the East. Happy
woidd it liave been for all concerned if these opinions could have taken

])ractical eflVcl."
—

" The Hellenic Factor in the Eastern Problem," Con-

leiupurary Review, Dec, 1S7G.



CHAPTER X.

ENGLISH CONSTRAINT OF GREECE.

The Expulsion of Otho—Elevation of the National Sentiment in Greece

—

Hawking the Greek Crown—Prince Alfred—King George—The Cession of

the Ionian Islands—Mr. Gladstone's Mission—Unreasonable Terms of

Cession—England's Responsibilities—The Cretan War—Lord Stanley's

Despatch—English Constraint in 1877-8—Pledges of the English Cabinet.

The expulsion of Otho from Greece was one great

step in a process of purification and refinement, in-

stinctively determined upon by the people, indepen-

dently of, and even in spite of, their rulers. The

regeneration which had produced the patriots of 1821,

and which had enabled them to thi'ow off the Turkish

yoke, now inspired new patriots with an energy of a

somewhat different kind. The obstacle to freedom was

no longer in the tyranny of foreign oppressors, but

in the corruption of the Greeks themselves, deepened

and encouraged by the selfishness of the monarch whom
the Great Powers had imposed upon them. The one

obstacle was as fatal to genuine hberty as the other,

and there was the same necessity to remove it out of

the path of the rejuvenescent race.

The Greeks of the nineteenth centur}-^ were fast

becoming re-Hellcnised ; and the maturing of the trae

Hellenic sentiment was attested in many different ways.

A comparison of the Constitutions of 1844 and 1864

reveals this new development of the ancient spirit in

a very noteworthy manner ; and the same fact was

illustrated by the leaven of pohtical integrity, dignity,
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and order which brought about the honourable revolu-

tion of 1SG2. The Greek people, which had dared to

be free, now determined (so far as they were able) that

their Government should be above the suspicion of

dishonour. It has been said that the movements which

cost Otho his throne were guided by indistinct aspira-

tions, and led up almost fortuitously to their actual

results. The truth seems to be that the action of the

people throughout Greece was determined by the

energy of the re-awakened national feeling, which was

undergoing a natural process of evolutiun.

Europe had some vague idea of this. It had been

admitted from the first outbreak of the War of Inde-

pendence, as it is admitted to the present day, that

the modern Hellenes have an indefeasible claim to

liberty, as the lineal descendants of the Hellenes of old,

and exactly in proportion as they display the qualities

of their forefathers. But the Greek kingdom has not

been treated leniently, or with partiality. It has been

put to a severe test in being made to establish its legiti-

macy under the most arduous conditions, and has been

allowed to take its place amongst the nations only

step by step, as its difficulties have been painfully sur-

mounted. In 1SG2-4 Europe was unwontedly com-

plaisant to the people which was dethroning its king.

We have seen what Earl liussell thought uu the subject.

Not one of the Powers protested against the conduct

of the Greeks. Public opinion had anticipated the

fall of Otho, and it welcomed the inauguration of a

new rcj/ii/ie.

Of course Europe took it for granted that Greece

would obey another king ; and it may be doubted

whether the Powers would have sanctioned an experi-

ment on the part of the Greeks to govern themselves
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on any other than a monarchical system. Nor do the

Greeks appear to have had any inclination for a Ke-

public. Their aim was twofold ; first, to increase the

area of national emancipation, and secondly, to reform

and purify the Government. They conceived that the

first of these two objects might be gained by selecting

Prince Alfred of England as the successor of Otho,

whereby they hoped to obtain the Ionian Islands

without delay, and probably other territories in the

course of time. Prince Alfred, however, was excluded

by the understandings of 1827 and 1830, which laid

it down that no member of the reigning families of the

three Powers should ascend the throne of Greece.'

Earl Russell renounced the crown for the Queen's

second son ; but at the same time the Cabinet entered

into a new and vast responsibility towards Greece, which

has influenced the relations of the two countries from

tliat time forward, and which has made England in a

very exceptional and particular manner answerable for

the welfare of the Greek nation.

The Cabinet of Lord Palmerston undertook to find

a new king for Greece. Earl Kussell wrote to Mr.

Scarlett that it appeared to Her Majesty's Government

that the first interest of Greece was " to elect a prince

to rule over her who should be generally accepted,"

' Universal suffrage was appoalcd to by the Provisional Government

to deciile ui)ou tlio future occupant of the throne. Before the voting had

been eonij>lotod it wa.s announced that the Powers adhered to their under-

takings on the first establi>liuu'nt of the kingdom. Notwithstanding this

fact, the votes recorded, in Greece and at the foreign consulates, were as

follows:—For Prince Alfred, 23o,Ulti ; for the Duke of Leuchtenberg (a

Romanoffsky) 2,4(XI ; for an orthodox King, 1.917; for the Czar, 1,8-tl;

for "a King" simply, l,7t)3; for Prince Napoleon, 3-15 ; for the Prince

Imperial of France, 240; for a Repviblic, i'3; for Prince Amadoo of Italy,

15 ; for the Count of Flandors, 7 ; for Prince William of Denmark (King

George) ti ; and for Prince Hji)silantcs, 6. In accordance with this vote,

Prince Alfred was acttially proclauncd as King of Greece.
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and " that lu- out^lit not to bo a prince under twenty

3'ears of aj^e, but rather a prince of mature years, and

of some experience in the world."

The opinion was a reasonaljle one ; but the task

of finding such a prince amonj^jst the reigning families

of p]urope (even in the days when many families

reigned in (lermany) proved to be beyond tin- power

of the Englisli Government. Two selections were

made, in King Ferdinand of Portugal and th<' Duke
of Sa.xe-Coburg ; and Mr. Henry Elliot, who had been

sent on a special mission to Athens, had the rashness

in both instances to announce the choice to the Greeks

before a reply had been received from the kings elect.

The two Coburgs, however, declined the offer ; and.

after another delay of about a month—sufficiently long

to enable the English Government to forget its resolu-

tions on the subject of age and experience—the choice

fell upon Prince William George, second son of Prince

Christian of Holstein-Glucksburg, subsequently King
of Denmark. The Prince's sister had recently been

married to the Prince of Wales, which will partially

account for his selection ; but any possible jealousy

which the Russian Government may have been inclined

to feel was obviated by finding for the Prince a consort

in the daughter of the Grand Duke Constantine, the

niece of the Czar.

In spite of some trouble amongst the rival ministers

and leaders of factions, which would have occurred what-

ever the decision of the English Government had been,

the (Jrcek Assembly and nation acquiesced in the

selection; and they were the more disposed to resign

their right into the hands of England because Mr. Elliot

had already announced the resolution of this countrv

to cede the Ionian Islands to their natural owuers.
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Ever since Lord Lj-tton had sent Mr. Gladstone on

his mission to Corfu in 1S58, as Ili<,'h Commissioner

Extraordinary (though subsequently, for a few weeks,

he exercised the functions of Lord High Commissioner),

it had been generally recognised amongst English

statesmen that the Ionian Islands could no longer

be retained by England without gross injustice. The

fact had been recognis'^d for a long time by a few more

discerning and courageous politicians ; but Mr. Glad-

stone's mission, and the perspicacity of Sir H. Storks,

who succeeded him, left no doubt in the minds of

those who had any pretension to genuine states-

manship. Mr. Gladstone, especially, was soon weary

of attempting to reconcile to English rule a population

which had for thirty years persistently demanded

its union with the mother country, and which met his

first approaches by declaring its unalterable desire*

to become a part of New Greece. He was not the man
to contravene the will of a people. He even suggested

that the lonians should petition the Queen for the

independence which they coveted ; and he forwarded to

Her Majesty a vote of the Ionian Parliament, declaring

that " the single and unanimous will of the Ionian people

has been and is for their union with the Kingdom of

reece.

The Eevolution of 1862 occurred at a happy moment

for the Greeks. There was a Liberal Administration in

England. Earl Kussell was at the Foreign Office.

Cavour and Garibaldi had made Italy ; and the English

Foreign Minister had given Austria to understand that

this country recognised the right of a people to choose

how and by whom it should be governed. Earl

' The word was eiKriats, and was probably intended to signify deter-

mination, rather than desire.

I

1
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Russell and his colleagues not only said this, but they

meant it.

A new era in international politics was being

inaugurated, an era in which policy is to be squared

more precisely with principle ; in which moral constraint

is not to be acknowledged in theory and neglected in

practice ; in which a duty, once perceived and acknow-

ledged, is to be performed by Governments as by indi-

viduals, even to the actual sacrifice of a nation's

apparent interests. These maxims, applied to the case

of the Greeks, pointed steadily to one conclusion ; and,

though they were so applied in IS62 rather by unde-

fined instinct than by argument and profession, they

were still formulated in the writings of contemporary

publicists and politicians. It is true that the Cabinet

in which Lord Palmerston was Premier, Earl Russell

Foreign Secretary, and Mr. Gladstone Chancellor of

the Exchequer, resisted the cession up to the eve of

the Revolution ; but it volunteered the tardy act of

justice in the last month of 1862.

The conditions of annexation are worthy of note.

On the 27th of May, 1863, the three Powers had recorded

in a protocol that they held themselves bound to main-

tain the monarchical principle in Greece, as well as to

watch over the peace and tranquillity of the kingdom.

On the 5th of the following June they recognised

Prince George as the elected King of the Hellenes, and

further entered into the following, amongst other,

engagements :—To " induce " the Ionian Parliament,

before voting the annexation, to appropriate an annual

sum of £10,000 as an increase to the civil list of the

King ; and to endow King George, ouf of the revenues of

their respective peoples, with an annual sum of £12,000
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—the said sum to be deducted from the interest due

from Greece on the loan of 1S32.' On the 14th of

November a treaty was concluded between the same

three Powers, with Austria and Prussia, by which it was

agreed that the Ionian Islands should be ceded on

condition of their future neutrality in time of war, of

the dismantling of their fortresses, and of the reten-

tion of existing commercial privileges by foreigners.

The Greek Government stoutly protested against

these latter conditions, and succeeded in limiting the

neutrality to Corfu and Paxos. The deed was even-

tually signed; and on the 2nd of June, 1SG4, the

cession of the Ionian Islands was completed.

The act was distinctly good and beneficial ; and the

selection of Prince George as the constitutional monarch

of a self-governing kingdom has turned out to be fairly

successful. But the manner of both these transactions

was thoroughly objectionable. The English Govern-

ment took upon itself too great a bui-den of responsibility

in engaging to purvey a king for Greece ; and, having

undertaken that responsibility, it set its hands to a new

act of injustice by strictly defining the terms on which

the Prince was to accept his crown, and the rate at

which his future subjects were to appraise him. The

exjn-opriation of money decided upon in the act of the

5th of June was manifestly unjust, both to the tax-

payers of Greece and to the taxpayers of England,

France, and Russia ; and it transcended the legitimate

power of the three contracting Governments.

From this time most unquestionably, if not before,

England assumed to herself the chief responsibility for

' Tlii> yonng king, to hU credit be it said, resigned one-third of hi i

civil list in IMo.

I
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tlie good behaviour and the welfare of Greece. That

whicli had been tlie joint concern of p]urope, or at least

of three leading Powers in Europe, our statesmen had

now made the special and prominent concern of this

country. We know why they did this. We know how
persistently our rulers have saddled themselves and

their successors with responsibility in South-eastern

Europe. We have experienced the cost of this policy,

and have had some opportunity of appreciating its

value.

The attitude of England in regard to Turkey and

Greece, which has been steadfastly maintained up to

the close of the Rus.so-Turki.sh war in 1S7S, received

a noteworthy illustration in our conduct during the

Cretan insurrection of lSOG-9. The assistance rendered

by Greece to her struggling children in this heroic and

long-sufiering island was so efficient, and it added so

largely to the difficulties of the Porte, that England and

France thought it their duty to intervene.' Pressure

' Mr. Hilary Skiunor, who luu Imtl many opportunities of arri\-in^

at just conclusions ou tlio sulijcct nf Grook iiisurroctious against Turkey,

wrote for tht- E;i.sti'ni Question Association a pamplilct on "Turkish

Rule in Crete," from wliich I quote a passage whicii seems to give a

fair account of tlie motives of Greece in this business:—"When tho

Cretan chiefs met at Onmlo in May, lotilJ, to consider their grievances

and to petition the Porto for redress, there was much to encourage them in

tho political sitmitiou of Greece. Some four years previously, a revolution,

as sudden as it was bloodless, had driven King Otlio into exile, and Prince

George of Denmark had mounted the Greek throne amid the aoclauiatious

of tlie pfople. There was a feeling that tho old jHilicy of caution and

timidity might be thrown aside now that tho Conservative influence of

Austria had received so severe a check. Many Greeks were sanguine

enough to imagine that even England would bo more inclined to

favour a young monarch allied to her own royal house, a Protestant in

faith, and thoroughly constitutional, thau aho had been to favour Catholic

Otho. Others, who did not go so far as to hope for any active help from

England, were encouraged by tho ev'dent rcvivid of Russia's strength, and

by the anxious pre-occupiitiou of Austria in her cpiarrel with the Pru.ssiau

Court, h nusevideully afavoorublo moment fur tho Cbristiaus in Turkey.
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was brought to bear upon the Government of King
George, and (Trccce was compoUod to play a luimble

part before Turkey. The Conference of tlie Western

Powers at Paris, in January, 1869, renewed that con-

straint of Greek liberty in the interest of Turkey which

has been a characteristic feature of European—and es-

pecially of English—policy for nearly fifty years.

But before the Conference at Paris, before the

crisis of the insurrection, England had done enough

for the oppressor to show that she had deliberately

resigned her claim to be considered the chivalrous

champion of the oppressed. The conduct of this

country in 1866 and the two following years must

sting with shame the heart of every Englishman who

reads the history of the Cretan war. No pen can

be impartial which does not bitterly condemn the

encouragement given to Turkish tyranny by the ad-

ministration of 1866-8, and especially by the notorious

despatch of its Foreign Secretary, which forbade the

captains of English vessels to remove the Cretan

women and children from the fury of the Turks.'

when their arch enemy, Austria, was occupied elsewhere. I will not stop

to discuss the various theories which have been propounded, as to the

exact foreign inHuence which induced the Greeks to encourage the Cretans

to make a try for freedom. To those who can see nothing but the band

of Russia in every move on the Eastern chess-board, it is useless to offer

other explanations; whilst to more reasonable persons it may seem an open
question whether Bismarck or Napoleon III. was the more likely to have

sot the ball in motion. My own l)elief is that the Greeks were not urged

on by any foreign Power, but tliat they gradually drifted into helping the

Cretans tlirough earnest sympathy with their cause, and traditional dislike

of Turkey, whose cruelties the elder inhabitants of her some-time province

coulil well rememlH'r."

' See the Blue Book, " Correspondence respecting the Disturbances in

Crete, 1866, 1867," No. 158. In the follo^ving passage the italics merely

indicate the amazement wliich must bo felt by every reader of this

utterly inexplicable document ; and they are the only comment which is

nccdc(L " Lord Stanley has received despatches from Greece which
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Russia, be it observed, refused to take part in this

new subordination of (ireek to Turkish interests. She

had not come to love Greece more, but she loved Turkey

less than ever. She did not want to make Greece a

first-class Power, but she had sickened of the farce

of sacrificing the new kingdom to the empire which

she wished to destroy. Every enemy of Turkey was,

at least to that extent, a friend of Russia ; and the

diplomacy of St. Petersburg now aimed more and more

at competing with England for the supremacy of in-

fluence at the court of Athens. If England had given

Greece a king, Russia had given her a queen.' If

England had ceded the Ionian Islands, Russia held out

hopes that she would go beyond her rival in generosity,

and obtain for the Greeks a more extended frontier.

Against the liberality and freedom of England, which

enlisted the admiration of Greece, Russia was able to

set the ties of a common religion. But the rivalry

was one in which superiority of force was more

clearly show that the proceedings of H.M.S. Assuraiux, in taking off from

Crete a certain numhor of refugees, has been regarded in Greece, not in

the liglit of » simple act of humanity, im.'si)ectivo of political considera-

tions, but as an indication on the part of Her Majesty's Government that

they sympathise with the cause of the insurgents, and Lord Stanley cannot

doul)t but that the same construction would bo put on any similar

proceedings on the part of Her Majesty's ships of war, especially if taking

place in consequence of express orders to that effect sent out from this

country. Lord Stanley fears that the effect of any such step would be to

hold out false hopes of a.ssistnnci> to the insurgents, and thereby in the end

to create far more suffering l)y the iirotracling of the war tluin that which

might be averted at tlie moment by tlie removal of these destitute

persons. Her .Majesty's (jovernmcnt ileeiily lament the further ruin and

misery in which a prolongation of the struggle cannot fail to involve the

Christians in Crete; but il in their duly not to crpose tlu-vmilreii to mU-
coiistruclion, and not, by an appearance of intervention, the moral effect of

which might be very tjrcat, to depart from the position of strict neutrality

which they hurc thouyht it their duly to aifume."

1 It wa-s in October. IStiT, that King Georgo married the Grand Duchess

Olga, at St. Petersburg.

A A
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persuasive than mere promises. Russia had promised

in 1853 what she had not been able to fulfil ; and, as a

matter of fact, the prestige gained by England in the

Crimean War was proof against all the approaches and

blandishments of Russia—at all events up to the year

1S78. An influence which could survive Lord Stanley's

despatch could survive anything ; and thus it happened

that the English Government was able, during the

Russo-Turkish War of 1877-8, to restrain Greece

from action, and, once again, to retard her natural

development.

A special significance attaches to the behaviour of

Greece during the last Russian invasion of Turkey,

and to the action of the English Foreign Office in

intervening between the Porte and the Government of

Athens. The relations of the three countries at this

juncture may be looked upon as an epitome of their

relations from the first establishment of New Greece.

To impede the growth of Greece, in the vain hope

of preventing the dissolution of Turkey, has been the

consistent, the costly, and the ineffectual policy of

English statesmanship for more than half a century.

A Blue Book, published in the j^ear 1878,' enables

us to appreciate the actual issue between England and

Greece, and throws a clear light upon the subsequent

conduct of both Governments. The salient points of

the correspondence included in this publication may be

presented in a few words.

In June, 1877, before the Russian army had crossed

the Danube, the Porte saw reason to fear that Greece

would cast in her lot with Russia. A change of

' " Correspondence respecting the Belations between Turkey and

Greece " iTurkey, No. 19).

I
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Ministry liad occurred at Athens, and the new Cabinet

was virtually pledged to war. Every one supposed that

the Greeks would attack Turkey ; but, as time passed

by, and as the King's army did not move across the

frontier, it became evident that the influence of England

was being used on behalf of the Porte. On the 9th

of June our representative at Athens had an internew

with the Greek Foreign Minister, M. Tricoupi, iu

v.hich, at the instance of Mr. Layard, he invited an

explanation of the intentions of Greece. M. Tricoupi

at once expressed himself in frank and intelligible terms.

He stated that Greece was prepared to observe a strict

neutrality, " pro\'ided no unforeseen incident should

force her to assume a different attitude ;

"' but, at the

same time, " he did not consider that the Hellenic

Government was bound to go out of its way to prevent

the outbreak of insurrectionary movements amongst the

Hellenic subjects of Turkey, should it believe that

such movements would conduce to the ultimate or

to the general interests of Hellenism. The Hellenic

Government would, nevertheless, be prepared to exert

all its influence with that object, and to be entirely

guided by the advice of Her Majesty's Government in

that and in all other matters of its foreign policy, if it

could obtain authority from Her Majesty's Government

to assure the Hellenic populations that their interests

would not suffer, at the conclusion of peace, in con-

sequence of their having now abstained from resorting

to insurrection. To put the case in a few words, M.
Tricoupi undertakes to go beyond the interuaticmal

duties which can strictly be required of Greece, and to

endeavour to prevent outbreaks in the neighbouring

provinces, upon condition of obtaining a promise from

' Mr. Stuart to the Earl of Derby, June 9th, 1877.

A A 2
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Great Britain that when the time comes for entering

iijwn no<,'otiati()ns for peace, over which Her Majesty's

Government may be expected to exercise considerable

control, it will be considered f/iat there is an Hellenic

question before Europe, no less than if such an Hellenic

question had been raised by the actual insurrection of

all the Hellenic provinces."

This was perfectly explicit. The Greek Govern-

ment proposed a bargain to the English Government

—

neutrality for the moment in return for English advocacy

of the Hellenic claims when the war was concluded.

M. Tricoupi was as precise as it was possible for him

to be in defining the advocacy which was desired. He
asked for an undertaking that England would " secure

for the Hellenic race a position of equality with their

Slavonic neighbours ;

" and he went on to declare that,

without such a pledge, the position of Greece would

be, perhaps, more difficult than that of any other nation

affected by the war. " Independently of the aspirations

of her people for an accession of provinces which they

deem to be their rightful inheritance, she could not

submit inactively to the increased degradation and

suffering to which the population of those provinces

would be subjected, if they should be abandoned to

tlieir fate, whilst the Slav provinces obtained special

privileges, or were placed under the special protection

of the European Powers. An Hellenic question will then

certainly arise, unless Her Majesty's Government vdW.

admit that it nlrcfidy exists, and that, in the settlement

of other collateral questions, it will not be ignored."

What was the answer of the English Government

to this appeal ? It could hardly be other than favour-

able. Greece offered to leave Turkey alone, when she

might have caused her most serious embarrassment, on
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the sole condition tliat Entjland would not permit the

Slavs to profit at the expense of, or to the exclusion of,

the Greeks.

In other words, England should secure what she

desired, on condition that she would thereafter do what

it was her special interest to do. That is how the

matter stood in point of fact. But it was contended

that England could not undertake beforehand to ad-

vocate " an Hellenic question " without admitting that

Turkey must be weakened in order to strengthen Greece

— which she was not prepared to admit. And, in

cflect. Lord Derby replied to M. Tricoupi's proposals

in this sen.se. " Her Majesty's Gt)vcrnment," he

wrote," " are not prepared to give any assurances in

relation to events which might occur in case of tlu-

dissolution of the Turkish Empire in Europe. It

would, in their opinion, be both improper and prema-

ture to contemplate such a contingency as the partition

of the country now under Turkish rule. They are,

however, ready to assure the Greek Government that,

so far as may lie in their power, they will, when the

time comes for the consideration of the settlement of

the questions arising out of the war, be ready to use

theii" best influence to secure for the Greek population

in the Turkish provinces any administrative reforms

or advantages which may be conferred upon the

Christian population of any other race." And at the

same time the Greek Government were " counselled
"

not to " raise insurrectionary movements " in the

Turkish provinces, which could " onl}' serve to increase

the misery and devastation of the war, and injure the

population whose interests the Greek Government

desired to secure."

' Lord Derby to Mr. Stuart, July 2nd, 1877.
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So much for the pledge and the prophecy of July.

In August the Russians had occupied the Shipka

Pass ; and Greece once more showed signs of an inten-

tion to strike a blow at Turkey. The Porte did not

hesitate to appeal to England for the assistance which

it had good reason to expect. On the 21st of August

Server Pasha telegraphed to Musurus Pasha, the

Turkish Ambassador in London, in the following

terms :

—

" You are aware that the military preparations in

Greece are being carried on with ever-increasing activity.

Although the Cabinet of Athens does not cease to

endeavour to reassure us on this point, yet the action

of the revolutionary committees and the language of

the Greek newspapers become daily more pronounced.

The Government is urged on to war by the press ; the

nation is being called to arms ; and to say nothing of

the volunteers who, contrary to the Greek laws, are

recruited from among our populations, paid emissaries

are circulating through our frontier provinces in order

to organise a rising there. It is also the aim of Greece

to excite the feelings of Europe ; witness the represen-

tation she has made to the Powers on the pretext of

the insignificant incident which occurred at Kavarna.

This state of affairs causes deep and unceasing anxiety

to the Imperial Government, and obliges me to call

to it the serious attention of the Guaranteeing Powers

of Greece. I have to request you, therefore, to speak

on this subject to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, who

will not fail, I am sure, to exercise a salutary influence

over the Cat)inet of Athens!'

Such a message as this might have been regarded as

a mere specimen of Turkish insolence, if we did not

know that English policy had given the Porte a right to
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count upon the •^ood offices of our Foreign Alinisttrs.

After some little hesitation, Lord Derby did as he was

requested. On the 3rd of September he wrote to Mr.

AVyndham, at Athens, instructing him " to ask the

Greek Government if they will authorise Her Majesty's

Government to give assurances in their name to the

Porte that they will not attack Turkey, or connive at

attempts to stir up insurrection in the Geek provinces."

The Greek Government gave a qualified pledge in

this sense, whilst carefully limiting their engagements

to the "present" time, and flatly declining to "dis-

courage " the insurrections in Thessaly and Epirus.

The Porte was obliged to be content with this assurance.

It expressed its " most sincere thanks " to Lord Derby

;

but the Greek Cabinet very naturally considered the

intervention " as an unfriendly act on the part of Her

Majesty's Government."

Most Englishmen, in all probability, consider that

the act was something more than unfriendly. It is

very difficult to admit the justice of this step on the

part of the English Cabinet; but at any rate it cannot

be denied that Lord Derby and his colleagues, by acting

as they had done, had contracted a most grave and

pressing responsibility, which could only be discharged

by a warm and persistent advocacy of the Hellenic

claims on the conclusion of the war.

M. Tricoupi seems to have taken up, throughout

this remarkable correspondence, a judicious and unassail-

able position. It is humiliating for Englishmen to find

a Greek Minister pkiciug this country so thoroughly in

the wrong as M. Tricoupi does, for instance, in a

despatch addressed, on the 11th of September, to M.
Gennadius, the Greek Charg^ d'AfTaires in London,

"The Porte," he says, " should herself endeavour to find
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the means to avert the dangers that her position towards

Hellenism in Turkey creates for her, and should not

appeal to Greece. A conscientious study of the causes

of the present state of affairs will convince the Porte

that it depends upon itself to effectually remedy the

evil, the responsibility for which it unjustly tries to

throw on another. As regards Greece, in her relations

with her fellow-countrymen in Turkey, she is very

careful to respect her international obligations towards

the Porte, but beyond this she takes as guide the

interests of Hellenism only. It was for the sake of

these interests that she was created an independent

State. She appreciates too highly the mission which

the Great Powers of Europe have entrusted to her in the

East to give up the exercise of the rights and the fulfil-

ment of the obligations which that mission imposes on

her. That crises like the present were possible in the

East was not unforeseen by the diplomatists and states-

men who, assembled in a Conference, were called upon

in the year 183~ to answer the demands by which the

Porte tried to fetter Greece even then ; and now that

these predictions have come to pass, Greece ^\^ll not

deviate from the path of duty traced for her by the

London Conference."

As the Russian invasion of Turkey progressed, the

anxiety of the Greek Government naturally increased.

M. Tricoupi expressed, with complete frankness, the

fear of himself and his colleagues lest the abstention of

the country from hostilities should leave it with a

weaker claim on the Great Powers than the States which

had made common cause with Russia. The Greek

nation continuallv urjred its Ministers to declare war,

and to send an army across the frontier ; but the

Cabinet listened a dozen times to the insistance of the
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Eii^'lisli Forc'if^n OfUcc. Tlius, on the 9th of November,

Mr. Wyndhani rcinindcd M. Tricoupi of "the advice

I ler Majesty's (iovernnieiit had repeatedly given, that

(ireece should maintain a strictly neutral and pacific

attitude," and told him that " the Greek Government

could hardly turn to Eii<,dand for protection if they

involved their country in a war with Turkey in spite of

the advice of Her Majesty's Government."' Both the

counsel and the threats were reiterated on many distinct

occasions, especially at the instance of the Porte,

throujrh Musurus Pasha or Mr. Layard. M. Tricoupi

and his colleagues showed every disposition to conform

themselves to the advice of the English Government,
" as being the Government of a Power to whom Greece

turned more than to any other for protection and

advice. "-

The efl'ort made by Greece in this submission, and

the confidence which she was led to feel in the future

advocacy of England as a f/uid pro quo, are very clearly

gathered from this correspondence. On the receipt of

a rumour at Athens, towards the middle of December,

to the effect that Russia was offering terms of peace

to Turkey which conflicted with Greek interests in the

southern provinces of the Empire, M. Tricoupi com-

plained to Mr. Wyndhani " that it appeared as if

Hellenic interests were to be completely neglected ;

"

and he declared his opinion " that even if a Greek force

invaded Thessaly and Epirus, and was beaten, Greece

would be better off than if she continued to maintain

a pacific attitude." And I'urther, he " s))oke with

much bitterness of the policy of England, and of the

' Mr. Wyudliam to the Earl of Derby. Nov. lOlli, 1877. Tlio laiipiapi

wn-s " approved " by Lord Di-rby in tlio usual inanucr.

• The snmo to the same, Doc. 2nd.
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advice which she had given to Greece to maintain a

pacific attitude."
'

The Greek army did, in effect, cross the Turkish

frontier in the first week of February, 1878; but the

Government recalled it immcdiatel}^ at the urgent

request of tlie Powers. M. Dclyannis (M. Tricoupi's

successor) accompanied this act by a Circuhir Note,

dated February 7th, which merits attention. " The

Government," wrote M. Delyannis, "has just given

orders to the Commander-in-Chief of its troops to re-

cross the frontier, as it counts with perfect confidence

on the promise of the Great Powers .... to

take care that the national aspirations and interests of

' the Greek populations in Turkey ' shall become the

object of the deliberations of the approaching Congress,

and is firmly convinced tliat the Powers, in tlieir sense

of equity and impartiality, will regard as a just com-

plement and natural fulfilment of their promise con-

cerning the national aspirations of the Greeks of

Turkey, the special representation of these aspirations

in the Congress itself This step, which

is an evident proof of the readiness of the Government

to follow the counsels of the Great Powers, gives us

also the right to hope that our demand for the repre-

sentation of Greek aspirations in the approaching

Congress will be kindly acceded to by the Great

Powers."

If the Hellenic Government at any time " entirely

mistook the views of Europe," as Lord Beaconsfield

afterwards declared, surely they did so at this moment

;

and it was now that they ought to have been solemnly

warned of the fact. It was perfectly well understood

what was meant by " the national aspirations and

' Mr. Wyudlmm to the Earl of Derl)y, December 13th, 1877.
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interests " of the Porte's Greek subjects ; and the

Ministers of King Greorgc ought not to have been

allowed, in so vital a matter, to labour under such a

fatal mistake.

On the day preceding that on which the Circular

Note was despatched, Mr. Wyiidhani had communicated

to M. Dolyannis an intimation, received by him from

Lord Derby, on which we are justified in assuming

that the Note of the Greek Government was intended

to rest :
—

" While instructing me to join in the repre-

sentations made by his Excellency the Minister of

France," said Mr. W^-ndham, " Her Majesty's Govern-

ment charges me to renew the assurances contained in

the despatch addressed to Mr. Stuart, dated the 2nd

July last, in which Her ^Majesty's Government gives

the assurance that // wi// do all it can, when the time

comes to consider the settlement of the questions re-

sulting from the war, to secure for the Greek population

of the Ottoman provinces any administrative reforms or

advantaf/rK ichich may be conceded to the Christian popu-

lation of other races."

In these words is comprised the essence of the pledge

to which the Government of Lortl Beaconsfield committed

itself. The language of diplomacy is naturally and ne-

cessarily vague ; and the promise thus made and ratirtetl

to (ircece is not remarkable for its definite character.

But it is clear enough up to a certain point ; and, such

as it was, it iTis\ire(l the submission of Greece to the

coimsols of the English Govemment. It was as sacred

a i)romise a.s has over been made by one nation to

another ; and it ought to have been regarded as all the

more binding because of the vastly superior strength of

the nation which made it.

How was this pledge redeemed by the English
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Government? We must turn for an answer to the

protocols and the secret history of the Congress of

Berlin.

We have thus completed our brief survey of the

actual condition and recent history of Greece. We
have taken, as it were, a coi/p d'oeil of the field of Euro-

pean diplomacy during the past sixty years, in so far as

that diplomacy has had Greece for its subject-matter.

We have dwelt upon such details as most clearly illus-

trate the spirit in which Europe has acted in the

establishment of New Greece, and more especially upon

those which illustrate the conduct of England in the

Hellenic question. We have, in short, re-stated the

problem, in the form in Avhich it comes before us for

solution. It may not be amiss to recapitulate, in a few

words, the terms of this problem, as it shapes itself

for Englishmen in particular.

We established the kingdom of Greece, partly because

a successful revolt compelled us to intervene between

the Porte and its subjects, and partly because the policy

of our statesmen, half a century ago, resulted in the

diplomatic actions of 1826-1833. It is therefore right

that we should consider, first, whether Greece, having

secured a national status confessedly imperfect, and

confessedly inadequate to her needs and her capacities,

is not entitled to demand a further development as a

matter of simple justice ; and, secondly, whether we

ourselves, having consulted our own interests in the

creation and the frequent constraint of Greece, are not

in duty bound to exert ourselves, on every possible

occasion, to give her that which she is entitled to

demand.

There is no necessity to multiply phrases. The
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whole problem is practically before us in this double

form. It involves the rif^'ht of Greece and the duty of

England ; and everything which can be said on the

subject is serviceable only as it tends to elucidate these

two considerations. If the foregoing pages have not

had the effect of emphasising both the rights of the

Greeks and our own duties, they have been ^vritten

in vain.
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List of Treaties or Diplonwlic Instruments beariwj on the Kingdom

of Greece from its EntMishment tip to 1878.

Declaration of Neutrality of Groat Britain. Septemlmr 30th, 1825.

Mediation between Greece aiul Turkey. Great Britain and Russia. April

4th, 18-26. (Protocol of St. Petersburg.)

Mediation between Greece and Turkey. Great Britain. France, and Russia.

July 6th, 1827. (Treaty of Loudon.)

Mediation between Greece and Turkey. Great Britain, France, and Russia.

July 7tli, 1827. (Secret Article.)

French Occupation of the Moroa. Great Britain, France, and Russia.

July lyth. 1828.

Mediation between Greece and Turkey. Great Britain, France, and Russia.

December 12th, 1828. (Conference at Poros.)

Mediation between Greece and Turkey. Groat Britain, France, and Russia.

March 22nd, 1829. (Conference at London.)

Religion of the King of Greece. March 22nd, 1829; April 30th. 1833;

November 20th, 1852 ; June 5th, and July 3rd, 1863.

Mediation between Greece and Turkey. Great Britain, France, and Russia.

Fol)ruary 8rd, 1830. (Conference at London.)

Independence Guaranteed. February 3rd, 1830 ; May 7tli, 1832.

Mediation between Greece and Turkey. Groat Britain. France, and Russia.

May 7th, 1832.

Greece and Bavaria. Crowns not to bo United. May 7th, 1832.

Agreement between Turkey, Great Britain, France, and Russia. July

21st, 1832.

Act of Parliam.i.t, 2 and 3 Wm. IV.. c. 121 (August 16th, 1832).

Otho recognised by the Germanic Confederation, at the request of the

Powers. October -l-th, 1832.

Greece aiid Bavaria. Family Compact. November Ist, 1832.

Mediation between Greece and Turkey. Great Britain and Russia.

February 21st, 1833.
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Crown of Greece not to bo TTiiitod with that of niiy other Country. April

30th, 1833.

Bonuucintiou by King Otho of Succession to Bavarian Throne. Marcli

18tli. 1836.

Act of Parliament, 6 and 7 "Wm. IV., c. 94 (August 19th, 1836).

Occupatidii by Allies of the Kingilom of Greece (May, 1851), prolonged

at the Paris Conforonce; April 8th, 1856. (Ended Febniary, 1857.)

Arrangement. June, 1860 ; June 26th, 1865.

Exclusion of members of royal families of Great Britain, France, and

Russia from the Throne of Greece. December 13th, 1862.

Loans : Guarantee. Great Britain, France, and Russia. December 13th.

1862.

Cro\Nni offered to Prince Alfred. February 5th, 1863.

Accession of Prince William George, of Denmark. March 30th 1863

;

May 27th, 1863 ; June 5tli, 1863.

Protocol. May 27th, 1863, maintaining the Monarchical principle,

t'ivil List of the King, Juno 5th, 1863; July 13th, 1863; October 19th.

1863 ; March 29th, 1864.

Treaty. Surrender of £4,000 annually by each of three protecting Powers

for Dotation to King George. June 5th, 1863.

Guarantee of the frontiers of Greece. June 26th and July 13th, 1863.

Treaty : Ionian Islands. Union with Greece, Great Britain, Franco,

Russia, Austria, and Prussia. November 14th, 1863.

Act 27 and 28 Yict.. c. 40 (July 14th. 1864).

Invitation of Turkey to rectify the Greek Frontier, and offer of Mediation

between Turkey and Greece. Protocol 13th of Congress of Berlin,

and Art. 56th of the Treaty of Beriin. 1878.
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Capital punishment, 132.

Capo d'Istria, Count, 51, 128, 152, 241,

206, 270, 282, 300, 322, 323, 354 ;

President of Greece, 355, 362 ; his

plots, 307 ; bis assassination, 371.

Capodistrians, 371.

Castlorcagh, 179, 236, 249, 278, 299,

304, 307.

Catherine II., Empress of Russia ; her

theory of Russian descent, 199.

Cattle, 153.
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94.

Chios, 214, 301 ; mossooTO of, 302,

306.

Church, Sir R., 3.33.
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Cobden, Mr. (.juute/), 302.
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Codrington, Sir E., 343.
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325.
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290, 385, 392.
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Cyprus, 60, 203, 214, 274.
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331, 315.
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355, 362, 404.
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„ prospoctB, 2'J, 41, 148, 169, 209.
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„ langnago, 65, 233.

„ litoraturo, 05, 241.
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337, 370, 372, 374, 385, 395.
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202, 218, 225, 404.
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Hamilton, Commodore, 324, 329.

Heideck, General, 376.
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219, 233, 254, 355, 365, 393, 403.

HcUcnif-iition, 2, 59, 204, 223, 392.
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Philikc, 2 12, 274.

HctiiiristH, 265, 274, 287, 289, 322.

Holy Alliance, 266, 282, 305, 324,326,
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Hydra. 67, HO, 2H.1.

Hypi-ilanlcH, Alexander, 266, 270.

„ Demetrius, 285, 293, 327,

331, 394.

Iguuticff , Gcncrul. 1 , 202.
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Insurrections of Greece, 230, 234.
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„ dynastic, 178, 182.

Ionian Islands, 36, 89, 128, 154, 222,
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England, 391, 395.
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of Berlin, 14.
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Judicial system, 99, 127.

Kanarcs, 111,295.

KatkofT, M. 201.

Khurshid Pasha, 265, 268.

Klephtio songs, 70.

Klephts, 70, 121, 157, 258.

Kolettos, 293, 327, 371, 386.

Kolokotrones, 270, 282, 293, 309, 315,

320, 331, 371. 375.

Kondouriotes, 293, 327, 372.
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Layard, Sir A. H., 403.

Lcnormant, M. ('/"offil), 61.

Leopold, Prince, 22, 323, 367.

Lonchtenbcrg, Duke of, 322, 394.
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Louis, King of Bavaria, 374.
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345.
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252.
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nance, 108.
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Mansolas, M. {'lUut^d), 156.
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Maurer, von, 128, 376.

Maurocordatos, 287, 315, 334, 372.
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Mettemich. 300, 325, 327, 349.

MiauUs, 295, 320, 372.

MiniHtry, 100, 120.

Moldaviik, 266.

Montenegro, 7.
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{<fUolfd /reiiuititty).
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Napoleon, Prince Jerome (quoled), 219.
Niitionnlity, the Principle of, 210.
Navariuo, 25y, 331, 343.
Norcids, 82.

Ne8.ielro<io, Count, 282, 325, 349.
Nicholas, Czar, 282, 334, 394.
Nomarchics, 99.

Odysseus, 263, 293, 315.
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Otho, King of Greece, 107, 362, 373,
389 ; expelled, 392.

Olives, 156.
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Palmorston, Lord, 35, 147, 349, 381,
383, 386, 391, 394.

Panhellenism, 192, 202,214.
Panslarism, 192, 214.
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Parallel between the years 1878 and

1828, 171, 280, 298, 307, 328, 342,
353, 366.

Parga, surrender of by England, 250,
264.

Patriarch of Constantinople, 246, 266,
274.

Plmnariots, 228, 231, 241, 275, 294.
rhilhellencs, 68, 239, 249, 312, 317,

346-8.

Pineus, 139.

Polignac, Prince de, 338.
Politics in Greece, 100, 123.

Population of Greece, 52, 00, 107, 209.

of Turkey, 211.
Ports, 167.

Powers of Europe "invite" Turkey to
rectify the Greek frontiers, 23 ; their

loans to Greece, 108 ; their policies,

169. 272, 328, 335 ; intervention in

Turkey, 170, 277, 297, 327; their

concert, 176, 180, 218; their injus-

tice to Greece, 308, 360, 364, 375
;

send their fleets to Navarino, 343

;
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356, 388; their "deference" to
Turkey, 301 ; their impotence, 372 ;

their responsibilities, 381, 386, 397.
Primates, 257, 294.
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Protocols : of Berlin, 10 ; of St. Peters-
burg (1820), 330.

Pru8.>(ia, her policy, 298, 329.
I'aara, 07, 283, 320.

Public Order, 114.
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Railways, 106.

Rangttbc, M., 16, 19 (qvoled), ISO.

Rcclus, M. (quoM), 205.
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Revolution of 1843,385; of 1802,91,
146, 390, 393, 396.

Roads, 165.

Roumania, 9, 62, 160.

Royalty in Greece, 90, 96.

Rudhart, 380.

Russell, Earl, defends the right of

popular self-government, 220, 303,
390, 394.

Russia: her policy, 1, 184, 230, 234,
297, 326, 330, 339, 401 ; her clients,

4, 12, 277 ; supports Greece at the
Congress of Berlin, 23 ; her oppres-
sion of Poland, 177 ; of Hungary,
182 ; intrigues with the Greeks,
234, 242 ; her military power,
208 ; her quarrel with Turkey, 282 ;

war of 1828. 350 ; helps the Capodis-
trians, 371; her invasion of Turkey
in 1877, 102, 408.

Russian race, origin of, 195.

Salisbury, Lord, 10, 12, 15, 27.

San Stefano, the Treaty of, 1, 17.

Saxe Coburg, Duke of, 395.
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Secret Article in the Treaty of London,
340.

Senate, abolition of, 90.
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Slavs.")

Slavs, Slavonians, 195.

Spuniolakis, 323.

Spetzas, 07, 110, 283.

Strangford, Lord, 278, 282, 299, 303,
335.

Strogonoff, Baron, 278, 282.

Strong, F. (quoled), 151, 103.

Suli, Suliotes, 264.

Syllogues, 78, 210.

Taine, M. (rpioled), 237.

Taxation, 97, 105, 3S4.

Tcherkasky, Prince, 202.

Thessaly. 3, 17, 27, 00, 213, 263, 322,

389, 409.
" The Three Sisters," 82.

Thrace, 13, 32, 274.
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,, Adrianoplo, 350.
Trial l.y Jury. 130.
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Tricoupi, M., 5, 38«, 403.
Turkey invaded by Greece, 3: appoaln

to Kngland, 4; partitiono<l, 9 ; Greek
provincosof, 13, 17, 2G1 ;

'• invited"
to rectify the Greek frontier, 22 ;

a<lmonished, 23 ; reas.siired, 26, 30 ;

lier last batch of promises, 31 ; her
devastation of Greece. 3'J, 149, 1.53,

162, 331 ; slavery in, 94, 256 : Greek
convent* in, 160 ; intervention of
Enrope in, 176, 277, 297, 327, 336
338, 343 ; her integrity forfeited

185; her heirs, 187, 206; her em-
ployment of Greek ollicials, 231
condition of the Greeks in, 245
257 ; her decline, 261 ; her mas

nacres, 265, 267, 273, .302, 306, 332,
3 14 ; anbrnixsion to Russia and
Europe, 3.'>rt ; appeals to EngUud
againat Grcoco, 406.

Univoraity of Athena, 53.

Varvakis, 323.

Wiuldington. M., 16, 20.

War of Independence, 107, 134, 146,
2G1... : mosaacro of tho Turks,
267, 294.

Watson, Mr., hia Roporta on Greece,
49. 56.

Wellin(,'ton, Duke of, 35, 179, 236,
2U9, 304, 307, 328, 330, 334, 349 ;

his statesmanship, 352.

Wiolopolski, Marquis, 193.

Wines of Greece, 140, 143, 154.

Wyndham, Mr., his Eeporta, 104, 140,
109.

Zaimcs, M., 123.

Zographos, M., 334, 380.
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